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I1.0 Introduction
1.1 The Mechanization of Industry
No other single factor in the progress of civiliza-
tion has produced such forceful effects upon the lives of
people than the substitution of electrical and mechanical
energy in industry for the work of human labor. The Indus-
trial Revolution began midway in the 19th century. The
spinning Jenny, the cotton gin, and the steajn engine were
created later. Edison developed the first electrical generat-
ing and distributing system, which he closely followed with
the introduction of the incandescent light; Tesla perfected
the first alternating current motor; Bell and Watson origi-
nated the telephone. These and other discoveries gave early
impetus to the adoption of machines by industry to meet the
demands of mass production. This was the period of growth
of industrial giants and the era of production problems.
While the first machine types were crude, with limited util-
ity, devices were improved and perfected as time went by.
The volume of production soared, output per worker increased,
costs were lowered, and management became more efficient.
From 1900 on, the replacement of labor by machines became
more preponderant. The horse and wagon gave way to the auto-
mobile, the plough to the tractor, and the skilled workman
to the machine tool. Today the domination of our wants and
needs by the influences of the machine age is more complete
than ever. Whole industries based on technological advance
have rendered other industries based on manual occupation

obsolete. The registration office at Washington issues
patents on new devices each year at an abundant rate. The
pinnacle of scientific achievement is still far from being
reached, although it is reasonable to believe that future
changes measured by technological effects, will be less
drastic than those of the past few decades. It is fitting
to mention that although the lives of people are increasing-
ly affected by machine activity, the standard of living is
much Improved and real wages have increased in the last two
decades
.
1.2 The Modernization of Accounting
The growth of small establishments into vast enter-
prises from concerns of local sphere to businesses of
national and international importance was a natural result
of industrial expansion. Sole proprietorships and partner-
ships became incorporated and groups of corporations were
consolidated into hugh unified organizations. The enormous-
ly increased volume of business in large organizations created
tremendous problems of internal management. The accounting
routine of large business firms required early changes to
cope with the tremendous growth in number of transactions to
be analyzed, the expanded classifications necessary for pro-
viding management with adequate control, and the greater
necessity for producing satisfactory results commensurate
with the pressure of time, cost, flexibility and thorough-
ness, In order to permit subdivision of labor for simultan-
eous work upon several divisions of the books at one time,

subsidiary ledgers were adopted for main accounts of the
general ledger to permit analysis in detached records of
detailed transactions of like nature. In turn, the deleted
subsidiary ledgers were replaced in the general ledger with
one controlling account for each separate subsidiary ledger.
Every posting made in each subsidiary ledger was reflected
in summary entries made to the controlling account. In this
way the heavy volume of work was decentralized and spread
over adequate personnel. The Accounts Receivable account
was supported by the Sales Register. The Accounts Payable
account was regulated through the Voucher Register. The
Materials and Supplies Inventory was governed by the Stores
Ledger. The Work in Process Inventory was analyzed through
the Cost Ledger, The Finished Goods Inventory was maintain-
ed through the Stock Ledger. Likewise, the Cash account was
controlled through the Cash Receipts and Cash Disbursements
Books. Payroll Accrued, Selling Expense, Administrative
Expense and Factory Overhead are other examples of accounts
commonly supported by subsidiary schedules. In fact, where-
ever an unwieldy volume of work is required to maintain an
account in the general ledger, it is common practice now to
employ a subsidiary ledger for analyzing the controlling ac-
count .
Along with improved structure in the basic founda-
tion of accounting systems, management required more informa-
tion about its business. Cost systems were installed to
measure production values, more closely determine ultimate
profit, and promote production efficiency. Departmental

analyses of expense were required to detect internal wastes.
Systems of budgetary control were devised to measure perform-
ance against estimates. Statistical data of pertinent nature
was demanded.
The development of large scale business extended
competition on a wide and national scale. Operating margins
became closer. Management desired more frequent financial
statements and wished to have quicker and better facts at
hand to regulate the favorable and unfavorable elements in
their current problems. In order to earn a fair return, ex-
penses needed to bear proper ratios to income and the urge
was paramount to keep expenses at a low ebb. In all the in-
tensive systematizing, management expected the best, the
quickest, the most accurate, and the most economical results
of its accounting organization for the money paid. Satisfac-
tory results were not always obtained for various reasons
among which the common are outstanding. Current closings
were always late. The system was too costly. Management was
not securing encugh information about the business. The
money spent was for the accounting system was all the company
could afford, but yet the expenditure was not preventing
losses or detecting wastes. The proper control was not being
obtained. The system was too elaborate for the needs of the
company and unnecessary peak loads were being carried. The
procedure was often inflexible to change. The pressure of
work required simplification of method in maintaining inade-
quate accounting structures when business was expanding and
really demanded more complex accounting structure. Facts
k

were not being presentei until long after they should have
been, when it was too late to act upon the information by
prevention of losses or by enlargement of profits*
1*3 The Use of Tabulating Machine Systems for Accounting
and Statistical Purposes
Tabulating machines were developed in ISS7 by Dr.
Herman Hollerith, a distinguished statistician in the employ
1
of the United States Government for use in the 10th Census.
He Invented three machines to revolutionize the method of
compiling of the decennial Census. A key punch was devised
to transfer census facts into tabulating cards by means of
2
punching holes. A sorting machine was created to classify
Information into like classifications by mechanically distrib
3
utlng the cards to pockets in the machine. A tabulator was
perfected to count or add the cards by electrical operation
4
singly or in groups as the case might require. In ISS9 a
committee of three members employed by the Government to in-
vestigate methods of compiling the 10th Census reported that
Dr. Hollerith* £ punch would transcribe data in three-fourths
of the time required by any other known method and that the
tabulator would add the final results in one-eighth of the
time of any other plan. Dr. Hollerith* s machines were adopt-
ed and the United States became what it has remained ever
since, - the largest user of tabulating equipment in the
world.
The first commercial use of the extended machines
arose in the New York Central Railroad Office for the audit
of railroad freight accounts and the accumulation of commod-
1,2,3»4,5 International Business Machines (I.B.M.)
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6
Ity statistics. The second important commercial field for
punched card accounting was opened in adaptation to the ac-
tuarial work of Insurance companies. The entire field of
large scale business was prolific for use of tabulating ma-
7
chines. Applications grew in number, size, and variety.
The Introduction of new devices and the Improvement of exist-
ent equipment created new uses. The spread of tabulating
machines for accounting and statistical use is today univer-
sal. Hardly a business of leading consequence may be found
in the industrial field v/hich does not make use of tabulating
systems for one or more phases of accounting procedure.
l.i^- The Problem of this Thesis
The aim of this study is to demonstrate the broad
range of tabulating machine adaptation. The history of ma-
chine development will be briefly discussed. The importance
of relative machine units will be described. One of the main
objects of this report is to Illustrate how decisively punched
Card systems have supplanted inadequate manual procedures.
Emphasis will be given to the wide fields of opportunity which
have followed the Introduction of the newer devices of the
past few years. The growth of the tabulating machine Industry
has been so phenomenal that it ranks almost without a peer in
the degree of success achieved. The outstanding accomplish-
ment of the tabulating machine industry, ever since its In-
ciplency, has established a record which few businesses can
parallel. In times of depression, when concerns in general
were sustaining heavy losses, lowering dividend rates, or
6,7 I.E.M. Bulletin 1-Page 2

passing dividends altogether, the tabulating machine business
enjoyed some of its best years. This was due largely to the
greater requirement for curtailing operating expenses of busi-
ness in the recession period, with resulting expansion in use
of punched cards as a means of economy. The future of the
tabulating machine industry will be considered at length,
1,5 The Treatment of the Problem
The case material for this study was determined by
personal investigation of the writer at the primary source of
the data, through conferences with business executives in custo-
mers* offices and interviews with salesmen of the tabulating ma-
chine manufacturers. Several illustrations will be selected in
the industrial field, including the problems of sales and cost
of sales analj'^sis, accounts receivable, production control,
payroll, and finished stock inventory regulation. Actual in-
stallations will be described in the public utility, railroad,
ans insurance fields. Representative uses of tabulating ma-
chines by government will be discussed. Two of the industrial
cases cited will be treated technically to convey a laboratory
impression of the step by step performance involved under the
tabulating method; the other cases will be studied thoroughly,
stressing chiefly the flow of work and the results obtained
from the machines with only casual reference to technical ma-
chine requirement for the work done, A general survey of cer-
tain common elements in the illustrations chosen will indicate
the advantages of automatic tabulating accounting in compari-
son with slower, more laborious, and more costly manual method.

2.0 The Basic Concept of American Progress
2.1 G-eneral Developments In the G-rowth of American Industry
The United States of America for many decades has
been Indisputably recognized as the wealthiest, the most
progressive, aJid the most highly civilized nation In the
world. The keynote of the unparalleled success of this coun-
try has been the combined prevalence of abundant natural re-
sources with Initiative and means of developing these resources
to their fullest. The American system has always been a capi-
talistic regime. Dating from our early pioneering, competition
between Individual entrepreneurs has been the steadying, regu-
latory Influence as Industries were born, first thriving In
local communities and later dispersing throughout the land.
As expansion took place corporate management replaced the form
of Individual ownership of business. The number of firms en-
gaged In similar undertakings Increased with the prosperity
of the nation. Then came the machine age, fostered by a
multiplicity of Inventions, to hasten the growth of corporate
control and the formation of our Industrial giants through
large scale production. As business grew, expansion took
place vertically as Individual concerns expanded their markets
and absorbed their competitors and horizontally as they diver-
sified their products by Investment In other lines. The de-
velopment culminated finally In the consolidation and merger
movement, with Inherent tendencies toward monopoly In the
largest companies. Bolstering this tremendous growth through-
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out were two paramount Influences, the tone of which was the
same in each Instance. First, the existence of a strong and
unified central government lent to Industry a security and
freedom for expansion which it did not possess in other coun-
tries torn by Internal conflict. Second, the coalition of men,
money, and machines, expressed in the one word "organization"
permitted the consistently successful completion of colossal
tasks.
2.2 The Representative Growth of the Tabulating: Machine
Industry
Following the successful introduction of tabulating
machines by Dr. Hollerith in 1^87 > use in the compilation
of the 10th Census, the Tabulating Machine Company was formed.
g
It was a successful enterprise from the beginning. The early
company and the tremendous concern of today possess one com-
mon characteristic, the difficulty of delivering machines when
Q
wanted because of voluminous unfilled orders always ahead. In
1911
,
the Computing - Tabulating - Recording Company was form-
ed as a holding company to take over the ownership of three
non - competing firms. The Bundy Manufacturing Company was
formed in 1359 to manufacture the card time recorder. The Dey
10
dial time recorder was patented about the same time. In
1391
^
The Computing Scale Company was organized in Dayton,
11
Ohio. The Tabulating Machine Company was organized under a
12
New York charter in 1396. All three companies flourished.
At this time the possibilities of Increased efficiency and
Improved control of business through merger were being
3,9,10,11,12 I.B.M. Bulletin 1- Page 4

explored. By 190? > "the International Time Recording Company
13
had acquired the properties of the Bundy and the Dey firms.
Curiously enough, each of the three companies entering into
the merger Fa s established at about the same time. It is
equally noteworthy that the Tabulating Machine Company, at the
outset the least formidable of the three units merged, quickly
forged to the front as the most Important division, far out-
stripping the others as the businesses grew. The name of the
Computing-Tabulating-Recording Company was changed in 1924 to
the International Business Machines Corporation, as the growth
and extension of company activities had rendered the old name
too limited for the scope of the organization. The 1924 com-
pany compared with the I9II firm as a ten year old oak tree
compares with its seedling. In physical size, - in number of
employees, capacity of factories, number of branch offices,
14
and territorial field of business - it had more than doubled.
Since 1924 the company has continued to double in size and
activity every five years.
In similar fashion, the Powers Accounting Machine
Corporation was merged into Remington Rand Business Service,
along v;lth the Remington Typewriter Company, Rand Kardex Com-
pany and Library Bureau.
3.0 The History of The Tabulating Machine Industry
3.1 The Early Stage of Manually Operated Machines
Tabulating machine systems v;ere made possible by the
invention of the three cardinal units of key punches, sorters,
and tabulators. The early devices were manually operated, and
little need be said to describe them. The speed of obtaining
13 I.B.M. Bulletin 1-Fage 6 l4l.E.M. Bulletin 1-Page 7

results was slow. In the absence of printing units synchro-
nized with adding mechanisms totals had to be manually tran-
scribed from visible counters. Tabulators were limited to
accumulation chiefly of only one type of information in in-
dividual counters from individual adding fields. There was
no means of securing a total for control groups of like Id^entl-
ty except as the tabulator was cleared by hand.
3 • 2 The Intermediary Stage of Making Machines Automatic
The most important engineering problem ever solved
in the history of tabulating was the development of the tab-
ulator into a fully automatic unit. These difficulties v;lll
be better appreciated in a later phase of this study when
tabulator specifications are discussed. For the moment, a
tabulator is pictured as a multi-bank adding machine with
Independent adding mechanisms called "counters", in which
totals may be obtained from the same or different card fields
from one run of punched tabulating cards. One of the out-
standing difficulties was to make the tabulator clear its
counters automatically at the end of control groups. The
clearing or "resetting" mechanism of a tabulator may be
likened to the sequence of striking the space key and the
total key to obtain a total by adding machine. The first
tabulators were cleared manually at the end of each group.
The next totalizing arrangement was to place manually a
"total" control card at the end of each control group, which
made the tabulator clear automatically but which also re-
quired the manual operation of filing the "total" card.

The problem was further simplified by sorting ’’total" cajrds
pre-punched v;ith the control designations behind the detail
cards as the cards were classified for tabulating in the
sorter. The totalizing problem was not solved electrically
until 1921, under circumstances which were both fortunate and
15
dramatic
.
During the World War, when all industries expanded
so heavily, the tabulating machine business increased tremen-
dously. In the post-war depression, however, when a subnor-
mal rate of production resulted from large stocks accumulated
in the war emergency and when the facilities of war time
administration became modified to ordinary needs, so many
tabulating machines were released from rental by government
and Industry that the stock of used equipment returned threat
ened to undermine the current production schedule. In other
words, the large stock of finished goods was competing with
the current work in process. The company was ready with the
proper move and announced the automatic control, self-totaliz
Ing printing tabulator, in one act making the whole previous
line of tabulators obsolete. The automatic control principle
was not entirely perfected for two or three years later, but
when finished was a job well done, for little change has been
made since 1925 in this feature.
In the middle period of progress other important
changes took place, such as the substitution of the 45 column
16
tabulating card for the column tabulating card in I9IO.
All machines were electrified. Speeds of equipment were In-
15 Conference with E .Betz-I.B.M.
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creased. The electric plugboard permitted 100 per cent flex-
ibility in adapting the machine to running a certain report
form. The key punch was standardized as a twelve key ms chine.
The principle of group indication, or first card elimination
was perfected so that the indicating information which iden-
tified the control groups would not add, but only the first
card would print, while the tote.ls obtained from the adding
fields might represent hundreds of cards. Other main features
of extreme importance were Introduced in the intermediary
period, but these were only a harbinger of what was to follow.
3.3 The Specialized Period of Today
As the various engineering features of the basic
equipment were perfected, each basic change made the machines
more valuable to business. It naturally followed that as the
usefulness of the machines increased by improvements in manu-
facture, the advantages of punched card systems were corres-
pondingly magnified, especially from the viewpoints of lower-
ed costs and saving of time. The progress was matched with
similar Increases in revenue through an avalanche of orders
from new users. Following the mastery of the problems of the
fundamental equipment, the research laboratory devoted es-
pecial attention to the development of further devices to per-
form automatically various functions that had arisen in con-
nection with systems already established. The five year period
from 1932 through 1937 is amazing from the viewpoint of the
number of totally new devices introduced and the further im-
provements in former equipment. The tabulating machine Indus-

ftry has Instituted such Important chajiges in the last few
years as to minimize in obscurity the prior forty-three years'
accomplishments all together. It must be emphasized at this
point that the changes from 1932 on were major in significance,
since each new product announced augmented the extended family
of uses to which machines could be put. Service was now es-
tablished on a basis of an absolute machine flexibility, and
results were achieved which would have exceeded Dr. Hollerith’s
fondest dreams. The response from customers was Instantaneous.
It now became common practice for customers bo divert several
major types of accounting work to one expanded, versatile tab-
ulating bureau. The tabulating machine Industry benefited in
several ways, through expanded requirements from present cus-
tomers, through greater inducements to gain new customers be-
cause of more complete lines and greater experience, and through
liberation of totally new uses in fields hitherto undeveloped.
Machines were offered in such swift succession that tabulating
machine salesmen were at a loss to be fully informed of their
specifications. The line of equipment had been broadened so
radically that it was a difficult sales problem to select the
right machines for use in distinct fields. The most acute
problem of all was the adequate maintenance of Installed equip-
ment. The engineering laboratory was months ahead of the sales
force and years ahead of the field repair service. As a re-
sult, educational facilities were provided at the tabulating
machine factories for training salesmen and maintenance men.
It became necessary for the repair groups In the branch offices

to hold v;eekly meetings to keep abreast of installation data
and maintenance for nev; equipment,
A few examples v/ill demonstrate the Intensiveness of
this crucial period. Most concerns needed cumulative figures
for certain reports and had avoided secondary runs of tabulat-
ing cards by manually punching summary cards from the report
tabulated in the original run. The duplicating summary punch was
an automatic machine, linked with the tabulator through a cable
which produced a summary card for each item on the original re-
port, simultaneously as the report was tabulated. This machine
permitted automatic balance forwarding, eliminating manual
operation previously necessary, and offered advantages in prov-
ing reports hitherto not realized.
The multiplying key punch permitted the multiplication
of eight digits times eight digits at a speed several times
faster than it was possible for expert manual operators to com-
pute by electric calculator. The punching of each extension
was simultaneously obtained in each tabulating card and the sum
of the extensions for the machine run accumulated in a visible
products counter for control purposes. Later, cross footing
mechanism enabled the multiplier to compute and punch net re-
sults in the final extension field, achieved through automatic
control of individual factors from several fields in the tabu-
lating card. This machine was the direct stimulus to promot-
ing tabulating installations for payroll and cost accounting.
A whole series of alphabetic accounting machines was
announced a few years ago. This equipment permitted the tabu-

lation of lettere as well as numbers and enabled the delivery
of finished reports directly as they come from the machines,
with no decoding, addressing or other change in form. The
complete alphabet was obtainable by printing any of twenty-six
different alphabetic characters from only twelve puncnlng
positions in the individual column of the tabulating card.
The letters could be printed in normal reading sequence with
no Intervening spaces between letters, and no symbols were
combination characters to signify more than one letter. Each
of the alphabetic type bars could also be used as a numeric
bar, including all digits from 0*9 ^ and one extra position
was available in each bar for printing a special sjnnbol. In
other words, by means of a zoning circuit, each type bar in
the alphabetic section could optionally be used as an alpha-
betic unit or a numeric unit. This arrangement made the al-
phabetic tabulator completely flexible, automatically con-
trolling the printing stroke for a letter or a number im-
pression, The first alphabetic tabulators were developed by
Powers in I925 but these machines permitted only a limited
alphabet as onl^^ certain characters could be punched in a
single column. This m.eant that assignment of letter positions
to individual columns was devised with relation to their word
frequencies. When names were printed from this early alpha-
betic tabulator the horizontal spacing of letters was at ran-
dom, as certain card columns .had to be selected with spaces
intervening, to choose the letters desired. The punching
sequence was Inconvient in the first alphabetic machines.

The reproducing punch was Introduced by International
to provide a convenient flexible machine for several distinct
purposes. The machine was equipped with tv;o card feeds and
two stackers for accumulating cards which had passed through
the machine. The punched cards to be reproduced were placed
In one feed and the blank cards to be punched in the other.
When the machine was operated, the data was reproduced, from
the punched cards into the blank ones. Complete flexibility
was provided in the transfer, as a particular column in the
setup card could be transferred to any of the columns of the
reproduced card. The new machine was of tremendous value to
insurance companies which frequently have the problem of trans-
ferring information from one card form into another. It was
also a useful machine for replacing a worn card file with a
new one. Another important use existed in transferring the
punched data from a file printed from a previous electro-type
into a new file based upon a revision of card form through
the medium of a new electro-type. The machine was especially
valuable as an automatically controlled gang punch. In former
gang punches it had* always been necessary to set a die plate
manually to repeat punch any number of cards of like identity.
When wishing to gang punch from a different master card, it
had been necessary to change the die plate manually to secure
a new control for the next set to be gang punched. This was
an unsatisfactory operating condition, as much setup time was
lost to operating efficiency since in the typical case only
a few gang punched cards are needed for each different group.
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The reproducing punch allov/ed the intermittent stacking of
master setup cards with detail, cards to be ganged, and when
the cards were fed through the gang feed of the reproducer,
the machine automatically cleared Itself at the end of each
group ganged and determined a different setup automatically
from the new master card. This was accomplished by engineer-
ing a mechanism which was actuated from a control position
punched only in the master cards. As the cards passed through
the machine all cards gang punched would be identical until
a new master card containing a control impulse was reached,
at which point the first setup changed and a new one was auto-
matically arranged.
These typical examples Illustrate the variety of new
and important developments. The high speed summary punch,
the direct subtraction tabulator, the Interpreter, the alpha-
betic printing punch, the bank-proof machine, the comparing
reproducer, and the collator were other Important devices dur-
ing the recent period of greatest progressiveness, and these
will be discussed in due course.
The Tabulating Machine Company
It has already been stated that the Tabulating Machine
Company is by far the leading division of the International
Business Machines Corporation. There are 73 offices in
the United States with many sub-offices. The company maintains
other offices in all the principle cities of the world. It
17
owns and operates eight factories in six different countries.
The main manufacturing plant is located at Endicott, New York.
17 I.B.M. Bulletin 1-Page 11

The world wide scope of the service geographically is matched
by its functional scope. The ramifications of application in
every field of commerce and Industry could only be adequately
described in several volumes, and it is striking that when
printed, much of the information would be rendered out of date
by to-morrow* s inventions. This thesis, although sampling the
fundamental applications of today, is at best but a fore-run-
ner of the further advances yet to come. The company has re-
cently purchased a 20 story office building, in New York City
for housing its main executive offices. While for the time
being this structure will be ample for the hugh administrative
organization, the day will undoubtedly come when even these
quarters will be outgrown. It should be observed parentheti-
cally that while the domestic growth of the Tabulating Machine
Company has been phenomenal, the foreign relations of the firm
from the outset have been the most satisfactory of any American
17 a
Corporation,
3*5 The Powers Accounting Machine Corporation
This company, a subsidiary of Remington Rand Business
Service, is also represented all over the world. It is equip-
ped with machines to perform most of the main functions avail-
able in the machines of the International Company, The two
companies are the only concerns in the world which manufacture
tabulating equipment. The main factory of the Powers organiza-
tion is situated at Buffalo, New York.
3*6 The Rental Basis of Marketing: Tabulating Equipment
Tabulating machines are not sold outright to customers
17 a- I.B.M. Bulletin 1- Page 11

but are leased, subject to self-renev/ing annual contracts
which require the payment of monthly rental fees. This plan
was born of necessity rather than choice. The intricacy of
the equipment compelled precise and definite knowledge in the
servicing of Installed machines, and the task was delegated
to throughly trained mechanics v;ho were properly educated at
the factory over a long period before being assigned to field
maintenance work. New products and Improvements came so swift
ly that it would have been impossible for machine users to
service the equipment properly. If the machine manufacturers
had not recognized early the responsibility of providing suit-
able repair service, the lack of continuity in machine running
hours v;ould have hampered the development of satisfactory cus-
tomer relations. As it is, machines have been maintained by
adequately educated men, troubles have been promptly fixed,
and the cost of the service and replacement parts is absorbed
in the monthly fee established for the machines. The terrific
obsolescence caused by rapidly changing technique v/ould have
deterred progress if customers had ovmed the equipment.
Since the machine companies at all times have title
to their property on customers’ premises, the customers are
free to replace their old and depreciated equipment with new
machines with the latest advantages. This aims for uninter-
rupted engineering progress except for the production delays
Caused by the tremendous flow of orders that follows announce-
ment of machine changes. The machine companies salvage some
of the parts after return of replaced equipment. VlHien cus-

tomers change equipment to secure the advantages of totally
nev7 features, they also obtain the benefit of improvements
made in the old. features.
4.0 The Nature of the Tabulating Card
4.1 Specifications of the Tabulating Card.
The Importance of the tabulating caTd in a successful
tabulating installation can not be overemphasized. The card
is the medium by which the punch, the sorter, and the tabula-
tor all perform their functions. Care in the manufacture of
tabulating cards, which has remained an important responsibil-
ity of the machine companies, must be governed by the same
standards of precision as those which characterize every step
in the manufacture, assembly, and inspection of the machines
themselves. Tabulating cards are manufactured from especial-
ly high grade paper stock. Not only must the card forms that
are cut to measurement and run through the presses be uniform
in size but also the paper must be strong in w^eaving quality
and free from carbon, slime, froth spots, and other foreign
10
particles that might act as conductors of electricity.
Careful experimentation has resulted in the establishment of
standard tests to insure the uniform quality of tabulating
card paper stock. Tabulating cards are printed on paper cut
to a single v;ldth of 3i’ inches, and on one of two lengths,
the short card of 5 5/^ Inches, and the long card of 7 3/^
Inches. Apart from the physical characteristics, tabulating
cards are typified by their variations in column capacity.
10 I.B.M. Bulletin 3- Page 1

International types are built with capacity for handling
Cards of 34,4-5 or ^0 columns. Powers machines are manufac-
tured to handle 45 or 90 column cards. The long form of card
is almost universally used, and the trend of industry toward
storing maximum information in the 7 3/^ Inches by 3 1/4 inches
form has resulted in a strong predominant trend toward manufac-
turing only machines for using the 30 or 90 column cards. The
International Company secures 30 columns in the card by decreas-
ing the horizontal spacing between column centers from 5/32 of
an inch to 3/32 of an inch. The Powers Company obtains 90
column Cards by dividing the card in the middle horizontally,
so that the card is separated into two sections of 45 columns
each; use of the lower section is distinguished from use of
the upper section by the automatic perforation of a control
19
position v:hen the 90 column card is being punched.
Regardless, however, of the number of columns on
which a pa-rticulaT^ Installation is based, the perforation of
holes in the individual card column is guided by the same ma-
chine limitation. There are 12 punching positions in each
Card column, one for each of the 10 digits position, an 11th
position used for control, which is commonly called the *'x"
position, and a 12th position. In numeric tabulators, the
figures which actually print from the punched holes are the
digits from 0 to 9» although the adding field may be a debit
or a credit, a plus total or a minus total, according to
regulation by the "x" or control position. In alphabetic
19 Powers Bulletin C-1 Page 3

equipment, the punching of the 12th, 11th, and the zero posi-
tions, respectively, in combination with the digits from 1
through Identifies the 26 letters of the alphabet by the
automatic punching of two holes in the card column from the
alphabetic key punch,
4.2 The Characteristics of Punched Holes
The 4-5 column punches of the International Company
and all punches of the Powers Company perforate round holes
1/g of an inch in diameter when the punching keys are depress-
ed. The 60 column machines of the International Company punch
rectangular perforations that are 1/6 of an inch long and 3/^4
of an inch wide when keys are engaged. Both types of perfora-
tion are satisfactory for machine operation. As will be later
explained, a fundamental difference in tabulating principle
between the two makes of equipment governs the difference in
perforation necessary. Exhibits 1,2, and 2A show examples of
punched 60 column, 45 column and ^0 column tabulating cards.
4*3 The Effect of Atmospheric Conditions upon Cards
Tabulating cards should be stored in cool, dry places
for best results. Heat and dampness cause swelling of the
edges, making passage through the machines difficult because
of card Jams. The cards are apt to curl or buckle if atmos-
pheric conditions are unfavorable. Jammed cards are easily
removed from machines, but if it becomes necessary to teaj? a
card in order to clear the Jam, the pieces may be fitted to-
gether and a duplicate card may be punched to replace the
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damaged one by reading the holes. It Is only In the cases
of extremes in temperature and humidity that the swelling of
cards is in any sense an operating difficulty and on these
occasional days the handicap may be offset by running only
a few cards through machines at one time.
4.4 Passage of Cards through Machines
Nearly all tabulating machines are designed so
that cards may be mechanically fed into the machine. In
some machines the feeding stroke is a vertical one, in
which Instances stacks of about ^00 cards may be fed at one
time, but the machine must sometimes be stopped to replenish
the card magazine. The trend in card feeding, however, is
toward a lateral stroke, making use of the force of gravity
to align the card even with the feeding knives and permit-
ting continuous feeding of the machines while they are
operating. The clearance of the card knives, which engage
the card at the outside edge when the card is about to enter
the machine, is barely enough to contact one card so that
the machine will not be Jammed by the feeding of two cards.
In corresponding fashion the throat through which the card
enters the machine is wide enough to admit one card, but
not two. During the sorting process in which over 400 cards
pass through the machine in one minute, cards in the same
pockets have a strong tendency to stick together due to fric-
tion. This "static" is overcome by stacking the cards flush
against the sorting frame, fanning the ends of a group with
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one hand while holding the other ends firmly to admit air .
The loosened cards will easily fall Into proper position
with absolutely flush edges. In view of avoidable operating
Inconvenience, tabulating cards should not be removed from
the original container until about to be used. Current proven
cards and the tabulating cards for prior months should be
packed tightly In transfer trays by the use of locked follower
blocks* The life of tabulating cards Is determined chiefly by
the quality of stock used and strictness of adherence to sped
floatIons. Cards made from short uneven fibers will not stand
up. From the outlook of use, some types of tabulating cards,
like coding cards, are subject to many times the repeated ma-
chine use of others. Generally speaking, the practical life
of a tabulating card used repeatedly In machines Is seldom
limited by any physical wear and tear upon the card, for vari-
ous changes in content or form snrlse which demand a replace-
ment of the card before It wears out. Cards which are used
several times a month will easily last ten years if properly
handled and filed.
4.5 Tabulating Card Terminology
Especial attention should be devoted to observing
the different classifications of tabulating cards according
to their use or origin. A detail or transcript card is the
original punched card which is perforated from Information
previously recorded on some other basic record. This type of
card Is obviously the most comprehensive group since It pro-
vides the fundamental information In unit form which Is later
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classified, expanded, summarized, or otherwise affected by
other cards,
A dual detail card Is often the punched medium of
a comprehensive machine job, A dual tabulating card serves
the combined purposes of providing spaces on the face of the
card for writing original Information and card fields for
transcribing this Information by punched holes# The dual
arrangement Increases punch production effectively, since It
eliminates subsequent reference to a source record and makes
the card more readable.
Prepunched cards are cards which are wholly or
partially punched with data In advance of their use as detail
|
transaction cards, i
Customer code cards so*e a combination of dual and
prepunched cards which have a special and frequent use for
automatically coding data used for classification In sales
j
distribution. Prepunched cards and customer code cards are '
filed In trays and tubs behind Identifying guide cards and
are pulled in sequence of source material. Their Important i
use lies In saving time and cost, enhancing accuracy and
simplifying punching. Manual coding of the prepunched fields
I
Is eliminated, and the need for punching and checking of the
coded field Is almost entirely removed.
Any card designed for securing Its perforations ^
from totals secured from tabulations of other cards Is called
a summary card. Summary cards are usually obtained from a *
I
summary card punch linked to the tabulator through a cable,
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Just before each control cycle clears In the tabulator and
prints on the report form, a summary card. Identical In
punching with desired Information In the tabulation. Is
automatically obtained. The major uses of summary cards are
for balance forwarding and securing final consolidated reports.
Interpreted cards are tabulating cards which have
been passed through an Interpreting punch for recording In
printed form above each punched column along the top margin
of the card the numeric or alphabetic symbol which the punched
hole represents
.
Master cards or set-up cards are cards sorted ahead
of detail cards and usually punched In a control position
which operate to affect completion of a detail card for some
factor which the master card controls. A payroll Is extended
In the multiplying punch by sorting master rate cards for each
worker ahead of his Individual time cards, or overhead Is
applied by sorting predetermined overhead master rate cards
by department by operation number ahead of the labor cards
respectively.
Any card designed for Insertion with active cards
for the purpose of producing a special type of report Is
termed an Indicating card. An Indicating card might be used
In an accounts receivable Installation to show ahead of each
customer listed on the aged trial balance the credit ratings,
the credit limit and the class of trade.
A name card Is an alphabetically punched card also
punched with numeric coding common to detail cards, which
V'»
when sorted ahead of detail cards will alphabetically decode
the name of the Items coded as the report Is tabulated.
An address card Is one usually used In connection
with a name card to decode statements or other mailings as
a report Is tabulated.
An Index tab card Is a card having a visible lip
which Is used In tabulating card files for physically Identi-
fying cards of Its classification which are filed behind It.
Index cards are available which may pass through sorters and
tabulators with the detail cards without changing the original
filing sequence.
Tip-over cards are specimens which because of limit-
ed number of card fields In horizontal spread may be used twice
by reversing the face of the card when punching the second
time. A corner cut In the upper left margin might Indicate
the first position and a square left corner when the card was
reversed would show the second position. This plan Is obvious-
ly a means of reducing tabulating card cost where only limited
Information Is required from the machines.
Whereas there are other terms for tabulating cards
designed for special uses, the foregoing Illustrations repre-
sent all the types of tabulating cards which may be considered
general.
5*0 The Design of Tabulating Card Forms
5.1 Determination of Card Data
Of all the factors Influencing card design the most

Important are the requirements of the finished reports to be
prepared* All information necessary must not only be Included
in the card but must also be arranged in proper form to facili-
tate all procedure. The factors next in Importance are deter-
mined by the sources of the original information* These must
be carefully studied to ascertain whether all data to be punch-
ed is available from the original documents* If not, the card
data list may be revised or changes may be made in the source
records so that the needed information is at hand* Often a
dual tabulating card may be devised to replace the original
record, also serving as the punching medium for perforating
20
the complete data* Once the list of data has been compiled.
It may be divided into three groups as follows:
Reference Date - Data, Order Number, etc*
Controlling Data - Account Number, Salesman, etc.
Adding Data - Quantity, Sales Amount, Cost.
Such grouping of the card data aids later location
of these items in the tabulating card*
5.2 Correlation of Number of Card Columns with Size of Fields
Any group of card columns representing a unit factor,
like commodity number, is termed a •' field". The tabulating
card form must be planned so that there will be sufficient
column capacity in each indicating, controlling, and adding
field to provide for the maximum number of digits which will
ordinarily be needed. Four digits might suffice for the ac-
count number. If five digits were enough for the money colums,
except for an unusual case, then to save a column of two for
expansion capacity, probably five column fields would be large
20.I.B.M. Bulletin 4 Page 2

enough. If there were an infrequent amount like $2562. 37
>
then the punching of three cards for $900.00 each and one
card for $162*37 would complete recording of the transaction
In the five column field* When planning any tabulating card
form it is advisable to provide a few unused columns in the
electro-type to allow for expansion or change.
5*3 Important Rules Controlling Good Card Form design
The company name should appear on all card forms.
All card fields should be properly labelled at the most ad-
vantageous point, either at the head, middle, or bottom of
21
the detail card, unless the card also serves as a dual card.
All single column fields should have decoded abbreviations
22
above each punching position. All card captions should be
as explicit in meaning as possible. The most Important regu-
lation of all for detail card design is the location of
punching fields so that punching sequence follows the same
sequence as data being transcribed from the original document;
this mutual arrangement promotes peak efficiency In card punch-
ing and speeds up the entire tabulating procedure. Every de-
tail card should contain a field for reference punching which
will positively Identify the card with the original record
from which the card was prepared. Inasmuch as all corners of
tabulating cards are square, customers may order their cards
to be corner cut diagonally In a specified corner, which en-
sures, from the uniform location of cut corners of all stacked
cards being sorted or tabulated, that all cards are right side
up; the usual corner cut Is 1/4 of an inch, and any card with
21,22 I.B.M. Bulletin 4 Page 4
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an offset cut corner must be manually restored to proper
position. Wherever five or more columns appear in a single »
field dotted lines should be drawn to mark off the decimal
23
point. It is absolutely necessary that punched information
to be used for automatic control should be placed in exactly
the same column positions in all different card forms Jointly
tabulated. Twenty columns is enough capacity for punching
25
of most names. Alignment of summary card adding fields
;
with detail card adding fields simplifies report proving and ;!
machine wiring,
I i
5*4 Requirements for &ood Dual Card Design li
Dual cards Incorporate all the principles Involved
in construction of detail cards, with additional distinctive
'i
features embodied in their use. The design of dual cards is
especially Important because they serve as original records |
in departments other than the tabulating department. They
might be used as requisitions, labor tickets, and other shop
|
records, A dual card as an original record must satisfy all ll
accounting purposes. Generally, the written information
should be placed at the left end of the card to obtain vlsl-
'
26
blllty of data transcribed during the punching operation,
i
;|,
Punched fields on an SO column card should be at least 14-
27
columns to the right of the written data. Dual cards
should not ordinarily be multiple-use cards. Horizontal lines
should be drawn through the mid-points of the regularly print-
ed digits. This forces writing into a position where it will ‘
not be obliterated by punching. Retain in the dual section
I
23,24,25,26,27 I.B.M Bulletin 4- 23,24,25- Page 4
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as many of the punching digits as possible, to facilitate
reading of the punched holes as necessary. Any written
descriptive information may be entered In the part reserved
for the punched section, and although parts of It may be
obliterated by punching. It can easily be reconstructed. Wide
spaces should be provided for the especially significant writ-
ing at the left, as It should be borne In mind that worlrers
In the shops are not as well educated as office employees and
are apt to write In large characters with short blunt pencils.
5*^ Influences of Machine Construction on Card Design
Fields that are to be skipped in punching should be
arranged to accomplish the work with a minimum number of skip
bars. When cards are inserted In key punches equipped with
automatic feeding devices, no card columns are visible In
most machines. Fields punched from master code cards In the
duplicator must be matched with the detail cards, column for
colximn* Manually punched fields should not be Inserted, where
avoidable, between duplicated, gang punched, or summary punch-
ed fields. The 11th and 12th punching positions can be utl-
29
llzed for recording reference data but can never be tabulated.
Adding fields should not contain more columns than the direct
adding capacity of the counter, which Is usually eight columns.
Control fields must never be left blank, and should be punched
either with a significant figure or a zero. The 11th or
position governing direct substractlon or class selection
should never be placed over fields used for automatic control
30
or alphabetic printing. Data to be listed or added must be
29,30 I.B.M. Bulletin 4
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3‘^
confined to positions from o to 9*
5*6 The Use of Color to Differentiate Cards
It is always desirable in a system to utilize dis-
tinctive colors to identify all cards printed from the same
electro but used for different purposes. Tabulating cards
are available In most suitable color combinations. The basic
colors are manlla and ivory. The color distinction may be
easily achieved by the printing of a half inch color stripe
across the top of a manlla card. Thus a manlla card might
serve as a debit detail card, a red striped manila card as
a credit detail card, a green striped manlla card as a sum-
mary card, and a violet striped manlla card as a previous
year card. The color assists machine room employees in
various types of work. Tabulating cards are available in all
solid colors, and in certain combinations of solid colors
printed with stripes.
6.0 The Preparation and Use of Codes
6.1 Serial Number Coding
The simplest form of coding is the assignment of
consecutive numbers to items without provision for any group
classification. At best its use is confined to not more than
twenty or thirty items, or for longer lists in which it is
positively assured that no classification will ever be needed.
Its practical use requires either memorization or decoding,
both of which are limitations to its value where it stands
alone. The sequence code is a vital part of other coding
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systems, however, where It shares a definite relationship in
connection with some other group classification.
6.2 Block Coding
This type of coding is an expansion of serial num-
ber coding wherein groups of numbers in sequence represent
certain classifications. A concern might manufacture 200
different classes of products. The different units within
each class would be consecutively numbered* Any desired num-
ber of items may be Included in each block. Thus an electri-
cal supply house might assign digits 1 through 30 to electric
irons, 50 through 100 to Isunps, I30 through I50 to vacuum
cleaners, etc. Each separate item is serially numbered in
each class* Expansion is provided in a limited manner by re-
serving vacant spaces for additions.
6*3 Group Classification Codes
Group codes in which major and minor classifications
are represented by the succeeding digits of ntunbers are by
far the most efficient for the ordinary purpose. The follow-
31
Ing example is illustrative of group coding;
1000 - Brass Materials 1020 - Steel Materials
1001 Strips 1021 Plates
1002 Sheets 1022 Castings
1003 Tubing 1023 Bars
1004 Castings 1024 Wire
The major class, 1000, represents materials. Num-
bers from 1001 to IOI9 represent brass materials of specific
kinds, and similarly numbers from 1020 to 1029 indicate dif-
ferent steel materials.
31 I.B.M. Bulletin 5 - Page 3

In another case It may be desirable to codify 15,000
customers so that all accounts may be sorted Into perfect al-
phabetical order by sorting progressive numerical columns, at
the same time providing Indefinite capacity for expansion. The
alphabet could be broken Into minute divisions each of which
would be signified by a three digit code from 001 through 999
•
Division 5^ might be Law; 3^6 , Lawt; 5^7 > Code numbers
would be properly assigned to customers by adding two digits
to the three digit group code which would be selected on the
basis of the first four letters of the customer’s last name.
This would provide a five digit code, with 100 code numbers
for customers with Identical or nearly Identical last names.
If a name frequency were taken of each group class, and the
original code numbers for customers were assigned on the
block principle, evenly spaced apart, then a perfect alphabet-
ic sequence would be established by the complete numeric code.
As new customers were added, half the distance between the
two digit block range In which the true alphabetic position
of the last name would fall would establish the new customer
code number. There would still be capacity for expanding be-
tween the modified block ranges determined by the new number.
6.4 Letter Type Codes
This term has been applied to codes requiring use
of abbreviated special type in the bars of numeric tabulators
to accomplish limited results In printing alphabetic charac-
32
ters. The following arrangement indicates the use:
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Name Code Number Printed Result
Pounds 36 LB
Ounces 69 OZ
G-rams 27 GM
Grains 2S ON
Pints 7 f^ PTQuarts QT
Litres 3^ LT
6.5 The Automatic Coding of The Alphabetic Key Punch
It has been previously Indicated that It Is possible
to print any of 37 characters from one type bar of an alphabetic
tabulator, representing any of 10 digits any of 26 letters and
one special symbol. Numeric or alphabetic characters are made
possible by single punching or by double punching In the Individ-
ual card column. The alphabetic punch has a standard typewriter
keyboard. Depression of a numeric character above will cause
the tabulator to print a digit from that column. Depression of
a letter key punches the perforate of a 12th, 11th, or a 0 posi-
tion In combination with one other digit. The Internal wiring
In the punch causes the automatic coding by the controlled per-
forations In the card column. Thus, a company utilizing In-
volved Identification of its products by lengthy descriptions
Intermittently arranged In numbers and letters could secure
perfect registration of the exact specification by use of the
alphabetic punch; If the code number were especially long, this
company would probably adopt a subsidiary numerical classifica-
tion code, also punched In the card, to facilitate machine
sorting.
6.6 Decoding of Numeric Reports
When using alphabetic equipment, since any letter

of the complete alphabet may be printed from a single card
column, the exact reproduction of the original name is obtain-
ed In a final tabulated report. Where numeric machines are
employed, it Is usually necessary to adopt numeric codes for
letters, fractions, and their combinations with numbers. An
annual report of customer sales for a particular salesman would
print coded indications for salesman, customer, town, state,
and line number or class of commodity sold. Before the report
is released from the tabulating department, the coded sections
are decoded by reference to a source record. It Is common
practice to decode the final tabulation In a typewriter, where
duplicate copies are required, accepting the form In which the
report provides the Information as final. It Is not often
necessary to decode account numbers for book purposes, as the
ledger accounts may easily be set up In code, and the decoding
Is automatically achieved when posting by account number. It
is always the duty of a tabulating section to release work In
final readable form so that the individual who receives the
report will have no uncertainty as to identity of the informa-
tion.
7*0 The Importance of Control
7 The Principle of Controlling Accounts
In order to eliminate numerous entries from general
ledger, subsidiary books of account are maintained for the post-
ing and accumulation of all detailed transactions of each sub-
sidiary class. One controlling account is maintained in the
general ledger for each subsidiary ledger, and postings to the
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controlling account are made from summary entries obtained by
footing the subsidiary ledger. The net balance of the control-
ling account agrees with the sum of the net balances of all
Individual Items In the subsidiary ledger. The Work In Process
Inventory account In the general- ledger Is supported by the
Cost Ledger In a production order cost system, A cost sheet
Is made up for each production order Issued and accumulates all
the costs which are Incurred, The entry for accumulating total
manufacturing char»ges on cost sheets Is as follows:
Work In Process Inventory, Dr.
Materials and Supplies Inventory Cr.
Payroll Accrued, Cr.
Factory Overhead Applied, Cr,
Factory overhead Is applied to finished Jobs as they
are completed, and to unfinished jobs at the end of the month.
Completed orders are costed In total as they are finished, re-
moved from the Work In Process file, and posted respectively
to Inventory cards In the Finished Stock Ledger, according to
the entry,
Finished Goods Inventory, Dr.
Work In Process Inventory, Cr.
The total accumulated cost of unfinished cost sheets
at the end of the month represents the balance In the Work In
Process Inventory account.
Sub-controls may be established which resemble In
principle the controlling accounts of which they are sub-classl-
flcatlons. The method of sub-dlvlslon facilitates the location

of errors* When detail ledgers are checked, all groups which
balance to the sub-controls need not be analyzed. The repeti-
tion of detail work for checking Is thereby limited to the sub-
groups which do not balance. For convenience, control sheets
are devised which allow dally posting of amounts affecting each
sub-classification. Vllherever discrepancy occurs between the
balances In the detail records and the control, the causes of
variance might be the following;
1. Totals or new balances were Incorrectly figured.
2. Debit or credit postings might have been entered
on the wrong side of the account.
3 . A subsidiary ledger posting may have been omitted
or duplicated.
7.2 Use of Control Sheets In Tabulating Systems
The maintenance of controls In accounting procedure
serves the two-fold purpose of proving that work is correct
by the balancing of distribution accounts against controlling
accounts or that the work falls to balance. The main function
of control procedure, aside from the balancing of correct work,
is to localize errors so that they may be easily detected. In
a well planned tabulating Installation a double check will be
devised for every step of manual or machine procedure. Inas-
much as adequate control enables a supporting basis for every
step of the work up to proving the trial balance and preparing
final distributions, there Is no difficulty In matching any
Information obtained from the tabulating card against the source
material. The tabulating department must use a control sheet
which Is divided into sub-classifications, like branch offices
or ledgers for dally posting of totals obtained by tabulating

the punched holes* These totals are checked to agree with pre- I;
determined footings taken from the adding machines tapes which
are frequently attached to the source material as it arrives
In the tabulating department* In an Illustrative case, the ac-
counts receivable department and the tabulating department each
'
receive copies of customer billing independently* The two sets ||l
f!
of Invoices are added separately in each section and checked i
dally to ensure that each section has received the same bills '
i!
and that the control footings agree* The proven predetermined
amounts are entered on a preliminary tabulating control chart,
j
which segregates gross and credit sales amounts, by billing
||
offices by branch offices, on a dally basis* The punched cards
1
1
for each sub-dlvision are proven by tabulator addition, and the
machine totals, when checked with predetermined control and
found to be correct, are posted to the tabulating department
final control sheet* In this partlciilar Instance, the tabulat-
ing department proves Its sales control with a predetermined
sales control In check with accounts receivable, but by an In-
ternal double check It establishes Its own control over quan-
,
tlty and cost of sales* The results obtained from any tabulat-
!
Ing Job are no better than the degree of control exercised over ij
the work* It Is much easier to lay out a system that will be
|
'
self-balancing, with an orderly sequence of positive checks,
|
than to operate on a carelessly conceived plan in which control |i
break-downs are too broad for satisfactory results or In which
''
no check Is maintained over some factors*
|
7*3 Methods of Verification |
!
There are various efficient methods of proving punched
7^r
tabulating cards, each of which is the most suitable under spe-
cific conditions. One common procedure is t> use a verifying
punch for the work, and while this method is a positive proof
of every punched hole in the tabulating card that was punched
originally, it entails the cost of the verifying equipment and
the repeat punching of all the work to detect a small percentage
of error. Wherever possible it is more advantageous to use pre-
punched or duplicated fields in the detail card for indicating
or control information, and tabulation of the punched holes for
all adding fields, to check with predetermined totals. Cer-
tain common holes in card groups may be sighted or needled to
ensure that the cards are correct. Since the use of prepunched
codes in the detail card, controlled by a carefully checked
master setup card, offers, in addition to accuracy, the simpli-
fication of coding and elimination of manual punching of the
coded fields, there is much in favor of the prepunched card
plan. A common method of proving adding values when the con-
trol group is extensive, such as 2500 cards, is to divide the
large group into about 25 packs of 100 cards each, to prove
the tabulated punched hole totals of each group with control
totals footed by calculator from the original records. Another
satisfactory procedure for control checking is to punch machine
summary cards simultaneously with the tabulation of detail
cards. The summary cards are run for total to prove with pre-
determined control, and if correct, the detail cairds are right.
The summary cards might then be used in an open tabulating file,
or use to reproduce a duplicate set, and the original cards

could be used for* distribution. Whichever control method is
used, there should be good reasons for Justifying its particu-
lar choice.
g.O Key Punches
S.l F\mction and Description
The basic principle underlying the operation of all
tabulating machines is the completion of an electrical circuit
or mechanical engagement through punched holes in tabulating
cards. The key punching machine is the medium by which detail
is transcribed from a manual record into a tabulating card by
means of perforated holes. The punching operation is the sim-
plest and the most routine of all the machine functions, yet
it is one of the most vital factors of determining the degree
of success of the tabulating method. Much of the tabulating
card punching is a manual operation by means of key depression,
whereas most other types of tabulating apparatus are automatic
in operation. It takes but a short time to produce final tab-
ulations once cards are completely punched and verified. The
punching operation corresponds to the posting operation of a
manual method. It provides the important advantage that once
the punched card is proven, it becomes a permanent record from
which accumulations and subsequent distributions may be taken
with positive accuracy with no problems of transposition of
digits, erroneous classifications, duplicate entries, or er-
rors of omission which are embodied in manual sxjmmarlzatlon.
In the typical case, a leading measure of the effectiveness of

the tabulating method may be Judged by the cost of producing
the proven tabulating card. All machines subsequently used
possess such outstanding advantages in their speedy, accurate,
and automatic performance that manual operation cannot compare
favorably. This automatic machine accomplishment generally
Justifies all overall cost of the entire application, and pro-
duces superior results with attendant savings that earn perma-
nent recognition for the punched card method In comparison with
any other plan.
The punch developed by Dr* Hollerith, called the
pantograph, contained a holder in which the Inserted tabulating
card was stationary. The punching was accomplished by a slid-
ing rack which could be shifted to any predetermined location
to punch a hole In any column. This device was slow and was
replaced by a key driven machine. The standard numeric key-
board has keys for punching 12 different positions In any tab-
ulating card column.
S.2 The Hollerith Manual Punch
This mechanical key punch, designed for punching a
i+5 column Card with round perforations, was developed as a
simple, compact, and effective unit of rugged design. It has
12 punching keys In three staggered banks, Inasmuch as Ideal
operating results are attained when punch clerks use three
fingers. All punch keys are equipped with rubber tips. The
0 to 9 positions are similarly marked, the 11th position Is
labeled “X", and the 12th position Is blank. The keyboard
contains two other keys, one for spacing one column at a time
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and the other for ejecting the card from any card column.
Each Individual card Is placed in the card bed at the left of
the machine, and is Inserted underneatn the punch keys by move-
ment of a carriage operated by a thumb lever at the extreme
left. When a key is depressed, punching a hole, the carriage
automatically advances one space. The punch is provided with
a means of skipping certain columns similar to the tabular de-
vice of a typewriter. Pushing of the ••X” key, in conjunction
with a special skip bar, causes the carriage to skip several
columns at once and to stop at some predetermined point,
S ,3 The International Electric Numeric Punch
Since Dr, Holleritn was instrumental in developing
only tne earliest machines, products of the Tabulating Machine
Company will henceforth be referred to under the present day
name of "International", The International SO column electric
numeric punch has a keyboard similar to the mechanical punch.
In the electric punch the holes are perforated by the action
of an electro-magnet, whereas in the mechanical punch the
33
holes are cut by manual pressure. Since less effort Is re-
quired to depress the keys in the electric punch, the fatigue
element Is much reduced and the punch operator can produce at
least 25 per cent more work. A good numeric key punch operator,
manually feeding and removing all cards, will punch about 25OO
cards or more per day, depending upon the number of manually
punched columns in the SO column capacity. Nearly all tabu-
lating machine customers have increased their machine capacity
by installation of SO or 90 column equipment In the last few
33 I,B.M, Bulletin 9 - Page 3
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years. The change has not only enabled customers to secure
more information from the Individual punched card but has also
facilitated machine punching since more facte can be recorded
with less handling of source material.
5.4 The Motor Drive International 80 Column Punch
The improvements afforded by this important machine
were the addition of an automatic feed for inserting the cards
and the incorporation of an ejecting device to remove the com-
3^a
pletely punched cards from the machine. Inasmuch as the
feeding and the emission of cards was made fully automatic by
these changes, punch operators were enabled to keep their right
hands always free for punching at the keyboard and their left
hands free for moving source material. The advent of the motor
drive punch considerably increased the efficiency of operators
in those cases where it could be applied.
5.5 The International Duplicating Key Punch
This particular kind of punch has been widely utilized
because of its duplicating feature. The object of the duplicat-
ing mechanism is to control by the use of a prepunched master
coding card the reproduction of its punched fields into the
same fields of detail cards. A duplicating rack is located
directly above the detail card bed at the left of the keyboard.
A master code card is placed in the duplicating rack and a de-
tail card is fed into the card bed. The duplicating door is
closed and both cards are fed into the duplicating punch by the
thumb lever. The operator punches the manual section of the
card in the ordinary manner, but when the ejecting cards reach
3^» Conference with E. Betz, I.B.M. Salesman
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the duplicated fields, the master card automatically repro-
duces Into the detail card In corresponding fields. If there
are 50 detail cards used for punching from the same original
record, the same master code card may be employed for dupli-
cating the common fields In the detail cards. For example.
If the original document was a customer's Invoice containing
50 Items, the common Information of customer number, class of
trade, town number, state number, and salesman number would
be duplicated In all detail cards from the master code card.
The purpose of the duplicating punch Is to eliminate coding,
manual punching, and checking of the duplicated fields. To
arrange work for punching In this machine, master code cards
and detail cards are pulled from source records and Interspersed
between sheets. The entire operation saves much time and the
results are accurate,
^,6 The Powers 4^ Column Numeric Punch
The Powers numeric punch has 12 key punching posi-
tions like the International, but the actual punching opera-
tion differs In one Important respect. In the International
machines, a punching key cuts as soon as the key Is depressed.
In the Powers punches, depression of the keys sets up a die
plate with eacn key depressed until the entire card Is tra-
versed, when all holes are punched at once by striking a trip
35
key. This feature Is especially desirable In a key punch,
for whenever the operator knows she had made a mistake In a
column she may correct the error before punching the card.
This factor results In time saving and decreases card spoilage.
35 Powers Bulletin P-1 Page 2

In International punches a card Is destroyed whenever the
operator presses the wrong key, which discards the correct work
in the card up to the point where the error occurred. The
Powers punch has an automatic feed box in front of the die plate.
The ejection of the punched card is automatic with depression
of the trip key and the cards pass to a stacker at the rear of
the machine. The Powers punch possesses the outstanding advan-
tage of optional use as a gang punch, because of the die plate
36
setup action which causes all holes to punch at the same time.
By means of an adjustment, the setup is prevented from clearing
with each card cycle, and therefore any number of cards may be
repeat punched, or gang punched, with the same information at
a speed of 100 cards per minute. It is possible to gang punch
part of a card while manually punching others. Any column may
be double punched by depression of two keys at once when mak-
ing the setup. By addition of an attachment, the cards may be
37
consecutively numbered as they are gang punched. The range
of the numbering covers eight dials of which four are designed
for serial numbering and four are arranged for identifying the
fixed group numbers. The machine may be used as an alphabetic
punch by using special key tops which contain letters as well
as numbers, and by single and combination punching, the alpha-
bet may be registered in a single column. Skips are obtained
in the Powers punch by striking a skip key which causes the
machine to Jump the positions marked off by variable skip stops.
B.7 The Powers 90 Column Punch
To obtain 90 column capacity, the Powers Company di-
36,37 Powers Bulletin P-1 Page 3

1+9
vldes the standard size tabulating card by a horizontal line
through the middle Into two sections of 1+5 columns each. The
complete registration of punched holes for the ten digits Is
accomplished by single or double punching In the six vertical
punching positions of each section, according to the follow-
ing table:
Single PunchingPosition No.
1st
2nd
5rd
4th
5tn
oth
Double Punching
With 6th Position
0
1
3
5
7
9
2
4
6
5
The 90 column Powers punch has three sets of key-
boards. The first keyboard permits punching of 45 column
cards with single holes for all digits, and the second and
third keyboards perforate, respectively, the upper and lower
45 column sections of the 90 column card with automatic dou-
33
ble punching of the even digits. This flexible punch per-
mits combination card form design, so that a part of the card
may be on a standard 45 column basis and part on the 90
column basis. Powers tabulators are wired In such a manner
that the machines will accumulate from the single Impulse of
a 45 column card position or the single and double Impulses
of 90 column card positions with only one run of cards. The
90 column punch possesses all the other advantages of the 45
column punch. Is fully automatic In most respects, and may
be used as an alphabetic punch by covering the first keyboard
39
with combination key tops. Both Powers automatic punches
3^,39 Powers Bulletin P-2, Page 3
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may be synchronized through a cable attached to a Remington
typewriter for remote control action of Powers punch keys by
the stroke of typewriter keys. A customer invoice may be pre-
pared on the typewriter, at the same time actuating the linked
punch mechanism to produce an automatic punch card for the
accounts receivable charge, an application which has consider-
able use in public utility billing.
The International Alphabetic Duplicating Punch
The alphabetic duplicating key punch not only performs
sill of the functions of the motor drive duplicating punch but
in addition records alphabetic information in tabulating cards
in such a manner that complete names, together with numerical
data, can be subsequently printed by the alphabetic accounting
machine. The tabulating operation requires the punching of two
holes in a single column of the card if the printing of an
alphabetic character is accomplished. The various designations
are punched into the card by the following plan of double punch-
Ing:
12th 11th 0
Combination Digit Position Position Position
1 A J S
2 B K T
3 C L U
4 D M V
5 E N W
6 F 0 X
7 Gr P y
g H Q z
9 I R
Any of the twenty-six combinations are automatically
double punched in the proper card position by depression of
the desired letter key in the keyboard. The punch proper is

a standard typewriter keyboard with the 10 numeric characters
on the top row. A separate standard numeric keyboard Is locat-
ed at the right of the machine for use when alphabetic charac-
ters are not desired. The machine Is equipped above the card
bed with a duplicating rack In which master code cards may be
used to reproduce two holes at a time In each duplicated column.
If desired. The machine has an automatic card feed, ejection,
and carriage return and Is at once the most complete and versa-
tile key punch ever devised.
g.9 The Powers Alphabetic Key Punch
This machine has all the features of the Powers k-3
column punch, and other distinctive features as a universal
punch for automatic recording of alphabetic and numeric per-
forations. The cutting action of the keys Is electric not
40
mechanical as In the 45 column machine. The alphabetic ar-
rangement of the keyboard follows standard typewriter sequence,
and the numeric keys are located under the letters. As In the
n\imerlc machine, punching Is delayed until the entire card Is
set up, when a trip key punches all columns at once, ejects
4l
the Card and Inserts a new one. This machine Is used only
for 45 column cards, as the 90 column machine can be made an
alphabetic punch by depression of two keys If greater capacity
Is required.
S.IO The Alphabetic Printing Punch
This punch Is utilized when it Is desired to punch
alphabetic and nximerlc data Into tabulating cards for subse-
quent tabulation In the alphabetic accounting machine.
4o,4l Powers Bulletin P-S Page 2

Simultaneously with the punching of each character a printed
symbol for the letter or digit punched registers at the top
of each tabulating Card column corresponding to the punched
holes Tidilch it contains. The alphabetic printing punch has
a standard typewriter keyboard and is an especially valuable
machine for use in systems which require considerable refer-
ence to the detail card tabulating card file. The condensed
legibility posit ively identifies at a glance the information
which is punched in the cards and eliminates all necessity of
reading the holes.
S.ll Factors Which Q-overn Efficient Punching
Since the ultimate basis of any tabulating plan is
the timely, fast, and accurate punching of proven detail cards
cards from original documents, the attention that must be de-
voted to obtaining best punching results cannot be over-empha-
sized. The kind of machine used must be suited to the job.
Female labor should always be used for punch operation. The
physical condition of the operator must be good to produce
satisfactory work. The design of tabulating cards should per-
mit an ideal physical relationship to the sequence of data
punched. All registration on original records should be clear.
Punch operators should be provided with good light and favor-
able working conditions. The touch system of key operation
should be employed. The amount of experience of a clerk has
a direct bearing on the nature of her work, and she will only
approach her best accomplishment after a year of steady work
at the machine. The amount of manual punching with relation

to prepunched and duplicated fields has an Important Influ-
ence on volume of work* An operator must be familiar not
only with the original documents which she uses but also with
the system In general in order to accept punching responsi-
bility. The matter of supervision and education of punch
operators finally determines how fully their specialized
ability may be applied.
9*0 G-eneral Differences Between International and Powers
Tabulating Machines.
The major difference between the key punches of
both manufacturers was liberally discussed* It Is unneces-
sary for the purposes of this study to contrast further the
specifications of Powers and International equipment. In
discussing the other distinctive units of tabulating machines
the International line will be chosen for Illustration In all
Instances. This selection is no reflection upon the compara-
tive excellence of Powers machines, but a few points of gen-
eral distinction should be mentioned. The Tabulating Machine
Division of The International Business Machines Corporation
Is the larger company of the two. It leads In number of
customers. In variety of machines available, In universality
of applications, and In pioneering of machine progress. The
International Company has usually led the Powers Company In
developing a new machine unit. A brief comparison Is made
to distinguish the difference between machine Impulses ob-
tained from the tabulating card In sorters and tabulators.
The International selection Is almost exclusively an elec-
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trlcal circuit and the Powers selection Is largely a mechani-
cal action. In International sorters, a steel brush closes
contact through the hole In the tabulating card against a
steel contact roll, thus opening the throat of the proper
track to lead the selected card to the chosen pocket as It
feeds horizontally through the machine by rubber rollers.
The selection Impulse is thus determined by one electrically
closed brush, which when cards sire sorted on a specified card
column, will distribute a card punched in that column to one
of twelve pockets. In the Powers sorter, the selector has
twelve pins to distribute the punched card to twelve pockets,
and it follows that the pin which matches the hole punched in
the card column determines to which pocket the card will sort.
Similarly, the Impulse to actuate International
tabulators Is electrical, A printing tabulator Is equipped
with two brush plates, one for adding, and the other for auto-
matic control or totalling at the end of control groups.
Each brush plate contains one steel brush for each column In
the tabulating card and by energizing through the hole in
the tabulating card against steel adding and control rolls
creates electric circuits which govern subsequent action in
the machine. The basis for adding or control is electrical
selection, determined by adding and control circuits estab-
lished from one brush for each card position. An 20 column
tabulating card requires 20 brushes in the adding brush
plate and 20 brushes in the control brush plate. In the
Powers tabulators, adding and control impulses are mechanl-
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cally derived by the engageaent of pins in a translator with
the punched holes of the t abulatlng card* There Is one pin,
or wire, for each position of each column, and the actuating
Impulse is derived as the tabulating card passes the base of
the translator unit where wltn all wires pressing against the
card, only the wires which match the punched holes In the
card engage. The tripping of the cams which cause operation
of the print unit Is caused by the physical contract of the
actuated wire of the translator.
The difference between International and Powers
tabulators Is chiefly the electrical and mechanical basis,
respectively, of their operation. The International electri-
cal basis Is capable of greater flexibility in report form,
as a Change of report Is effected without change of card form
merely by changing the terminal wire from a card adding brush
position to any of the many counter printing positions. The
mechanical wiring of the Powers translator Is fixed since
Impulses can follow only lines of physical transfer, but by
matching the card fields for different reports with careful
card design It Is possible to use one translator for several
different forms of reports. A translator Is provided with
more capacity than Is required for any one report since Its
wiring accounts for every column In the card, so that the
limitation Is not as narrow as It might seem. What really
occurs Is the confinement of alphabetic printing to the por-
tion of the translator used for alphabetic wiring and the
matching of adding card fields and automatic control impulses
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so that information in different card forms will print physi-
cally in the same machine counters* Wherever the card fields
of different forms do not align for desired sequence of in-
formation in reports, the difficulty may be removed through
use of more than one translator* In International machines
the wiring for report setup is controlled by the electric
wiring of demoxmtable panel plugboards, in which Insulated
wires averaging a foot long are plugged between card position,
control, selector, and counter hubs, resembling the plugging
of a telephone switchboard* In the International panel plug-
boards the hub of any card position may be made to print in
any counter position, providing complete flexibility* In
either case, whether using translators or panel plugboards,
the change from one report setup to another may be instantan-
eously completed by removing one wiring unit and substituting
another*
10*0 Verifying Punches
The development of manual boolsJteeplng procedure was
accompanied by the incorporation of detailed checking routines
which had to be performed at each stage in the various record-
ing and transcribing operations* This detailed checking dou-
bles the volume of work performed* The mechanical verifying
punch was originated to prove mechanically the accuracy of
each punched detail card immediately following its preparation,
establishing the correctness of the card, and all its future
distributions, for all time* The punch is similar in design
to the manual key punch, being operated by a standard key-
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board of fourteen keys. The cards and original documents
are received by the verifying clerk from the initial punch
operator in the same sequence as first handled. The veri-
fying operator Inserts each card, maintaining former order
and repeats the entire punching operation. As a verifying
key is depressed a plunger comes up in the punch bed, engag-
ing the hole and moving the card one space. If the key which
is struck does not correspond to a hole punched in the card
the carriage of the verifier does not advance, calling atten-
tion to an error. Comparison of the punched card with the
original data then determines what correction may be neces-
sary. The motor drive verifier, which was designed at the
same time as automatic feeding and ejecting devices were
developed for punching equipment, speeds the work of the
operator. Skip bars are used in the verifier to correspond
with the skip bars in the key punches and equalize column
alignment. Last column verification is accomplished in the
motor drive punch by the automatic ejection of the card.
If desired a small “v” can be printed at the bottom of the
card to mark each column verified.
11.0 The International Q-ang Punch
The gang punch was originated to expedite the
repeat punching of data common to tabulating cards. The
setting up of data and the feeding of cards is accomplished
automatically in this machine. The columns to be punched
may be set up In the die plate of the punch either from a

prepunched master card or by setting each column Individually.
The machine punches cards at a rate of 125 cards a minute.
In this machine only one master card may be used In the die
plate at one time, and the control can only be changed for
gang punching another group of cards by manually raising the
head, clearing the die plate, and setting up another master
card. The machine Is one of the least practical of all tabu-
lating machines because of the lapse of time In changing the
die plate manually.
12.0 Reproducing Punches
12.1 Functions of the International Reproducing Punch
The series of machines incorporating the reproduc-
ing principle Illustrates how a family of related machines
may be built euround basic central Ideas, and typifies the
marked engineering advance of the past five years. The re-
search laboratory of the International Company Is constantly
at work experimenting with Improvements In former equipment
and building new devices in anticipation of expanding present
markets or uncovering new ones. The expense of this research
Is over $1 , 300,000 each year, but this cost Is only minor
when compared with the terrific obsolescence which Is automati-
cally created by the laboratory staff when proven, revolutlon-
4la
ary machine changes are Incorporated into new production.
The reproducing punches perform more quickly and more automati-
cally most of the functions which were previously performed
by the duplicating key punches and the motor drive gang punches.
All, or any part of, the Information which has been punched In
4la I.B.M Sales School Bulletin 1 Page 3

one set of cards may be reproduced into another set of cards.
Information may be automatically copied, or gang punched
from several master setup cards Into as many groups of in-
terspersed detail cards, all In the same run; setup changes
automatically take place In the machine as each nev? master
42
card passes Into the punch mechanism*
12.2 Description of the International Reproducing Punch
The machine as a whole Is composed of two units -
the reading unit and the punching unit* The source cards
which are punched are placed in the reading unit card feed
to actuate the punching mechanism, and the blank cards to
receive the punching are placed In the punching unit card
feed. For all operations cards are placed In the feed
hoppers face down, with the top edge toward the feed rolls.
The card feeds of both units are synchronized, the feeding
time of one card being regarded as a card cycle, and the
speed of the machine is 100 cards per minute.
In reproducing, both units operate simultaneous-
ly and the reading unit transfers directly to the punch
magnets of the punching unit in a totally flexible manner
so that a specific colximn in the reproducing card may be
punched In any desired column of the reproduced card. It
takes eight seconds to punch an SO column card by horizon-
tal travel In the duplicator* It requires less than two
seconds to punch one card cycle In the reproducer, since
all the twelve punching positions In the card are punched
42 I.B.M. Bulletin 19 Page 5
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vertically, - the "12“ poBitlons first, the “11" positions
seconds, and so on to complete 12 stations of the card cycle.
When gang punching, only the punching unit is used.
A series of different master cards Interspersed with corre-
sponding detail Cards is fed into the punch. Each card se-
cures its machine punching Impulse from the card preceding
it. Each master card is punched with an 11th or "x" position,
but the detail cards are not punched "x". Accordingly the
master card following the last detail card of the previous
group will not be affected by this card, and will change the
setup to correspond with its own setup. This principle inaugu-
rated the automatic control gang punch, displacing a formerly
slow, manual operation with one which was very fast. The
punch unit requires setting of one punching x brush to cor-
respond with the X in the master cards to mahe the machine
control automatically as a gang punch.
Information may be optionally selected from one of
two punched fields of the source cards and copied into one
punched field in the reproduced card. Conversely, informa-
tion punched in a single field of source cards may be copied
into either one of two fields in the reproduced cards.
12.3 The International Comparing Reproducer
This machine, in addition to performing all the
operations of the international Reproducer, accomplishes
several card comparing operations. Two identical sets of
punched cards are checked for agreement with each other. The
card for card comparison is automatically performed and the

^3
machine stops when dissimilarity in punching occurs. This
comparing function is made possible by inclusion of a com-
paring circuit In the reading unit of the machine. In re-
producing operations, when control punching appears in both
the source cards and the cards to be punched, an automatic
control Is established between the two sets of cards to en-
sure that the new punching Is placed In the correct cards.
The machine stops If a break occurs in Identity of the two
sets of control numbers. Furthermore the reproduced cards
are automatically verified, for If any discrepancy occurs
between source cards and newly punched cards, the machine
stops.
13.0 The Operation of Sorting Machines by Tabulating Cards.
13*1 The Function of the Sorting Machine
All accounting systems require a basic classifica-
tion to unit records. Without some rapid means of accurate-
ly sorting tabulating cards into subdivided groups of like
Identity there would be no widespread Industrial use of
punched card accounting. In the discussion of sorting ma-
chines, the second major machine absolutely Indispensable to
the needs of a tabulating system is presented. Regardless
of the type of punch used as the basic recording medium, one
universal type of sorter, with numerous optional attachments
for suiting special requirements, is available for classify-
ing tabulating cards. This machine automatically arranges
tabulating cards Into numerical order. Into groups of like
43,44 I.B.M. Bulletin I9 Page 10
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classification or other predetermined order. The speed of
sorting is 400 cards per minute and the machine may be fed
while in continuous operation, actually sorting 24,000 cards
an hour if there Is no Interruption, One clerk can easily
operate two sorters and one or two tabulators, simultaneous-
ly and efficiently in a bulk Job in which maximum operating
capacity is necessary at all machines. Thirteen pockets re-
ceive the cards during the sorting process, one pocket for
each of the twelve punching positions in an individual card
column, and one pocket for rejected cards unpunched,
13.2 Operation of the International SO Column Sorter
The horizontal SO column sorter is a machine 6l
Inches long by 16 Inches wide by 4^ Inches high. The ma-
chine has a card feed bed with capacity for holding about
1200 tabulating cards at the extreme right and cards are fed
into this magazine face down. Upon classification by pass-
ing through the throat of the machine, cards being sorted in
any column position are distributed to any of thirteen poc-
kets. From right to left, facing the machine, pockets are
labeled R, 12,11, and consecutively from 0 to 9* The ”R'*
signifies rejection and catches all cards unpunched in any
position of a particular column being sorted. The other
twelve pockets correspond to the twelve punching positions
in a tabulating card column. Each pocket will hold approxi-
mately 600 cards and is equipped with an automatic stop so
that it will not overflow when in operation and Jam the ma-
chine. The pockets are covered with a continuous safety

glass shelf supported by a steel frame* Sorting racks for
storing sorted cards, containing thirteen compartments hold-
ing about 3600 cards each, are located above the glass shelf
behind the machine. The sorting of the punched holes of any
card column Into the thirteen pockets Is accomplished by
locating the steel sorting brush In the desired column by a
fast adjusting motion which sets the brush holder. An SO
division sorting panel for quick location of columns to be
sorted corresponds to the SO columns of the tabulating cards.
When the machine operates two knives engage a single tabulat-
ing card and convey It with a forward motion through the
sorter throat; the steel sorting brush makes contact against
a metal roll through the punched hole In the card and auto-
matically determines Into which of thirteen pockets the card
will fall. The closed contact causes the dropping of the
proper chute blade to receive the selected card, which moves
forward to the proper pocket by carrier rolls.
13.3 The Method of Sorting
There are three Infallible rules to perfect sorting
procedure In the representative case. First, control fields
should be sorted from the most minute subdivision toward the
most comprehensive. In the sorting of customer sales of a
branch office, by location, salesmen, and lines, card column
fields would be sorted in the following sequence: line of goods,
customer, town, state, and salesman. It Is always easy for a
beginner to confuse columns when sorting, yet If control groups
are successively handled so that the sequence follows from

the least complex to most complex group, no difficulty will be
experienced. The same relationship may be pictured by
visualizing from what control groups in the finished report
minor totals, sub-totals, and grand totals are to be obtain-
ed. Seconds, card fields are usually sorted in numeric se-
quence from right to left, or from units col\imn to tens,
tens to hundreds, etc. It might appear more logical to start
sorting each card field in its extreme left column, but if
each of the 10 stacks of cards sorted on the thousands column
were sorted on the hundreds column, the 10 stacks would be-
come 100, etc. It is obvious that as the sort progressed
from left to right, the problem of physically manipulating
small packs, the loss of time in card storage, and the waste
of machine running time by needless column changes, would
intensify the confusion. Proceeding from right to left auto-
matically returns perfect numerical order in the sorting
operation in a simple and effective manner. Third, cards
should always be needled on the previous column when being
fed into the card hopper after the sorting column has been
changed one position. This needling detects any missorting
of the machine, a rare difficulty, but locates large groups
of cards which may have been misplaced when stacking the
sorting racks with cards removed from the pockets in the
previous operation. "Needling” consists of running a metal
wire about six inches long through the uniform perforations
in individual card positions to identify by the click of the
needle against the glass shelf that cards are the same.
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The needling Is a simple device to regulate with positive
control the entire accuracy of the sorting operation,
13.4 Alphabetic Sorting
To arrange cards containing names Into alphabetic
sequence requires double sorting of each column, since each
letter in International Machines is recorded by two holes
In a single column - one of which is 12, 11, or 0 and the
other of which Is a digit from 1 to 9« The cards are first
sorted normally according to the digits from 1 to 9« In
a second operation, the selector switches corresponding to
these pockets are moved to the center of the commutator, which
46
permits sorting of the 12,11, and 0 positions on the re-run.
The cards falling in the 12 pocket will contain letters A to
I in alphabetic sequence; those in the 11 pocket, the letters
47
J to R; and those in the 0 pocket, the letters from S to Z.
A special switch can be Installed on the sorter to eliminate
necessity for changing position of selector switches manually
after each sorting operation.
The commutator of the sorter is an electrical
mechanism containing 12 individual switches, circumferential-
ly arranged about a common axis, which is timed to rotate
with the feeding and sorting of cards. Each of 12 selector
switches corresponds to one of the 12 pockets in the sorter,
which makes it possible by adjustment of the commutator con-
trol to lock out individual pockets, causing cards to reject.
If it were desirable to sort the 3 group of any column with-
out changing the order of the cards, all switches but the 3
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selector would be locked out in the commutator. When cards
run through the machine the 3 group will sort Into the 3
pocket, and all the other cards will reject.
13*3 The Counting Sorter
The card counting sorter is designed to count the
holes punched in any or all positions of a given card column,
and also to register the number of cards not punched in the
column. It is also a standard SO column horizontal sorter.
The counting mechanism has fifteen adding counters of 5
digit capacity each, arranged as follows: 12 counters, one
for each of the 12 punching positions of the card, 1 counter
for unpunched rejects, 1 counter for sub-total of number of
4S
cards, and 1 counter for grand total of number of cards.
All counters may be cleared in a single operation. This ma-
chine has many valuable uses for statistical purposes.
14.0 The Engineering Features of Tabulators
14.1 The Function of Tabulators
Just as the first tabulator was constructed by Dr.
Hollerith for rapidly and accurately compiling the 1^90
census, the modern electric accounting machines have been
especially designed to meet the demands of management for
varied as well as timely and accurate information. Punched
card equipment was created for accounting purposes primarily,
concerned chiefly with the classification of transactions,
the summarization of like transactions, and the complete
analysis of data over a wide range of controllable factors.
4-S I.B.M. Bulletin 14 Page 12

The major function of tabulating machineB was the preparation
of complete final reports from proven punched cards by use of
automatic machines, which eliminated most of the time consum-
ing operations which are indispensably necessary in other
routines.
Punched tabulating cards are automatically fed at
a speed of I50 cards per minute from a card magazine, and
in their course through the machine actuate various counters,
in which gross and net amounts accumulate* A group sensing
device called "Automatic Control" stops the machine by com-
paring punched classification of each card feeding through
49
the control mechanism with that of the previous card. When
the card classification changes, the machine stops. The
feeding of cards is temporarily discontinued to allow the ma-
chine to print automatically the group Identification code
and totals, clear the amounts automatically from the counters,
and space the final printed report so that the totals of the
following group appear on the next line. Totals may be sub-
divided so that a report may automatically be prepared with
minor intermediate and major totals. By means of a control
switch, totals only may be printed or the printing mechanism
may be set to list each card at a speed of JO to 120 cards
a minute. Various printing capacities up to SS characters
may be registered simultaneously on a single horizontal line,
50
depending on the size and construction of the print unit.
This permits the recording of more than 125 characters when
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full capacity of the machine is used, whereas the average
person can write only three characters a second with pen or
pencil and a highly trained typist depresses no more than
51
12 keys per second,
14.2 Gradual Progress of Engineering Development
The perfection of individual machine devices in
rendering the tabulator a fully automatic mechanism capable
of our specialized modern uses, required nearly 40 years.
Each change meant an engineering achievement in itself, which
was at once incorporated into all future production and con-
tributed its part toward expanding the utility of the tabu-
lator and punched card accounting in general. Many of the
changes were so drastic as to render obsolete at one stroke
the entire line of machines installed in the field, illustrated
by the announcement of SO column machines to supersede 45
column equipment. It should be kept in mind during the sub-
sequent discussion of development of tabulators that solution
of the many problems came slowly, methodically, and success-
fully, with continued enlargement of the application of elec-
trical, engineering and designing principles. To convey some
notion as to the effects of the successive changes, tne dif-
ferent principles will be described in rough sequence of their
origin,
14.3 Explanation of Tabulating Principles
14,31 Automatic Card Feeding
The earliest tabulating machine permitted the feed-
ing of 50 to SO cards a minute from a hand-operated press.
51 I.B.M. Bulletin I5 Page 2
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but the automatic feed mechanism increased this speed to
52
150 cards a minute. Cards feed down from the magazine
into the machine by a combination of picker-knives, which
engage the card at the top, and feed rolls guide the card
movement past the brush plates. Electrical circuits are
completed by steel brushes as they establish contact through
punched holes against contact rolls. Automatic feeding and
tabulating are accomplished by a drive motor controlled by
a start and stop button located at the front of the machine.
Depressing the start button causes feeding of the first card,
after which tabulation will continue automatically until the
last Card is added. Stopping at predetermined Intervals at
the end of group classifications was accomplished in early
models by use of stop cards about the same dimensions as the
tabulating cards themselves. Totals were read from visible
counter dials, transcribed, and the tabulator was again
starting by depressing the start button.
14.32 Counter Units
Each counter unit of early tabulators consisted of
nine adding wheels, driven by a mechanism actuated from the
tabulating card. Amounts as large as eight digits could be
Introduced directly into the counter from the punched holes;
the ninth position was for accumulation of Is from the ad-
joining direct adding position. The totals in counters were
visible through a glass window. The capacity of the machines
was four or five counters.
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14*33 Plugboards
In the first tabulators, machines were especially
constructed for the type of work they were to perform.
Brushes for individual card columns were permanently wired
to the predetermined counter positions in which accumula-
tions were to appear. This method of setup was limited and
inflexible, and was followed by a mechanical relay unit
which permitted a wider variety of tabulation by varying
card columns which could be added in specific counters.
One of the most Important elements in the evolution of elec-
tric accounting machines was the permanent adoption of the
plugboard. The plugboard is a special panel, incorporating
the idea of the telephone switchboard, containing one series
of hubs for the card columns and a series of hubs for each
counter position. Any desired combination of results of the
tabulation may be achieved by inserting movable wire connec-
tions from any column of the tabulating card to any counter
position. This is a completely flexible arrangement, enabling
the planning of any report form without limitation. Chang-
ing the machine from one report setup to another requires
several minutes, as usually all wires should be completely
stripped before wiring the new setup. For straight tabulat-
ing work, with subsequent transcription of the counter totals
by writing on control sheets, the plugboard is a simple ar-
rangement and change of setup is Infrequent.
1^*3^ Counter Clearing and Accumulating Collar
Counters were cleared in the first machines by

rotating a hajid crank, Eacn counter was engaged to a shaft
by means of a collar clutch. The crank method was discarded
by using a special clearing or reset motor governed by an
operating key on the front of the machine, next to the stop
and start keys. Depression of the reset button results in
53
the clearing shaft being turned by the reset motor. In-
dividual counters can be made to accumulate sub-totals or
to clear, at the end of each reset cycle, according to the
report the operator is running. Cards may be tabulated for
a single grand total or according to groups and sub-classes.
The reset key should be depressed before operating
the machine to Insure that all counters have been cleared to
0 position. When major and minor classifications are desired
in a record from cards sorted in groups, the sorting clerk
places a stop card after each minor group and two stop cards
after each major group. In tabulating, the operator tran-
scribes minor totals every time the machine stops and then
depresses th^ reset button. Whenever the machine stops im-
mediately after resetting, it indicates that a second stop
card has appeared, requiring the operator to copy the amounts
from counters accumulating major totals and close their clear-
ing collars before resetting to tabulate the next group.
14,35 Group Indication
All electric tabulators are equipped with a group
indicating device for indicating in one or more counters the
classification code numbers of each group of cards that
passes through the machine. This principle is in reality
53 I,B,M, Bulletin I5 Page 9

first card identification, so conceived that the identifying
code numbers of tabulating card groups will not totalize like
the adding values* It is possible to arrange counters to per-
mit use of some of the wheels for adding and some for indicat-
ing, according to any desired split* When running a classified
report it is absolutely essential that identifying or indicat-
ing information be plugged through the group indicator.
14*36 Automatic Control
The automatic control tabulator is an especially
valuable unit since it consolidates most of the approved fea-
tures of the first engineering and eliminates one of the chief
objections of the electric tabulator* Stop cards are entire-
ly eliminated, and the machine stop automatically at the end
r4
of each group classification. The automatic control tabulator
has two sets of brushes, the upper set for control and the
55
lower set for adding* Automatic control is effected by elec-
56
trie comparing circuits between the two sets of brushes*
When tabulating sorted cards, any card which is out of place
causes a break in control and the counter used for group indi-
cation shows the classification in which the total should be
registered* When one card passes the lower or adding brushes
the card behind it is passing the upper brushes, s,nd these
and successive cards will add without control break so long
as the classification does not change* Whenever the new con-
trol group appears in a card passing the upper brushes, the
machine flashes an automatic stop signal. The automatic con-
trol tabulator has major and minor control and will function
5^»55»56 I.B.M. Bulletin I5 Page 11
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on two different control group fields simultaneously.
When plugging the tabulator panel for automatic
control, the adding brushes are led Into the first row of
hubs In the automatic control unit. From the second row of
hubs, wires are led to the counter positions, causing the
control group to Indicate and Identify each division. The
degree of control, whether minor, major, or both. Is always
manifested by plugging the minor or major shunt plugs, or
both, In the third row to the extreme left of the control
fields which they represent. Wires are led, to complete the
control circuit, from the control brushes to the fourth row
of the control unit.
14,37 The Electric Accounting Machine
A printing mecnanlsm capable of printing automatical-
ly Into finished accounting report form was developed slmul-
57
taneously with automatic control. The printing tabulator
with automatic control was at the time of Its development the
ultimate achievement of engineering and researcn brains and
It opened such far flung possibilities of expansion that
emergency manufacturing schedules ran far behind orders. The
name "tabulator", which had become linked with the manual
transcribing of final results from visible counter dials to
reports or control sheets was necessarily changed to "electric
accounting machine" to represent the broadened scope of the
new automatic unit. The memual transcription had been ac-
companied by Illegible entries, transposition of figures,
and outright errors, as well as being a slow operation. The
57 Bulletin I5 Page I3 36 I,B,M, Bulletin I5
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printing mechanism advanced the speed, economy and precision
only obtainable by automatic operation to the final stage of
the accounting process, in the form of finished printed re-
ports, mechanically prepared. The multiplicity of uses to
which the electric accounting machine could be put immediate-
ly gave rise to certain special problems and frequent changes
of design were necessary to incorporate desirable new features
into the machine. These many improvements have been combined
as standard equipment in present machines in many cases, and
in other instances various optional devices are available to
fill specific demand.
The printing unit of the electric accounting ma-
chine may be actuated from punched holes in tabulating cards
to list detailed Information from each card or to register
figures obtained from control group totals in the counters.
Whether the machine is set for list or for total, the accumu-
lation of the figures, the clearing of the counters, and the
printing of results Is an automatic and continuous operation,
since the printing unit is synchronized with the automatic
control mechanism of the tabulator. The printing unit indi-
cates on the report form the classification data of each
control group, transcribes totals of control groups to the
reports in printed form, and lists, if preferred, the complete
detailed Information recorded on the punched cards.
The printing mechanism of the electric accounting
machine is built on an extension at the right end. It is com-
posed of a single row of type bars arranged in groups of 10
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called “Print Banks". Five or seven banks of type are provided
for the five bank machine. The five counter seven bank machine
has five banks of type corresponding to the counters and two
banks of type at the left which can be used only for group In-
dication and listing. The bar at the right end of each coun-
ter print bank Is reserved for an asterisk to dlstlng-uish
totals from detail Items, The remaining type bars, as well as
those in the list bank, contain numerical type from 0 to 9*
The type bar at the left of each counter print bank cannot be
used for detail listing, since It Is actuated only from coun-
ter totals to print accumulated carryover In the ninth posi-
tion, Printing of Individual type bars may be suppressed by
setting hammer-lock levers, one for each type bar. It Is
usually desirable to provide an Intervening blank space to
segregate Indication fields, for otherwise coded fields would
be run together in one continuous series of digits which
would be difficult to interpret, A type bar will print
either a significant figure or a "0" unless suppressed by a
hammeiv lock
.
The report form is fed Into a paper carriage simi-
lar in appearance to a typewriter carriage. The carriage sup-
ports a rubber platen, and the registration of tabulated
figures Is obtained on the report form by the electric stroke
of type bar positions, against a continuously fed reversible
ribbon, onto the hard registration area provided by backing
the paper with the platen. Forms may be fed singly, in con-
tinuous folding series, or in rolls, and the carriage will

accomodate sheets up to a width of 20 inches. Standard type-
writer spacing is provided, six single spaces or three double
spaces vertically to an inch.
The electric accounting machine has switches loca-
ted at the front of the machine for auto start, stop, auto
reset, minor control, major control, total print, tabulate -
list, and counter control. Separate list switches are pro-
vided for each counter and in accordance with settings of the
counter switches the data Introduced into the counter will
add and not print, add and print, indicate the first card,
list each card, or accumulate progressive totals.
14 , 3s Controlled Counters
It should be kept in mind that the present discus-
sion is mainly concerned with general machine principles and
revolutionary developments caused by totally new or Improved
engineering, rather than with description of any particular
electric accounting machine unit. One of the most Important
developments in recent engineering has been the controlled
counter. The unit is so constructed that amounts appearing
in a single group of cards may be added, subtracted, or
eliminated in the accumulation of net totals. This control
is established for each tabulating card as it enters the
59
machine
.
An appreciation of the merits of controlled coun-
ters is best appreciated by comparing them with adding coun-
ters from a consideration of the means of obtaining net
figures. Subtraction amounts were punched in tabulating
59 I.B.M, Bulletin I 6 Page 2

cards as late as 1930 recording the data in complement,
which followed the subtraction procedure in leading types
of manually operated calculating machines. Since the com-
plement of any number is its negative counterpart, which
when added to the number Itself will produce unity, the com-
plement punching of would be registered in the tabu-
lating card as 999716*5^ The three 9s at the left of the
significant figures are necessary to clear the unit entirely
out of the eight position counter, unless one limits the
counter capacity by locking down any of these hammers so that
the counter will not print the meaningless carry-over digits.
This complement punching permitted recording of gross amounts
and subtraction amounts in the same card field, enabled the
plus and minus cards to be tabulated together in the same ma-
chine run, and produced net amounts on the reports.
In the controlled counter, or “balance” counter,
necessity for complement punching is entirely eliminated. A
balance counter is termed “controlled” because it operates
in accordance with a specific impulse to add all cards, to
add only certain cards, to subtract only certain cards, to
compile net results by deduction of credits from debits, or
60
to eliminate altogether. In other words, the counter is
electrically wired to receive the desired combinations of
plus, minus, and control Impulses. A specific section of
the plugboard is reserved for counter control wiring, as
distinctly apart from the adding circuit which leads direct-
ly from the adding brush or card column positions to the
60 I.B.M Bulletin l6 Page 9

counter adding and printing positions. So completely flexi-
ble is the counter arrangement that unless the counter is told
what to do by a control impulse, it will be entirely inopera-
tive. The registration of credit balances from cards punched
in complement in adding counters of machines not having coun-
ter control is the identical printing in complement from the
machine counter, making it necessary to convert or Interpret
the complement result to derive the true figure. In the
balance counter, however, both debit and credit amounts are
printed in direct figures. In International machines a
credit balance is indicated by the symbol “CR” at the right
of the units digit, in Powers machines, the credit amount
shows as
14.39 The Automatic Plugboard
A most welcome and especially valuable contribution
to saving of time, machine economy, and labor cost was the
perfection of the demountable automatic plugboard. It had
always been necessary to wire a plugboard panel of an account-
ing machine to perform a p6u?tlcular Job every time the kind
of machine work changed. This requisite of machine setup,
proving the wiring, running a report, tearing down wiring,
and plugging a new setup consumed much working time and con-
stituted a real handicap to gain satisfactory performance
from an otherwise automatic accounting machine. The de-
mountable panel plugboards of recent origin permit instan-
taneous change from one kind of work to another. This ar-
rangement is ideal from operating consideration. The

earlier panel plugboards were bulky bakelite mountings found
usually at the base of the machine, awkward to get at, and
wasteful of operating time through frequency of changes.
The new removable plugboards are compact panels,
arranged In properly labelled sections, pierced on the upper
side with hubs for wiring all card Impulses. The under side
of the panel contains a v/lre connection for every hub repre-
sented by a wiring hole on the face side. Wires are Inserted
In the hubs to control a certain machine report. The panel
Is fitted Into a slotted slide of the machine and Is mechani-
cally shifted Into true position by a lever, with every con-
necting lead of the bottom of the panel contacting Its par-
ticular corresponding wire permanently arranged in the wir-
ing bed of the machine. Thus, the plugboard Itself, complete-
ly detachable from the accounting machine and wholly flexible
for any possible combination of column wiring from the punched
card, may In a few seconds set up the machine for the most
complicated kind of report. In practice customers will uti-
lize several demountable plugboards, some of which will be
Individually used for work of only one kind, and others of
which will be free flexible boards to be changed and set up In
operator* s time without Interrupting continuity of machine
running time. Whether a separate board will be permanently
reserved for a distinctive kind of report Is determined by
the frequency and complexity of the report and its relation
to the flow of other reports and the frequency of change in
machine wiring. It is now possible for one accounting

go
machine to be used for an indefinite number of different
reports, all run in the same day, with Instantaneous transfer
from one kind of wiring to another.
l4-,40 The Significance of 11th Position or Control
Several times up to now, it has been stated that
the punching of the 11th position or "X'* position in the
tabulating card is usually concerned with control. In the
reproducer, the punching of the X position determines the
automatic changing of machine setups of consecutive master
cards Interspersed with detail cards in continuous gang
punching. In sorting, the X position is used to separate
debits from credits. In tabulating, the X position is used
for a multitude of automatic purposes. For instance, in
running an aged accounts receivable trial balance the auto-
matic Influence of a score of X positions may be exercised
in distributing overdue balances into three different print-
ing banks to classify the amounts owed as I-30 days overdue,
31-60 days overdue, and more than 60 days overdue. General-
ly speaking, and from a tabulator Impulse, a particular card
is either an "X" card or a ‘'no-X“ card, according as it is
punched or unpunched in an 11th position. The presence or
absence of the X will cause a card to add, subtract, divert
to another counter, eliminate altogether, or to affect or
fall to affect some other X impulse. In other words, the
automatic guidance of how the adding fields in the tabulat-
ing Card will react when run through the tabulator is governed
wholly by the X control position.

l4.4l Class Selection
It often becomes desirable to divert to different
machine counters Information which may be punched in the
same card field. A common illustration is the differentia-
tion between debit and credit transactions, tabulated in
different counters and the process is known as counter se-
lection. In materials distribution, for example, the quanti-
ty received might be punched in a receipts card in columns
74 through SO and quantity Issued might be punched in a
requisitions card in columns 74 through SO, Obviously, if
receipts and Issues cards are tabulated together with no
means of distinguishing between matched fields the two sets
of Cards would add together. The Issued cards are, there-
fore, punched X in column 20 to identify them from receipts
cards. The card impulses are wired through a class selector,
which is a triple row of hubs, 10 in each row, actuated by
one of two common hub positions for the control impulse. The
top row is for no-X Impulses, the middle row for X impulses
and the bottom row for common impulses. The wiring circuit
is simple and effective. The class selector is actuated by
plugging one wire from column 20 of the control brushes to
the control position of the class selector. The adding
brushes, columns 74 through 20, are wired to the common hubs
of the class selector, thus bringing both the no-X or re-
ceipts impulses and the X or disbursements Impulses into the
circuit. The no-X impulses are wired from the top row of the
class selector to counter 4 and the X Impulses are wired from
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the middle row of the class selector to counter 5* When the
cards feed through the tabulator, every X card, or requisi-
tion, energizes the middle row of hubs by closing a contact
operated by X-SO, thus diverting the credits; every no-X card
is unaffected by the class selector as the selection contact
remains open. Stated concisely, both debit and credit Impulses
pass through the class selector through a common row of hubs;
debit Impulses leave the class selector from the top row of
hubs to a debit counter, being unaffected by the electric
circuit, credit impulses leave the class selector from the
middle row of hubs to a credit counter, since an electric
circuit, because of their X punching, prevents them from ac-
cumulating with the debits and creates a separate path for
the credit Impulses to travel,
1^*^2 Field Selection
Class selection may properly perform any of three
specific functions - counter selection, field selection, and
field elimination. Only machines which are equipped with
class selectors or balance counters can perform the functions
of class selection. Field selection is generally considered
to be the reverse of counter selection. The purpose of field
selection is to combine data from different card fields by
plugging through a common class selector causing the informa-
tion to accumulate in a common machine counter. One of the
two card fields would be X punched and the other would be
no-X punched, and both the X and no-X impulses would be
wired through the same class selector, controlled by X-30.
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The X punched field would be wired from columns 7^ through
So of the adding brushes to the X hubs in the middle row of
the class selector. The no-X field would be plugged from
columns through 53 of the adding brushes to the no-X hubs
in the top row of the class selector. The common hubs of the
class selector would be tied to the hubs of counter 4. In
this Instance the adding or subtraction Impulses of one ma-
chine counter come from two different card fields.
14.43 Field Elimination
This adaptation of class selection provides for
omission from the machine counter of certain data that may
be punched in the card field. In a tabulation of both X
and no-X cards, either kind of cards may be eliminated by
not wiring its respective impulses from the class selection,
although both X and no-X Impulses pass through the class
selector through the common hubs.
14.44 Counter Linking
It frequently happens that group totals will be
required in a tabulation as well as detail totals. This
would be accomplished by wiring the detail Information to
add, print, and clear on minor control and the group in-
formation, on major control. The adding values of the group
information must be prevented from clearing when the detail
information clears, yet the group data must come from the
same punched field as the detail data. If it were necessary
to obtain a report of materials Issued by department and by
machine center within the department, then coltamns 74 through
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30 would be plugged to counter 4 for the detail distribution
by machine center, and counter 4 would be wired, or “laced”
to counter 5 to accumulate totals by department. In this
manner, columns 74 through 30 directly influence the impulses
accumulated in both counters. This illustration brings out
the principle that machine plugboards provide duplicate hubs
for each position in all strategic points like counter hubs,
class selection control positions, and X-Dlstrlbutors for
multiple plugging so that the nature of a particular Impulse
can be transmitted through the machine to Influence several
counters all at once. This type of progressive wiring is
known as multiple plugging,
14,45 X-Distrlbutors and Direct Subtraction
In the most modern accounting machines, the combined
plugging of X-Dlstrlbutors and balance counters control the
direct subtraction circuit. The individual X-Dlstrlbutor is
a device, based on the principle of ordinary class selection,
for the purpose of selecting counter control Impulses so that
different classes of cards may be added, subtracted, added
and subtracted together to obtain net figures, eliminated, or
transferred by the counter. It consists of five groups of
three position class selection relays, actuated from counter
control positions. In each of the five X-Distrlbutors a
spring action normally holds the common and no-X contacts
together. The entry of a properly X-punched card energizes
the relay magnet of the distributor, causing the contact
between common and no-X to be broken and the contact between
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common and X to be made. This is nothing other than the
basic class selection principle, only Instead of providing
10 hubs for each X, no-X, and common position of each se-
lector, the individual X-Dlstributor has only one X, no-X,
and common position. Each X-Dlstrlbutor, however, has
duplicate hubs for each of the three positions for multiple
plugging to affect other X-Dlstrlbutors.
An example of direct subtraction will indicate how
X-Dlstrlbutors are used in relation to balance counters.
Suppose that sales and sales returns are punched in columns
15 to 22, that sales returns cards are differentiated from
sales cards by the punching of X-22, and that it is desired
to tabulate a report of net sales in counter 4. X-Dlstribu-
tor 1 is used to segregate the X and no-X Impulses, controlled
by X-22. The adding brush positions of columns I5 through 22
are plugged directly to counter 4 . A wire is plugged from
column 22 of the control brushes to the control position of
X-Dlstrlbutor 1. The common hub of X-Dlstrlbutor 1 is plugged
to a counter control impulse, a step which is always neces-
sary to ensure that both X-punched and no-X cards pass through
the circuit.
Diverting for a moment, each balance counter has
both a plus side and a minus side for control purposes and
may also be used for straight adding without combination with
X-Distributors. In plugboard panels, counter control hubs
for regulating counter action are segregated in a control

and each of the fivesection governing different activities,
or seven machine printing banks has its own horizontal row
of control hubs. The control divisions of a counter, in
horizontal order of hubs across the panel govern,
(1) Add hubs, when all cards are to add
(2) Add plus cards, in an X-Dlstrlbutor circuit
(^) Add minus cards, in an X-Dlstributor circuit
(4) Balance control hubs, to cause printing of plus
and minus balances or positive totals only
(5) List control hubs of plus totals only
(6) Symbol control hubs which determine various
combinations of printing the left hand and right
hand type bars.
Returning to the example of the direct subtraction
circuit, the X control hub of X-Distrlbutor 1 is plugged to
the minus side of counter iV. The no-X hub of X-Dlstrlbutor
1 is plugged to the plus side of counter 4. Although the
sales return card is punched direct for the credit amount,
the circuit caused by the X-punchlng results in conversion
of the direct amount to an automatic complement every time
an X card passes through the machine. If the final net
total is a positive one, the result will show in normal
direct figures. If, however, the net result is a credit
balance, the figures will appear in the counter in comple-
ment and may optionally be printed on the report as a direct
figure marked with the symbol ”CR" to show negative identity
or as the complement registered in the counter. Summarizing
the direct subtraction circuit, it is emphasized that the
wiring is simple and efficient, since it is only necessary
to bring together the impulse from the control brushes which
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determines the X and no-X cards, plugged through an X-Distrlb-
utor, to cause both the plus and minus sides of the counter
to be operative In the same run of cards in establishing a
net positive or negative balance# The principle is well Il-
lustrated by pointing out that without an automatic means of
computing complements for subtraction cards, it would be
necessary either to punch complements manually or tabulate
debits and credits separately# The term “direct subtraction"
is possibly a misnomer, for although a mechanical means is
afforded for printing negative balances directly, the process
of determing deduction values is in reality complement addi-
tion.
14.46 The Principle of Summary Card Punching
There are many occasions when it is necessary to
balance forward an entire report for use in preparing accum-
ulative figures or to lessen significant card volume in re-
port periods when It Is advisable to eliminate peaks of ma-
chine running time# Up to a few years ago It was always
necessary to punch summary cards manually from tabulated re-
ports, involving considerable punching labor and verification.
Summary punches were introduced about six years ago which
enabled automatic duplication of the report Itself through
machine punched summary cards, simultaneously with the pre-
paration of the original report# The summary punch is a sep-
arate machine, linked with the accounting machine through
a cable, and actuated from the information in machine coun-
ters to punch into blank cards the exact values at the end
of each automatic control group before the tabulator clears.

In the summary punching operation, the automatic control
mechanism, the automatic stopping with totals in the tabula-
tor, the transfer of control to the summary punch to perfor-
ate the summary cards, the printing of the totals and clear-
ing of the machine counter, and the automatic starting of the
tabulator to run the next group are all electrically deter-
mined in a perfectly timed operation. This arrangement Is
an ideal example of the tremendous progress achieved in tab-
ulating machine engineering in the last few years. In fact,
it is only within the last few months that high speed sum-
mary punches were designed with a speed six times as fast
as the originally devised summary punch.
14.4-7 Summary
The foregoing principles represent the major ac-
complishments of tabulating machine engineering, of which
the most outstanding and revolutionary discoveries were the
development of automatic control, the print unit, the re-
producing sequences, class selection, the balance counter,
and direct subtraction. Comparison at this point of the
early manually fed and cleared non-printing, non- listing tab-
ulator, with no control with the highly Ingenious, complete-
ly automatic printing accounting machine of today reveals
not only extreme scientific advance in rapidity of change
but, as well, the comprehensive nature of each change which
spread machines over world markets in an ever accelerated
adaptation to new uses and to more complete mastery over old
ones

15.0 Types of Tabulators
15.1 Determination of Machine Specification According to Use
It is not the province of this study to describe
In any detail the specifications of any particular type of
accounting machine. Rather it has been the intention to
discuss through the evolution of the accounting machine it-
self those features which lend the equipment so admirably
adapted to the almost effortless automatic compiling and
analysis of accounting data, in comparison with the prohibi-
tive costly and ineffective means of accomplishing the re-
sults of punched card systems by any other known method.
The particular units of equipment needed for a Job are de-
termined by the nature of the work to be done. A certain
requirement might involve use of a non- list tabulator with
no control, but with adding speed of I50 cards a minute,
purely for statistical work or verification. The demand
might be for a seven bank numeric printing tabulator with
listing speed of 100 cards per minute, adding speed of I50
cards per minute, 10 position counters, three class selec-
tors, 4 balance counters, and three controls. Again, the
Job might need an SS type bar alphabetic printer, with 43
bars alphabetic and numeric and 45 bars numeric only, speed
SO list and I50 tabulate, and counter arrangement built to
provide 4 two-position counters, 4 form-position counters,
4 six-position counters, and 4 eight-position counters.
Various special devices are available for use in accounting
machines, not standard equipment but optional for particular

purposes. Machines are available for handling fractions.
An automatic carriage may be obtained in connection with
continuous form stationery to skip section headings of in-
dividual sheets for registering totals only on consecutive
significant report lines without stopping the machine to
adjust alignment. Numeric accounting machines are delivered
in customers' offices in uniform bases which regardless of
customers' specifications are so flexibly standardized that
the machine can be changed by field adjustments into a unit
of greater or more limited capacity to avoid the inconven-
ience and expense of removal and replacement of equipment as
customers' requirements change. With intentional thought to
avoid further technical reference to individual accounting
machine units, a brief comparison should be made between
numeric and alphabetic tabulators.
15*2 International Numeric Printing Tabulators
The two major types of numeric accounting machines
are similar in operating principles but differ in appearance
and capacity. Both types are numeric printers, are capable
of direct subtraction, use the same automatic plugboard and
can be supplied with summary punch attachment. Type 2S5 is
available in or 7 print banks and or 5 coun-
ter banks. Adding counters have 9 positions, S adding and
61
one accumulating. Listing and tabulating speeds vary ac-
cording to specifications as follows; 75/75 > 75/150# 120/120,
120/150, the list speed per minute being the first figiire
62
mentioned, and tabulating speed the second. Type 2S5
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is the accounting machine most widely used, since this model
number includes individual machines with graduated capacities
from 3 print units up to 7> operation at different speeds.
Type 297 is the largest capacity numeric tabulator, and while
it has only 7 printing banks, it contains 6 counters of 10
positions each. It has 3 control classes against 2 in Type
6 ^+
2^5. The speed of Type 297 is IOO/I5O. Numeric tabulators
are used in those installations in which the identity of unit
and group classifications punched into tabulating cards may be
governed entirely by the adoption of numeric code or account
numbers. The numeric account number serves as the posting
medium to identify distributions which correspond to account
classifications in the general ledger. In many instances,
however, numeric reports must be decoded in order to interpret
whole names, letters, and fractions. Sometimes instead of
manually decoding a finished tabulating record by hand writ-
ing or typing, addressograph machines are used to print al-
phabetic information, as in the tabulating applications of
preparing payroll checks and of sending monthly statements
to customers.
15
.3 International Alphabetic Accounting Machines
Alphabetic accounting machines constitute the most
recent development in the International line. They have
been on the market for the last few years, and it is only
within the last year that the alphabetic summary punch was
possible to render the alphabetic line wholly automatic in
the Same degree as numeric machines. This was real progress
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The major contribution of the alphabetic machines is the
printing of complete alphabetic descriptions from punched
tabulating cards. Inasmuch as alphabetic type bars not
only contain 26 letter positions but also the ten digits from
0 to the alphabetic printing section may be used either
65
numerically or alphabetically. Inasmuch as the operating
functions of the alphabetic machines are vitally comparable
with those of numeric equipment, it will not be necessary
to consider alphabetic machine operation in detail, notwith-
standing that design does not resemble outwardly the numeri-
cal accounting machine and that much of the Internal mecha-
nism has been modified to permit greater flexibility. Cer-
tain differences of major consequence will be briefly
described.
In the largest capacity alphabetic printing there
66
are type bars and SO counter positions. The printing
mechanism is divided into two solid banks of type bars, sepa-
rated by a space equal to one type bar. The left type sec-
tion has 4-3 alphabetic or numeric bars and the right type
bank has 4-5 bars for printing numeric data only. Each of
the So counters is a balance counter which can either add,
6S
subtract or eliminate. Unlike numeric machines in which
counters are provided in independent units of nine or ten
positions, the adding mechanisms in the alphabetic machine
consists of a series of single position accumulators, ar-
ranged permanently in various multiples of two to provide
counters of varying capacities. The SO accumulators are
65 I.B.M. Bulletin I7 Page 22 66,67,6s, 69 I.B.M.
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subdivided Into 4 two-position counters, 4 four--posltlon
counters, 4 six-position counters, and eight-position
69
counters. This minute subdivision of counters is another
major element of advanced engineering for a simple wiring
arrangement permits the coupling of counters to make larger
counters of whatever capacity required. A machine serial
number, composed of letters and numbers, might require I7
adjacent positions when Indicated on a report, and in an
alphabetic machine this number could be printed from the
coupling of 4 four-position counters and 1 two-position coun-
ter. In a numeric tabulator, counter capacity is limited to
9 positions in the standard machine, providing capacity for
printing up to |9 * 999 » 999 » 99 > which is far greater adding
capacity than is required in the average case. The unfortu-
nate limitation of numeric machines is that a nine-position
counter cannot be used both to Indicate and add at the same
time. Furthermore, in a numeric machine, extra adding capac-
ity can only be obtained by splitting counters, which Induces
the further limitation of Insufficient carryover and inter-
feres with direct subtraction. So the individually controlled
counters of the alphabetic machine provide ideal counter
flexibility for all combinations of work. Undoubtedly the
day will sooner or later arrive when numeric accounting ma-
chines will be provided with individual balance counters.
The alphabetic machine is a more compact unit than
the numeric, placing all controls within easy reach of the
69 I.B.M. Bulletin 17 Page 27

operator. Cards may be continuously fed into the alphabetic
tabulator while the machine Is In operation; a numeric machine
must be stopped when cards are loaded. The alphabetic unit
Is equipped with an automatic plugboard which permits rapid
changes. Any field of the tabulating card may be used to re-
cord either alphabetic or numeric data, so that gang punched
fields, duplicated fields and key punched fields may be located
for the greatest punching efficiency.
As previously mentioned, an alphabetic type bar can
print any of 26 letters, 10 digits and one special character,
- In other words the unique punching of holes In only one 12-
posltion card column can control the automatic printing of
any of 37 characters. This punching Is demonstrated below:
Combined
Digit
Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4
Single
Punching:
Combine 12
Position
Combine 11
Position
Combine 0
Position
1 A J S 1
2 B K T 2
3 C L U 3
4 D M V 4
5 £ N w 5
b F 0 X 6
7 G P Y 7
g H Q Z g
9 I R 9
Alphabetic characters are determined by double punching of
the card column, and a 12th, 11th, or 0 position Is perforated
In combination with a digit from 1 to 9 to represent the
recording of the 26 letters In direct progression. Numerals
from 0 to 9 are signified In the tabulating card

by the standard punching of single holes, punching of the
12th position only prints a special character.
As In all International accounting machines, the
alphabetic tabulator has two sets of card reading brushes, -
the upper or “control” brushes and the lower or “adding
brushes”
.
Sensing alphabetic data requires action of both
the upper and lower brushes. The upper brushes first read
the zone punching (12,11, or 0) and the lower brushes later
read the lower hole of the punched column to determine the
70
character to be printed. An alphabetic type bar consists
of two major parts, - the outside casing and the inside
casing. The outside casing Is arranged with 10 steps which
71
correspond to digits of a card column. The Inside bar
carries the 37 type characters and is located within the
outer Casing. The printing of the proper character is
caused by zone wiring both the adding brush and control brush
positions, thereby making the zoning latch magnet In the
72
print unit operate from one of fo\ir zoning steps. Zoning
determines which character of a type bar is on the printing
line and the lower brush reading determines which group Is
brought to the printing line.
16.0 Summary Punches
16.1 The International Automatic Duplicating Summary Punch
The manual punching of total cards from data
appearing on tabulated reports used to be one of the time
consuming routines of the punched card method. Such summary
Cards and new balance cards are used to reduce the volume of
70 , 71,72 I.B.M. Bulletin I7 Page 20

cards in the current file and to speed up the compilation
of accounting and statistical analyses. The duplicating
summary punch is constructed for the automatic preparation
of total cards or new balance cards simultaneously with the
tabulating operation. The arrangement consists of a motor
drive duplicating key punch connected to the counter wheels
of the accounting machine by a multiple wire cable. With
the exception of the cable and a plugboard for flexible trans-
mission from the counter wheels of the data to be punched,
the punching unit is identical with a standard duplicator and
may be used as such. The punch may be actuated by manual key
depression, by master card operation from the duplicating
rack, and by the counter wheels of the s\jmmary punch.
In the cycle of operation, the accounting machine
tabulates until change in control occurs for which totals are
to be punched. All positions to be summary punched from the
tabulator must be taken from a counter wheel. The account-
ing machine will not clear and print until the summary card
has been completed. The complete summary punching of SO
columns would require about S seconds, but practically, about
40 or so columns would be ample for recording the average
Case, Continuous feeding of the summary cards, continuous
travel of the duplicating rack during the punching operation
and automatic ejection from column SO make it possible to
operate the summary punch merely by feeding the tabulator and
maintaining ample card supply in the summary punch stacker.
The summary punching operation is not only valuable in labor
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saving, but also in other aspects like simplification of
report proof by obtaining control totals from summary cards,
substitution of machine printed totals for adding fields in-
stead of pencil totals written In by calculator proof, and
removal of peaks of machine running time by replacing large
volumes of detail cards with only a few machine summary cards
during the report period. The continuous punching of the SO
column summary card Is assured by automatically skipping un-
73
punched fields by use of high skip bars. Each adding coun-
ter of the tabulator Is matched with an X punching control
switch for that counter In the punch. A negative balance
may be taken from the tabulating machine counter where it
appears in complement, may be transferred into the summary
card In direct figures of punching and may be punched auto-
matically as a minus X. The delay necessary to allow for
punching of summary cards when the tabulator Is at a full
stop naturally Increases the reset time of the tabulator,
which constitutes a real objection to the use of the dupli-
cating summary punch.
16.2 The International High Sneed Q-ang Summary Punch
The perfection of the high speed summary punch
Came about In 1937* It: had always been recognized that the
duplicating summary punch was an especially slow machine,
since It required the pro-rata share of g seconds to punch
the proportionate number of columns In the 50 column card.
In the duplicating summary punch, only one card column punches
at once. In step with the automatic horizontal spacing of the
73 I*B.M. Bulletin 20 Page 5

summary card, one column at a time. The high speed gang
summary punch Is five to six times as fast as the duplicat-
ing summary punch, and represents another milestone in
machine progress, since faster work in the comparatively in-
expensive operation of summary card punches, releases more
running time of costly accounting tabulators. The high speed
summary punch can also be used as sin automatic gang summsiry
punch. It cannot be used as a manual key punch like the
duplicating key punch. The high speed punch is in reality a
reproducing punch, cut vertically in two at the gang punch
feed, which has been equipped with a flexible plugboard which
ties together counter wheels of the tabulator and cutting
positions of the summary punch through a cable. The plug-
board of the summary punch may be used both for summary punch
wiring and gang punch wiring. The machine may be used as an
automatic standard gang punch, cutting 100 cards a minute.
It requires only .8 of a second to summary punch a card in
the high speed machine, whether 5 columns or SO columns are
cut, and this speed is so much faster than the S seconds re-
quired for duplicating SO columns in the duplicating summary
punch because holes are cut vertically instead of horizontal-
ly. All 12th positions are perforated at once in this ma-
chine, and so on through the other 11 punching positions, and
the card travel through the machine is vertical with refer-
7^
ence to the punch dies. This confines hole punching in the
high speed summary punch to timing in 12 card positions as
compared with SO possible positions in the duplicator. The
7^ I.B.M. Bulletin 20 Page I3
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high speed suunmary punch is completely flexible regarding
localization of fields in the summary punched card, as any
counter digit can be wired to summary punch in any of SO
columns. As in the duplicating summary punch a plus or a
minus X may be automatically punched, simultaneously with
cutting direct figures for adding fields in the summary card,
when positive and negative balances are recorded from the
tabulator
.
17.0 The International Multiplying Key Punch
17 .
1
Function and Description
The multiplying key punch is a high speed, automatic
machine which multiplies factors punched into tabulating
cards, adjusts the products to the nearest whole number,
punches the resulting products into cards, and accximulates
the sum of the individual products in a visible products
counter for control posting. The machine consists of a card
reading unit; multiplying, transferring and storing counters;
and a punching unit. The principle underlying the multipli-
cation operation is extremely simple. As each card feeds
into the machine, the multiplicand and multiplier are read
from the card and are set up In the machine. The multipli-
cation operation is then performed and the card feeds into
punching position. The product of the multiplication is
transmitted to the punching mechanism and is simultaneously
registered in the summary products counter. While the card
is being punched in the extension field and ejected, the
reading operation is performed for the next card. The
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machine Is equipped with an automatic plugboard which makes
it entirely flexible for the reading, multiplying and punch-
ing of data as desired .
17.2 Method of Computation
The operating principle of the machine is based on
accumulation of partial products, Instead of the more general-
ly used principle of repeated addition common to manually
75
operated equipment.
The repeated addition method is based on the repeat-
ed adding of the multiplicand, the number of times it is added
depending on the value of each digit of the multiplier* The
series of repeated additions for eacn multiplier digit is com-
pleted in the adding mechanism one place removed to the left,
as Illustrated.
76
Example of Repeated Addition
Manual Method Repeat Addition Method
17644
)i6^076
594-S
594-6
594-^
594-6
594-S
594-S
594-S
594-g
5946
594-g
bl^S07 b
In the partial products method, a partial product
is the amount secured by the actual multiplication of the
multiplicand by a single digit of the multiplier.. Each
75 I.B.M. Bulletin 21 Page 76 I.B.M. Bulletin 21
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partial product consists of a right-hand component (R.H.C.)
and a left-hand component (L.H.C.)* In the computation of
Sx7 , with a product of ^6 the 6 Is the R.H.C. and the 5 Is
the L.H.C, The R.H.C* counter Is made up of the unlts-posl-
tlon digits of the successive products secured by multiply-
ing the single digit of the multiplier by each digit of the
multiplicand in turn. The L.H.C. Is made up of the tens-
posltlons digits of the same successive products. In accord-
ance with the following illustration, 41636 (the partial
product secured In multiplying J times 59^^) is broken down
into 53^^ and 3265O, right and left-hand components, respec-
tively.
Refer to next page for Illustration of operation
in the multiplying punch.
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Example of Multiplying Key Punch Operation
77
59^
xio^7
41bJo - Partial Product 1
17S4-4 - Partial Product 2
94S - Partial Product 3
16^07^
LEFT HAND RIGHT HAND
COMPONENTS 594s COMPONENTS
COUNTER (TENS)
. . .
X1Q3I COUNTER (UNITS)
50 56 6
2 2g S
6 63 3
3 35 5
36250 4-1636 53S6
200 24r 40
1 12 2
2 27 7
1 15 5
PROG. PROG.
TOTAL 1574-50 17S4-4- TOTAL 62626
go §6dd
4 4
9 9
5 5
TOTAL PROG. TRANS
L.H.C. 1574-50 TOTAL 6010626 FERRE
total
R.H.C. 6010626
PRODUCT 616S076 616S076
The center column shows how the components are
formed. Actually, the complete LHC and RHC are calculated
and added to respective counters in one machine cycle. As
each successive digit is used in the product extension a
shift one position to the left is made before components
are added into their counters. Zeros in the multiplier
77 I.B.M. Bulletin 21 Page g
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cause the machine to shift over additional positions auto-
matically. After partial products of each significant digit
of the multiplier have been computed, a progressive total of
all the R.H.C.*s and L.H.C.'s of all partial products will be
standing in their respective counters. The complete product
is formed automatically by transferring and adding the amount
in the R.H.C. counter to the amount standing in the L.H.C.
counter, one place to the right as a units balance is being
footed with a tens balance.
17 • 3 Operating Features
The capacity of the machine permits computation
of g digits times S digits, and a 10 digit summary products
counter accumulates the significant digits to the left in
the final answer. An automatic .5 pick-up is automatical-
ly footed into each extension in the cents, mills, or tenth
of mills position so that the ultimate product will be ac-
curate to the nearest cent, mill, or tenth of mill as de-
sired. The speed of the machine varies directly with the
number of digits in the multiplier, from I5OO cards per
hour for a 2 digit multiplier to 750 cards per hour for an
S digit multiplier. The practical speed, for 3 and 4
digit multipliers will have a range between I3OO and II50
Cards per hour, which is approximately 5 times as fast as
the multiplying operation and recording can be performed by
go
electric calculator. The multiplier has the additional
features that its extensions are always correct, that the
7S,79,gO I.B.M. Bulletin 21 Page 3

punching of the extensions Is an automatic by-product of the
multiplying process, and that the visible products counter
accumulates for control purposes the sum of the extensions of
all the cards* The machine has a reversible switch for check-
ing the multiplication by a secondary run of cards, if a com-
parative check is absolutely necessary. In the check operation
the multiplicand and multiplier factors are reversed, signify-
ing a totally different accumulation of factors to prove with
the original total.
The machine Is capable of individual extension in
which the multiplier is punched in the detail card, or group
extension in which the multiplier is obtained from a master
rate card sorted ahead of the detail cards of like Identity.
Two factors may be multiplied by a third If the factors are
small. Small factors may be cross-added or cross- subtracted
to obtain computation and punching of a gross or a net re-
sult.
IS.O The Classification of Economic Activity into Major
Groups
The discussion of individual units of tabulating
machine equipment has been presented thus far from a de-
scriptive and general functional point of view. Sufficient
data have been provided to indicate the leading physical
attributes of all units of tabulating machines and the manner
in which they operate. Specific attention will now be de-
voted to the utility of these unique machines in actual cases
which have been carefully selected from the entire field of
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business activity. The subject matter for the various appli-
cations of the punched card method that will follow has been
determined by the personal investigation of the writer in
specific representative companies which use the tabulating
system. The writer is indebted to both the International
Business Machines Corporation and the Powers Accounting Ma-
chine Company for their splendid co-operation in arranging
the interviews which have provided a wealth of pertinent and
specific Information in the different types of cases selected.
Appreciation must also be expressed for the courteous permis-
sion granted by the different businesses in allowing an out-
sider to Inspect the applications freely on their premises.
A comprehensive classification of the field of
business is provided by "Moody's'* in the subdivision provided
in the manuals for investment purposes. These manuals sepa-
rate business into five major divisions as follows: industrial
corporations, public utilities, railroads, banks and Insurance
companies, and the field of government. It is the purpose of
this study to demonstrate the use of the tabulating machine
method in each of these broad fields. Banks will be consider-
ed as a separate division from insurance companies in this
study, expanding "Moody's" break-down to six classes. The
major emphasis in discussion will be given to the Industrial
field, from which several distinct applications have been
chosen, and this emphasis is rightfully stressed because the
tabulating machine method has been most widely applied in
this group. The banking field is the least developed of the

six in 'Dunched card accounting, yet it is only within two
years that the bank proof machine, to be described later,
has received universal acceptance in the largest banks for
rapid clearing of checks.
1?5.1 The Wide Range of Equipment Available
Prior to discussing specific application in the
different fields of industry, special reference is made to
the distinctive variety in types of machines available.
Considerable previous discussion has been devoted to de-
scription of individual machine units. The particular kinds
of equipment which are selected for a given job depend upon
the specifications of the work to be done. In order to il-
lustrate the latitude of choice, specification data sheets
containing photographs have been provided in the appendix
for most machine units manufactured by the International and
Powers Companies. In addition to an extensive display of
tabulating machine exhibits, the appendix also contains a
folder illustrating the bank proof machine and wiring dia-
grams for the International numeric tabulator and the repro-
ducer, A blank International Rental Contract has also been
supplied in the appendix.
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19.0 A Complete Laboratory Case in Industrial A'P'olicatlon :
Sales and Cost of Sales Analysis at the Burbank
Company; Terre Haute, Indiana, qI
19.1 Nature of the Business
The Burbank Company manufactures silk and knitted
underwear, and foundation garments and distributes through
its own sales force directly to the retail trade. It em-
ploys a traveling sales group of sixty men who solicit or-
ders from department stores, men's furnishing stores, women's
apparel shops, and infants and children's specialty shops.
The company distributes nationally, with branch sales offices
in nine principal cities, and warehouse shipping points at
five strategic locations. The line of merchandise made
represents garments composed of 2000 combinations of fa,bric,
style, and color over an average size range of six groups.
The company has three mills located at different points. All
mill production is sent to Terre Haute to be inspected, fin-
ished, labeled, and boxed. The company operates its own pa-
per box factory,
19 . 2 The Sales and Cost of Sales Accoimting Problem
There are four basic needs for sa.les and cost of
sales information in the Burbank Company,
(a) A monthly sales entry is needed in the general ledger
to charge Accounts Receivable Customers with the value of
sales and to distribute the Sales account to several classes ^
of product in accordance with the following journal entries;
Si The Burbank case is based on the writer's own
experience.
'r-'jm
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Dr. Accounts Receivable Customers - Total charge billing
Dr. Cash - Cash sales
Cr. Sales - Distributed by 13
classes
Dr. Sales Returns - Total value of returns
Cr. Accounts Receivable Cus- - Merchandise credits
toraers
Cr. Cash - Refunds
(b) Whereas sales amount on invoices is derived by calcu-
lating the total quantity of each amount shipped times the
list price in the billing department, the cost of sales at
standard is also computed by multiplying the quantity shipped
times unit cost per dozen. A distribution of cost of sales
is obtained for the works ledger to correspond with the 13
garment class divisions of the sales account in the general
ledger, according to the entry,
Dr. Cost of Sales
J
Standard cost of goods
Cr. Finished Goods Inventory ) sold by 13 divisions
(c) Monthly analyses of sales in dollars and dozens, by
13 classes of goods are required by the sales manager. Sales
reports are prepared for each salesman, each branch office,
and for the company as a whole. It is from these reports,
prepared monthly on a cumulative comparative basis, that the
sales manager directs the selling personnel. They not only
serve as a measuring stick of current performance by sales-
man and branch office but also provide the important classi-
fication of sales by lines sold which constitutes the vital
merchandising problem. Whereas salesmen are on a compensa-
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tlon basis of salary plus travelling expenses, the reports
provide the information for payment of commissions when sales-
men exceed their quotas.
(d) Statistical information of various sorts is necessi-
tated. A monthly analysis of sales is needed for the Census
of Manufacturers at Washington, Annual tabulations of sales
by customers and towns by classes of goods are wanted to post
sales records in tne home office and branch offices, as well
as to assist the salesmen in their selling plans. Certain
other statistical data is demanded, as will be later explain-
ed.
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The Sources of Sales and Cost Information
Invoices billed to customers provide the informa-
tion used by the tabulating department in its sales work.
Copies of all customer billing are received dally in the tab-
ulating department from home office and branch office billing
locations. These Invoices represent the accounts receivable
debits or credits to customers' ledger cards. An invoice con-
tains the customer's najne and address, date, customer's order
number, Burbank order number, terms, shipping Instruction, and
salesman. In the body of the bill the items shipped are list-
ed by garment number. The quantities of each size are spread
horizontally across the sheet and footed to a quantity total.
This total, extended times the list price per dozen shown on
the sheet, determines the sales extension of each item.
Parcel post, insurance, and other charges are indicated on
the bill following the last item extension. The individual
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extensions are totalized on the bill in an aggregate footing
representing the charge to accounts receivable. Whereas
items of seconds are labelled on the Invoice the billing
department marks, on the tabulating copy only, those items
which were delivered from bargain stock at close-out prices.
The cost data are obtained from Inventory pricing
schedules prepared by the cost department. Standard cost
estimates are revised for the entire line every six months.
During the fiscal period, interim changes in the standard
cost are made whenever the variation in cost exceeds plus or
minus one per cent. The cost data in the tabulating depart-
ment are controlled from a card cost record which provides
for all changes in cost over a ten year period. This unit
cost is transferred to the tabulating detail card by prepunch-
ing the values from the high speed summary punch. The actual
cost extension of each item is determined in the multiplying
key punch which sets up the dozens multiplicand and the unit
cost multiplier from the tabulating detail card.
19A Equipment
The following machines are utilized by the Burbank
Company for analyzing sales and cost of sales. All machines
are SO-column numeric equipment. Two duplicating key punches,
without motor drive automatic Insert and ejection features,
are required for punching. One horizontal sorter is used,
A multiplying key punch performs the costing of sales. A
non-list three bank tabulator is required for proving purposes.
A five bank printing tabulator, equipped with four special

direct subtraction counters, is employed for report prepara-
tion. A high speed summary punch permits the combined func-
tions of setting up the prepunched costing section of the
detail cards and the automatic punching of summary cards as
reports are tabulated. Tne power provided for the tabulating
machines is furnished by two five kilowatt motor generator
sets which convert 244- volts alternating current to II5 volts
direct current necessary for operating the machines.
19.5 Volume of Work
The Burbank Company averages about 250,000 invoices
a year, of which about 6 percent are credit bills. The busi-
ness is highly seasonal, inasmuch as 55 percent of all deliv-
ery is made in the last four months of the year. Tabulating
Card volume approximates 300,000 cards a year, and the month-
ly fluctuation in volume runs from a low point of 40,000
cards to a peak point of 35,000 cards. About I5 per cent of
all orders are obtained in advance for delivery in the spring
and fall seasons. The clerical personnel required for all
tabulating and statistical work consists of a base force of
seven girls and a department head. Nine months of the year
this force is sufficient for all duties performed, but in
the other three months two or three temporary workers are
required.
19*6 Tabulating Card Forms
The tabulating card forms used by the Burbank Com-
pany consist of the following:
(a) Manila detail card - Exhibit 3

(b) Red striped manila credit card - Exhibit 4
(c) Solid green customer code card - Exhibit 5
(d) G-reen striped manila summary card - Exhibit 6
(e) Solid salmon master costing card - Exhibit 7
(f) Orange striped manila card - Exhibit g
The following step by step description represents
the content of the basic manila detail card form.
Columns 1-3 record the date of the Invoice. The
months from January through September are punched 1 to 9,
respectively. October is punched 0; November, 11; and
December, 12.
Column 4 signifies the billing office. Home office
billing is punched as office 1 and branch office billing is
office 2.
Column 5 is used to differentiate between classes
of merchandise, whether firsts, seconds or bargain stock.
Columns 6 through l4 are perforated with dozens
amount. Inasmuch as the quantity shipping unit in the Bur-
bank Company is dozens, the total quantity for a particular
bill is often a whole dozens and fractional 12ths amount.
Whereas standard packing of goods varies between lines as
6/12, 3/12, or each, and whereas the size spread in an order
may specify quantities that vary from multiples of standard
packing, any combination of fractional I2ths may appear in
the total quantity. Primarily because of the multiplying
punch, part dozens are punched in decimal equivalent to four
places, assuring that the cost extension will be accurate
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to the penny. The dozens field contains nine places in order
that the summary card may have sufficient capacity for punch-
ing large quantity amounts when running accumulative reports.
The typical quantity amount recorded in a card will be under
20 dozen.
Columns 15-22 are punched with the sales amount, and
the ordinary extension will be a value under $100.00. The
sales field is sufficiently large to contain sizable amounts
in summary cards. While it may appear that columns in the
detail card are wasted because the average values are much
smaller than the summary card capacity, zeros are automati-
cally punched in columns 6-S, and 15-1? from the customer
code card; this eliminates the necessity of manual punching
of zeros and provides a use for card columns that would other-
wise not be required.
Whereas most of the columns from 1-22 are manually
punched, columns 23 through 4l are automatically duplicated
from the customer code card. Column 23 is punched either an
X or an 0 to signify, respectively, whether or not the custo-
mer ordinarily purchases more than $3^0 worth of goods a
year. This enables the sorting out of sales cards for im-
portant customers in a one column operation.
Columns 24-25 are punched for alphabetical class,
according as the first letters of the customer’s last name
fall into any of 100 divisions of the alphabet. This field
is required in connection with the serial coding of customer
number to permit sorting of numerically coded cards into
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almost perfect alphabetical order.
Columns 26-29 represent the coding of customers In
a four digit field. Code numbers are assigned in blocks of
five, serially by state, providing for Indefinite expansion.
The Burbank Company has about 13>000 active customers.
Columns 3O-33 contain the code numbers of tovms.
These numbers are assigned serially from 1 toward 9»999 in
each state. To predetermine a town code number for every
town in the United States, the original coding list was ob-
tained by consolidating the towns shown in the Postal G-ulde
with the list used by R.G-. Dun, and a number was given to
each different location.
Columns 3^35 distinguish between each of the 4^
states.
Columns 3^”3^ identify the salesman. The first
digit identifies each of the nine branch offices and the
second and third digits classify the salesman number within
the branch.
Columns 39-4-1 are used to code any of 14-7 trading
areas in which the sale may fall.
Columns 42-4-3 for garment class are at present
unused.
Columns 44-45 represent the classification of the
item sold into any of IS garment class subdivisions. These
code numbers are so devised that sorting on column 44 only
separates the sales into a comprehensive 10 class grouping
which is used when preparing annual customer statistics

for posting to sales cards.
Column 46 Is used to identify any of four manufactur-
ing plants.
Column 47 represents the profit range which the in-
dividual item bears, whether A,B,C, or D mark-up as noted in
the Burbank Company*s price list. The management desires
that its salesmen devote more attention to those divisions
of the line which carry full profit, and together with the
sales manager, are much interested to observe that a profit
class distribution of sales results bear a normal relation-
ship within the different brackets.
Columns 4^-52 and 53“57 &^e a part of the prepunch-
ed section of the detail card, containing the fabric number
and the style of the item sold. The individual items, to-
gether with their standard costs are visibly identified on
the detail card by an addressograph impression appearing at
the top of the card. The punched holes correspond to the
coding of the addressograph Impression. The company manu-
factures 2000 different combinations of fabric, style, and
color.
Columns 59-^0 at one time were used for punching of
60 colors, but the punched Information was abandoned in the
tabulating card.
Columns 6O-63 and 69-72 are used for perforating
the standard cost per dozen of the two fiscal periods January
June, and July-December, respectively. Two fields are used
for manufacturing cost to simplify the periodical replacement
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of the prepunched item file.
Column 64 is employed for identifying any of 10
divisions which are required, in conjunction with garment
class coding to classify sales for purposes of the govern-
ment census report.
Columns 65 and 66 govern the prepunched coding of
items into a broad 77 fabric division group which affords a
more minute classification of sales than the 12 class break-
down which is used for accounting and sales management re-
quirement.
Columns 67-62 are unused, and together with the
first garment class field and the color field, designate the
unused capacity in the card for future expansion.
Columns 73”^0 are automatically cut with the manu-
facturing cost from the run of cards through the multiply-
ing punch.
19.7 G-eneral Significance of the Card Form Design
It is at once obvious from the foregoing that the
detail card is a storehouse of information. Following only
one basic punched recording of all the significant data in
the tabulating card, any type of sales and cost report may
flexibly, automatically, economically, speedily, and accu-
rately be prepared from the proven tabulating card. Of the
20 columns available, 7^ significantly used. It is out-
standing in this tabulating card that all types of possible
numeric machine punching are Included, The only manual
punching required out of 7^ columns is 16 columns of the

first 22, plus the punching of garment class ”00” for
seconds and bargain stock in columns 44- and 4-5 and the cut-
ting of a manually punched unit cost. Columns 23-4-1, signi-
fying customer coded information common to all items of an
invoice, are duplicated in the detail card from the duplicat-
ing rack of the punch. Columns 4-4- through 72 are prepunch-
ed or gang punched in the high speed summary punch and iden-
tify in the detail card a complete coded description of the
item sold, together with its unit cost. Columns 73~^0,
punched from the multiplier, automatically are cut with the
cost of sales. It follows that the Burbank Company makes
the fullest use of the attendant economies of coding, punch-
ing, and verification that are associated with the use of
prepunched codes.
19 . g Use of the Customer Code Card
The dual prepunched customer code card is an ac-
curate basis of coding and classifying sales for salesman
credit, ^roadly speaking, general salesmen receive credit
for all shipments made to customers within the geographical
boundaries of their particular territories, regardless of
whether they solicited the orders directly or whether the
orders came by mall from the customers to the shipping
point. The territories of division managers overlap those
of general salesmen and in a few cases specialty salesmen
cause duplicate coverage with general salesmen in their
Calls upon the trade in the specialty lines. There is never
any conflict as to who should receive credit for sales made
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to a particular customer, as each salesman is assigned a
specific list of customers within his territory. All changes
in territory are made by official notification from the
sales manager's office to all departments concerned. The
customer code card in the tabulating department governs the
official classification of salesman credit for all sales
made. This card shows the addres sographed Impression of the
customer's name and address, the date the account was opened,
the date of change in salesman, the name of the salesman,
and the office in which he works. Across the top of the card
app©-r the numeric codes for alphabet class, customer number,
town number, state number, salesman number, and district and
area number. The corresponding code numbers are punched into
the respective coding columns.
The function of the customer code card is to punch
automatically from the duplicating rack of the punch, those
customer Identifying fields which are used not only for the
punching of all coding common to the items of any invoice
but of all Invoices billed to individual concerns. This
automatic operation reduces the accurate classification of
a sale to the correct pulling of a customer code card
against the proper Invoice and the subsequent use of the
code card in the duplicating punch to record the transac-
tion accurately. The physical operation consists of pull-
ing the code cards from a file arranged alphabetically by
customer, by town, by state and interspersing the cards,
face up, between the corresponding invoices to which the

cards apply. The work is passed to the prepunched file for
pulling of prepunched item detail ca.rds. At least two cus-
tomer code cards appear in the code card file for each customer
and as many more cards are used up to about sixteen as are
necessary in relation to customer sales activity. Customer
code cards, following a checking operation after cards are
punched, are released by a control clerk, machine sorted to
filing order, and returned for filing back to be used again.
The system is an entirely accurate aJid economical means of
coding and punching.
19*9 Prepunched Item Cards
The description of the line number and the standard
cost per dozen are prepunched in columns 46-72 by means of
the high speed summary punch. Prepunched cards for each
active fabric and style number in the current price list are
filed behind index tab cards, standing on end in tub files.
Each tub has ten compartments and is 30 Inches deep and houses
about 27 >000 tabulating cards. The number of prepunched
cards maintained in the file for each item depends upon the
activity of the item. A minimum of 25 detail cards and 5
red-striped credit cards is set up for each item when costs
are changed at the start of each fiscal period. The minimum
is Increased to adequate quantity and as many as I50 cards
are prepared at one time for highly active numbers.
More Important than the identity of the item number
is the standard cost per dozen which is gang punched into
detail cards. The positive correctness of replacement cards
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in the tub files is controlled by a solid salmon master
costing card. At the beginning of eacn fiscal period the
new cost is cut into each master card, as well as during
the period when the cost changes. The new standard cost is
thoroughly checked in the new master card. All subsequent
replacement cards for the fiscal period are made from the
proven master costing card. On the reverse side of the
master card the file clerk writes the number of replace-
ments which she needs, so that the master card regulates
the quantity of cards in the tubs as well as the accuracy
of the information.
The replacement process consists of pulling the
master card Just before the supply of prepunched detail
cards is exhausted. The file clerk orders the number de-
sired by marking the back of the card. Blank manila cards
are addressographed from the tabulating addressograph plate,
and the operator stacks groups of master cards. Interspersed
with addressographed detail cards, ready for gang punching.
The master card is punched X in the 11th position of column
73# t»ut the detail cards are blank. This X position con-
trols the automatic setup and clearing of each master card
in its effect upon the detail cards which follow it when
cards are continuously fed through the high speed summary
punch. Cards may be duplicated at a speed of 100 cards a
minute. The replacement cards are sighted with the master
card which governs them to verify correctness and the
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proven cards are filed behind the index tabs.
Two unit cost fields are provided in the prepunched
card so that the complete changeover in the whole file will
take place only once a year. The January-June cost is punch-
ed into unit cost field #1; the July-December cost in cost
field #2. Toward the close of the fiscal periods, the stock
of cards in tub files is allowed to run low so that as few
cards as possible need be prepared with nev/ cost data. The
factors of card spoilage and the amount of labor Involved
to adjust the file are important. The cards left in tub
files at the end of the first period are gang punched from
the proven master cards set up for the second period.
19.10 Origin of Predetermined Sales Control
Both the tabulating and the accounts receivable
departments receive independent copies of all company bill-
ing. The tabulating department immediately adds all in-
voices for sales total as soon as received. Home office
and branch office amounts are entered on separate lines of
the control slip. Credit invoices are also added for total.
The control slip is sent to the accounts receivable depart-
ment for verification with the results which it obtains
when listing tapes for ledger controls. A copy of the ac-
counts receivable tape is obtained from a carbonized roll,
and this tape, together with the proven control sheet, is
sent to the tabulating department. The proven footings of
sales amount are posted dally to the predetermined tabulat-

Ing control sheet, by billing offices, debits and credits
separately. A daily tape is taken of parcel post, express,
and handling charges, and is entered for each billing loca-
tion to the accounts receivable tape. One parcel post card
is punched daily for each control group for proof with the
total of the parcel post listing, making it unnecessary to
punch individual parcel post amounts appearing on each in-
voice.
19.11 Coding of Line Number s
It has already been mentioned that garments are
coded according to several classifications. The basic code
for accounting purposes consists of an IS group break-down.
This code is a two digit code of which the first digit from
0 to Sf signifies a broad differentiation between types of
garments made, according to age and sex. The second digit
modifies specifically the particular major class. A further
subdivision by 77 fabric divisions appears in the card for
a refined grouping by all significant kinds of garments made.
A five digit field is used for both fabric number and style.
All numbers of new fabrics and styles are adopted in numeric
nomenclature where possible. Letters in the fabric number,
or letters and fractions in the style number are given a
code number which bears definite relationship to the item
coded.
19.12 Flow of Work through Preliminary Proving
Invoices are passed to the customer code card files
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by control groups. The bills are sorted roughly to state or-
der, and the clerk's knowledge of accounts permits the sepa-
ration of large accounts In a special pile so that one card
may be pulled for several Invoices. A complete alphabetic
sorting of Invoices before pulling cards Is 7/a^teful of time
and the partial sort works out satisfactorily. The code card
clerk places the pulled card on top of the Invoice to which
it applies. If it Is possible to group several invoices for
the same customer, one code card may be used for the common
bills. A rubber band Is placed around the invoices of each
control group. The groups of Invoices at this point have
been separated Into sales territorial sections, home office
and branch billing separately. The sections are passed to
the tub file Item division.
The prepunched file clerk pulls cards from the tub
files in exact billing sequence. It is Important to mention
at this point that the pulled item card becomes the actual
detail card which is later completed with all punched infor-
mation for all fields. The speed of pulling cards is at a
maximum rate of 400 cards per hour. Invoices which are
incomplete because of the necessity of manually coding in-
active items of bargain stock or because of the absence of
cards in uhe file for new numbers added to the line are
laid aside. Often these bills are delayed a few hours until
exchange of mall brings cost figures from the cost depart-
ment. Delayed bills are sometimes placed in folders sten-
cilled "Rush” so that they will be given handling preference

to catch up with the original batch of bills which was
routed incomplete. Prior to the punching operation, the
pulled work of the prepunched file clerk is checked to ensure
in all instances where two or more cards are needed for a
bill that the cards are arranged in the same order as the
billing sequence. When first pulled, the manila cards for
each invoice are turned face down but after the checking
operation, they are righted. The work is then handled by
the punch operators.
The duplicating key punch with manual feed and
ejection is used in punching. The work is so arranged for
the punch operator as to allow maximum punching efficiency.
The punch operator performs no checking, and assumes that
the customer code cards and detail cards resting on top of
each invoice are the right cards for the bill. The punch
operator perforates the manual section of the detail card,
punching in order month, day, , billing office, class of mer-
chandise, quantity, and sales amount. From the customer
code Card in the duplicating rack, the customer coding sec-
tions automatically picks up the punching of the detail
card from columns 23 through 4l. In the normal case the
card is ejected from the machine, at this point by strik-
ing tne release key. The customer code card is inserted in
the duplicating rack with the right hand while the detail
card is being Inserted in the punch bed with the left hand.
Both cards are inserted in the machine by sliding the racks
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with the punch lever, A labelled panel marked by a pointer
identifies the column number to be punched. The machine
ejects the card one space each time a key is depressed.
Credit cards are physically distinguished from the
debit manlla cards by a half inch red striping on the manlla
surface at the top edge. The red striped manlla cards are
punched X in column SO for sales returns. This X control
position caused the amount, punched in direct figures and
not in complement, to subtract when run through the tabulator.
It usually happens that the punch operator will detect her
own punching errors. In such Instances she duplicates the
correct portions of the spoiled card, makes corrections in
the new card which she originates, and offsets the torn
spoiled card in the position of the change, to be destroyed
after the sighting of both cards in a checking operation
determines that her work was correct. It should be noted
that the use of the customer code card positively duplicates
customer information common to all items of a bill, whether
there are 2 or 50* The average number of items on an in-
voice varies from 2-| to depending on the season of the
year. The punch operator must complete manually coded
orange striped cards by punching in the garment class and
the unit cost. Manually coded cards are issued to code
special numbers and alterations, as well as bargain in-
active numbers.
The preliminary controlling operation is an im-
portant function. Whereas the tabulating department checks
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to a predetermined sales total, in balance with accounts
receivable, it establishes its own controls for dozens and
cost of sales. The dozens control is determined by a dou-
ble checking operation. The control clerk reads the cus-
tomer Information from the dual section of the code card
and checks it with the customer and salesman billed. She
then sights the code card with its detail cards to ensure
that the code card was used with the proper detail cards*
The order of cards is checked with the order of items on
each invoice to ensure that this order is positively cor-
rect. Were this check not made, it would be possible for
cards to have been shifted in the pulling or punching oper-
ation, causing the wrong dozens to be punched in the wrong
unit cost card, which would invite grave error in the cost
of sales* The control clerk then releases code cards for
sorting and refiling, separates detail cards from invoices
and groups the detail cards with rubber bands in convenient
packs of about 40 cards each. By calculator she then adds
the total sales amount, parcel post disregarded, and the
total dozens, of the groups of invoices represented by the
control packs of 40 cards each. She intersperses control
packs between the groups of clipped invoices which they
represent for the final checking clerk, whose duty it is
to add the punched holes of the adding fields to prove
whether the nonlist tabulator will produce the same counter
totals as the amounts determined by footing her control
j
i

slips.
19.13 Final Checking:
The justification for separating work into control
groups of 40 cards each is to localize punching errors.
Thus in a representative day's control section of 3OO items
about 8 control packs would be arranged for the final check-
er. The percentage of punching error of experienced punch
clerks is much less than one per cent^ The chances are that
only one or two of the control packs will contain errors.
The final checker may immediately spot the pack that is
wrong, find the mistake by reading back the punched holes
of the wrong field against the items of the corresponding
bills, discover the wrong card, and return it to the punch
operator for correction. When all control packs are correct
tney are run for one total, plus the parcel post card, to
be checked against the predetermined sales total on the ac-
counts receivable adding machine tape. The cards for the
control section are then released to the multiplying punch
for costing of sales. The control clerk runs the cards
through the machine, which extends the cost^ and punches the
cost extension field at a rate of I32O cards per hour. The
control clerk posts the sum of all the cost extensions from
the visible products counter to the attached control slip,
which now contains the adding values of the control section
for sales, dozens, and cost of sales. Once an hour the con-
trol clerk spot checks the accuracy of the multiplier

by running a test pack of 20 cards through the machine for
proof with a predetermined total, in preference to running
all the cards through the multiplier in a check operation.
In the first six months of the year, cost of sales in the
Burbank Company is obtained by plugging the dozens multi-
plicand in columns 7~1^ and the cost multiplier in columns
60-63. completely punched detail 'cards are now return-
ed to the final checker who makes one run of all the cards
of each section to prove from adding the punched holes the
accuracy of sales, dozens, and cost. The proven totals are
copied visually from the counters and posted to the proven
tabulating control sheets, by billing section by sales
territory^ debits and credits separately. Parcel post is
entered separately. The proven cards of each day are
filed away by sales territory in fire proof vaults for ac-
cumulation until the end of the month.
19.14- Preferred Sequence of Finishing Work at the End of
the Month
A normal lapse of two to four days separates the
receipt of invoices and the proving of cards by the final
checker. At the end of the month, work is scheduled through
the department in preferred order of completing branch
offices. The rushing of offices permits the preparation of
final tabulations of the first two or three offices on the
first working day of the report period. In other words,
whereas all home office Invoices for the Jlst day of January
would be received on February 1, finished reports would be
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delivered for some offices on F’ebruary 1. This preferential
procedure permits completion of the work in stages so that
the printing tabulator, the sorter, the nonlist tabulator,
the multiplier, and the punches may all be kept busy pro-
gressively at the same time. The arrangement not only elim-
inates machine peaks but also results in speedy report deliv-
ery. In most months the sales manager will receive complete
reports, consisting of 'JO tabulations, the cost accountant
will have obtained the cost of sales distribution, and the
report proving clerk will have posted the sales entry to the
general ledger trial balance within the first four working
days.
19«15 The Cumulative Basis of the Sales Reports
The sales manager requires that all monthly sales
tabulations for analyzing shipments should be prepared on a
accumulative basis. Figures for the month only are not sup-
plied to him, yet the proven tabulating department control
is determined on control sheets for the current month. In
order to suit the sales managers requirement, a cumulative
trial balance must be taken before reports are run. As each
month's tabulations are made on a cumulative basis, summary
Cards are automatically punched. The summary cards of each
salesman's tabulation for the first quarter would be grouped
with April cards in order to produce a cumulative report for
January through April 30.
It also happens that the sales manager requires
sales figures to be submitted on a comparative basis, so that

he may compare shipments In dollars and dozens for the cum-
ulative period this year with the same period of last year.
This situation requires that summary cards of last year be
grouped with summary cards of this year when preparing the
comparative sales reports.
19.16 Preparation of the Cumulative Trial Balance
The final checker foots her control sheets at the
end of the month for each branch office, totalling sales
amount, dozens, and cost of sales amount, debits and credits
separately. The following explanations will Indicate the
efficiency of the electric accounting machine and the sum-
mary punch and will demonstrate the practical use of the
principles of class selection and direct subtraction.
Whereas the sales manager requires a comparative
report of net sales In dollars and In dozens only, the ac-
counting distributions require that gross sales In dollars,
net sales In dozens, sales returns In dollars, and net cost
of sales be supplied. Accordingly, one basic master report
Is prepared In running the cumulative trial balance by group-
ing cards of the current month with cumulative summary cerds
for the year to date, debits and credits separately, and
summary csirds for the year to date through the end of the
current month are obtained. It Is significant that from
only one run of cards a summary card Is prepared from which
all subsequent distributions may be obtained. The final
tabulations from the summary cards represent one set of re-
ports for accounting purposes and another set of reports
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for sales management purposes submitted on a comparative
basis.
The cumulative trial balance of which a sample ap-
pears as report 1 In the appendix, Is tabulated In the elec-
tric accounting machine as follows:
Counter 1
Man Garment
No. Class
3^3 g 44,^5
Counter 2
Net Sales
In Dollars
15-22
Counter 3
Net Sales
In Dozens
^-l¥
Counter k- Counter R
Credit Sales Net Cost
In Dollars of Sales
15-22 and 73-SO
46-53
The above grid indicates the kind of information
which registers In each of the five counters. The figures
belov; each counter space demonstrate from which card columns
the data is obtained. The cards of office 1, cumulative and
current, are sorted on column SO to separate debits and cred-
its. Each of the two groups Is separately run In the trial
balance. The separate groups are sorted on columns 4-5 and
44 to group the sales by garment class and on column 3g to
segregate the cards of each salesman.
It will be noted In counters 2 and 4- that columns
15-22 provide the impulses for sales in dollars. Debit
sales for both current month cards and cumulative cards are
punched In 15-22 for sales amount and are No-X 50. Credit
current month cards are punched in columns 15-22 but are
punched X-SO to cause subtraction In counters 2 and 4-.
Cumulative credit cards are punched in columns 4-6-53 > sere
punched X-79 as well as X-50, to control direct subtraction
In column 50.

The principle of field selection is illustrated
in the computation of year to date sales in counter 4. A
class selector is controlled by X-79* The subtraction im-
pulse of columns 15-22 is obtained by linking the wiring
of counter 2 with the No-X side of the class selector.
The impulses of columns 15-22 from counter 2 will subtract
only, because counter 4, the credit bank, is plugged only
on the minus side from an X-distributor operated by X-^0.
The add impulses of columns 15-22 are eliminated by not
plugging the plus side of counter 4, Columns 46-53 are
plugged directly from the card positions to the X side of
the class selector controlled by X-79» Both the No-X 79
Impulses (which are X-^0, columns 15-22) and the X-79 ini-
pulses (which are X-SO, columns 46-53) are plugged to
counter 4 from the common position of the class selector,
thus causing subtraction Impulses in the same counter from
two different adding fields.
Why does X-79 have to be brought into the wiring
circuit to aid X-^0 in causing counter 4 to subtract credits?
The cumulative credit cards of the previous month are added
to the current month* s credits before running the master
report. It must be understood that the current month credit
cards are punched in columns 46-53 with mill, profit class,
fabric number, and the first digit of style, and unless there
were some means of diverting this descriptive information it
would also subtract on X-SO along with columns 46-53 oT the
cumulative credit summary cards. It will now be clear that
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since a current month credit is No-X79 as well as X-SO, the
descriptive Information will be eliminated in the class
selector operated by X-79» Tlie effect of the circuit is to
cause cumulative credits through the previous month to add
with the current months credits to compile cumulative credit
totals for the year to date.
The direct subtraction circuit is Illustrated by
reference to the wiring of net sales in dozens in counter 2
from columns 15-22* Debit Impulses come from columns 15-22,
punched No-X ^0 in both cumulative summary cards and monthly
detail cards. Credit impulses are derived from columns 15-22,
punched X-SO in both cumulative summary cards and monthly
detail cards. Both the add and subtract impulses are brought
into counter 2 by use of an X-Dlstrlbutor actuated by X-SO.
The X-side of the Distributor, governing cards punched X-SC,
is wired to the minus side of counter 2, causing the creation
of an automatic complement with each credit cycle, producing
the effect of direct subtraction in the counter. The No-X
side of the Distributor, influencing cards punched No-X SO
is tied to the plus side of counter 2. The common hub of
the distributor is plugged to the counter control impulse.
The adding brush positions, 15-22, are plugged directly to
counter 2. Since both plus and minus amounts accumulate in
the adding wheels of the counter in each control group, the
result is a net total, printed directly whether the balance
is a positive or a negative result. A credit total is in-
dicated by the symbol ”CR'*. The X-SO control position is
O
linked from X-Dlstrlbutor 1 to X-Dletrlbutors 2,3> and 4,
to govern the counter action of the other three adding fields.
The synchronizing of the summary puncn with the
electric accounting machine during the trial balance process
deserves some consideration. A summary punch Impulse must
always come from an adding counter, never from a list bank.
Figures appearing In the counter may be punched In any of
SO card columns. In this Instance the same card positions
are used to punch the summary cards which are employed in
the original cards. The wiring Is direct from tne counter
positions to the card columns. In the summary punch plug-
board. It is possible to punch a plus or minus X In one
card position from each of the four balance counters. In
this Instance It Is desired to punch both X-79 and X-^0
from counter 4, when running credit cards, for this total
will always be a negative balance, should it contain any
significant figures at all. The punching of two X's from
the minus side of counter 4 Is accomplished by using a
split plug wire through the class selector in the punch
plugboard. The reason for summary carding debits and cred-
its separately will now be given. If both debits and cred-
its are tabulated together, with four counters plugged for
subtraction, the net sales might be a credit amount and the
net cost a debit amount, making it necessary to punch a
separate subtrp.ction X from each of four balance counters.
This Is undesirable, for the summary cards should be punched
in exact compliance with the wiring of the electric account-
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Ing machine so that the summary cards may be run through
the tabulator both to prove their Identity with the detail
printed on the trial balance and to provide machine totals
for the adding fields.
19.17 Proving the Trial Balance with Control
The electric accounting machine is wired through
the automatic control unit to provide one summary card for
each garment class of each salesman, debits and credits sep-
arately. All the salesmen of a branch office are run
through the accounting machine and summary cards are pre-
pared. The summary cards for the entire office are run
tnrough the tabulator with the minor control switch in off
position. The resulting totals of net shipments in dollars,
net shipments in dozens, sales returns in dollars, and net
cost of sales are checked with cumulative control obtained
by adding the totals of the current month* s control sheet
to the cumulative totals of the previous month. The two
totals must balance. This cross reference of summary cards
with trial balance cards is mutually beneficial, for the
summary cards prove the trial balance, and the detail of the
trial balance proves the summary cards.
19.1s Tabulation of the Accounting Report
From the proven summary cards of the cumulative
trial balance the accounting report is prepared, purely for
internal use in the tabulating department, aside from a total
company summary which is sent to the management. Tabulations
are prepared for each of the sixty salesmen. The summary
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cards are resorted and tabulated in a summary report for
eacn of nine branch offices. The summary cards are again
sorted and a report is tabulated for the total company, by
garment class. An Illustration of the accounting report is
found in the appendix, Report #2. Appreciation of the
value of summary carding is gathered from the slight volume
of summary cards required for the distribution. In the sum-
mary carding operation, monthly card volume of 20,000 detail
Cards is cut to about 1100 summary cards. It is emphasized
.that only one b8.slc sorting of the 20,000 detail cards with
only one detail card run for master report purposes pro-
duces the 1100 summary cards from whicn all actual reports
are prepared by repeated use of the summary cards.
19«19 Preparation of the Comparative Sales Report
It was indicated previously that the cumulative
comparative sales tabulation was obtained by grouping sum-
mary Cards for last year to date with the cumulative sum-
mary cards of this year. An exhibit of the comparative
sales report will be found in the appendix, report #3* The
arrangement of information is as follows:
Counter 1 Counter 2 Counter Counter k Counter ^
Net Shipments in Dollars Net Shipments in Dozens
Man Garment This Last This Last
No . Class Year Year Year Year
3^32 44-,45 15'-^ 15-22 CT+ S-14
It will be noticed from the counter arrangements
that shipments in dollars for both years are punched in
columns 15~22 and that shipments in dozens for both years

are punched in columns 6-l4. Whereas the adding values for
both years are punched in matched fields in the cumulative
summary cards, it is necessary to class select last year’s
figures from this year’s figures, since otherwise both years
would add together. To identify last year’s cards, X-22 and
X-l4 are gang punched into the summary cards. Physical dif-
ferentiation between the two years is accomplished by using
green striped summary cards every other year. The sales
amounts for respective years are segregated in counters 2 and
3 by use of a class selector operated by X-22. Card impulses
are led into the common hubs of the 10 position class selector
from columns 15-22. The class selector actuation is obtained
by wiring column 22 of the control brushes to the class selec-
tor control hub. The No-X 22 impulses which are this year’s
sales, are led from the top row of the class selector to coun-
ter 2; the X Impulses, which are last year’s sales, are wired
from the middle row of the class selector to counter 3« Simi-
larly, another class selector is used, operated by X-l4, to
separate this year’s dozens and last year’s dozens in counters
4 and 5*
The column headings for the respective counters
signify that net figures are desired. The cumulative summary
Cards of both this year and last year consist of debit cards
and credit cards, distinguished respectively by the lack of X
punching or the X punching of columns 79 and SO. Counters 2,
3,4, and 5 must, therefore, be plugged for direct subtraction
controlled by X-SO. This is accomplished by use of 4 X-Dls-

trlbutors, linked for control by X-SO. The X hub of Distribu-
tor 1 is wired to the minus side of counter 2, the No-X hub is
plugged to the plus side of counter 2
,
and the common position
is plugged to the counter control Impulse. Tne wiring is simi-
lar from X-Dlstrlbutors 2,3, and 4 to counters 3,4, and 5 .
To facilitate reading of the tabulated figures and
assimilation of the Information, the hammers for cents are lock-
ed down when printing sales in dollars and the hammers for four
place decimal dozens are locked dov/n when registering sales in
dozens. The effect of locking down the cents positions is very
slight, since the addition of sales by classes to total is
never more than ^9»00 short of the total amount. The effect of
locking down these hammers in the comparative sales tabulations
is to report only the significant figures, making interpreta-
tion of the reports extremely simple. When tabulating the ac-
counting reports, the hammers governing cents and part dozens
must be allov/ed to register, since this particular report is
employed to establish the accuracy with control. The compara-
tive sales report by garment classes is prepared for all 60
salesmen, all 9 branch offices, and for the company as a whole.
A copy of all reports is distributed to the sales manager.
Each branch manager receives a copy of his office summary and
the reports of his salesmen. Each salesman secures a copy of
his own sales report. The originals remain the file copy of
the tabulating department.
19*20 Proving and Release of Reports
The final checker is responsible for establishing
that the totals of each office for the cumulative trial balance
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agree with cumulative control. The totals for the cumulative
trial balance are obtained by running the summary cards for
total for each office, debits and credits separately. The
cumulative control of the final checker is determined by add-
ing the totals of the current month’s control sheets, debits
and credits separately, to the corresponding cumulative totals
from the previous month's total. Any disparity between the two
figures must be corrected by breaking up the erroneous work into
control sections by days, with ultimate reference back to in-
voices. This type of checking back is not necessary more than
once or twice a year, and then only in an isolated case. Such
variations would be caused by misfiling cards of one office in-
to another during the month. Tabulating cards are lost or mis-
laid but rarely, only once in five years, and even then, the
absence of any missing cards may quickly be detected. Occasional
off punching of holes causes a little difficulty, for sometimes
the combination of a hole slightly off punching registration
with the side-play of the card as it feeds past a particular
adding brush will cause a wrong pick—up; this
,
however, happens
very seldom. Now and then a punch operator may strike X-^0
in a debit card or fail to punch X-SO in a credit card, but
these errors are easily detected when running the trial bal-
ance. Once in a while a type bar will print one position off,
causing an incorrect distribution between the sum of the de-
tail impressions and the total of the group.
No reports are ever released from the tabulating
department without having been proven. The duty of the report

clerk Is to verify the tabulated report results against estab-
lished control. Whereas the cumulative trial balance verifies
the totals of debits and credits separately, she must establish
that the computation of net results is correct, a calculator
operation. She then adds each column of printed detail to
prove that the sura of the detail agrees with the machine totals
furnished by the summary cards.
The standard stationery used by the Burbank Company
is 4 part continuous form paper, interleaved with one-time zip
tab carbon. The sheets are perforated at the margin, for en-
gagement by teeth set into the pin-feed platen to caus'e travel
of the paper as the ratcheting device in the carriage causes
platen rotation. The size of sheet is 9 11”, and the
paper has three double- spaced horizontal lines to an inch,
which corresponds in alignment to standard typewriter spacing
of six lines to an inch. The use of continuous form station-
ery in tabulating machines is general, inasmuch as considerable
machine running time would be lost while stacking individual
sheets with carbon for preparing multiple copies.
The report clerk mounts each four part setup of a
salesmaji*s tabulation on a bracket which has three pins at
each side for engaging the holes of the paper. This mounting
eliminates any slipping of the sheets as the clerk writes on
the top surface, permitting perfect registration of the pencil
impressions. The proving clerk writes with a hard pencil to
guarantee a legible fourth copy. She fills in tne report
title, the salesman's name, the branch office and the column
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headings of the Information obtained from each machine counter.
The date is stamped on each copy after the carbons have been
removed. The reports are then distributed.
By way of summarizing the verification procedure,
it is emphasized that the entire data, transcribed from the
invoice in one basic preparation, is subject to a positive
check. Control over the adding fields of sales, dozens, and
cost is derived by adding the holes punched in tabulating cards
against control totals either predetermined or established in
the tabulating department. The cost of sales amount must be
correct, for both the multiplicand and the multiplier are care-
fully proven factors, and the multiplying punch makes no errors
except those caused by difficulties causing occasional mechani-
cal service. The distribution of sales by salesman and custo-
mer is automatically controlled for accuracy by the customer
code card. In other words, both the cost of sales amount and
the sales distribution may be assumed to be correct because of
the nature of the carefully checked and supervised procedure,
19,21 Suimnary Entries for Sales and Cost of Sales
The total company tabulation of the accounting re-
port is used for preparing summary entries to the accounting
records. Inasmuch as the figures on the tabulation are cumu-
lative, it is necessary for the report clerk to deduct last
month’s cumulative totals from the current month's cumulative
report in order to compute the current month's distribution.
G-ross shipments are obtained by adding the credit shipments

to the net shipments figures. The summary entry for charges is
posted in the general ledger trial balance as a charge to
Accounts Receivable-Customers and a credit to Sales, by classes
of goods. Sales returns, by classes of goods are debited to
Sales and credited to Accounts Receivable-Customers,
The cost of sales summary entry is posted net.
The figures which are entered in the Works Ledger are weighted
slightly in order to provide a Reserve for Inventory Variance,
In the first six month* s period, 3^ added to the standard
cost of sales to determined the weighted summary entry; in the
last fiscal period, 2% is added to the standard cost of sales.
This arbitrary provision for Inventory reserve prevents too
extreme an undesirable adjustment at the end of the year. In
a year when the business incurred a substantial operating loss,
it would be extremely unwelcome knowledge to the management to
discover that there was an additional severe Inventory loss to
sustain for which no other provision had been made. On the
other hand, if the Inventory adjustment were a favorable fac-
tor, a fair operating profit might become a large net profit
when the Inventory adjustment was made. The arrangement works
out nicely. The actual entry for the cost of sales summary is
a debit to Cost of Sales and a credit to Completed Product In-
ventory, by classes of goods.
19»22 Monthly Tabulation of Net Shipments by Government Class
The second monthly report obtained from the de-
tail cards is a distribution of sales by classes of goods for
the United States Government Census of Manufacturers. An out-
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line of the form in which this report is tabulated is as
follows:
Counter 1
Garment
Class
4-4,45
Counter 2 Counter Counter 4- Counter 5
Office Govt Net Shipments Net Shipments Net Shipment
Class in Dozens in Dozens- in Dollars
Minor Ma.ior Minor
If m 15-22
An impression of the government report will be
found in the appendix, report 4. Sorting for this tabulation
involves handling the entire month's card volume. Since both
total company deliveries and deliveries from branch office
stock are required for this summary, the cards are sorted first
on column four to separate home office shipments and branch
shipments. The second column sorted is column 64, which ar-
ranges the cards In order by any of nine government classes.
Sorting of the cards on columns 45 and 44 groups the card
sequence in garment class order. The Burbank Company is re-
quired to report net shipments in dozens to the government on
a classification of 14- divisions. In order to reconcile the
government grouping with internal garment class control, the
tabulation is made with billing office and government class
on minor control and garment class on major control. The ac-
curacy of the report is determined by checking out the govern-
ment class groups of each garment class v/lth the control
established by the accounting report. A statistical summary
is made by calculator from the tabulation, reclassifying the
report Information into government class grouping. The sum-
mary is released to the order and stock department which com-

pletes the report by making proper computations. The total
dozens on hand at the beginning of the month, home office and
branches separately, plus the quantity manufactured, less the
deliveries to customers, equals the balance of stock on hand
at the end of the month.
19.23 The Monthly Fabric Division Report
The third and final monthly tabulation Is an
analysis of sales by 77 fabric divisions, and Is run accord-
ing to the following counter arrangement:
Counter 1 Counter 2
G-ar. Fab. Net Ship-
Class Llv. ments in
Dolla.rs
44,45 65,66 15-22
Counter 1
Net Ship-
ments In
Dozens
6-l4
Counter 4 Counter R
Credit Ship. Net Cost
In Dozens of Sales
6-14 73"60
This summary of sales by 77 divisions Is Illustrat-
ed In the appendix, report 5« As in the government report,
this tabulation Involves a run of the entire month’s card ^
volume. The cards are needled into garment class order from
the government class report, and It Is not necessary to sort
by machine on columns 45 and 44. The report Is prepared with
both garment class and fabric division on minor control.
Counters 2,3^ and 5 all contain net figures and are, there-
fore, wired for direct subtraction. Counter 4 contains
credit shipments In dozens. Illustrating the class selection
principle, obtained by wiring through an X-Dlstributor. The
credit Impulses transmitted from cards punched In columns
6-l4, and cut X-30, cause direct subtraction In counter 3 and
class selection in counter 4, another Instance in which' card
positions In one adding field cause accumulation in more than

one counter. The tabulation of saJLes by 77 classes is used
to assist in the planning and the checking of the production
schedule.
It is noteworthy that the tabulating department
in the Burbank Company is not concerned with size. 2000 items
times an average run of 6 sizes would represent 12,000 units
to be carried in the prepunched item files. Since cards would
have to be added to the perpetual Inventory file from shop or-
ders as production was punched, and since the file would re-
quire some degree of denomination in order to apply sales
quickly, the problems of filing capacity, volume of transac-
tions, and cost of card preparation would create Interesting
questions for study under the tabulating method. Two later
discussions of finished stock Inventory control will indicate
the principles of the application in different industries
from the underwear business.
The monthly tabulation of sales by fabric division
is summarized on a quarterly and on an annual basis from
monthly summary cards. The quarterly tabulations, in particu-
lar, indicate the gross profit realized in the different divi-
sions of the line. These reports are a basis for following
the percentage of sales returns for the line sections. It
sometimes becomes advisable to run special tabulations by item
of particular groups of classes in which returns may run ex-
ceptionally high. The quarterly reports are useful in plan-
ning production.
A monthly report of sales by item is available
from the tabulating cards at little cost, in accordance with
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the following counter arrangement:
Counter 1
G-ar. Fabric
Class No.
44,45x43-52
Counter 2
Style
Number
53-57
Counter
Net Shipments
In Dollars
15-22
Counter 4 Counter R
Net Shipments Net Cost
in Dozens of Sales
6-14 73-^0
This report was formerly a regular monthly tabula-
tion of the Burbank Company, It was abandoned because it
duplicated information which was obtained weekly from the
Kardex records in the order and stock department. It was felt
that since the work of the planning department required infor-
mation at more frequent Intervals than a monthly period, and
that since size information was not available from the tabulat-
ing work, much of the value of the fabric report was lost.
19.24 Other Optional Monthly Tabulations
Many other distributions are obtainable automatical-
ly from information stored in the tabulating card, and the
nature of these reports is further evidence of the flexibility
of the tabulating system. The three reports indicated were
previously regular monthly tabulations, but although they were
abandoned for vgj’lous reasons they may still be obtained from
the tabulating cards for the cost of the machine running of
the Job. The setting up of the Information in the tabulating
card costs next to nothing, for this information is all des-
criptive data v/hlch is obtained from either the master costing
card or the customer code card. A mere mention of the kind
of report is sufficient to cover its identity. First, a sales
report is available by mill, by garment class, by profit class,
shov;ing net sales, net dozens, and net cost of sales. Second,
IV-
»
l4g
a tabulation may be prepared by salesman and profit class,
showing net sales, net dozens, and net cost of sales. Third,
a report may be tabulated by district, by trading area, by
garment class, showing net sales and net dozens.
19.25 Summary Carding In Preparation for Annual Work
Annual tabulation of sales by customers by classes
of goods Is required for sales records. Inasmuch as this re-
port necessitates an extensive sorting of many columns. It
would be a great mistake to accumulate S50,000 tabulating
cards representing a year*s work and a severe machine peak
without some preliminary simplification of the problem. In
order that the customer tabulations may not conflict with
other annual work of the tabulating department, they are pre-
pared on the basis of a fiscal year running from December 1
through November 30. At the close of September work, summary
cards are prepared from 10 months volume and about J00, 000
tabulating detail cards are reduced to 45,000 summary cards.
This means that the average customer purchases about four of
the ten garment groups of the sales record classification,
and that one summary card replaces every eighteen detail cards.
Another factor In economy Is the preparation of the summary
Cards from a partial sort of the Indicating fields, whereas
If the card volume were accumulated until the end of the year
with no summary carding, all columns would have to be sorted
for all detail cards. In addition to the detrimental factors
of heavy machine running peaks and necessity of employee over-
time, the ultimate delivery of finished tabulating reports
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would be delayed much longer than desirable.
The necessity for summary carding detail
cards is emphasized by the sorting steps required for the final
customer report. The following card columns must be sorted in
sequence
;
Columns lS-36 -
Column
Columns 29-26 -
Columns 25-24- -
Columns 33*“30 -
Columns 35-34- -
Salesman
Carment Class
Customer Number
Alphabetic Class
Town Number
State Number
This means a I5 column sort of S50,000 cards,
equivalent to a sort of ,000 cards on one column. Since
one sorter can sort about 24-, 000 cards per hour, 53^ hours of
continuous operation or over I3 weeks, would be required for
the sorting job only. Under the summary carding plan in use
at the Burbank Company, the final card volume handled in the
15 column sort is about 205,000 cards, made up of 4-5,000 sum-
mary cards for ten months, S5,000 cards for October, and 75^000
cards for November. The 700^000 detail cards for which 4-5,000
summary cards are produced are sorted only on 7 columns as
follows: columns 3^ 36 for salesman, column 44 for gar-
ment class, and columns 29-26 for customer number. The alpha-
betic class, town number, and state number will appear at ran-
dom in the tabulation when the master report is prepared. The
breaking of the machine total for an Individual summary card
representing a particular customer is assured by plugging the
automatic control unit of the tabulator for all I5 positions
of the customer report. There can be no question that the
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machine would fail to split between different customers for
even though the alphabetic class, customer number, and town
number would ha.ve a chance of being identical approaching
infinity, the state number would have to be different as the
same code number is never used twice for serially coding a
customer number within a state. The sorting time for the
summary carding is reduced from I3 weeks to less than 5> and
is spread over the sorting machine in the months of September
and October, which constitutes a feasible working plan.
19.26 Tabulation of the Annual Customer Sales Reports
An annual report of sales by customer by garment
class is run for each of the 60 salesmen, in accordance with
arrangement of data in the counters of the accounting machine
as noted herev/lth:
Counter #1 Counter 4^2
Alph. Class Town
Customer No. State
Garment
Class
2^-25x26-29 3'o-33X34-
.
Counter Counter
Net Shipments Net Ship-
by Customer ments by
by Class- Customer-
Minor Ma.i or
15-22 15-22
Counter
Net Cost of
Sales by
Customer
-
Minor
73-20
As in all the report designs Indicated so far,
the figures on the bottom line under each counter heading
represent the tabulating card columns from which the informa-
tion is obtained. The symbol ''x“ betw^een the card columns
indicates the locking down of a type baJ? so that it will not
register and will separate individual card fields by a space
so that they may be read easily; without the Intervening space,
descriptive information w^ould be Jumbled together in one com-
v7ii- - y - . . — • : 4 Jlv v-*w * . » •'- • *4,4 .
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poslte code group which would be difficult to interpret. The
actual form of the printed report is shown by report 6 in the
appendix.
It has already been indicated that the sorting
operation involves a 15 column operation with a volume of
about 205,000 cards, representing a fiscal year period ending
November 30.
Attention to important sorting details is essen-
tial in a voluminous sorting job over many columns. In the
first place, taking the customer field in columns 26-29 as an
example, the operator must alv/ays sort from right to left, or
from the highest column number to the lowest number. This
procedure eliminates the necessity of physically segregating
a tremendous number of small units which with each column sort
are broken into smaller units. By working from right to left
all cards may be handled as one group, and when the sorting is
completed the cards will be in perfect numerical sequence from
customer 1 to customer 9 > 999 » The groups of cards in the gar-
ment class sorted on column 44- are stacked in the order 5”^2-
• 7-l“ 9”^“3”^""0 Instead of direct niunerical sequence from 0 to 9 *
This is so, in order that the order of items as tabulated may
follow, line for line, the same vertical arrangement that ap-
pears on the sales card. This matched order facilitates post-
ing of the sales data to sales cards, with no confusion as to
the space on the sales card in which a particular sales item
should be posted. All pockets of the sorting machine have a
gl
capacity of about 6OO cards. Whenever a particular pocket
fills with more than 6OO cards, the machine stops autoraatlcal-
Sl I.B.M. Bulletin l4 Page I6
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ly, for if the sorting clerk failed to notice the overflow of
the pocket otherv/lse, severe card jams would frequently take
place when sorting. As the pockets fill up, the cards are
transferred to a sorting rack with twelve compartments, corre-
sponding In arrangement to sorting machine pockets, providing
capacity for about 36OO cards in each section. Cards are
stored in the sorting rack face down until the particular
column being sorted is finished. The sorting brush is changed
to the next column. Prior to feeding cards through the sorter
on the new column, all cards should be turned face up In the
sorting rack, or should be transferred face up to the glass
platform of the machine. The order in which groups of cards
go through the machine runs from 0 to 9 j except for some
special ajrrangement
. The cards should be needled for sorting
accuracy on the last column before proceeding to the next,
which eliminates chiefly any physical errors in transferring
sorted caxds from the pockets to the compartments. Any oc-
casional sorting errors made by the machine are also detected
by needling.
The automatic control unit is wired for I6 posi-
tions, to cause automatic machine totals when any factor in
the circuit changes. Either one field or several fields may
change at the same time when causing the machine to take
automatic totals. The total of each customer’s sales by gar-
ment class is obtained by minor control in counter 3# matched
with the tabulation of cost of sales in counter 5 « Both sets
of figures are net, requiring use of the direct subtraction
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feature. Counter is linked with counter 3 and clears only
between customer changes. The customer total sales appearing
in counter 4- will check to the penny with net charges to the
customer ledger card in the accounts receivable department,
except for parcel post amounts which are excluded from sales
report control as a special distribution used directly by the
accounting department to summarize the parcel post distribu-
tion. Of the four copies of the customer report available,
the original v/hlch contains cost figures is retained in the
tabulating department. The cost of sales is clipped from the
other three copies which are delivered to the sales manager
for home office use, the branch office for posting sales cards,
and the salesman.
19«27 Decoding the Sales Tabulations
Numeric code numbers are used for coding customer
data from the customer code card. Before a report can be re-
leased for general use outside the tabulating department it
must be translated back to alphabetic Indent ifIcation. The
decoding of the numeric data Is accomplished by mounting each
four part section on the form bracket, with one time carbon
still Interspersed between sheets, and writing the alphabetic
Identification of the code numbers in a space provided for the
purpose at the head of each account. A hard pencil must be
used to accomplish good registration on the fourtn sheet.
Names are written on the report by good penmen for customer,
town, and state. The town and state names are recorded on
the report only as they change. To secure accuracy in identi-
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fying the Items, since these lists are the means of posting
the sales records in the home office and branch offices, a
check is made of the decoding accuracy. The customer reports
are decoded from the customer tabulations of the previous
year, with reference to a new account book v;hich contains the
names of customers added in the current year. The checking
operation is performed by matching the decoding of each cus-
tomer tabulation against the customer numbers appearing on
Cards in the sales file.
Summary cards for the entire year are punched
simultaneously with the preparation of the annual customer
report. These cards are available for a quick analysis of
customer statistics during the year. The summary cards are
used to provide two other geographical distributions of sales.
Tabulations are run annually grouping the sales of each state
by town, salesman, and garment class. Reports are also tab-
ulated which classify sales by state, salesman, and garment
class. These reports are decoded similarly to the customer
S8-les reports and are also posted to the sales records in
home office and branch office files.
19»2S Monthly Coimnission Statement by Salesmen
The tabulating department performs various
statistical services from information obtained from the tab-
ulated reports. Most of the foregoing has been devoted to a
study of the preparation of the reports themselves. Brief
consideration will now be given to some of the regular statis-
tical work of the tabulating department. The first of these

duties is to provide the accounting department with each
salesman’s total business for the month. It was mentioned
that most salesmen are remunerated on a basis of specified
salary plus their traveling expenses, up to a point at which
their accomplishment exceeds quota when they are paid addi-
tional commissions. It also happens that certain branch
managers receive a specified salary plus a percentage of all
the business realized by their particular offices, if quota
is exceeded. A few salesmen are paid on a commission basis
only at a flat rate on sales. The monthly, or annual, sales
totals depending on the particular branch offices are adjust-
ed by a deduction of 1 . 4
-^ for sales discount to determine the
figure on which sales commission is based. At the end of the
year a further deduction is made from the commission base for
bad debts written off against each salesman’s territory. A
commission payment is made to certain branch managers on a
monthly basis, to other branch managers on an annual basis,
and to all general salesmen on an annual basis, according as
adjusted sales exceed quotas specified in contracts.
19*29 Monthly Rating Summary of Sales and Travelinp: Expense
The report clerk summarizes a comprehensive re-
port of the month’s sales and traveling expense for the sales
manager. The branch offices as a group, and the salesmen as
a group are given two definite monthly ratings based on the
percentage of increase or decrease in sales against the same
period last year and the percentage of increase or decrease
in traveling expense against the corresponding period of last
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year. The report of comparative standing, which also shows
the change in rating from the previous month this year, is
sent by the sales manager to branch offices monthly, along
v/ith letters of transmittal Influenced by the rating report
and the comparative sales summaries. The rating report pro-
vides a comprenensive picture of sales and expense results of
the current month on a comparative basis and provides mucn
significant information for the sales department with use of
very few figures.
19.30 Monthly Comparative Selling Cost
A cumulative monthly analysis of selling cost,
shown comparatively, is made by the statistical clerk, who
obtains certain figures of the work from the tabulating de-
partment reports and other figures from the selling expense
book and the general ledger trial balance. This report not
only shows the direct selling cost of each branch office by
main items but also distributes this cost between branch
manager’s selling expenses concerned with purely sales activ-
ities fcUid office manager's expenses concerned shipping, bill-
ing, stenographic and other cost. The selling cost report
also distributes to each branch office its share of home
office expense for accounts such as advertising, fixed cnarges,
general selling expense, sales discount, and actual bad debts.
The total selling cost of all groups is footed for grand total,
figured as percentage of sales, and compared by the amount of
selling reserve setup by tne estimates.
19.31 Monthly Statements of Q-ross Profit by Salesmen
OJ
The last monthly statistical tabulation compiled Is an ac-
cumulative gross profit statement by salesmen. It consists
of the ajnounts and the percentage of sales of the following
data: net sales, net weighted cost of sales, gross profit;
salesmens salary and commission, and salesmens’ expenses.
The report is used by the management and the sales manager to
gain Information about the percentages of mark-up attained by
each branch office and to follow closely the amount of direct
sales expense of each salesman in relation to sales volume.
19.32 Sales Statistical Studies
Much could be written about the usee made of the
sales statistics obtained from the tabulating reports, but
such research and sales promotion activity Is beyond the scope
of the tabulating study under observation. The sales records
are vital in reorganizing territories when changes are made In
the personnel of selling personnel. The sales records are of
value In determining potential markets. They assist the sales
department in providing facts which are used In sales corre-
spondence. They also have some bearing on the credit attitude
maintained toward Individual customers. They are of consider-
able value in revealing the efficiency of geographical distri-
bution. The studies are also significant in emphasizing the
distribution of divisions of the line. The main realization
is this. Tabulating equipment used in a comprenenslve sales
and cost of sales application furnishes the sales statistics
as an automatic by-product of the more Important functional
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features of the installation. It is possible, for instance,
since the tabulating department furnishes gross profit by
customer to estimate net profit or loss by customer by charg-
ing the customer on a careful basis with proper amounts of
selling and administrative expense. It is generally figured
in the Burbank Company that an account outside of the large
metropolitan centers which receives the normal number of
personal selling calls throughout the year does not begin to
show profit until a volume of $200 has been secured. Specific
information is readily obtainable from the tabulating cards
or finished reports which would in some instances bear a pro-
hibitive cost under a manual method.
19*33 The Cost of the Tabulating System
is its cost not only in relation to the work accomplished but
also in comparison with other means of performing the same
function. Business is continually seeking the most economical
means of accomplishing specific tasks, with important emphasis
upon satisfaction with the results obtained. The annual cost
of the tabulating system of the Burbsjik Company for sales and
cost of sales analysis is as follows:
19 . 3 ^ Summary
To what extent is the annual expenditure of $17,700
The most important measure of any business method
Machine Rentals
Tabulating Cards and Expenses
Salaries - S People^
Total Annual Cost
11000
$17,700
Monthly Departmental Expense Sheets-Burbank Cc
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by the Burbank Company for a tabulating system Justified? The
answer is to be found chiefly in the volume of transactions,
the complexity of the business, and the kind and e^mount of in-
formation required by the management. It may be immediately
stated that the results accomplished by this particular appli-
cation at a cost of nearly |1S,000 a year could not be even
approached by any other known method. Other means of perform-
'ing a part of the work accomplished by tabulating machines
could be found, but the results would be unsatisfactory. The
amount and variety of information provided by a manual method
would be limited. The number of distributions would be narrow-
ed to a few, thus solving the problem of providing information
by eliminating the problem Itself. The worst feature of a
system based on manual calculating machines is its inflexibility.
Inasmuch as such a method would Involve the repeated handling
of 250^000 invoices for each distribution taken therefrom, re-
quiring laborious manual sorting of a large volume of invoices,
information could be supplied only on a simple and modified
basis. Comprehensive columnar work sheets v/ould be needed,
with much calculator work for cross footing and balance forward-
ing, An elaborate filing system would have to be maintained to
contain the bills. Invoices would be sorted and filed incorrect-
ly, work would be slow, no two distributions would check to a
common control, and reports would always be late. Compare such
procedure with the tabulating method which permits closing of
sales and cost distributions within the first four working days.

l6o
In the Burbank Company, customer tabulations based upon a
volume of ^50,000 tabulating cards for the fiscal year ending
November 30, 1937 were released to all 60 salesmen by Decem-
ber 31, 1937 and every report agreed to the penny with the
basic control figures In the general ledger. Tne superiority
of the punched card method In the Burbank Company Is obvious.
Concerning future expansion, any change In the manual method
would be a major change, probably requiring more personnel
and more equipment, adding to Inflexibility already existent.
On the tabulating basis, the larger the volume and the more
complex the system, the more the advantages of the punched
card plan become apparent ajid the greater the amount saved.
In the Burbank Company, the electric accounting machine is
used only JO percent capacity with no overtime operation.
The multiplying punch is used only 45 percent capacity. The
Burbank Company could endure a 50 percent increase in volume
of work with no equipment change other than an additional key
punch; on this basis one more punch operator v;ould be needed
and one general clerk. In other words, 50 percent more work
would require an added cost of less than f2,500 a year. An
interesting case of actual comparison was recently developed
in the Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Boston. In
1936 this concern spent more than |35000 for new posting equip-
ment of a well known make to be used for accounts receivable
g3
billing. By the summer of 1937 * this new equipment, of the
latest design In 193^> rendered obsolete while still hardly
S3 Conference with E. Betz, I.B.M. salesman
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depreciated, by a tabulating system which performed the func-
tion at a substantial annual saving, on a more efficient basis
and with a smaller clerical force. On the manual basis, the
actuating stroke compelling a chajracter registration on an in-
voice was the touch of a human finger; on the punched card
basis, the accounting machine does most of the work automatical-
ly. A large alphabetic tabulator with list speed of 100 cards
a minute can prepare in about a minute a lengthy invoice that
might require half an hour in a manually operated billing ma-
chine
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20,0 Accounts Receivable at The Halllday Company, Evanston,
Illinois
20.1 The Nature of the Business
The Halliday Company is a leading manufacturer of
floor covering, roofing material, and corrugated boxes, sell-
ing some lines of merchandise direct to dealers through com-
pany salesmen, and other lines of goods to wholesale jobbers
on a contract basis. The company has three manufacturing
plants in the United States and one in Canada. The annual
volume of business exceeds |30 >000,000, The company has
12,000 active customers, of which 7 >000 accounts have open
balances on the company's books at the end of each month.
The company issues approximately 415,000 invoices a year.
The average age of accounts receivable is 45 days. The mun-
ber of open items on the books at the end of the month averages
5. The percentage of credit invoices is 7^ of total bill-
ing, Customers are divided in almost equal numbers among the
three divisions of floor covering, roofing products, and cor-
rugated boxes. The accounts receivable for each division are
operated separately. Each of the three sections is broken
down into l6 ledgers, which in some cases represent subdivi-
visions of 3 branch offices, 8,nd about 500 accoimts are kept
in each ledger. Terms of sale vary according to the type of
dealer who purchases and in relationship to the article
ordered. Deliveries are made from the home office plant in
Evanston, from all factories, and from branch warehousing
points. Copies of all customer billing are sent to the home
office Accounts Receivable Department. All bills are due on

the tenth of the month, on an end of the month basis dating
from the 2^th of the second month previous through the 2^th
of the previous month for taking discount. For sake of il-
lustration, 2fo end of the month, net 60 days terms will be
used in this discussion, ^5 cent of all customers take
discount in making remittances. About 10 per cent of all
cash is received in the first 10 days of the month, SO per
cent in the middle 10 days, and 10 per cent in the last 10
days, A few customers purchase from more than one of these
three major divisions of the company, and usually make sepa-
rate remittances for amounts purchased from each division.
Nearly all customers make use of remittance statements when
sending pa3rments.
20,2 The Accounts Receivable Card Forms,
The different card forme used in the accounts re-
ceivable work are indicated as follows:
Exhibit 9 “ Manila sales form.
Exhibit 10 - Ivory accounts receivable card - floor
covering.
Exhibit 11 - Ivory index tab card.
Exhibit 12 - Orange striped accounts receivable card -
roofing.
Exhibit 13 - Oreen striped accounts receivable card -
boxes.
Exhibit l4 - Red striped index tab card for low limit
and delinquent accounts.
The sales card does not require detailed comment, other
than to note that a separate card is punched for every item
X.X.XXIA-5r
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Exhibit 9 SALES I>etail Card EAST WALPOLE. MASS.AND
CHICAGO, ILL.
ORDER HO.
rrmiini
3 9
I I !.
0 0 0 0 0.
11111
2 2 2 2 2
3 2 3 3 3
4 4 4 4 4
5 5 5 5 5
6 6 6 6 6
7 7 7 /7
9 9 9 9 3
7 3 3 to II
PRO. NO.
0 0 0 0
1111
2 2 2 2
3 3 3 3
4 4 4 4
5 5 5 5
6 6 6 6
7 7 7 7
I B ,M. 52534
3
9 9 9 9
17 13 14 IS
0 0
3 3
44
7 7
9 9
CUSTOMER
0 0 0*0 0
1 1 111 1
2 2 2:2 2
3 3 3|3 33 3 3
4 4 4.4 4
5 5 5-5 5
I
6 6 6-6 6
7 7 7-7 7
999:99
IB 19 30 71 22 23 24
2 2
Ellf
IDl
—
case a
00
1
1
44
6 6
7 7 7
0 0
oi^
»CCT.
3 3
4 4
5 5
6 6
7 7
TBICT
0 0
3 3
4 4
0 0
*HSE.
3 3
4 4
5_5
*HSt.
BTR 6
UCCI
7 7
RUSE.
0 0
SHU
3 3
0 0
3 3
SIZE
6 6 6 6
7 7 7 7
SIZE
TOWN
0 0 0
1 1
1
2 2 2
3 3 3
444
5 5 5
PRODUCT
OQOC
1111
2 2 2 2
PiiCDUCT!';'
3 3 3:3
4 4 4;4
5 5 5l5
WEIGHT
6 616 6 6
7 7
11
so
7 7 7
FEET
KIND
6 6
7 7
KIND
00 00
CONVERSION
0 0 o;o 0 0-0
1 1 1;1 1 1;1
2 2 2!2 2 2:2
SIZE jPATTERN
3 3 3 3 3
4 4 4 4 4
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
3 3 3 3
4 4 4 4
ML
6 8 6 6 8
7 7 7
WEIGHT
3 3
4 4
55
' jSTCMtR
.^SIPIEIL.
6 6 6 6
7 7 7 7
QUANTITY
0 0 o;o 0 0-0
1 1 1ll 1
1
2 2 2i2 2 2.2
QUANTITY
3 3 3i3 3 3-3
4 4 4;4 4 4-4
I f
5 5 5.5 5 5.5
QUANTITY
6 6 6|6 6 6.6
7 7 7'7 7 7.7
QUANTITY
SALES VALUE
0 o;o 0 0-0 0
1 111 1 i;i 1
I .
2 2'2 2 2l2 2
SALES VALUE
3 3i3 3 3-3 3
4 4.4 4 4-4 4
5 5i5 5 5l5 5
SAIES VALUE
6 6,6 6 6i6 6
7 7;T-7 7.7 7
.
-
8 sIsJjIb 8
SALES VALUE
9|9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9;8 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9-9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 3|9 9 9-9 9 9|9 9 9;9 9T9;9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
25.26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 3a 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 4«'49 SO 51 52 53 54 55 I56 57 50 59 60 6|'62!6j 64 65 66 67 68 69 7 0 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 76 79 fp. ‘ i
LICENSED FOR USE UNDER PATENT I.77Z.49Z j
FREIGHT
0 o;o 0
1 i;i 1
I
2 2l2 2
ROLLS
3 3'3 3
I
4 4-4 4
I
5 5 ', 5 5
BUNDLES
6 816 6
7 7;7 7
BUNDLES
CE AHO
CG
000000
Mill
222222
Ip
CF
333333 F.H
444444
5 5 5 5 5
«
6 6 • r 8T
7 7
B
-O
cx
Exhibit 10
CUSTOMER NO
Floor CoveriniE^
NAME J f MA M J ] A S Q M P
o
o
5
a
Hi
1-^
CATE PAID
BANK NO
NET CASH
CASH
DISCOUNT
FREIGHT
ACCOUNT
AMOUNT
ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE
CR
CL MO DAY rf
CREDIT
REMARKS 1000
1 1
I
6 6
7 7
9 9 9 9
BANK NO
9 919 9 9
NET CASH
9S;9 9 9;9 9
DISCOUNT
INTEREST
9 9 9;9 9
OTHERS IIentry
ACCT AMOUNT MC DAY
9 9 9 9 9 9:9 919I9 9
II 12 13 14)15 16 17-10 19 20 21 22>23 24 25*26 27 26 29 30131 32 33 34 3S|36 37 36.39 4T' «i42 43
M 523794
00
7 1
9 9
0 0
7 7
00000000
7 7
11111
2 2 2 2 2
3 3 3 3 3
4 4 4 4 4
5 5 5 5 5
8 6 6 6 6
7 7 7 7 7
9 9 9 ghfg 9 9 9 9
'44 45 46 47 4a 46 Ulisi 52 53 54 SS
0 0 0 0
1111
2 2 2 2
3 3 3 3
4 4 4 4
5 5 5 5
6 6 6 6
7 7 7 7
PRO. NO
9 9 9 9
56 57 58 55
0 0 0
7 7
0 OOlQO
i_
_
1
1
in 1
I
2 2 2i2 2
3 3 3l3 3
4 4 4|4 4
5 5 5j5 5
6 6 6i6 6
7 7 7./ 7
CUSTOMER
-JL
9 9 9 9 919 9
0 0.0 0 o;o 0
1 1-1 1 i;i 1
:
1
2 2\12 2\2 2
3 3'3 3 3'3 3
4 4j4 4 4l4 4
5 5;5 5 5|5 5
I
•
6 6l6 6 6l6 6
7 7.7 7 7.7 7
ACCTS REC
NOTES Ri.C
9 9i9 9 9.9 9
52 63-64 65 66'67 68 69 tOf 1 ’2 73-74 15
LlCn.5*0 FOR USE UNDER PATENT 1.77. 492
0 0 o!o oj
- -
-{
1
1
in 1 !
D ‘
2 2 2 I 2 2
3 3 3.3 3
4 4 4.4 4
5 5 5.5 5
6 6 6.6 6
7 7 7-7 7
FREIGHT
9 9 919 9
>6 77 7«l .
'"liil
I- !'
''
i:
Exhibit 11 Index Tab Card
CREDIT LIMIT
DIVISION &0 b4) 47
CREDIT 2
M 4 Castomer
TERMS LIMIT 0 J (fi
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 0
1 1 1
1
1
-
1 1 1 1 1 1
1
1 10 LEDGER
I0
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 22 2 2 2 22
.<i;NAME 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
4 4 4 4 4 STATE 44 44 444 4 4
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
i
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
7 7 7 7 7 CUSTOMER 7 7*7 7 7 7 7 7 7
; DIVISION
8 8!8 8 8 8 8i8 8 8 8 8 8 8
DATE ACCOUNT OPENED
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9| 9 9DATE CARD TYPED
>
o
o
o
c
z
H
w
»
PI
o
PI
<
>
D3
r
PI
z
D
PI
X
o
>
JO
o
i
I
I
1 ^ i
'
1
1
.iiU jifelj
THE
HALLLPAY
CO.
_
rACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE
J
L
ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE
Exhibit 12
CUSTOMEK NO @
Roof ing
NAME J F M A M J J A i D N D
0 0 ojo 0
11 H 1
I
2 2 212 2
I
3 3 3l3 3
1
I
4 4 4!a 4
DATE Paid
BANK NO.
NET CASH
CASH
DISCOUNT
FREI5HT
ACCOUNT
AMOUNT
ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE
i^c?.
R.i CREDIT !
|9 9
1 9 If
MO. DAY IS
i BANK NO.
REMARKS
I
NET CASH
9 >19 9i9,9 9;9 9 9l9 9;s 9 913 3'9 9 S;9 9{3 9 9|9 9 9:9 9
I u: ti uiisht 17*18 19 join 22<23 5f r.26 ?7 29 » 30IH wls3 34
DISCOUNT
INTEREST ACCT.
OTHERS
AMOUNT
(J 0
1
’
2 2
3 3
4 4
5 5
8 6
7 7
Ientry
TLttDAY
0 0 0 0 D
11111
2 2 2 2 2
3 3 3 3 3
4 4 4 4 4
5 5 5 5 5
6 8 6 6 6
7777777777
0 0 0 0
1111
2 2 2 2
3 3 3 3
4 4 4 4
5 5 5 5
6 8 6 6
DR ! debit
CL. Im^OAY ORDER NO j PRO. NO.
ilTsia 9 I 9 9 9 8 9 3 9 9 9 9l3 9 9 9 9j3l9 8|3 9 9!9 9
38 37 38139 411 ' I'.- <31 -4 4; : 18 47lt3 49 50 51 52 j3 54 SsHs 57 58 59 soklUl 6;ii4 85 6f S7 851S5 70171 i
LICENSED FOR USE TNOER PATET >,7' ' 492 ( 8.M h."‘3 '94
0 0 OlO 0
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Exhibit 13 Corrugated Boxes
NAME j-E-M..a.aj.jxi.ajLP,
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I
BANK NO. NET CASH
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Exhibit 14 CREDIT LIMIT
TERMS
DATE ACCOUNT OPENED
.
DATE CARD TYPED
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of an Invoice and that certain columns of the sales card
correspond to Identical columns in the accounts receivable
card. This is necessary in order that the same customer
credited or debited with sales or merchandise returns in the
sales Card may be charged or credited with amounts owed or
allowed on the accounts receivable card. The corresponding
of certain fields in the two distinct cards is necessary be-
cause the accounts receivable card is prepared by summary
punching, simultaneously with verification of the punching
of sales card. The coliimns which are identical are as
follows:
Sales
Card Card Field
Accounts
Rec. Card
7-11 Order Number 51-55
12-15 Pro Number 56-59
16 Division Number 60
17 Ledger Number 61
lS-19 State Number 62-63
20-24 Customer Number 64-6S
63-69 Sales and Accts. Rec. Value 69-75
70-73 Freight Paid on Sales 76-SO
It will be noticed at once that the card columns
are not identically located, illustrating the flexible
punching feature which permits recording of information from
any counter position in any column of the tabulating card.
It will also be noted that the difference between items af-
fecting the three major product divisions of floor covering,
roofing material and corrugated boxes is indicated by separate
color combinations to guide the filing of correct charges in
the proper open file.
There are many bases for operating accounts receiv-
able with tabulating cards, but the one most commonly found
in use is the pulled card plan. The punched card accounts
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receivable ledger is originated by setting up a tabulating
card identifying each open charge or credit transcribed for
each customer from a trial balance. Customers are assigned
numerical code numbers which permit automatic sorting of the
customers in each of eight branch offices into perfect alpha-
betical order by district; the districts in turn are broken
down by ledgers as necessary to provide control groups of not
more than 600 accounts in a ledger. Open charges and credits
are filed behind the customer index card from oldest to most
recent charge or credit date of transaction. Punched cards
from current billing are filed into the open file daily at
the end of each customer group. As checks are received,most-
ly during the discount period, the cash is applied by pulling
from the open file those items which correspond to the amount
credited to accounts receivable. The check of the cards
pulled against the cash applied is governed by the preparation
of a daily cash sheet
,
which not only proves the accuracy of
cards pulled, but provides as well the cash and expense distri-
bution and the bank deposit slip. Postings are maintained
daily to a control sheet designed for each ledger. Twice a
month trial balances are run in the accounting machine and
reconciled with the control sheets. The pulled cards of the
open file which have been proven after having been punched
with cash reconciliation and tabulated for daily cash proof,
are filed daily in a paid or history file, where they accumu-
late as a permanent record of the company's charge and payment
experience with each customer.
The accounts receivable card. Exhibit 10, will now
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be examined, A dual section of the card appears e.t the ex-
treme left, occupying the space of coluinns 1-15 > this
section is reserved for pencil posting of the cash applica-
tion, The sections, in order vertically, represent payment
date, bank number, net cash received, sales discount allowed,
I
freight and express allowed, other allowances such as interest
i
I
anticipation, and accounts receivable credit. The sum of the
’ cash, discount, freight, and other allowance items equals the
1
j
accounts receivable amount.s which is balanced by the payment
I
distribution. The information written in the spaces during
||
the cash application is perfora.ted in the proper card fields
in the following columns:
' Columns 11-15 - Payment date
Columns l6-20 - Bank Number
Columns 21-27 - Net Cash
Coluimis 2^—32 - Sales Discount
Columns 33”35 ~ Other Account
Coluims 3o-^0 - Miscellaneous Allowances and Interest
Columns d9-75 “* Accounts and Notes Receivable
Columns 76-^0 - Freight and Express Allowed
It is noted especially that accounts receivable
amount is not punched in the accounts receivable field when
applying cash, except in cases of adjustment to represent
partial payments and over-payments, as will be explained later.
Columns 9~10 and. 44-^5 are used respectively to code
the kind of debit or credit transaction.
Columns 46-50 are duplicated from the master rack of
the summarv punch to record, debit date in the charge cards.
'1
Columns II-I5 , date paid, are used to record merchandise
‘
1
credits.
The fields from column ^1 through 6^ are summary
:1 A

punched identification fields which are obtained from the
original -coding of the sales card. These fields represent
order number, pro number, division, ledger state and cus-
tomer,
20,3 The Index Tab Oaj*d
The ivory index tab card, exhibit 11, serves sev-
eral distinct purposes. The card is a dual record, showing
in printed form all of the descriptive data which is punched
into card coliomns. The customer code number appears both on
face of the card and the lip tab at the upper left corner.
This code number is written legibly in heavy black ink and
\
identifies the filing position of the account in the ledger.
Accounts are coded in a block serial code with unlimited ex-
pansion, in which the alphabet is broken into 1000 divisions by
the first three digits of a five digit code. The last two num-
bers provide possibility for coding 100 customers within each
\
.group of alphabetic classifications. Customer name and ad-
dress is addressographed in the space provided. The terms of
purchase for each customer are indicated, and the amount
of credit limit to determine the high credit. Credit limit,
division, ledger
,
state, and customer show on the card both in
printed registration and punched hole recording. The index
tab card is a regulation size tabulating card which passes
through the machines with other standard cards, regardless of
.the lip. The index card is run with the detail cards when-
ever a detailed trial balance is taken. This card indicates
the credit limit on the report ahead of each customer and may
^n
--
i
'
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be used as well for shov/ing credit ratings in order to pro-
vide the Credit Department with full information for passing
orders. Certain accounts whose credit is poor because of
unfavorable ratings, low credit or slow payment are espec-
ially labeled with red lips on the tab cards. Weekly or
daily statements, depending on the size of these accounts,
are prepared for the Credit Department so that they may have
full information for passing orders in these risky cases,
20.4 Transaction Codes
It is important that each debit or credit card be
properly labeled with an identification of its classifica-
tion, Inasmuch as orders are passed in the punched card
system by reference to the semimonthly accounts receivable
trial balance, supplemented by special statements of cus-
tomer balances as necessary, it is vital for correct inter-
pretation of the facts that the proper transaction be known.
The following transaction coding is used at the Halliday
Company.
Transacting Coding
Transaction Dr. Transaction Cr.
11 Invoice
12 CashDiscount Deduction
ll Merchandise Deduction
14 Freight & Express Deduction
15 Journal Entry
16 Protested Check
17 Advertising Deduction
13 Cash or C.O.D.
19 Miscellaneous Debit
20 Notes Receivable Deduction
31
32
¥
3^
37
33
42
IS
Remittance
Cash Discount Allowed
Merchandise Credit
Freight A. Express Allowed
Jounal Entry
Overpayment
Partial Payment
Interest Anticipation
Miscellaneous Credit
Cash Item
Bad Debts Written Off
Commission-Office Selling Exp,
Notes Receiva,ble Collected
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The above transaction schedule is sufficiently com-
plete to provide for classification of all ordinary accounts
receivable activity in the Halliday Company. The most common
transaction numbers used are 11, representing a charge item
from an invoice, and Jl, representing the crediting of ac-
counts receivable by remittance. Other debit transaction
codes used frequently are discount, merchandise, and freight
deductions. Other credit transaction codes used often are
discount allowances, merchandise credits, partial payments, and
overpajmients.
20,5 Punching and Verification of Sales and Accounts
Receivable Cards,
Customer invoices are received daily in the Tabu-
lating Department from all billing offices of the company.
The invoices are routed through the Order Department where
they are coded for division, ledger, state, and customer num-
ber, The sales cards are completely punched. In order to
prove the sales amount punched into the sales cards, a master
report is rim from groups of cards from a particular ledger
section, grouping enough invoices to represent about SO sales
cards. The proving of each control group of each ledger sec-
tion is obtained by the punching of accounts receivable sum-
mary cards as the master report is prepared. The customer
identification in the accounts receivable card is controlled
by double checking of the sales card in the verifying punch.
To prove that accounts receivable total amount agrees with
sales total amount, the accounts receivable cards are tabu-
lated to prove the accuracy of the sales cards by checking the
iL
total from the accounts receivable summary cards with the
predetermined control obtained by calculator addition of
the bills. In order to distinguish the accounts receivable
summary cards when they are tabulated with sales cards for
parallel balance as necessary ,accoimts receivable cards are
punched X-70
,
and sales cards are No..X 70* A simple process
of class section diverts sales and accounts receivable
amounts to separate counters; the totals must agree. The
charge date and debit transaction code are duplicated into
the accounts receivable card from a prepunched card. When
punching invoices for merchandise credits, column 69 is
X-punched in the accounts receivable field. It is im-
portant to note at this point that X-69 always differen-
tiates between a debit and a credit transaction in the open
accounts receivable file. When punching merchandise cred-
its, the date paid and the credit transaction fields are
punched from a prepunched card in the duplicating rack.
As soon as the sales and accounts receivable cards
\
for each control group of each ledger section for a billing
day has been proven, the cards of each ledger are sorted by
customer, and a trial balance is taken by listing the sales
register from the accounts receivable cards. The total ob-
tained from the accounts receivable and freight fields must
agree with the predetermined sales control established from
company billing. When listing tabulating cards, a total of
the amounts listed may be automatically obtained for the
entire group in a one reset cycle after the last card has
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passed through the tabulator. The counter arrangement for
sales register Is as follows:
Counter 1 Counter 2 Counter
’
Counter 4 Counter ^
Ledger State Date Accounts Freight
Customer Pro Number Mo. Day Yr. Receivable
60-6lx64-6S 62-63x56-59
46-47x^6-49x50
11-12x13-14x15 69-75 76-60
An example of the daily sales register will be found
in the appendix, report 7* I't will be observed that the im-
pulses in Counter 3 date are obtained from two different
card fields to consolidate in one printing bank the debit or
credit date as necessary. Credit amounts in the accounts re-
ceivable field are printed with the symbol “C R" beside the
cents position. Debit and credit cards of each ledger sec-
tion are tabulated separately. The debits are not punched
X-69 , but the credits are always punched X-69 . It is the
absence or presence of this X in the cards of the open file
which determines whether the cards will add to, or subtract
from, the customer* s net balance when the accounts receivable
trial balance is taken.
20.6 Posting: the Accounts Receivable Control Sheet .
The totals for debit and credit billing for each
ledger obtained from the dally sales register are posted
dally to the accounts receivable control sheet. A separate
sheet is maintained for each ledger in the three separate prod-
uct divisions. The charge side of the control sheet contains
three columns, for entering totals of home office billing, branch
billing, and cash debits. Freight prepaid is added to the ac-
counts receivable charge. The credit side of the control sheet
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has two colimns
,
for posting mercha,ndise credits and cash
credits, Horae office and branch billing araounts are posted
from the sales register. Cash credits arise from such items
as protested checks and cash refunds. Merchandise credits
are posted from credit invoices issued only by the home of-
fice, Cash credits are posted from the daily summary entry
of the cash receipts book. The five columns are footed twice
a month to obtain the control basis for proving the accounts
receivable trial balance. The footings are made on the 15th
and the end of the month, but the footings on the 15th are
entered lightly in pencil at the end of the 15th day and are
not extended into the reconciliation section at the bottom
of the sheet. This section has spaces for indicating on the
debit side the trial balance at the beginning of the month,
total debits from the footing of the control sheet, and debit
cross charges, The credit side of the reconciliation has
spaces provided for total credits, credit cross charges and
the trial balance amount owed at the end of the month, to be
carried forward to the new ledger sheets of the next month.
This reconciliation may be better viewed by the following il-
lustration of the calculation:
Chicago Office - Roofing A-K
January 1 Trial Balance
Add: January Total Debits
Add: January Cross Charges, Dr,
157 , 1^5.02
Less: January Total Credits 23,03^.29
Less: January Cross Charges, Cr, 562 .Qg
23
.
600.37
l33.qg3.63January 31 Balance
February 1 New Trial Balance ^33,5^5*65

CJross charges during the month are posted to a sep-
arate cross charge sheet, one for each office, and are sum-
marized twice a month for purposes of reconciling trial balance
totals
,
20.7 Aging the Accounts Receivable Cards in Open File.
It is desired that the tabulation of the semimonth-
ly trial balance report > in addition to shov^ing the complete
detail of every debit and credit item in the open file, listed
to a net balance owed by each customer, should also indicate a
separate classification of amounts overdue. The items from 1
to 30 days overdue, days overdue, and more than 60 days
overdue will all appear in different counters, summarized sep-
arately to net balances overdue. The machine is wired for
multiple class selection through X - Distributors for this
purpose. The 11th positions in the accounts receivable card
from columns 29 through 4o govern this aging, representing
the 12 months in the year, A particular X used for aging is
gang punched into all accounts receivable summary cards of
the current month. The following month the adjacent X to the
right is used, and so the process continues. At the end of
the year, the aging Xs are used over again, and a special
plugging arrangement provides for the old overdue items which
would conflict with the new aging. The aging X is nothing
more than an overdue symbol punched in the accounts receiva-
ble card when the item is originated. If the charge still
remains unpaid in the open file at the close of the "net”
payment period, the amount will be automatically classified
into an overdue counter for amounts from I-30 days overdue.

If a 30 day overdue period elapses and this same charge is
still unpaid, the amount will age in the JfO-Go days overdue
section. The automatic determination of the counters to
which the overdue amounts will classify is obtained by
changing the aging Xs in the X-Distributors plugged for mul-
tiple class selecting one column to the right prior to taking
the accounts receivable trial balance at the end of each month.
Supposing that the "net” pa3rment is 60 days, in the trial bal-
ance taken on June 1
,
all unpaid items or credits not used in
the open file dated prior to April 1 would be either overdue
or not applied, respectively. Thus in June, X-3^ would age
the current month, X-33 would age May items not overdue, X-32
would age April items not yet overdue, X-3I would age March
items from 1 to 30 days overdue, X-30 would age February items
from 31 "fco 60 days overdue, and X-29 and prior Xs would deter-
mine the aging of items more than 60 days overdue. The impor-
tance of this aging is a paradox; for the automatic gang
punching of the X is the simplest feature of the part of the
accounts receivable tabulating application^ yet provides the
Credit Department with its chief benefit derived from the
punched card system. This automatic aging of overdue amounts
assists the Credit Department tremendously in dunning. It
focuses attention upon the overdue items at regular intervals,
helping to regulate dunning from the early routine stages to
the advanced stages of demand notices and legal procedure.
The cost, the speed, and the efficiency of dunning are all
improved by the use of the aged trial balance.

20,3 Equipment
The Halliday Company employs tabulating machines for
sales analysis, accounts receivable, and other uses. It has
three seven bank numeric tabulators, of which two are equipped
with duplicating summary punches. It requires two sorters,
and several electric numeric punches. The seven bank tabu-
lators have all five adding counters equipped for direct sub-
traction. Two verifying punches are needed for the work.
Seven bank accounting machines are needed to provide maximum
machine capacity for comprehensive reports. The Tabulating
and Credit Departments are adjacent in physical location.
20
, 9 Filing Open Charges
As soon as the proven daily sales register has been
tabulated for each ledger, the cards are released to clerks
for filing into the open file. As each clerk receives the
cards for a particular ledger, debits and credits separately,
the cards are in perfect numerical sequence by customer num-
ber. The clerk makes use of a sorting needles to isolate the
cards of each customer to be filed behind the visible index
tab of the guide card in the open file. This tab is marked
with the customer number. The needling process is a simple
operation, since the clerk can usually separate accounts by
referring only to the units and tens positions. Unbeliev-
able as it may seem, clerks become as efficient in reading
holes as they would in reading printed figures
,
and errors
of reading and subsequent filing are surprisingly few. The
clerks always file cards newly added at the end of those cards
already appearing in the file. Any confusion caused by filing
34 Conference J, L. Oarichoff
,
IBM salesman

cards belonging to one ledger into another, which appears oc-
casionally, is revealed by the respective over and under var-
iances between the ledgers which do not balance. Differences
caused by the omission of individual charges may always be
established by cross referencing the listing of the ledger
against the sales register and the daily cash sheets. The
inclusion of wrong cards is quickly established by the lack
of continuity of ledger number and customer number,
20 , 10 Cash Application
About SO per cent of all checks are received in
the seven or eight day discount period following the 10th
of the month,- Two days are allowed for the clearing of the
check through the customer's office, and this period, plus
the normal mailing time from the point of origin determines
whether or not customers ar^ entitled to discount which
they have taken. One or two extra days are allowed to cus-
tomers located at remote points. Generally, the lyth is
the dead line between discount allowance and net payment.
Supposing that the terras of sale are 2^ end of month, net 60
and that the month were June, checks for the period from
April 25 through May 24 should be in the hands of the Halli-
day Corapa.ny from June 10 to June I 7 if discount is to be al-
lowed, The procedure of cash application is to verify the
items paid on the customer’s remittance statement with the
similar items on the last trial balance that was run. The
discount rate is applied to those items for which discount
is allowable to verify the customer's computation. The cus-
tomer may claim any outstanding merchandise credits, freight

allowances, or overpayments which stand to his credit In the
open file* The correct amount of cash should be remitted,
plus the allowances, to determine the total amount paid. It
is not so simple as It reads for there are many variations
in the payment procedure* For example, when customers pay
bills ahead of due date (assuming in this case that a custom-
er on June 10 paid a May 29th invoice for |200, not due until
July 10) they are allowed to deduct interest on their money
for the number of days anticipation. Many customers often
take discount to which they are not entitled, paying current
bills with post-dated checks* Sometimes customers will use
discount rates larger than the proper ones. A frequent var-
iation consists of customers' claims of deductions which have
not yet cleared through the accounting records of the Halllday
Company; in such cases the deduction is used to apply the
cash but is charged back to the customer by a deduction card
in the open file* Conversely, if the customer overpays his
balance, the amount overpaid is used in the cash application
but the same amount is credited to the customer's account in
the open file*
A simple example of cash application follows, with
the accounts receivable trial balance indicating this date:
Customer
Number MQi
Date
Day Yr.
Trans
No.
1-30
Rnlnnoe Overdue
30-60
Overdue
53206 2 16 7 11 12500 12500
53206 3 15 7 11 7500 7500
53206 4 20 7 11 4000
53206 5 02 7 11 15000
53206 5 7 33 1500 CR
53206 6 04 7 11 20000
*57500 *7500 *12500
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Inspection shows that the first two items paid are
overdue, that the $40.00 charge of April 20 is outside the dis-
count period and should be paid net, that the ^150 item of May
2, less 19,00 freight prepaid, is entitled to discount, that the
customer has used a $15*00 credit (punched X-69 in the card in
the open file) and that the customer is entitled to interest
anticipation on the June 4 charge of $200.00. Cash is always
applied by writing the proper amounts in the dual section of the
last open debit item. The application clerk pulls the six cards
paid from the open file, and in the February I6 card she writes
as follows:
6/12 Date Paid
^5-362 Bank Number
567.^2 Net Cash (Includes $24.20 freight prepaid)
6. 36 Cash Discount { 2% of $319«00)
Freight
1.20 Other Amount (Interest Expense)
575*00 Accounts Receivable
The accounts receivable footing is computed only
to provide an added check to prove the cash application
with the net amount paid by the pulled cards as indicated
on the trial balance. The application clerk then takes a
rubber stamp, dated June 12, and marks the impression of
the date opposite each item paid on the trial balance.
When the card has been applied for all accounts in the led-
ger, the pulled cards are punched for cash application, the
cash sheet is tabulated and proven, and the checks, together
with the deposit slip and expense distribution are sent to
the Accounting Department. The trial balance is returned
to the Credit Department as soon as possible in order not to
delay passing orders in absence of the trial balance from

the Credit Department. It should be brought to mind that
whereas the Credit Department has a record of every payment
made until the new trial balance is run, it does not know
the current interim charges filed in the open file without
consulting the sales register or requesting a special report
on any account in question.
A further example of each application will illus-
^
trate deductions and overpayment, no freight charges involved.
Customer
Number No.
Date
Day Yr,
Trans
.
No. Balance
12625 4 19 7 11 300 00
12625 4 25 7 11 500 00
12625 4 29 7 11 SOO 00
12625 5 2? 7 11 1000 00
12625 5 24 7 11 400 002000 00
1-30
Overdue
30-60
Overdue
In this instance the customer remitted a check for
$177^ » claiming discount of $26,00 and a deduction for mer-
chandise returned on June 6 from the May 23 shipment amount-
ing to $200, Examination disclosed that the customer had
incorrectly taken discount on $300 of April I9, had neglect-
ed period discount on $500 of April 25, and had claimed a
deduction of $200 upon returned merchandise for which no
credit had yet been issued. The correct cash application
is indicated by the entry
Dr. Cash 177^.00
Dr, Sales Discount 30.00
Or, Accounts Receivable 1S04,00
It will be noted that the customer properly deduct-
ed the $200 of returned merchandise from the amount eligible
for discount. It will also be noted that the net effect of
the customer’s two mistakes was to overpay the account $4,00,

The correction between the cash sheet and the customer's
accoimt in the open file is accomplished by debit and credit
adjustment cards punched in the accoimt s receivable field as
follows:
Open File
Dr, (No X-69 ) Merchandise Deduction, Transaction I3 200,00
Dr, (No X-69 ) Cash Discount Deduction,Transact ion 12 6,00
Or, (X-69 ) " Overpayinent , Transaction 36 10,00
Cash Sheet
Dr. (No X-69 ) Accounts Receivable ,Transact ion 22 10. 00 (Disc. All 'd)
Cr,(X-69) Mdse. Deduct ion,Transact ion I3 200,00
Cr,(X-69) Cash Discount Deduction " 12 6.00
In other words there are two sides of adjustments
of cash application, handled by debit and credit cards punched
either X or No-X in column 69
,
through the accounts receivable
field. The punching of a credit X in column 69 does not imply
that this subtracting pays any amount due; rather, it adjusts
the accounts receivable net balance, when the adjustment cards
are used, to the amount still owed or overpaid.
20,11 Partial Payments
Up to this point, cash application has been con-
sidered only from the standpoint of pulling fully paid cards
from the open file. In the case of partial payments, no
cards may be pulled from the open file, and a credit card
punched X-69 in the accounts receivable field must be added
to the open file. The other side of the transaction is to
punch a card for the cash book with the amount recorded in
both the net cash and accounts receivable fields, thus pro-
viding for both the money received and the crediting of the
customer's account. The trial bala.nce is marked with the

date in pencil, and the notation "partial payment" beside
the amount paid. The tabulation of the customer's account
from the open file will show the correct net amount due.
When any future remittance balances the net amount owed so
that debits and partial payment credits in the open file may
fully pay certain items, all cards affected may then be pulled
and the trial balance may be stamped in the usual manner,
20,12 Punching the Cash Ap-plication
It was previously mentioned that the last open
debit of a group of paid ca.rd.s was used for recording the
distribution of the payrxient in the dual part of the accounts
receivable card. This section embraces the following tabu-
lating card fields:
Distribution Field
Transaction
6/7 Date Paid
10- wO Bank Number
1774^00 Net Cash
30,00 Cash Discount
Freight
Other Account
Other Amount
1^04,00 (Not punched)
(Punch Adjustments only) Accounts Receivable
Card Columns
9-10
11-13
16-20
21-27
2g-^2
76-210
33-^R
36-46
The dual columns filled with the cash application
appear at the extreme left of the card so that the punch
operator may see the figures to be punched when the card is
I
inserted in her machine. The punch operator does not see
the checks at all. The adjustment cards, addressographed with
proper punching instructions and posted for adjustment amounts,
are prepared for her by the cash clerk. Except for the freight
field the punching order follows the horizontal punching
sequence of the tabulating card. The punch clerk perforates

the entire detail of the cash application in the proper col-
umns of the last open debit. In all of the charges paid, she
duplica.tes the date of payment so that when the paid cards are
later posted to the history sheet the record will show both
the date of shipment and the date paid. One check may con-
ceivably pay 100 charges in the open file. The distribution
of the payment will be punched only in the oldest outstanding
charge paid, but the date of payment must be duplicated in
the other 99 cards. The date of payment is not recorded in
merchandise credits applied, for the customer’s account was
in reality credited and paid when the credit was issued; over-
payment and partial payment credits when used from the open
file are similarly not punched in the date paid field,
20,13 Running the Daily Cash Sheet
A control over cash received is effected by sorting
the checks and other cash received by ledger and listing the
amounts on ah adding machine tape for total. The tape indi-
cates the bank number on which the check was drawn or identi-
fies the payment as a money order. Actual cash is only occa-
sionally received through the mail from small accounts, but is
deposited with checks when obtained. Cash items such as
stamps, which are not to be deposited, are received in the
Tabulating Department on a memorandum for use in proving the
control.
The cash sheets are run daily in the seven bank
accounting machine as illustrated in the following table:

Location Card Field Card Columns
List Bank 1
List Bank 2
Counter 3
Counter 4
Coimter 5
Coimter b
Counter 7
Customer No,
Bank No.
Net Cash
Discount
Freight
Other Amount
Accounts Rec,
60-6lx64-6g
16-20
21-27
2g-32
76-60
36-^
69-75
Sample Posting
61 193^2
10 360
199659
4161
5966
192
210000
The credit to accounts receivable is obtained from
the summarization of the original charge a.nd merchandise credit
amounts, punched in the accounts receivable field, modified by
any adjustment cards required by the cash application. In the
above illustration, the trial balance showed a |2250 net cus-
tomer balance, but the customer claimed a merchandise deduction
of llOO.OO and an advertising deduction of ^50*00* While all
the charge cards totaling $2250,00 are pulled from the open
card file, two adjustment cards subtract the $150,00 amount
deducted when preparing the cash sheet, crediting the customer
with a payment of only $2100,00, The merchandise and advertis-
ing deduction cards are charged to the customer in the open
file, to be either credited later by a credit invoice or cross
charge on by additional remittance from the customer. The sum
of the distribution of the payment in the spread fields of the
tabulating card balances the amount paid, in accordance with
the journal entry as follows:
Dr Cash 1996.59
Dr Sales Discount 5-1. gi
Dr Freight and Express 59.63
Dr Interest Expense 1.92
Or Accounts Receivable 2100.00
An illustration of the preparation of the cash sheet
is located in the appendix, report 6.
The balancing of the cash receipts and the expense
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distri'bution for each ledger is obtained by parallel balance
through cross footing the distribution fields to check with
the net balance from the accounts receivable field. The
total from the net cash counter must prove with the prede-
termined totals from the adding machine tape for checks re-
ceived, If the net cash field does not prove, the cash field
was punched in error. If the distribution does not balance
with accounts receivable, either some mistake was made in ap-
plying cash or the punching in the distribution or accounts
receivable adjustment cards was incorrect. The cash sheet
must be proven exactly, V/hen found to be in balance, the
proven machine total of the accounts receivable field, repre-
senting the day’s credits to accoimts receivable for each led-
ger is posted to the control sheet.
The first three printing banks of the machine regis-
ter the customer number, the bank, number, and the net cash,
A perforated stub is attached to the left hand vertical margin
of the cash sheet so that a carbon copy of these three counters
may be prepared simultaneously with the preparation of the cash
sheet. This carbon copy serves as the bank deposit slip which
lists each check deposited and which accompanies the checks
when sent to the bank. The detail shown on the bank deposit
slip should correspond exactly with the adding machine tape of
checks listed for control purposes.
Counters 3> and 7 provide the footings of
cash received, sales discount, freight and express expense,
interest expense or other account and accounts receivable
which are posted as summary entries to the controlling accounts

in the general ledger. These totals are typewritten by the
control clerk on a summary form provided for the purpose
consisting of three sheets posted daily. Each sheet repre-
sents one of the three distinct summaries for each product
division (roofing materials, floor covering, and corrugated
boxes) and every line on each sheet is posted with the cash
distribution of each ledger. Each of the the three sheets
is cross footed to provide the following summary entry for
the controlling accounts;
Dr Cash Received
Dr Sales Discount
Dr Freight and Express
Dr Interest Expense or other Account
Or Accounts Receivable
The proven tabulating cards are released by the
control clerk for posting to the history sheet which lists
all the items in the paid file. The cash sheets are bound
in a reference binder daily,
20 , l4 Listing of the Aged Accounts Receivable Trial Balance
The cash sheet just described was prepared by tabu-
lating each customer’s net balance paid with the automatic
control switch set for minor control. In other words, only
one line of horizontal registration appears on the cash sheet,
though 50 cards may enter into the tabulation. An exception
to the above statement occurs in instances v;hen customers may
pay bills with more than one check, drawn either on the same
or different banlcs
,
in which instances the checks must be
tabulated separately for the sake of itemization on the bank
deposit slip.
The aged trial balance is prepared twice a month for
all accounts, on the 15th and on the 31st, Whereas the cash
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sheet is a tabulated report, the aged trial balance is listed.
Inasmuch as manually posted ledger cards are completely elim-
inated by the punched card method (except for balance forward-
ing each ledger card posting in the case of the Halliday Com-
pany) the Tabulating Department must provide the Credit De-
partment with the complete detail of every accounts receivable
transaction. In the listing process every debit and credit
card in the open file, identified by the date and kind of
transaction, is listed in the customer balance counter, which
totals the net customer balance as the control changes from
the customer being tabulated to a new one. In the last four
counters of the machine the items owed are distributed ac-
cording as they represent current or overdue amounts. It was
previously pointed out that all debit and credit cards pre-
pared for the open file are automatically punched with an X
in one of the columns from 2^ through ^0 , which represent the
12 months of the year. Controlling counters 4, 5> and 7
by successive X's through the process of multiple class selec-
tion as each month goes by, accomplishes the function of dis-
tributing the charges or credits as current, 1-30 days overdue,
31“60 days overdue, or more than 60 days overdue items. Just
prior to listing the accounts receivable trial balance at the
end of each month, the aging X control positions are shifted
in the plugboard panel to bring the new periods of overdue
classification into the wiring circuit. It is noteworthy
that the aging is not changed when the trial balances on the
15th are run.
The information which appears in the listing of

the trial balance is arranged herewith.
Aging X Total Aged
Print Banks Control - June 1 Amounts
1 Customer
2 Date, Trans, Terms
3 Customer Balance 7^59^
4 Current X-33, X-32 2519O
5 1-30 Days Overdue X~3i (March) 3^^50
0 31“60 Days Overdue X-30 (February) 10^96
7 More than 60 Days Overdue X-29 , etc ( January 4o62
(and before)
The plugging of the tabulator for the aged report
represents a comprehensive wiring plan, since all five bal-
ance counters are controlled by X—69 for direct subtraction
and since each aged counter is controlled by aging X's in a
multiple class selection circuit. This report illustrates
to a high degree the automatic, flexible, speedy features
of an accounting machine. It takes far less time to run a
completely itemized trial balance by tabulating machine,
with a resulting transcription of the entire detail of each
ledger than merely to take a trial balance manually in the
bookkeeping machine method by picking off total current bal-
ances, The punched card method provides the feature of auto-
matic aging of every item in the open file, while aging under
the bookkeeping method is a separate, unwieldy, laborious
operation. An example of the aged trial balance is found in
report 9 of the appendix.
While on the subject of comparison of speed and
accuracy between the pimched card method and the bookkeeping
method it should be mentioned that all machine operations of
the tabulating method are many times faster, as a whole, than
the same operation under the system of manually operated book-
25keeping machines. The automatic punching of accoimts receivable
25 Conference with J.L.Carichoff , I.B.M. salesman

cards by the summary punch is faster than machine posting
from invoices. While the cash application is somewhat slower
under the tabulating plan, the punching of cash, tabulation
of the cash sheet, and posting of control is much faster than
the cash sheet posting by the bookkeeping method. The running
of the aged trial balance is much quicker than the preparation
of a similar aged trial balance under the manual plan. In the
Ha.lliday Company, the trial balances must at present be de-
coded because of use of numeric tabulators, a slow operation,
but a contemplated change to alphabetic equipment for accoiints
receivable work will shortly remove this difficulty. State-
ments can be prepared several times faster by tabulating mach-
ine than by bookkeeping machine. The punched card system has
certain unfavorable aspects, apart from Credit Department ob-
jections to be mentioned later. The filing of open cards,
the posting of history sheets, and the filing of paid cards
are all additional operations incurred by the tabulating
scheme.
Returning to discussion of the accounts receivable
trial balance, this is the work sheet of the pimched card
plan of accounts receivable control. Since it indicates the
credit limit and credit rating of each customer, the date
and kind of transaction, the terms, the amounts of each out-
standing item in the open file and classifies them as current
or overdue, it contains the information upon which credit
judgment may be exercised in passing orders. Since cash is
posted to the trial balances daily, the Credit Department
has full information about the net outstanding balances and
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the payment progress of each customer.
Concerning the question of open charges added on the
books in the interim 15 ^s.y period before new trial balances
are available, the Credit Department is not especially concerned
with the purchases of representative large accounts or well
managed small business in good credit standing. These accounts
contribute the most to sales volume and cause the least diffi-
culty from a credit point of view. It is the small accounts
of low rating, which must be placed on low limits, which pay
slowly, and which cause the greater part of credit losses that
create the most trouble. The delinquent or doubtful accounts
are indexed with red tabs in the accounts receivable file.
Some of these accounts may be tabulated daily or weekly on a
condition report form especially provided for the purpose.
The Credit Department often calls for information about the
net balance of these accounts by telephone. In many instances
information request slips are sent through the office mail,
which circulates through department at half hour intervals.
The file clerks in the Tabulating Department closely watch
the filing of open charges for doubtful accounts to verify
that the home office and branch shipping points do not deliver
large shipments of goods to poor accounts at the same time
without having iramedia.te information to stop further shipping
until existing charges are paid. In order to keep the branch
offices aware of the credit standing of accounts at the main
office each branch receives a copy of each semimonthly trial
balance and a copy of the daily cash sheet,
A most important function of the aged trial balance
j.ut t T :
V
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Is the segregation of overdue Items into overdue periods. The
distribution of overdue amounts Into three overdue counters
serves to simplify and regulate the dunning procedure. Under
the bookkeeping method It Is necessary for account supervisors
to examine their ledgers repeatedly at Irregular Intervals to
select for dunning those accounts which are overdue or those
whose payment habits require account revision. Under the tab-
ulating method the overdue Items are automatically selected,
and their appearance In the last three counters of the machine
Instantaneously focusses the attention of the Credit Department
upon the accounts requiring dunning and the stage of dunning
progress. A splendid feature of the tabulating system Is the
aging of partial payments directly Into the proper overdue
counter so that the Credit Department may see at a glance that
the net amount of overdue still owed. The credit manager
turns to the overdue totals the moment he receives a new trial
balance.
It Is sometimes advisable to punch dunning cards for
the early form letter stages of dunning. These cards are re-
moved as Items become paid, but up to the time of payment the
dunning steps may be Indicated by a coded symbol for a form
letter and the date directly on the trial balance. This pro-
cedure enables the credit manager to devote more of his per-
sonal time to the oldest overdue amounts outstanding that
require the most effective collection tactics. A concern
which uses alphabetical equipment may add brief dunning mes-
sages to the open file to appear on customer statements such
as the phrase “YOU PROMISED TO SEND US A CHECK JUNE 10.
»
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The effectiveness of dunning and collection because of regular
recurrence of overdue amounts on successive trial balances is
unquestionably improved by the aged trial balance. In the
Halliday Company the ratio of bad debt loss for 1937 .OS
per cent of sales, an enviable record,
20.15 Posting the History File
It is necessary for the Credit Department to be sup-
plied with a permanent record, in ledger form, of the history
of paid transactions of all customers. The history sheet is
necessary for credit reference when account ratings are revised
semiannually. It is especially valuable in identifying those
accounts which are frequently delinquent and which continually
make use of unfair practices. In such cases proper credit ac-
tion is taken to lower the credit status of undesirable ac-
counts or even to close them entirely. It is just as important
to revise accounts upward as downward, especially in the case
of new accounts. The Credit Department receives many requests I'
from the credit agencies, creditors, and other interested
sources for information about customer credit standing.
The Information required for accounts receivable
history is arranged in machine printing banks as shown in the
ensuing diagram:
;
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A specimen of the accounts receivable history sheet
appears in the appendix, report 10, The history sheets are
posted daily by listing the paid cards released from the cash
proving operation to the ledger sheets, A helpful automatic
feature of the accounting machine, called'*preindication" is
available to assist in the ledger card position. The tabu-
lating cards, in perfect order by numerical sequence, are
placed in the card feed as a continuously feeding group.
As the last item of the customer being tabulated to the led-
ger card in the machine is posted, an impression of the cus-
tomer indication next in order is printed on the completely
posted card ready to be removed from the machine. This en-
ables the machine operator to refer directly to the ledger
file to select the next history sheet to be posted, thus
enabling the tabulating cards to be fed automatically while
selecting ledger sheets manually.
The history file shows complete detail for each
accounts receivable transaction both on the debit and credit
side of the account. Beside each charge posting is indicated
the debit date and debit transaction and the payment date and
kind of transaction. The distribution of the payiiient data is
completely itemized. Thus in view of the repetition of the
payment date and the punching of cash in the last debit paid,
one is usually enabled to identify quickly the remittance data
which paid any particular series of charges. The postings of
the cash and expense distributions must always check with net
balances obtained from the accounts receivable field by the
method of parallel balance. Since the history ledger card
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provides the distribution of the cash sheet as a permanent
part of the paid ledger card, more information is available
for use by the Credit Department than is available under the
bookkeeping system. The history sheet of each customer shows
division and ledger number, account number, customer, and ad-
dresses in typevi-Titten form at the top of the sheet. Following
the completion of the listing of history sheets, the tabulat-
ing cards are needle filed into the paid section of each ledger.
20.16 The Tabulation of Monthly Statements
Monthly statements are generally prepared for only
the accounts in good credit standing who wish them. Customers
who purchase more than one of the three major product divisions
always receive monthly statements. The main exigency for
monthly statements, however, arises from delinquency. The
Credit Departmient usually requests that a monthly statement be
sent to a customer, following failure to pay promptly after
the first reminder form letter. Certain customers who are
habitual offenders of one sort or another are placed on the
statement list. Statements are usually sent to those accounts
in good credit standing whose internal accounting systems are
so faulty that they are continually sending incorrect remit-
tances; in these instances, statements serve to keep the ac-
count in balance.
The monthly statement is prepared from five counters
of the tabulator as follows:
List Bank 1 List Bank 2 Counter 3 Counter 4 Counter 5
Customer Mo. Day Yr.
Number Trans Debits Credits Balance
_
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. The customer name, address, and terms are addresso-
graphed on the statement form. The complete debit and trans-
action codes affecting monthly statements appear in the right
corner above the body of the bill. The statement is heavily
scored between the first and second orint banks so that the
customer number section may be detached before the completed
statements are released for mailing. The statement period be-
gins after the 24th of each month and The Halliday Company has
the statements in the mail by the 1st of the next month in or-
der that customers may have adequate time for preparing checks
when bills become due on the 10th, A completed statement form
is furnished in the appendix, report 10,
20,17 Advantages of the Punched Card Method for Accounts
Receivable
The Credit Department derives certain unquestionable
advantages from a properly installed and operated punched card
system for accounts receivable. In a company where the vol-
ume of transactions is large, less personnel is required in
the Tabulating and Credit Departments to perform all accounts
receivable functions than is required by a manual bookkeeping
department and a credit department. An important executive
of the International Business Machines Corporation who has
specialized in accounts receivable punched card systems has
recently stated that one clerk on the tabulating basis should
do the work of two under the manual machine method. Certain
reasons are apt to cause economy in Credit Department personnel.
In the first place, credit supervisors are enabled to work at
their desks with up to date trial balances at their finger tips
(^6 Advantages indicated by tabulating supervisor, Halliday Co,)
]
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and are not compelled to make dozens of references a day to i
accounts receivable ledger cards. The obvious factor affect-
ing personnel is this. The tabulating machines are so much
faster in most accounts receivable 'functions that the more
complex the problem, the greater the likelihood of saving in
personnel cost, |,
The efficiency of the Credit Department is undoubt- I
i
I
edly improved, ViQiile the credit supervisors cannot answer all [
I iquestions from the trial balances, especially as the period
I nears the preparation of new reports, facilities are provided
I
through use of the telephone, the information request form
'|j
for written customer balances, and special daily statements
for doubtful accounts of poor rating which supply the missing
j
|
facts. The necessity of scrutinizing ledger cards to seek | ij
overdue accounts is eliminated entirely, a factor of saving in I I
cost of dunning. The aging of overdue regularly and the me-
thodical reporting of daily payments enforces more direct at-
|
|
tention to dunning action. The facts are not buried in a :
ledger file for discovery if one looks for them but always j[
available on the credit supervisor's desk. This all results i;
in better collection experience, for supervisors, with much ;
!
'
less personal investigating to do, can devote more energy to
j|
their correspondence and other more important features of
|<|
their daily tasks,
f
While under the manual system the aging of overdue
; |
|I
i|
items by periods is too costly a task, under the punched card i
i
:
!
plan it costs next to nothing. It is important to indicate
,|
I
that this chief advantage to the Credit Department is
j
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spectacular since the aging is so simply performed. The ac-
counts receivable trial balance provides more specific infor-
mation as to type of transaction than does the manually posted
ledger card. The history sheet is more valuable than the led-
ger card because it represents the detailed analysis of the
customers purchasing and payment habits. The cash distribu-
tion schedule of the history sheet represents additional in-
formation not provided by the ledger card.
The branch offices derive much benefit from the pun-
ched card system for they receive copies of the trial balances
and the daily cash sheets. By posting the cash they have speci-
fic information on which to base their decentralized credit
judgment. This knowledge speeds delivery in valid instances
and prevents delinquency or losses in other cases.
The aging of the trial balance permits the determina-
tion of standards of overdue by period and ledgers, providing
data which month by month becomes a measuring stick of collec-
tion efficiency. Season by season and year by year certain
trends of overdue balances will be evident in the ledgers
,
guiding the credit policy and directing the degree of pressure
or leniency utilized in passing orders, in setting credit lim-
its, and in dunning practice. It is easy to see that the es-
tablishment of these overdue standards automatically by tabu-
lating machines provides a splended managerial basis for
judging the efficiency of the Credit Department.
Monthly statements are far more simply prepared,
since the tabulating machine strokes register at a rate of 120
impressions a minute
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The errors that arise in daily accounts receivable
routine are more quickly discovered by taking a trial balance
of ledgers twice a month.
In all industrial bookkeeping systems, posting is
apt to run behind both during the period of taking trial bal-
ances and peak intervals of heavy billing. Under the punched
card method there is positive assurance that trial balances
will be obtained on time and that punched cards v/ill be filed
in the open file on a daily basis,
20,1?5 Disadvantages to the Credit Department
.
Under the punched card system, the ledger cards of
the bookkeeping system are eliminated. The abandonment of
balance for?/ard amounts of the ledger card causes definite
inconveniences. When applying cash, for instance, in most
cases the balance forward amount will indicate the exact
credit to accounts receivable for the items paid. The accu-
mulative charge total indicates the high credit definitely
whereas on the other basis the amount owed often has to be
calculated. The Credit Department must utilize time in re-
questing information from the Tabulating Department. A dis-
advantage because of location exists if the Credit Department
and Tabulating Departments are not placed adjacent to one
another. This disadvantage may be removed by locating the
punched card ledgers in the Credit Department. Because
machines and filing clerks have almost exclusive contact with
tabulating cards, the credit supervisors lose definite per-
sonal contact with individual accounts. Benjamin Franklin
said; ”If you wish a thing done well, you must do it vourself .
”
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Accordingly, the credit supervisor must he cautious not to
take the trial balance too much for granted and fail to assujTie
the responsibility of his work; he must frequently look be-
yond the tria,l balance for the facts behind its implications.
The Credit Department must look in two places for a customer’s
complete record - the trial balance and the ledger sheet.
Sometimes this record must be supplanted by a further special
statement from the open file. Finally, there is a distinct
disadvantage in loading into the Tabulating Department the two
functions of sales account and accounts receivable applica-
tion which are both subject to the same degree of fluctuation
in volume during peak period.
}
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21 . 0 Finished Stock Inventory Control at the Merrill
Company , Denver , Colorado
21.1 Reasons for Centralized Inventory Control
The Merrill Company manufactures 25OO different types
of electric motors, counting all the variations of model number,
horse power, revolutions per minute, volts, phase, cycles, bear-
ings, and class. Motors are distributed from the main plant at
Denver or from any of the 35 branch warehousing points. On Jan-
uary 1, 193^ there were 45,000 motors in factory warehouse and
branch stock. The stock turnover of individual motors was aver-
aging 6 to 9 times ayear. Extreme difficulties were being ex-
perienced because branch managers were not placing orders with
the factory sufficiently rapidly to keep their stocks up to
standard authorization. It frequently happened that branch man-
agers were obliged to place rush orders for certain motors be-
cause they had allowed their stock to fall below limit. In other
instances, branches were overstocked with motors far in excess of
requirements, with more than sufficient quantities on hand to fill
their demand until the motor model was obsolete. In remote in-
stances the stock on hand had been rendered completely out of date
by changed conditions. In most cases the depleted stock of one
district office could have been temporarily or permanently replen-
ished from some other district office; at least, the stock balance
could have been preserved until new manufacturing could restore
the weakness. It was obvious that the Distributors did not pos-
sess all the facts for proper administration, that the company had
too great an investment placed in slow moving items, and that the
items subject to rapid turnover were not being supervised by
JLK
U
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adequate control. A change in policy was originated on January
1, 193^ > when the Merrill Company adopted a punched card system
of inventory control for all stocks of finished motors.
21 , 2 Tabulating Card Forms Used
To start the perpetual inventory system as of January
1, 193^> a company wide physical inventory was compiled and
evaluated at each warehouse location point, A master coding
card was adonted to classify the motor numbers, and an addresso-
graph plate was cut in large type to identify the numbers and
letters composing the specifications of each motor, A value
was established for each kind of motor by the motor costing
unit. Appara.tus number was also coded. Inasmuch as the iden-
tifying information for motor number required the punching of
44 positions in columns of the tabulating card, it was
immediately found necessary to adopt an additional six digit
block numeric code to permit operating convenience for tabu-
lating machines. Inasmuch as reports are prepared on an alpha-
betic tabulator, a sort upon 44 punched positions would have
been required to prepare cards for tabulating. The numeric
motor code, punched in columns ^-10 of the tabulating card,
permitted direct sorting to proper serial number sequence, on
simple six digit basis.
The following tabulating cards were found necessary
to operate the control system.
Exhibit 15 “ Red Striped Master Coding Card, punched with motor
number, apparatus, number, and value, originated
in the factory warehouse.
Exhibit 16 - Manila Inventory Card, gang punched from the Master
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Coding Card, identifying stock on hand at each
warehouse location.
^
Exhibit 17 - Salmon Striped Detail Card, gang punched from the
Master Coding Card, sent to the Tabulating Depart-
ment for use in the central office file to desig-
nate input to the factory warehouse.
Exhibit IS - Manila Reproduced Detail Card, reproduced from
the Manila inventory, sent to district office when
motors are requisitioned, representing output from
factory warehouse in the tabulating control file.
Exhibit 19 - Red Striped Summary Card, representing total num-
ber of motors of each kind on hand at the begin-
ning of the month for each location in the tabu-
lating control file.
Exhibit 20 - Green Striped Detail Card, indicating transfers
and customer returns into warehouse stock. Grey
striped cards, not illustrated, denote transfers
out of branch office stock.
All of these card forms were adopted in 193^ and are
S7
in use today with no change. To record the original inven-
tory, a manila inventory card, addressographed with motor num-
ber, was gang punched from the master coding cards for each
motor in each warehouse. The inventory cards for the motors
in each warehouse were gang punched with district office number.
All inventory cards of each district were then tabulated by
district, motor number, quantity on hsjid, and value to provide
the value of the opening inventory on hand in each district of-
fice, and a summary card was obtained for the quantity of each
^7 ” Statement of tabulating supervisor. The Merrill Co,
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item simultaneously with the preparation of this report. In
the tabulating control file a section was alloted to each ware-
house and the summary cards were filed by motor number. The
manila inventory cards from which the ta.bulation was prepared
were sent to district offices for originating a similar motor
file. In this way, a manila card in a warehouse file repre-
sented an individual motor, and the value of each card was a
part of the value in the summary card in the tabulating control
file for which the district office was charged.
Parenthetically, it is pointed out that authorizations
for producing motors were modified on a more equitable basis.
Obsolete motors were disposed of locally at reduced prices.
Special direction was given to adjusting the stocks of each
warehouse so that maximum turnover could be ensured from smaller
salable stocks,
21.3 Oharginp: Completed Motors to Factory Warehouse Stock
The red striped summary card in the tabulating con-
trol file always shows for each district office the total quan-
tity of motors on hand at the beginning of a month. The number
of motors on hand and the authorizations are punched in columns
20-22 and 23-25, respectively. V/hen a motor is placed in fin-
ished stock in the factory warehouse, the salmon striped manila
card and the manila inventory card, which have been addresso-
graphed with motor rating and gang punched from the master cod-
ing card in the factory, are used to record input into the
warehouse. The warehouse files the manila card behind the cor-
responding motor number in its own file. The salmon striped
card is sent to the Tabulating Department where it is used in
'‘>-'c
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preparing a weekly srunmary of input to factory warehouse. Aft'
er this weekly report has been prepared, input cards are filed
by motor number in the factory wa.rehouse section of the tabu-
lating file. This weekly report has the effect of the follow-
ing journal entry:
Dr. Factory Warehouse Inventory ) for cost of motors
Or. Work in Process Inventory \ manufactured,
21,4 Issuing Motors to District Offices from Requisitions
When a requisition is received in the factory ware-
house from a district office, manila cards are pulled from the
inventory file corresponding to the motors ordered. The fac-
tory memo of shipment number, the date of shipment number, and
the code number of the warehouse to m^hich the motor is to be
shipped are punched in all cards pulled. The manila cards are
then reproduced into new manila cards which are punched with
the full information, including value. The original manila
cards are sent by first class mail to the district warehouse.
The reproduced cards are sent to the Tabulating Department
where they are accumulated for preparing a weekly report of
output from factory wa.rehouse. Deliveries are frequently
made from factory stock direct to customers. The weekly out-
put report has the effect of the following journal entry:
Dr, District Office Inventory )for value of shipments
Or. Factory Warehouse Inventoryjto branch offices
Dr, Cost of Sales )for value of shioments
)
Or. Factory Warehouse Inventory)direct to customers
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21
. 5 Tabulating Card Control in District Offices
Upon receipt, the district office places the manila
tabulating cards in an "In Transit" section of the file, pend-
ing the arrival of the motors. V/hen the warehouse reports
that the motors have been received, the cards are placed be-
hind the proper index cards in the "On Hand" section of the
file. When the motors are applied to a requisition, the cards
are removed from the "On Hand" section and placed in the
"Applied Section," At the same time, the general office ref-
erence number, date of shipment, customer code, industry,and
user are entered on each card; if more than one motor is
purchased by a customer, only the top card need be coded if
all cards for motors purchased by the same customer are
grouped with a rubber band or bill strap. Each of the tabu-
lating cards pulled from a requisition is checked for "Count of
Sales 1" in section E to indicate the number of motors sold in
the requisition. As soon as the general office copy of the
invoice to the customer is received, the corresponding cards
in the "Apnlied" section are removed from the file and the
values of the respective items are posted on the bill beside
the proper extensions for each motor. This step assures cred-
iting the district office inventory account with the same value
for which it will be ultimately charged, illustrated by the
entry.
Dr, Cost of Sales )for cost of
)
Cr. District Office Inventory )goods sold
The cards are filed then in the "Order" section from
which they ame pulled and reviewed weekly to determine whether

or not motors are to be replaced in stock, by entering an '*X"
in the ’’yes” or ”no" space of section F, All manila cards
pulled from the ’’Order” section are mailed to Denver in time
to be received on Monday of each week.
Whenever transfers of stock are made between dis-
trict offices, the shipping district removes the manila card
from the ”0n Hand” section, inserts the general office refer-
ence number, marks replacement ”yes” or "no” and enters
’’transferred out” in section D, Then one blank grey striped
and one blank green striped card are written in ink, describ-
ing model number and motor rating, district office numbers
involved, and specifying the value obtained from the manila
card. The grey striped card is mailed at once to the district
office receiving the motor. The manila and green striped cards
are placed in the ’’Order” section of the file and mailed weekly
with the cards representing sales. The manila card is a credit
to the district office which shipped the motor and the green
striped card is a charge to the district office v:hich received
it. The grey striped card in the file of the receiving dis-
trict office serves as a manila card, signifying a motor re-
ceived from some other source than manufacture. A somewhat
similar practice is employed to regulate returns into branch
office stock from customers, in which case a grey card placed
in the ”0n Hand” section serves as a manila card and the green
card sent to the home office charges the motor into district
office stock.
21,6 Preparation of Weekly Reports from the Tabulating
Control File
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(a) When the Tabulating Department receives the manila
,
|i
and green striped cards each week from the district offices, i
the information entered by the districts is punched into the
cards. A tabulation is made from each district office, in-
dicating by motor number, the quantity of motors sold, the
number wanted, and the value of the shipment as follows:
DISTRICT OFFICE SHIPMENT REPORT AND BUDGET REQUISITION
QFFICE-Boston WEEK OF DSC. iS.ig^?
MODEL NO. HP RPM VOLTS PH CY ERG CL DO SHIFTS WANT VALUE
“
5K 204A7 005 0900 224 3 T S CP 7 2 2
5K 204Ali^• 007 1200 22k 3 6 S GP 7 2 1
RK 220A2 010 ISOO 224 3 6 S GP 7 2 2
5K 224ai 015 ISOO 224 3 6 S GP 7 3 3
Total 40 37 90622
The ”wanted” column becomes the district requisition,
superseding prior standard authorizations. 40 motors were de-
livered by district office 7 and 37 motors were ordered for re-
placement. The value of $906 . 22 is the credit to district office
inventory and is obtained from this report.
(b) From the salmon striped cards delivered to the Tabu-
lating Department daily as motors are received into finished
stock in the factory warehouse, a weekly report of input is
computed, showing the number of motors of each rating and their
jj
value as follows:
DENVER INDUCTION MOTORS
DELIVERIES TO FINISHED STOCK WEEK OF DSC. IS. 1937
MODEL NO. HP RHl VOLTS PH OY ^ CL QUANTITY VALUE
5K ?54a6i 030 3600 244 3 6 B FC ^
5K 326B75 150 ISOO 244 3 6 B FC 2
5K 204a2S 007 1200 244 3 6 B TE 3
5K 204aS1 010 ISOO 244 3 6 B TI 7
Total 479 177S024
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The total value of $17, 7^0*2^ is the amount charged
to finished stock and credited to work in process. The manila
and salmon striped cards and a crate tag are addres sographed
at the same time to start manufacturing and when sent to the
shops represent an authorization to produce one motor. When
the motor is finished and delivered into the factory warehouse,
the cards are received in the warehouse for punching. The ad-
dressographed cards which accompany the motor are checked with
the red striped master coding card to verify motor specifica-
tions. The cards are then gang punched from the master code
card, perforating the complete description of the motor and
the value. The copper base of the motor is also gang punched
into each inventory card, establishing the copper differen-
tial for adjusting billing as the price of copper goes materi-
ally up or down. After the salmon striped cards have been
used for tabulating the weekly input report, they are segre-
gated and accumulated until the end of the month.
(c) From the reproduced detail cards and other cards
for direct customer shipments received daily in the Tabulat-
ing Department a weekly tabulation of output from the factory
warehouse is prepared, showing the quantity shipped for each
motor unit and the total units and value of the factory output
as follows:
DENVER INDUCTION MOTORS
SHIPMENTS FROM FACTORY WAREHOUSE WEEK OF DEC. Ig. 1917
MODEL NO. HP RPM VOLTS ra CT gR^ Cij. QUANTITY VALUE
5K 204A2S6 010 ISOO 244 3 6 B TE 2
5K 204a290 015 1200 2kh 3 6 B TE I5
5K 224A309 010 ISOO 244 3 6 B TE 3
5K 202AS44 005 1200 244 3 6 B TI 1
Total 1017 3125411
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(d) The same reproduced cards are then tabulated by dis
trict office and by direct customer sales code showing the to
tal number of units and the total value of the shipments to
the various warehouses and direct to customers.
VALUE OF SHIPMENTS REPORT
\?EEK SLIDING DEO. Ig
. 1937
D.O QUANTITY
Cleveland 17 4
Chicago 21 21
Minneapolis 26 4
Jacksonville
Philadelphia
2
53
Direct to Customers
Total
... 59 .... 45...
1017
VALUE
19^3
66363
13467
6966
232356
.191624
312^11
For shipments direct to customers a raanila card is
not reproduced, but a red striped card is used in the Tabu-
lating Department to credit the fa.ctory warehouse. These
cards are separated from the reproduced cards after running
the output report by warehouse, and the reproduced cards are
separated and accumulated until the end of the month.
21.7 MONTHLY REPORTS from the TABULATING COTTROL FILE
(a) At end of the month, the summary cards containing
balance ” 0n Hand” at the beginning of the month are grouped
with the input salmon striped cards and the output manila re-
produced cards to summarize the net activities of the month.
The total quantity on hand at the end of the month is secured
by subtracting the quantity issued in the reproduced and cus-
tomer shipments cards from the sum of the quantities in the
summary cards and all the raanila cards representing input.
The resulting quantity obtained by direct subtraction from
the alphabetic tabulator represents the "On Hand" balance at
1r
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the end of the period. The report is arranged as follows, and
while for sake of brevity only the motor model number is shown,
it should be understood that the complete motor number appears
in the report. A balance forwarding summary card is punched
automatically with the preparation of the factory warehouse
activity report.
DENVER INDUCTION MOTORS
DISTRICT OFFICE INVEITTORY & ACTIVITY RECORD
Denver WAREHOUSE 5 WEEKS ENDINC DEC. 3I, 1937
SALES MONTH TOTAL
CUMULATIVE PERIOD LAST DISBURSE-W MODEL NO AUTH ON HAND QTY. NO. QTY . NO. SALE KENTS
9S 5K 32^B2 50 53 g 11 30
9S 5K 202A99 15 6 16 7 13 4 12 26
9S 5K 2o4a90 4 2 10 b 7 4 12 10
9S 5K 202A91 50 2 25 3 3 1 12 H-2
9S 5K 20i<-AlQg 65 72 g 3 1 1 12 1+6
(b) Each month the reproduced cards representing input to
the district warehouse and the manila sales cards signifying
output from the district warehouse are grouped with the summary
cards for the previous period. The sura of the '‘On Hand" balance
in the summary card plus the siim of the reproduced cards less
the sales cards provides the "On Hand" quantity at the end of
the month. The tabulation appears as follows, again shorten-
ing the motor number;
'( r
4^ ' . 1. .A^%tT
DENVER INDUCTION MOTORS
DI 3TRI0T OFFICE INVENTORY & ACTIVITY RECORD
Buffalo WAREHOUSE 5 WEEKS ENDING DEC. 3I, I937
SALES MONTH
CUMULATIVE PERIOD LAST PERIOD
DO MODEL NO. AUTH ON HAND QTY. OTY . N£i . SALE ORDER
08 5K 10 10 111 1 12 1
08 5K 254327 20 19 525 2 12 4
08 5K 2 S4b60 10 10 2 1 2 1 12 2
08 5K 324A55 2 2 212 1 12 2
Summary cards are punched when tabulating the dis-
trict activity reports, punching all adding fields and balance
forwarding the inventory “On Hand" at the end of the month,
(c) At the completion of the warehouse activity reports,
the summary cards of all warehouses are assembled and a con-
solidated report showing the inventory and activity of the en-
tire company is prepared by motor rating. Both the distribu-
tion manager and the district office managers receive their
copies of the district warehouse activity reports. The dis-
tribution manager and the production manager receive copies
of the total company activity report. Omitting as before, the
lengthy description of motor rating, the summary report for the
month is arranged as follows:
DENVER INDUCTION MOTORS
STMMARY OF INVENTORY AND ACTIVITY 5 WEEKS ENDING DEC. 3I, 1937
AUTHORIZED ON HAND PERIOD SALES
MODEL FACT. OTHER TOTAL FACT. OTHER TOTAL FACT. OTHER TOTAL
5K 204a69 130 70 200 121 83 184 44 100 iw
5K 204a2 500 211 615 227 842 160 200 360
5K 204A50 430 126 556 486 133 ho 124 164
5K 224A2 390 124 514 53s 126 664 344 152 496
5K 224a10 195 110 306 197 100 297 8 108 116
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21,^ Advantages of the Punched Card System
Excluding the losses incidental in the liquidation
of obsolete stocks from the opening inventory, the punched
card system of finished stock inventory control has saved the
Merrill Company about ^75^ #000 in the four year period ending
December 31 > 1937* The number of items and quantities of stock
of each item carried in warehouses has been reduced materially
and the stock turnover has been increased from 6-10 times to
10-l4 times. About 40,000 salmon striped and reproduced cards
are used in the Tabulating Department each month, a much small-
er volume of transactions than had been necessary on the former t
']i|
manual basis. Prompt, accurate, and dependable detail records r
of the authorization and "On Hand" inventory of finished stock
are furnished, both in units and in value. Complete and ac-
curate information regarding sales activity, for the year to
date and the current period, are provided, both in quantity
and in value, for both factory and district warehouses. The
manual preparation of statistics in the district office and
accumulation at Denver is eliminated. The writing of requi- r
sitions in district offices is avoided. Weekly tabulated
i
requisitions permit more accurate and more even flow of pro- i|
duct ion and do away with most interim requisitions. The [I
I
preparation and costing of memorandum of shipment is obviated jf
at the factory. It is urmecessary to maintain records in the
general office and district office on shipments charged and
|
received into district office inventory accounts. The posting '
of stock records in the district office is discontinued.
|
i
The insertion of the value of shipment on the general office
i

copy of the district billing makes it unnecessary for the
general office to obtain costs from the general office bill
from the factory.
The foregoing citations of advantages of the
punched card system are statements made by the Cost Account-
ant of the Merrill Company.

E2.0 Payroll Accounting at the F. H. Browning Company,
Hazelton, Pennsylvania
22.1 Description of the Business
The F. H. Browning Company is a leading manufacturer
of heating and ventilating apparatus, turhans , engines and
vacuum cleaners. The company manufactures many of the parts
used for its various products hut must also purchase many
items outside to permit assembly of complete units. While an
appreciable share of all deliveries is made from standard
stock, 75 per cent of sales volume is represented by special
orders. Products of the Browning Company are marketed by a
combination of direct selling and fobbing. The company em-
ploys 50 salesmen. Manufacturing plants are located at four
points in the United States. Distribution is national in
domestic coverage, and the concern possesses a small but
growing foreign business.
All orders originate from specifications approved by
the engineering department. Drawings must be accepted by
customers before orders are written. Production costs are
accumulated by the shop order plan of costing because of the
lack of uniformity of finished product. The production de-
partment prepares its own schedule. Each production order is
assigned a number by the planning department and is routed to
the department which does the work. The complete order is
broken up by sections for different apparatus operations, and
the tabulating department receives its own copy of the subdi-
vided order sections. When orders are received in the shops
from the planning department, work begins. There is no
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-protlem of idle time, for every v/orker is always supplied
with more jobs than he can do in a day. This is accomplish-
ed by the cooperation of shop foremen, timekeepers, and
roving "chasers." The function performed by chasers is to
follow the progress of individual orders in the different
apparatus sections to smooth the flow of production. The
chasers make sure that materials are available when wanted,
that lost time because of change in machine set-up is kept at
a minimum, and that the progress made in individual apparatus
sections upon a particular production order is conunensurate
with availability of a finished parts in the final assembly
stage. The shops are divided into 75 productive departments
and 10 service departments.
22,2 Use of a Punched Card System for Payroll Accounting
The necessity for exhaustive labor distributions be-
cause of the nature of the business makes the use of tabulat-
ing machines for payroll accounting indispensable to the
F. H. Browning Company. The subdivision of production orders
over many apparatus sections, the payment of workers on both
a day rate and a piece rate basis, the accumulation of costs
in 75 departments, and the large volume of factory expense
accounts create a complex problem of classification, compila-
tion, and analysis. The weekly payroll for 1100 employees is
prepared from punched tabulating cards. A separate tabulating
card is prepared for recording day or piece v/ork time for
every operation that a worker performs in every apparatus
'Section upon a particular production order number. 2000 job
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of which 65 per CGnt rGprGSGnt piGCG work; 30 pGr CGnt, day
work; and 5 par eont, factory expense. For purposes of con-
trol, the labor costs incurred in the shops are divided into
three sections called ’’hooks,” which helps to localize the
variances that occur. The hours run from 7 A.M. to 4. P.M. for
a 5 day week. Employees punch ”In” and ”0ut" hy registering
time on a time sheet punched from an International Time Re-
cording clock. Hours and minutes from 7 A.M. to 4 P.M. are
registered hy punching the digits from 0 to 8 to signify
hours and tenths to indicate every six minute interval. 7:25
A.M. would he recorded as 0.4 and 3:48 P.M. would he indicat-
ed as 7.8. The elapsed time is figured hy departmental time-
keepers. A distinctive clock number identifies each employee
hy a numeric code number. No two employees in the whole
plant have the same shop clock number. The tabulating basis
for payroll accounting is usually resolved into accumulating
in the basic punched cards the date, clock number, social
security number, hours, rate, gross earnings, production
order or standing order number, overhead application, depart-
ment, account, tax amoimts, and the net earnings. The method
in use at the F. H. Browning Company is both an especially
efficient and spectacular payroll application.
22.3 Description of Tabulating Card Forms Used
The following tabulating card forms are used by the
F. H. Browning Company for payroll distribution and for pro-
duction control:

Exhibit 21 — Employee's Occupation blaster Card
Exhibit 22 — Labor and Factory Expense Distribution
Detail Card
Exhibit 22 — Payroll Summary Card
Exhibit 24 — Addition or Deduction Detail Card
Exhibit 25 -- Employee’s Weekly Payroll Receipt Card
Exhibit 26 — Material Distribution Detail Card
The employee’s occupation master card is sorted
ahead of detail cards for corresponding clock numbers and
governs punching of book, home department, occupation number,
and registration number in the payroll summary card. It is
also used to supply the hourly rate for group extending the
earnings of those employees paid on a day work basis and for
providing the percentages of tax deductions which determine
the amounts for social security deductions by running pay-
roll summary cards through the multiplier.
The labor and factory expense distribution detail
card is the fundamental card for the punched card payroll
system. It provides the basis both for determining employ-
ees weekly earnings through preparation of the payroll book
and for distributing actual labor cost to work in process or
to factory overhead. It also is the basis for applying factory
overhead to work in process through the application of pre-
determined overhead rates for distributing departmental in-
direct labor and factory expense as a percentage of direct
labor Cost. The payroll detail card contains the vital class-
ification fields of date, clock number, occupation number,
home department, charge department, order number, and charge
account
.
Piece work is distinguished from day work by the
punching of an X control position in column 80. The payroll
74
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Exhil
DATE
lit 2E
EMPlOUE s name
I>ual Labor & Expense Distribution Detail Card
0
r
HOME OPT ACnO JHT CHARGED PART NAMt
PIECE WORK DAY WORK OPERATION
CLOCK NO. DEP1. CHARGED
FINISH
1
1
1
t-3
1
2
3
1
5
f
CLASS
START
1
1
1
ORAWIM NO.
ELAPSEO
TIME
1
1
1
•
RATE
PER HOUR
1
1
1
•
mu NO PATTERN NO.
VALUE
1
1
1
REASON FOR DAY WORK td
W
NUMBER
OF
PIECES INO LAOOR
1
1
'O
OPCIt NO PRICE PER 100 PRICE EACH
FACT. EXP.
1
1
1
M
fe!
7
8
S
SET UP NO. PNICE PER S.U VALUE
TOTAL
1
. ... ,_Q
o
999999999M993
1 3 4 1 S 3 6 9 10 V tj 1* IS
DATE HOME
MO. OAV OEPT.'
9999999
16 i7ns i9Be 11 B
CLOCK
NO.
9S99
7? W « *
ORDER Nu jcLASsI GRAWING NO.
{
ITEM
9 9 9 9 9 ah S C 3 9 9 9 9 9 9|9 9 9
ny njQW a i? lO 39 hO 4I U «5
CHARGE 1 CK6. I
ACCOUNT
1
DEPT
9 9 9 9|3 9 9|9 SiS
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suminary card has classification fields for date, "book, home
department, clock numher, occupation number, and social se-
curity number. A master rate card is used for applying bur-
den at predetermined rates into detail cards as a percentage
of direct labor cost. Overhead rate cards are established
for each department which are sorted ahead of corresponding
departmental detail cards prior to extending the overhead
application in the multiplying punch. Each departmental
overhead rate card contains two rates, one for applying in-
direct labor and the other for applying factory expense.
The addition or deduction card is used for adjusting short
or excess weekly wage payment through the labor field of
the payroll detail card.
The materials distribution card is used to distrib-
ute the cost of direct materials and supplies issued to work
in process; indirect materials are charged to factory over-
head. The production order number and the standing order
number are the means of differing between direct and indirect
materials cost. The adding fields of the materials card are
aligned exactly with the adding fields of the labor and ap-
plied overhead card. This alignment is necessary so that a
single tabulation of cards for completed orders pulled from
the work in process file will furnish the cost of goods man-
ufactured.
E£ .4 Flow of Y/ork and Establishment of Payroll Control
Orders are routed to the shops by the planning de-
partment. The timekeepers of each department issue dual tab-
ulating cards to workmen daily which serve both for purposes
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of originating a shop record to deserihe the work to he done
and to pay individual workers for the operations which they
perforin. An individual employee will receive several joh
cards at . one time and will he directed hy the shop foreman,
in accordance with routing hy the planning department as to
the sequence of work upon the individual orders or opera-
tions. The foremen see to it that materials are provided
when needed. Order chasers circulate throughout the plant
to follow the progress of production in an effort to main-
tain steadiness and balance among the different operations
of individual production orders. Special care is devoted to
completion of shop orders in desired preference. Vdienever
workers are delayed or stopped in performing specific oper-
ations, immediate steps a,re taken to remedy the difficulty.
The departmental timekeepers receive time cards for
individual workmen as soon as specific operations are com-
pleted. They note the accuracy of the start and stop time
and verify the completeness of the descriptive data on the
dual card. Cards for day work are unpunched in i-80, inas-
much as rates are applied to day work from master cards and
extension of earnings for these cards is obtained from the
multiplier. Cards for piece work are punched X-80 for sort-
ing convenience in the tabulating room. Piece work cards are
completely figured hy the timekeepers and are not extended in
the multiplier, because of the existence of thousands of
88
piece work rates. The time keeper figures elapsed time on
all cards and separates the completed cards into the three
different groups of day work, piece work, and factory expense.
88 Conference with E. Betz, I.B.k. salesman.
V/orkers have different rates for distinct
piece work operations. Rates must he sena-
rately applied.
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All cards for piece work are priced by reference to a master
rate file, and the piece work earnings are extended and en-
tered on the tabulating card. All the tabulating cards for
the day are sent to the tabulating department, accompanied by
a clock tape of the day’s time. The timekeeper figures the
elapsed time of each workman from the recordings of "In” and
"Out" time as registered by the time clock and foots the
elapsed time to a total for each department.
When received in the tabulating room, the cards for
the different shops are kept separate by three control di-
visions called books. A daily trial balance of time is tak-
en to check the distribution of time obtained from the tabu-
lating cards against the totals established from the clock
tapes. Variances between the two totals are reconciled if
the differences were caused by computation or punching, and
short time is punched as time lost with classification of the
reason.
The day work cards are passed directly to the punch
operators who punch the fields for date, clock number, home
department, order number, hours, and charge department. The
day work punching is proven by repeat punching in the verifi-
er. When punching is completed, the day v/ork cards are sort-
ed by order number and released to boys who check the order
number and the apparatus number from their copy of the pro-
duction order to verify that the completed work of individual
operations agrees with the specifications of the order. This
important checking step ensures that all work required for
each operation has been finished and that the right apparatus
•was used for the work.
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Meanwhile expense cards have been classified accord-
ing to the account to he charged, and these cards are separat-
ed into day work and piece work and punched accordingly. The
piece work cards represent 65 per cent of the entire card vol-
ume, and are punched and verified following the punching of
day work. In punching piece work, the punch operators must
perforate the piece work rate and the gross earnings amount
,
in addition to the fields punched for day work. Piece work
cards are sorted hy order number and released to boys for
checking from their copies of production orders. The check-
ing clerks verify the pricing of the piece work from their
files of piece work rates, prove the earnings extension for
piece work, and check the correctness of work done against
specifications. On the reverse side of the order the clerks
post the number of pieces finished, the unit price per piece,
the employees clock number, and the date. Differences re-
vealed by the checking operation are reconciled.
Master occupation cards for each employee are next
sorted ahead of the detail cards for the entire day. This
step prepares the cards for the extension of day work by the
multiplier. By use of a card matching device in the sorter,
the inactive master cards for employees who have no detail
cards for a particular day will reject. Besides containing
clock number, occupation code, and home department, the master
records also contain day work rate, the one per cent tax
rate used for computing social security tax deductions, and
the social security registration number. A trial balance is
then run for each department which tabulates clock number,
rate per hour, and total hours. The total hours for each
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depar'tnisn't ar© verifi©d against th© totals from th.© d©part-
m©ntal clock tapes to prove ©lapsed time. Since employees al-
ways punch "In” and "Out" in their home departments, the trial
balance is prepared by home department to reconcile variations
for the particular day caused by employees who do work in any
charge department other than their own. The trial balance
also verifies that the master rate card is ahead of the corre-
sponding detail cards which it represents.
All cards are now sorted on column 80 to separate the
day work (no-X 80) from the piece work (X-80) . Day work cards
are run through the multiplier and the day work rate is ex-
tended and punched in the day work field, by wiring the ma-
chine to extend the day work rate times the one per cent tax
rate. The cards are again run through the multiplier to com-
pute and punch day work gross earnings by multiplying day
work hours times the rate. The multiplying punch of the
F. H. Browning Company is used on nearly a full time basis,
so some of the checking which normally is obtained by a
secondary check run through the machine is performed by a
calculator. Following the day work extension, the master
cards are sorted out, the detail cards are sorted by rate,
Euid a tabulation is prepared controlling by rate, showing
hours and amoTint. The extensions registered in this tabu-
lation are verified by calculator to prove with the control
total obtained from the visible products counter of the
multiplier.
Incidentally, the piece work rates of the F. H,
Browning Company were established in 19£9, Since they were
found to be too low in subsequent use, all the piece work
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warnings, which temporarily were punched in columns 10-15,
are adjusted by running the piece work cards through the
multiplier. The earnings manually figured by the timekeeper
from use of the 19E9 rates are converted to a present day
level by using 110 per cent as a fixed multiplier to compute
current weekly wages and to punch the earnings in the labor
field, columns 56-61. The flexibility of punched cards and
another evidence of the spectacular payroll method of the
F. H. Browning Company are illustrated in this adjustment
process. The weekly wages of 750 men paid on a piece work
basis could be revised at any future date with no other
change in system than to punch two or three holes in one
master card to provide a new fixed multiplier for adjusting
the 1929 basis. The adjusted piece work cards are tabulated
by rate and proven by calculator like the day work. About
2500 labor cards are received by the tabulating department
daily.
Factory overhead is applied to jobs daily by extend
ing burden, at predetermined rates for each department, as a
percentage of direct labor cost. The multiplying key punch
is used for ap’plying factory overhead. Burden master rate
cards are established for each department which contain two
prepunched fields representing the percentages for applying
indirect labor and factory expense. An individual burden
rate card might use 50 per cent for applying indirect labor
and 15 per cent for absorbing factory expense, both extend-
ed as a percentage of direct labor cost. The burden master
rate cards are sorted ahead of the day’s direct labor detail
cards by department. There are 75 productive departments
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and 10 service departments in the shops. The visible products
counter of the multiplier has 10 positions, so it is possible
to obtain both burden extensions from one run of cards by
splitting the products counter into two sections of five dig-
its each. The direct labor cost is the multiplicand, which
is obtained from the direct labor cost in the detail card,
and the burden rate card, containing two application percent-
ages, is the multiplier. All master cards having burden
rates over 100 per cent and all detail cards over $10.00 in
direct labor cost must be sorted out and run through the
multiplier twice to secure separate burden extensions for in-
direct labor and factory expense, since the split counter
does not have sufficient carryover capacity to permit both
extensions from a single run. As a result of the department-
al burden application to direct labor cards in the multiply-
ing punch, each individual tabulating card in the stacker of
the multiplier contains the clock number, the order number,
the direct labor cost, the applied indirect labor burden,
and the applied factory expense burden. It may be now stated
that all elements of cost of goods manufactured are obtained
from tabulating cards in an effective system of production
control. The manner in which the elements of cost are accumu-
lated by a punched tabulating card file for work in process,
set up by production order number, will be discussed later.
Before filing cards av/ay for accumulation until the
end of the week, a daily tabulation is run by book by depart-
ment, day work and piece work separately, which serves as a
control sheet in the tabulating department.
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£2.5 Preparation of the Weekly Payroll Sheet
At the end of each five day week, about 12,000 tab-
ulating cards have accumulated from which the weekly payroll
of 1100 factory employees is prepared. The master occupation
cards are sorted ahead of detail cards by department, by
clock number and because of the card matching device in the
sorter, master cards are used with detail cards at this point
in order to punch the payroll book and social security num-
bers into summary cards which are punched from running the
weekly payroll trial balance. The weekly trial balance shows,
in addition to the classification data identifying the employ-
ee, the 'piece work hours and money, the day work hours and
money, the addition or deduction amount from adjustment cards
for the previous weeks over and under payments, and the gross
amount earned.
An interruption must be made here to explain the ef-
fective procedure for controlling the plus and minus correct-
ions necessary for adjusting errors in the previous week’s
payroll. An authorized correction sheet is received in the
tabulating department each week from which cards are punched
which reconcile additions and deductions through the gross
earnings field, columns 56-61. There are two problems in
the adjusting,—to reimburse the worker for short pay or
credit his earnings in the current payroll for any excess
amount received, and to adjust current earnings for deter-
mining the correct base on v/hich to figure social security
tax deductions. If a worker was underpaid, a demand notice
upon the cashier is given to the employee as soon as the
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error is discovered so that he may secure the money. If an
employee was overpaid, his account is credited in the current
payroll "by punching the correct complement for the amount
overpaid in the earnings field. The gross earnings field as
tabulated in the payroll trial balance contains the amount
eligible for social security tax deduction. The addition
cards, representing short pay of the week before, add to
current earnings to summate the gross amount on which tax is
due. The deduction cards, signifying excessive payment of
the week before upon which the tax deductions were made at
the time, subtract from current earnings to provide both the
net amount due to the employee and the eligible base for
figuring the taxes. In order that the effect of these ad-
justment cards may be clearly discerned, the payroll sheet
has separate columns which show additions, deductions, and
earnings after adjustment.
The summary cards which are prepared when tabulating
the weekly payroll trial balance are run for total to prove
the trial balance with control. This proof consists of es-
tablishing that the payroll totals of each book agree with
the totals established by adding the day work and piece work
earnings of the daily control sheets, plus additions and less
deductions. It is especially noteworthy that whereas none of
the detail cards of the payroll are punched with social
security number and although the social security number does
not show on the weekly payroll sheet, the registration number
is punched in the payroll summary card, from which source it
is available for identifying employees when making quarterly
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reports of tax deductions of individuals for federal old age
benefit and state umemployment insurance.
The weekly payroll summary cards contain the follow-
ing punched information:
Card Columns Card Field
1-6 Date
7 Payroll Book
6-10 Home Department
11-14 Clock Humber
15-16 Occupation Number
17-20 Piece V/ork Hours
21-24 Piece V/ork Amount
26-29 Day Work Hours
30-34 Day Work Amount
35-38 Addition Amount
39-42 Deduction Amount
43-48 Gross Earnings
49-57 Registration Number
58-60 Federal Old Age Benefit Tax
61-63 State Unemployment Insurance Tax
64-68 Net Earnings After Tax
69-72 Lost Time
Master occupation cards which contain the social
security tax rates are sorted ahead of the summary cards by
clock number and home department. The cards of employees
who are over 65 are sorted out, as these employees are ex-
empt from federal old age benefit tax. Likewise, employees
are exempt from federal tax after they have been taxed on
the first $3,000 earned in a year and from Massachusetts un-
employment insurance tax after the first $1,250 is earned in
89
each six months period. The cards for these exceptions must
be segregated before extending both tax deductions fields in
the multiplying punch. The total earnings in the summary
card is the multiplicand and the tax rate in the master card
is the multiplier. Both taxes are computed and punched in
the tax fields in one run of the summary cards. The cards
are then run through the multiplier again to cross subtract
89 Statement of V. Learson, I.B.M. Salesman
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the sum of the two tax deductions from the gross earnings to
compute and punch net pay. The weekly payroll sheets are
then prepared "by listing the s-ummary cards hy clock number
and department in accordance with the following print bank
arrangement
:
Print Bank Card Fields Card Columns Impression
List Bank 1
List Bank 2
Counter 2
Counter 4
Counter 5
Counter 6
Counter 7
Piece V/ork Hrs . & Amt.
Lay Vi/'ork Hrs. & Amt.
Addition or Leduction
Gross Earnings
Fed. & State Taxes
Het Earnings
Lept . & Clock Ho
.
17-20x21-25
26-29x20-34
35-38x39-42
43x48
58-60x61-63
64x68
8-10x11-14
25x2476
14x1400
100x0000
3976
40x040
2896
132x1256
The v;eekly payroll sheet is illustrated in the
appendix by report 12. The completed payroll sheets are re-
leased to the paymaster where the payroll is denominated and
a voucher check is drawn for the signature of the trea,surer.
When the cash is obtained from the bank, each employee’s en-
velope is prepared. Meanwhile, the full payroll receipt
card is printed showing the date, clock number, gross earn-
ings, tax deductions, and net earnings. The payment receipt
cards indicate to the employees the amounts their envelopes
should contain, when distributed with envelopes on pay day.
The receipt cards also provide a basis to the employee for
keeping a record of his tax deductions. The payment of the
payroll is accounted for by the journal entry;
Lr. Payroll Accrued — for amount paid
Cr. Cash -- for net amount paid
Cr. Tax Liability Account -- for tax accounts
withheld
22.6 Weekly Payroll Listribution
All the tabulating cards of the week are now sorted
and tabulated in a weekly distribution sent to the factory
s,". -
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superintendent which shows by department the piece work hours
and amount, the day work hours and amount, and the total a-
mount earned. These reports are used by the factory superin-
tendent to provide the basis for comparing actual cumulative
cost with corresponding budget estimates and comparative fig-
ures of the previous year. The reports indicate the depart-
ments which are responsible for a,ny appreciable changes in
comparison with the budget and enable the factory superinten-
dent to investigate labor costs in those departments which
are out of line. The labor cost is related to the cost of
goods manufactured at the end of the month to determine the
comparison between actual and expected results.
The second weekly report prepared from the detail
cards determines the crediting of payroll accrued for total
wages earned by factory department, in accordance v/ith the
journal entry.
Dr. Direct Labor — for value charged to production
orders
Dr. Indirect Labor -- for value charged to standing
orders
Cr. Payroll Accrued-- for value of wages earned
The tabulating cards representing additional pay
allowances on piece work jobs are then run by department, in-
dice.ting the reason for the additional time, the amount earn-
ed by each employee, and the department total. Some of the
reasons reported are bad tools, hard material, inexperienced
operators, and repair delay. This report is especially val-
uable for it serves to check the general efficiency of the
shops during the current period of completing production
orders. Faults are investigated to determine what action
has been taken; if nothing has been done to eliminate the
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unfavorable conditions, the troubles are rectified wherever
possible
.
Another weekly distribution is made from direct
labor cards to provide an analysis of direct labor hours and
cost by factory account number. A similar breakdown is made
of the indirect labor cost by factory account number.
Two weekly reports are prepared to classify direct
labor on plant assets. The first of these reports distrib-
utes the cost by factory department and the second analyzes
the cost by factory account number.
/
The direct labor cards for the entire week are
sorted with direct material cards for the week by productive
department and a cost report is prepared, charging work in
process with the accumulated costs incurred, in accordance
with the entries:
Dr. Work in Process --with all cost of prod-
uction orders
Cr. Direct Labor --with direct labor cost
Cr. Materials and Supplies --with direct materials
issued
Cr. Factory Overhead Applied-with indirect labor
absorbed
Cr. Factory Overhead Applied-with factory expense
absorbed
The direct labor and direct materials cards are
sorted together by production order number and are filed in
the work in process file behind tab cards which are indexed
with the production order number. It should be noted especi-
ally at this point that all manufacturing charges for the
week have now been accumulated in the tabulating cards. The
direct labor cards contain, in addition to direct labor cost,
the absorbed factory burden for indirect labor and factory
expense applied. The three elements of production cost are
tI
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charged to jobs in the !F
. H. Browning Company in a most ef-
ficient manner, demonstrating once again the adaptability of
the punched card method. The cost ledger is a file of tabu-
lating cards. In fact, most of the structure of the plant
accounting system is controlled by the punched card method.
The tabulating cards for indirect labor and indirect
material are accumulated until the end of the month when they
are tabulated by productive department to charge the actual
factory overhead incurred.
22.7 Determination of Cost of G-oods Manufactured
The tabulating department is informed by daily re-
ports from the finished goods and finished parts warehouses
when individual production orders have been finished. The
cards for an individual order are pulled from the work in
process file and are costed by tabulating the total value
on the reverse side of the production order. The quantity
specifications of the order are checked for final verifica-
tion with the portions of the work produced in the different
apparatus sections to ensure that the tabulated cost repre-
sents the entire cost of the correctly completed order. The
costed order is filed in a pending file, from which it is
pulled for billing on the shipping date. Inasmuch as most
of the business of the F, H. Browning Company is special
order bulk machinery, the cost value of the finished products
must be known often in order that the customer may billed on
a cost plus basis. Certain standard articles a.re billed in
accordance with list prices quoted when the order is taken.
The tabulating cards pulled from the work in process file
^represent cost of goods manufa.ctured, and are held in a
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transfer file to be tabulated monthly. Since most of the
production of the F. H. Browning Company is shipped as soon
as completed, the accounting for most of the cards pulled
from the v/ork in process file is as follov/s:
Br. Cost of Sales Accounts -- charge to sponsor depts.
Cr. Vn'orlc in Process -- cost of goods manufac-
tured
In order that the tabulating room may knov/ how to
charge the cards pulled from the v/ork in process file, the
billing department provides a copy of all company invoices
specifying whether the shipment is complete or partial. The
balance of cards pulled from the work in process file which
have not been charged to departmental cost of sales accounts
at the end of the month by reference to company billing
represents the unshipped finished orders on hand. These un-
shipped finished orders are tabulated separately at the end
of the period and produce the accounting entry,
Br. Finished Stock Inventory -- for value on hand
Cr. Work in Process Inventory — for cost of goods
manufactured
The entire work in process inventory file is tabu-
lated quarterly for check with the 1/Vork in Process controlling
account in the general ledger.
22,8 • Summary
In the foregoing outline of punched card activity in
the F. H. Browning Company, a typical case of comprehensive
manufacturing application has been presented. A full appre-
ciation of the flexibility of punched card accounting may be
gathered from this installation. Attention is particularly
called to the repeated use of the punched data in the tabu-
lating card for different purposes. The labor cards provide
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the basis for the payroll book, the labor distributions, the
application of factory overhead, the charging of work in
process for direct labor, the charging of factory overhead
for indirect labor, and the ultimate debiting of finished
goods inventory and cost of sales for direct labor. Under a
manual system each controlling account must be supported by
separate subsidiary detail. The V/ork in Process account is
regulated by detailed manually compiled cost sheets. In the
F. H. Browning Company, for example, the manual cost work of
the job order system would be much involved because of the
division of the individual orders among several different
apparatus sections. Any job order system requires a vast
amount of clerical work, not only from the point of view of
costing the individual orders but also from the requirements
for exhaustive columnar* work sheets to post departmental ex-
pense and classify items of factory expense for accounting
records. The main points of excellence in the punched card
method are the elimination of the independent and different
original records necessary every step of the way under a
manual process; the substitution of fast and accurate ma-
chine operation for most production clerical routine instead
of slow, complicated, and less accurate human labor; and the
overall considerable saving in cost of operation. It is
evident from the Browning case as well that by using tabu-
lating cards for labor and material distribution, the company
secures a system of production control as a by-product of the
direct application of tabulating machines for controlling
payroll accrued and materials and supplies inventory.
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Tabulating cards are not used In the Browning Com-
pany to accumulate actual monthly costs for expense distribu-
tion and fixed charges. The tabulating routine does, however,
provide the actual factory overhead charges for Indirect labor
and Indirect material. The factory overhead applied is com-
pared monthly with actual factory overhead incurred to deter-
mine which departments are out of line. Overhead over or
under applied is carried from month to month as a deferred
credit or deferred charge. At the end of the year the amount
of variance in applied burden against actual overhead incurred
is adjusted in the cost of sales account.
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23 *0 The Ideal Use of Tabulating Machines for Inventory
Control by the Overland Chain Grrocery Company,
Minneapolis, Minnesota.
23 .1 Description of the Business
The Overland Chain Grocery Company operates 3300 re-
tail grocery stores in six west central states, controlled
from one main distributing plant located at Minneapolis, Minn-
esota. The company handles several thousand different units
of grocery, bakery, produce, and meat items, measured in terms
of the different standard packing units in which individual
commodities may be supplied. The average weekly sales volume
of an individual chain store is #1000.00. There are certain
items which all stores must carry in stock, and other optional
items which managers may carry in accordance with the class of
neighborhood which they supply. The 3300 stores are divided
into numerous merchandising divisions, which are controlled by
traveling supervisors. Individual stores receive deliveries
ranging from a weekly to a daily basis, depending upon the size
of the store, the location, and the kind of commodity delivered.
The warehouse distributes to all stores by company owned trucks.
Store requisitions are filled on a staggered delivery basis in
order to spread the work of physical handling, office routine,
and transportation service on an equitable basis.
Because of the vast number of retail outlets, the
variety of items carried by each store, the frequency of replen-
ishing stocks, the physical handling of goods, and the terrific
burden of office routine, the chain store business represents
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a most complex industry. The volume of transaction is enormous.
Most large grocery chains in the United States to-day use the
Davidson system of punched card accounting to control their dis-
90
tribution, usually by employing Powers tabulating machines.
When it is realized that volume merchandising is based upon
small unit profit, it immediately follows that the chain store
grocery system would be limited in expansion without some eco-
nomical means of central and efficient control which permits
the distributing cost to be absorbed. In fact, if punched card
systems had not been employed by large grocery chains they
could never have developed into the gigantic enterprises which
we find to-day^
The major functions in the business are described
91
as follows: ” Buyers purchase goods for warehouse delivery.
The warehouse receives the goods and stores them as surplus
merchandise, available for selection. The individual stores
send orders for goods to the warehouse. The warehouse selects,
packs, assembles, and delivers the merchandise to the stores.
The office costs, prices, and bills the goods to the stores.
The purchasing department maintains purchase and stock records.
The office also audits the store accounts and prepares sales
statistics which the management must have instantly.”
23.2 Arrangement of the Prepunched Inventory File
Why may a chain grocery punched card system be con-
sidered the ideal application? The answer is found in the
standardization of packing units for individual commodities
which permits the origin of a completely punched and extended
90,91 Grocery Chains - Powers Bulletin, Page 3 '
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tabulating card for each unit, providing all data for con-
trolling purchase, shipping, warehouse and store inventory,
billing, costing of sales, and regulation of retail outlets.
The first step in beginning the system is to adopt a four
digit numeric code which identifies each article handled by
commodity number. Each individual item is identified in the
inventory card by alphabetic punching of the item name and the
shipping unit, but the items are also punched with commodity
number in the selection field to facilitate setting up the in-
ventory file, placing and filling of store requisitions, and
machine sorting in the tabulating department. Identification
cards for warehouse floor, and section bin locations are punch-
ed and filed in the inventory file to identify where merchandise
may be found when store requisitions are filled from store bill-
ing. The arrangement of stock in the warehouse sections, the
display of merchandise upon the shelves of the retail outlets,
the numerical filing sequence of inventory cards in the tabu-
lating department, and the appearance of items on store requi-
sitions all follow directly the same numeric order. This pre-
determined uniform numeric sequence of performing all the dis-
tribution functions is the basis of the extreme success of the
punched card plan.
Whenever a shipment of merchandise is received in
warehouse stock from purchase order, a copy of the receiving
report is sent to the tabulating department
.
Let us suppose
that 5000 cases of Golden Bantam Corn, packed 24- tins to a case
had been delivered into stock. The 5OOO cases received are
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entered on a master control card which is maintained to govern
the activity of each commodity. The control card is a dual
card, containing written information and certain punched data
and is used to originate the prepunched inventory file. The
control card shows date of receipt, source of entry, number of
original cases, number of shipping units, serial number as-
signment, retail price and shipping unit sales extension, cost
price and shipping \mit cost extension, commodity name, com-
modity number, weight and department of location. From the
master control card for Golden Bantam Corn, 5OOO inventory cards
are gang punched or reproduced and are serially numbered in the
process from 1 to 5000- The serial number impression is ob-
tained from an automatic numbering stamp attached to the punch,
which stamps the cards in consecutive numeric sequence and
identifies commodity number in the form 15^7-693^* A Powers
90 column tabulating card is used to record the punched inven-
tory data. In the inventory detail card the complete alpha-
betic description is punched, as well as the size and contents
to refine the packing unit. The commodity number, commodity
name, weight and location, and packing unit are gang punched
from the control card. The selling price, sales extension and
cost extension are manually punched in a set-up card. Prior
to running the inventory cards for the lot
,
the punch operator
must sight check the first card punched from the master con-
trol card to verify in a positive check that the data in the
detail card is correct. After verification, the exact quantity
of serially numbered inventory cards is gang punched to agree
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with the assignment of numbers on the control card. The in-
ventory detail cards are filed behind corresponding tab cards,
indexed for clear visibility with the commodity number. The
filed inventory cards contain all data needed to produce fin-
ished store invoices except the shipping date, store identity
and possible revision of the selling price.
The individual tub file is divided into 1^ sections.
Tubs are built waist high and aj*e arranged in numeric sequence
of commodity number in order that clerks pulling cards from
requisitions may work freely in standing posture without col-
liding and with no necessity for taking wasted steps. The
pulling clerk is always working forward in gathering the cards
ordered and is not confronted with a problem of skipping back
and forth to find desired cards. l/7hen the requisition has
been circulated once throughout the tub’ files, always in a for-
ward motion, all the inventory cards will have been pulled
when the last tub has been covered. Location cards are in-
serted wherever the department changes. Group indication cards
are stacked ahead of detail cards when more than one unit is
requisitioned; these group indication cards are necessary in
order to ensure the printing of the entire quantity and value
of an individual commodity on the .same horizontal line of bill-
ing. A prepunched first total card is stacked behind the
pulled inventory cards for each commodity, causing the tabu-
lator to print and clear its sectors automatically after each
commodity cycle. A prepunched section total card is stacked
at the end of each warehouse group to provide a sub-total for
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eaxjh warehouse section. A grand total device on the tabulator
accumulates the entire total for the entire bill. Three de-
grees of totals are hence determined from only one run of cards.
Inventory cards for an individual commodity in the
tub file are set up in a pajtic\ilar manner. The index tab
card appeals first, identifying the commodity number. Since
cards are always piilled from, the back of the section the se-
quence of serially numbered cards always runs from lowest to
highest number; every card pulled must be the lowest serial
number in the section. A minimum card is stationed in the file
at the proper ordering point for each commodity. As these min-
imum cards are uncovered in the daily course of pulling they
are segregated for tabulating a daily report which notifies
the purchasing agent to purchase additional merchandise. Fur-
ther along in the file toward the depletion point, a danger
signal card is placed, which, unless stock has been replen-
ished as a result of the minimum report, is pulled for rush
follow up by the purchasing department. If stock actually be-
comes exhausted, ” Out ” cards are pulled either to notify the
the stores that the main warehouse is temporarily out of stock
awaiting completion of purchase orders or that the number is
dropped from the line. A reserve filing section is maintained
for storing temporarily large quantities of inventory cards
for volujpe items which turn over fast. The reserve lot is in-
dicated in the inventory file by a reserve card in back of the
minimum card. This provision simplifies the work of boys who
pull cards greatly, since it speeds the pulling operation by
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lessening to a practical minimum the number of steps which they
have to take in completing the work.
Special attention must be called to the use of change
in unit cards and master price change cards. Certain articles
like sugar, coffee, and spices are purchased in one unit and
repackaged for shipment in smaller units. Inventory oontrol
is established only on the bulk quantities purchased. A change
in unit card in the inventory file signifies that the cards for
bulk units representing the original purchase before repacking
should not be pulled to fill requisitions. Prices and exten-
sion values are normally not punched in the master control card
because of change in level of market prices. Price change
cards are punched from daily price change bulletins which au-
thorize the correction of the current day's invoices and the
inventory cards on hand for sales price and selling value of
the items affected. The bills are corrected manually and the
inventory detail cards in the file are removed and adjusted by
gang punching from the price change card in a new zone. A
posting is made to the control card, noting the serial number
range in which the price and value was adjusted.
23
.3 Discussion of Card Forms Used
The entire system of control hinges upon the pre-
punched and denominated inventory control file. The essence
of the system has already been briefly outlined but attention
is now directed to an examination of some of the card forms
used in accordance with the following exhibits:
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Exhibit 27 - Manila inventory card - grocery division
Exhibit 2g - Brown striped inventory card - produce division
Exhibit 29 - Solid brown inventory card - bakery division
Exhibit 30 - Solid orange card - store name and address
Exhibit 31 - Red striped buff card - first total
Exhibit 32 - Green striped buff card - section total
Different colors of tabulating cards are used to i-
dentify major classes of commodities. A plain raanila ^0 col-
umn card, for example, is used for the grocery division. The
physical routine for arranging the inventory file has already
been described. The punched manila detail card, proceeding
from column 1 to column ^0 contains fields for commodity name,
zones for selling price and sales amount, cost, weight, com-
modity number, packing unit, size, and price revision fields.
Attention is called to the division of the Powers tabulating
card in the middle horizontally to provide two sections of 45
columns each. The Pov/ers ^0 column punch is devised to tran-
scribe into the upper or the lower half of the tabulating card
from two separate keyboards, respectively. In an individual
six position card column, the odd digits from 1 to 9 are re-
corded by a single punched hole in a position; the even digits
from 0-6 are punched by the double punching of a sixth position
in combination with one of the other positions. Similarly, a
limited alphabet containing I9 significant letters is punched
in a single six position card column. The letters from A through
L are represented by single or double punching of the six po-
sition, and the letters from M to Z are indicated by double or
triple punching of the six positions. When triple punching,
the punching of the first position identifies selection of the
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Exhibit 27 Grocery Division 245
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Exhibit 30 Name and Address Card
Exhibit 32
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last half of the alphabet, and the punching of a sixth posi-
tion in combination with punching or absence of a third punch-
ed position represents those letters coded, respectively, by
odd or even digits from 0 to 9 "tbe card positions. The
tabulator automatically selects the right letter to be print-
ed, according as columns are single punched, double punched,
or triple punched.
The green striped buff card is prepunched in a con-
trol position to cause printing of the units and clearing of
the tabulator to show totals by commodity. These cards are
manually stacked after each group of inventory cards for like
commodity, when cards are pulled from requisitions. In sim-
ilar fashion, section total cards punched in a different con-
trol position from first total cards are stacked at the end
of each warehouse section for showing section totals.
The solid orange card is used by the Overland Com-
pany as a name and address card for identifying the individual
chain store. These name and address cards contain both the
store number and the alphabetically punched name and address.
A name and address card must be pulled to head all inventory
cards for each warehouse section in order that the merchandise
applied may be billed and shipped to the correct store.
23.^ Handling of Store Requisitions
The store requisition forms identify all items of
stock carried in the central warehouse and indicate the com-
modity name, the commodity number, the packing unit and the
size or contents, All store managers are required to carry
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the items printed- in capital letters in season. Optional items
and those limited for sale in certain groups of stores, are
marked accordingly. The store managers are instructed to ar-
range their stock on shelves in agreement with the order of
items listed on requisitions, since this practice standardizes
the procedure of taking physical inventory. Stores are also
provided with daily requisition forms for fill in and perish-
able orders, and to simplify the daily routine, stores order
only by commodity number and quantity of units wanted. Every
store places its stock requisition at least once a week.
When the requisitions axe received in the main office
they are edited by an order clerk to ascertain whether managers
have ordered more merchandise than can be quickly sold. He
must add telephone orders and specials to the requisitions.
The approved orders are released to the tabulating department
for filling. The manner in which prepunched inventory detail
cards are pulled from tub files against requisitions has al-
ready been discussed. The pulled cards and requisitions are
kept separate by individual stores and are released to the tab-
ulating room for preparing invoices as soon as possible.
23
.5 Tabulation of Invoices
A battery of alphabetic tabulators is employed for
preparation of store invoices. The alphabetical section of a
Powers chain store tabulator contains 25 alphabetic sectors
with 19 printing positions in each sector. The numeric sec-
tion has 5 numeric units of 10 sectors each. The last four
units also have grand total devices which permit total printing
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directly beneath the columns added.
Usually two impressions of the invoice are prepared,
of which the original, bearing the stubbed portion used for
preparing the order registry and for other control purposes,
is sent to the warehouse for filling the order. The copy is
sent to the store to check the quantity of merchandise re-
ceived and to indicate selling prices of individual items.
The invoice is headed by store name and address, store number,
invoice number, and the date. The store duplicate copy is
itemized to indicate the quantity shipped, the packing unit,
the size and contents, the name of the commodity, the retail
price, and the retail extension. The stubbed original shows
additional information for retail price, retail extension,
cost, commodity number, and tonnage. The retail price and ex-
tension are repeated on the bill because the stubs are de-
tached for punching the order registry.
The physical handling of goods in filling orders is
most efficient. In the Overland Company a mono-rail electric
truck assembly system is used. Most of the heavy bulk items
are located on the lov/er floor in order to make full use of
gravity by eliminating elevator traffic for bulky products.
The assembly of the order begins on the top floor. The trucks
run on a rail in a straight line past individual bins and
clerks assemble those articles needed. The truck proceeds up
one row and down another until the floor has been completely
covered. Other floors are similarly covered. Breakable or
easily damaged goods are carefully handled. Refrigerators are
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placed on the two lower floors so that perishables may be the
last items selected. By the time the mono-rail truck has
reached the last station on the main floor, the complete order
will have been assembled. The load is immediately transferred
to the dummy truck chassis which will be used in delivery. An
empty truck returns to the warehouse after completing a route,
its empty chassis is detached, and a fully loaded chassis for
another route is fastened to the frame, all in the short space
of a few moments required for the driver to secure store in-
voices and delivery instructions. There is no handling time
lost at any point in the distribution service, since full loads
are packed in advance and since the Overland Company has suffi-
cient trucks to even the flow of work.
Meanwhile cards have been punched from the detached
stubs to record store number, commodity number, retail price,
retail extension, cost extension and tonnage. The completed
and shipped warehouse invoice is checked against the order reg-
ister, so that a control may be exercised over all invoices
forwarded for shipment
.
23-6 Factory Warehouse and Store Inventory Control
At periodical intervals a physical count is made of
all merchandise in the warehouse for comparison with the per-
petual inventory punched cards in the tub files. Differences
are adjusted by adding to or deducting from the punched cards
to bring them into agreement with the physical inventory. The
physical count and check of different sections is made at dif-
ferent regular periods in order not to create a severe peak of
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stock taking.
Unannounced and frequent checks are made to verify the
stocks of individU6il stores. The daily cash receipts of stores
are either collected daily by armored car messengers or depos-
ited daily to the company's account in local banks. The value
of the opening inventory, plus the value of shipments into
store stock, less the combined values for cash receipts, re-
turns, shrinkage, and spoilage should equal the value of the in-
ventory on hand. Store managers are allowed a small tolerance
for shrinkage, but whenever the inventory of a particular man-
ager regularly reveals short stocks generally the store manager
is dismissed because of the implication of dishonesty.
23.7 Shipment and Sales Analysis
After the invoices have been prepared, the inventory
cards are sorted by department and a tabulation is run showing
retail value, cost, and tonnage, and summary cards are punched
for each department
.
The daily summary cards prepared above are accumula-
ted until the end of the week, when a report is tabulated for
the week's shipping activity, indicating, by departments, the
retail value, cost, and tannage of merchandise shipped.
23.3 Advantages of the Punched Card System
The Overland Company derives the following advan-
tages from the use of tabulating machines for inventory con-
91
trol:
(a) Positive and accurate perpetual inventory control.
(b) Automatic, rapid, and accurate billing.
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(c) Concentration of sales effort on profitable items.
(dj Reduction of capital investment in inventories.
i
e) Correct and flexible repricing merchanism.
f) Increased efficiency of purchasing.
g)
Reduction in warehouse, office, and trucking expenses,
h) Control of retail outlets,
i) Improvement in managerial direction.
24.0 Accounts payable Control in a Public Utility
24.1 Character of the Accounts Payable Problem
The Eastern Gas and Fuel Associates Company, of
Boston, Massachusetts is the operating company of a system of
fourteen affiliated companies engaged in the importation of
coal and coke, the manufacture of gas, and the distribution of
gas, coal, and coke. It operates a fleet of eighteen vessels
which convey coal directly from the mines to the manufacturing
plant at Everett, Massachusetts. The Eastern Gas and Fuel Com-
pany exercises operating control over the thirteen subsidiaries.
Creditors’ invoices for purchases from all vendors who sell to
any companies of the entire system are paid centrally by the
Eastern Gas and Fuel Company. New England Coal and Coke Com-
pany, and the Mystic Steamship Company, 4000 drafts a month are
issued in payment of bills, and control is exercised over the
expenditure of funds for each of the fourteen companies. The
number of expense distributions averages three accounts per
invoice, or 12,010 accounts charges per month. Up to Jan. 1,
1935 a manual bookkeeping procedure was employed to control
accounts payable. Because of the maintenance of a separate
Voucher Register and Check Register for each Company, the de-
centralization of approval of invoices by individual companies
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in some cases, the voluminous columnar ^working sheets necessary
for expense analysis, and the extensive peak overtime work
caused by closing the books, the results accomplished by the
accounts payable routine were unsatisfactory. The cost of the
accounts payable system was high, long periods of overtime each
month undermined the health and efficiency of employees, dates
of closing were always late, and the bookkeeping was both in-
volved and inflexible. On January 1
, 1935 » Q- punched card
system was adopted which was at once successful in eliminating
the disadvantages of the former manual methods at a tangible
annual saving of about $2,000 a year, apart from equally as
92
important intangible benefits.
24.2 Accounts Payable Routine under the Tabulating Method
Each of the fourteen companies acts as a separate
unit to number invoices received each month, consecutively
beginning with #1. The Eastern Gas and Fuel Company, Mystic
Steamship Company, and New England Coal and Coke Company estab-
lish two files, one for bills payable awaiting material re-
ceived manifests and the other for manifests awaiting bills.
A sticker is attached to each invoice upon receipt which pro-
vides spaces for entering all information in connection with
the vouchering, distribution, and payment of the invoice.
This sticker will later be shown with the tabulating cards used.
With respect to vouchering, the bill sticker indicates the
date invoice was received, the company number, draft number,
date of invoice, due date, vendor number, accounts payable ac-
count, transaction number, order number, and the invoice amount.
92 Statement of Auditor - Eastern Gas and Fuel Co.
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Spaces are provided for intialing the checking of the prices,
extensions, and terras of the invoice against the purchase
order. From the materials received manifest, a clerk marks
on the bill sticker the date of receipt of material or render-
ing of service, who received the material, and who examined
and approved the material. A credit manifest is issued when
goods are returned to vendor; the amount of any credit manifest
is a deduction from the gross amount of the proper invoice to
which it is applied, and the bill sticker is netted in amount
for the subtraction.
When invoices are received from subsidiaries, the
charge and credit manifests are pulled and stapled to the cor-
responding bills. Either a bill sticker is affixed to each
bill or a sticker impression is stamped. Coding clerks insert
the vendor number from a visible index spindle file. The bills
are coded by company number. Since no credit stickers are
issued, credits are netted on charge stickers as deductions.
Following the coding and proving of the invoice, the account
distribution is classified on the bill sticker. The distribu-
tion is classified by plant or vessel, by account number (which
consists of codes for division, group, job, and class), and
by amount charged. The cash discount and other deductions are
applied to the gross invoice amount to* determine the net amount
payable to each bill.
The bills are forwarded to Boston Office departments
for necessary approvals, and final approvals are made by the
accounting department. The fully approved invoice is stamped
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with draft (and/or bill) number. The draft numbers run seri-
ally for each month, regardless of company identity. Missing
or duplicated draft numbers will not be tolerated. The ap-
proved bill is forwarded to the tabulating department. The
tabulating department issues draft and distribution cards^
stamping the bill with tabulating department stamp to signify
that the draft was issued. Different draft card forms are
used in accordance with the clearing of the drafts through
different banks. The draft and bill are presented to the
treasurer for signature. The signed draft with bill is re-
turned to the tabulating department. The signed draft is
filed by due date; the bill is returned to the accounting de-
partment and filed in a vendor folder. The signed draft is
presented to the treasurer for mailing on the due date.
At closing time, it is necessary to send unapproved
bills to the tabulating department. These bills are kept sep-
arate from approved invoices so that the tabulating depart-
ment, after originating the draft, can stamp “Unapproved - re-
turn to tabulating department.'* Yifhen complete approvals have
been obtained, the draft is presented for signature and the
“Unapproved” stamp is deleted.
24.3 Bill Sticker and Tabulating Card Forms
This efficient accounts payable routine evolves by
adaptation of a few carefully designed forms as follows;
Exhibit 33 “ Bill sticker
Exhibit 34 - New England Coke Company card draft
Exhibit 35 "• Accounts Payable distribution card
Exhibit 3° “ Accounts Payable draft duplicate
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It may be at once noticed that all the vital infor-
mation appearing on the bill sticker is punched into the draft,
the distribution, and the draft duplicate tabulating cards,
respectively. The card draft is prepared and punched by the
International interpreting check writing machine. The punched
holes in the tabulating card draft, which are obtained by man-
ual punching in the duplicator, are run through the interpreter
to record printed figures in the blocked fields at the top of
the card, entirely decoding the punched fields and by simul-
taneous cutting of the net amount, doing away with the protec-
tograph check writer.
No accounts payable card is used to record any bill.
5hen the system was first begun an unapproved Invoice Register
was prepared from punched and key verified tabulating cards.
Distribution cards were punched and verified from the approved
distribution, and a Distribution Register was prepared which
was balanced in gross amount with the total amount of the au-
dited Invoice Register. This system was later abandoned, as
it was found possible to eliminate the Invoice Register by
adopting the daily punched card control of a Drafts Payable
Register to prove with the gross amount tabulated for the dis-
tribution. The daily checking of the Drafts Payable Register
against the Distribution Register is now possible because both
the draft card and the distribution card are prepared on the
same day from the bill sticker. The signed draft cards are
sorted by due date and the distribution cards are filed by con-
trol account
.
Since the name and address of the vendor was
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typed on the face of the draft when it was originated, the
draft is ready for release by the treasurer when it is pulled
on the due date.
The drafts received by the addressees are collected
and cleared through the depository banks of the drawing com-
panies. Each day the bank notifies the drawer of the drafts
of the total value of the drafts cleared, by individual com-
panies. Separate checks are issued by the drawing company
to purchase the sight drafts of the individual companies which
have been cleared.
The redeemed drafts constitute the basis for tabu-
lating the Register of Drafts Paid, of which more will be men-
tioned later. The payment procedure is injected here to em-
phasise that a draft duplicate card is prepared by summary
punch when the Register of Drafts Paid is tabulated. The draft
duplicate not only is a reproduction of all the information in
the original draft but also is punched with the check momber,
the bank number, and the payment date. The draft duplicate
cards are filed by company and vendor number and contain the
complete record of the invoice date, vendor number, due date,
transaction, invoice amount, deductions, net amount, bank num-
ber, check number, and date paid. Thus one draft duplicate
card, containing a punched registration of all significant
fields, is obtained as the final record, summarizing the ac-
tivity in paying one invoice.
24.4 Daily Tabulations
The Register of Drafts Payable is tabulated daily
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for check in gross amount with the total obtained by proof
with the distribution cards. The draft cards and distribu-
tion cards must agree in total by companies for they were
both punched and verified from information appearing on the
bill sticker. A separate Register of Drafts Payable is tab-
\ilated for each company. One invoice is always represented
by one draft card and, on the average three distribution
cards
.
The Register of Drafts Payable is tabulated by com-
pany, by due date and projects cash requirements. This re-
port itemizes for each draft the due date, other deductions,
draft number, vendor n\imber, gross invoice amount, cash dis-
count
,
and draft net amount
.
The distribution cards are tabulated daily for prep-
aration of the Distribution Register, which is used, in total
amo\int, to check the Drafts Payable Register. Following the
proof the distribution cards are sorted by account number and
are filed behind control cards, each company separately. The
Distribution Register shows company number, plant or vessel
type, reference number, vendor number, appropriation or re-
pair job number, account niomber, and the debit and credit
amounts of journal entries.
Drafts are both added aaid pulled from the open draft
file daily. The drafts added represent signed drafts for bills
payable which have been returned from the office of the treas-
urer; these drafts are filed by due date. All drafts due are
pulled from the open file daily and tabulated by company to
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produce a Register of Drafts Released. A summary card is
punched daily to balance forward the total value of drafts
released for each company. The released drafts are sent to
the treasurer's office for mailing.
Each day the drawing companies of the system are
notified by the banks as to the value of collected drafts
which have been cleared. The drawing companies issue daily
checks to purchase the cleared drafts, one separate check to
cover the drafts of each drawing company. The purchased
drafts are sent to the tabulating department for preparation
of the Register of Drafts Paid. A summary card duplicate
draft is prepared from this tabulation, which is both repro-
duced for fields in the original draft and is punched with
check number, bank number, and date of payment. The Register
of Drafts Paid is run by individual companies and provides
the basis for the journal entry,
Dr. Accounts Payable - for gross amount paid
Or. Cash - for value of checks
Cr. Cash Discount - for purchase discount taken
Cr. Other Deductions - for other deductions taken
The Register of Drafts Paid is prepared by individ-
ual company and provides the basis for transfers of bank bal-
ances between members of the system in settlement of the pay-
ment service rendered.
The duplicate draft cards are sorted and tabulated
daily with the summary cards obtained from preparing the
Register of Drafts Released in order to provide the Register
of Drafts Outstanding. This tabulation is an application of
class selection, for the duplicate drafts are punched X-^0,
t.
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causing a deduction from the released draft cards which are
punched No-X ^0 to produce either a zero balance if the draft
has been paid or gin outstanding balance if the draft has not
been paid. The two sets of cards are sorted together by com-
pany number by draft number and are tabulated in the Register
of Drafts Outstanding according to the following arrangement
of machine counters:
Counter #1 Counter #2 Coi^ter #3
Draft No . Date Net Amount
Vendor No. Check No. Released
^P-7xl'?-T6” 51-64x54-57 44351
(No-X go)
Counter #4
Net Amount
Paid
44-51
(X-gO)
Counter #5
Net Amount
Out standing:
44351
Difference
24.5 Monthly Work
A monthly trial balance is run from the distribution
file by company and account number, classifying the expense
distribution by debit amount, credit amount, and net amount.
The distribution summary cards which are punched when preparing
the trial balance are used to post the controlling accounts in
the general ledger.
The Eastern Gas and Fuel Company has found punched
cards so well adapted to its requirements that the tabulating
method has been extended from control of accounts payable to
the monthly tabulation of the entire general ledger from use
of punched cards. Many of the exact account classifications
necessary for the general books are directly obtained as by-
products of the tabulating machine method. Other entries are
summarized and journalized by hand. Once the trgmsaction cards
for the current month are completely punched and verified a
monthly trial balance is prepared of the general ledger of each
of the fourteen companies, and the books are closed.
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The Eastern Gas and Fuel Company is greatly pleased with the
results accomplished by use of tabulating machines for gen-
eral ledger accounting. The work is much speedier than the
former manually posted bookkeeping routine. Summary entries
are quickly prepared for posting controlling accounts. By
means of balance forward summary cards and use of the princi-
ples of class selection and direct subtraction, cumulative
figures are simply prepared. All of the tabulated accounts
in the general ledger are neatly printed, compactly arranged
and uniform. The reaction of the public auditors to the en-
93
tire system is interesting. They were at sea when making
the first annual audit of the tabulated general ledger because
they did not know the principles of tabulating and employed
minute verifications from source data in an especially rigid
search for errors. The auditors reported that the accounts
were especially correct. When making the audit of July 1937
>
the auditors were well impressed because they knew more about
the exacting controls which supported the accounts. Follow-
ing the annual audit for 1937 > auditing firm was most
enthusiastic about the punched card system, after their in-
vestigation into the tabulating routine, and directly as a
result of their observing the ease, dispatch, flexibility,
and accuracy with which reports are prepared.
24.6 Advantages of Punched Cards to the Eastern Gas and
9*f
Fuel Company
One of the prime measures of the pleasing results
obtained by use of punched cards in the annual saving in direct
cost of about $3,000 a year, composed as follows:
93 Statement of Auditor: Eastern Gas & Fuel Co,
9^ Comments of Auditor: Eastern Gas & Fuel Co.

Nature of Item Monthly Savinp;
Transfer of ^ clerks to other work t^^O.OO
Reduction in monthly overtime 250*00
Depreciation ^00 .00
Gross Monthly Saving fllbo .00
Less; Monthly machine rental 435 -00
Net Monthly Saving f bb5 .00
More important than the cost reduction is the improved ef-
ficiency of the entire accounting office. With overtime work
reduced to a minimum, the health of employees and the quality
of their work is much improved. The success already achieved
is but a forerunner of more substantial economies which will
result as punched cards are applied to other accounting work
of the association.
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25.0 Railroad Car Accounting and the Preparation of
95
Operating Statistics .
25.1 Presentation of the Problem
In 1925 an extensiYe study toward improved facilities
was made hy the Boston and Maine Railroad, and much time was
applied to develop more effective supervision and "better train
operation. The accounting department in its work in the study
discovered a lack of knowledge on the part of operating off-
icers regarding 90 per cent of the direct expenses that vary
with volume of traffic. The lack of information em"bodied
cost of passenger and freight operations, gross ton-miles,
gross tons per train-hour, train-miles per train-hour, pounds
of coal per thousand train-miles, wage costs, fuel costs, and
locomotive repair cost. This unfortunate condition was due
to the fact that although the information was readily availa-
ble, proper statistics had never been provided in such form
and at such time to be of any value.
The accounting department was assigned the task of
assembling the information received daily in the office of
the car accountant and from other accounting records availa-
ble so that statistics of a daily or weekly nature could be
provided for operating officials with the purpose of elimin-
ating bad practices or costly operations as soon as they
developed. A bureau of statistics was established as a sub-
sidiary division of the accounting department. The Boston
and Maine, in common with other railroads, was using a wheel
report with a half sheet flap, the flap being used in the
car accountant’s office for recording car movements and pre-
paring per diem reports, and the full sized wheel reports
i
I
I
(
'
i
95 Based on excerpts from ’’Railway Age”, April, 1933
from article by G. F. Glacy
,
Comptroller, Boston & Maine
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being handled by the bureau of statistics for use in prepara-
tion of daily and weekly operating statistics.
It was recognized that the clerical and calculating
machine effort in compiling car records, per diem reports and
statistics was a more costly operation than was warranted.
Furthermore, the wheel report was being used for two different
purposes, entailing clerical work which was in some sense a
duplication of work.
£5.8 Adoption of Powers Tabulating Machines
After fifteen months’ study of the problem, Pc\;ers
tabulating machines were installed in the office of the car
accountant in October, 1932, for use in compiling operating
statistics and performing the work of the car accountant.
The following tabulating equipment was installed:
2 Automatic key punches, dual
6 Automatic key punches
1 Summary card punch
1 Interpreter
2 Non-counting sorters
1 Counting sorter
2 7 unit printing tabulators, 10 sector
1 5 unit printing tabulator
The installation has accomplished a net saving in
payroll of $10,000 a year, while providing a system of ac-
counting embodying many improvements and making available
statistical information of indeterminate value.
25.3 Advantages of the New Method
1. Conductors and interchange clerks are allowed to use
ditto marks when preparing wheel and interchange reports, re-
ducing their clerical work 40 per cent.
2. The elimination of the half sheet flap for cat up
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slips materially speeds up the work. There are no slips to
become mutilated or lost.
3. A more accurate car record is produced. Punch
clerks who transcribe from the original data are always
correct in classification because the data is key punched and
verified at the source. Under the manual. basis, clerks had
to find the proper page in the card record book, hunt for the
previous records of car movement, find the proper date for
making the entry, and post the entry. It was easy to enter
records opposite the wrong car because the slip was passed,
or lost, or mutilated in cutting. The tabulated record re-
duced the number of car record books by 6596
,
saving paper,
cost of printing, binders and filing space. The printed re-
ports are more compact and more easily read.
4. The necessity for manual ear count, which is ex-
pensive, limited, and inaccurate is eliminated. Punched in-
terchange cards which record receipts are sorted in machines
at a rate of 400 cards per minute and are counted automat-
ically. The count is divided by system and foreign cars, by
ownership and classes of equipment.
5. Each day a tabulation of foreign cars received is
sent to the disposition clerk. By providing an independent
disposition report for home routing it is not necessary to
consult the car record books as before.
6. Under the tabulating method, records are compiled
daily and work does not accumulate. Under the punched card
method it is necessary to pull cards for foreign cars received
to match entries on interchange reports for foreign cars de-
livered. In the daily routine, if a clerk fails to find a
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receipt record of the car in the foreign interchange file, it
immediately indicates short receipt or clerical error. The
card file of car records provides the answer, and is easily
referred to for adjusting differences such as reporting the
car under the wrong owners mark, since cards are filed in
strict numerical order.
7. The need for transferring records from one month^s
hooks to the next was a slow and expensive operation, and
full of inaccuracies under the manual plan. These disadvan-
tages are avoided under the punched card plan hy reproducing
into new cards all foreign cards on hand with positive
accuracy, which assures correct records for determining the
current month’s per diem.
8. The time required for producing per diem reports is
reduced from fourteen days to twenty hours each month.
9. The figuring of private line car mileage under the
manual plan required that mileage he computed and entered in
private line car record hooks for each car. This permitted
errors in figuring, noting, and transcribing the mileage
statements. Under the punched card method, the mileage is
punched from conductors wheel reports, which permits tabulat-
ed statements of mileage, showing the cars hy classes in
numerical order.
10.
Under the manual plan, the compilation of car,
train and locomotive statistics is performed as a separate
and costly calculating machine operation. The number of
empty and loaded cars must he counted and recorded. The
loaded and empty car miles, net and gross ton-miles must
he accumulated hy multiplying and accumulating the nimher
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of cars, net and gross tons for each distance, and recording
the results.
Under the punched card, statistics are provided as
a by-product of car records and are available for distribu-
tion the day following the arrival of basic data in the car
accountant’s office. The current statistical data made
available is of more value than the $10,000 payroll saving
permitted under the plan. The basic details for ear
accounting and operating statistics are obtained from three
daily reports: first, conductors* wheel reports; second, in-
terchange reports issued at junction points; third, passen-
ger conductors’ wheel reports. These reports make available
daily statements by trains of the number of loaded ajid empty
cars hauled, loaded and empty car-miles, net and gross ton-
miles, and train-hours. This information may be secured by
individual trains, by direction, by operating divisions, by
main lines, and by branch lines. Data is also available for
studies of traffic density.
25.4 Specimen Tabulating Card Forms Under the Plan
The basic information is transferred from basic
source data by punching into the following tabulating cards:
Exhibit 37 — Freight Car Card
Exhibit 38 — Locomotive Card
Exhibit 39 — Statistical Card
Exhibit 40 — Interchange and Per Diem Card
Exhibit 41 — Wheel Report Card
Freight car and locomotive cards are punched from
edited wheel reports and locomotive slips daily. Freight car
cards are punched for car initial and number, kind, loaded or
empty, train symbol number, date time and station taken,
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station left, date and time, miles and gross tons. Locomotive
cards are punched for ovmership, number, date, class of service,
principal or helper miles, train switching miles, terminal
miles, station to station movement and weight. Following the
punching and verification of this information, cards are pass-
ed through an interpreting punch which prints a figure along
the top margin of the car^ decoding each card column above
the corresponding punched hole.
Freight car cards are passed to a tabulator e quipped
with a summary punch for preparation of freight train statis-
tics. Tabulation is made of the loaded and empty car miles,
net pjid gross tons, the number of empty and loaded cars taken
at each station, and as the station changes, the totals for
previous stations are punched into a summary card. Freight
car cards are next tabulated for station left and summary
cards are punched for net and gross tons and number of
loaded and empty cars dropped at each station. Summary cards
for stations taken and left are sorted together and tabulated
to produce a tape showing date, train symbol number, station
net and gross tons, number of loaded and empty cars handled
by train betv/een stations, and empty car miles for train.
Net and gross tons are multiplied by miles between stations
shown by calculating machine and accumulated for the net and
gross ton miles of each train. A master card is then punched
for train totals. All the master cards of the day are sorted
by train symbol number and separated by divisions and direc-
tion to produce a daily activity report.
Locomotive cards are punched and tabulated to show
the power used on each train. The locomotive cards are also
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tatulated in total miles in each class of service, which
provides the basis for computing ton-mile statistics.
From the punched interchange cards
,
a daily tabu-
lation is made of cars received, which is used to establish
a quick home route method. A tabulation is also made of
foreign cars delivered and is used in pulling per diem cards
for use in preparing per diem reports.
The interchange and per diem card is an automatical-
ly reproduced card which identifies each foreign railroad
freight car on the line at the close of each month. These
cards are sorted into a file by car number, ownership dis-
regarded. Interchange cards for cars received the first
day of the current month are sorted with the transfer re-
produced cards, ^'he list of foreign railroad cars deliver-
ed is used as the medium for pulling from this file the
transfer or receipt card to correspond with the car report-
ed delivered off the line the first day. Cards pulled for
the day are sorted by date received and run through the key
punch to gang date of delivery and number of days on the
line. Each day cars open on the check list (in absence
of a receipt card in the file^ are immediately investigated
by sending error slips to junction points for interchange
corrections. The cards for each day are sorted by road of
ownership and filed. When reporting per diem to car owners,
cards are sorted in numerical order and tabulated on a per
diem form which designates foreign road and car number and
totalizes per diem days paid.
All duplicate interchange cards punched for home ears
delivered off the line are pulled from a list used for a
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quick home route record and are filed when receipt date and
number of days off line are punched. At the end of the month,
cards are sorted in numerical order and tabulated to show to-
tal per diem earned on each car away from the home line . Per
diem earnings indicated on reports received from foreign
railroads are punched into cards for month, road, car number,
and number of days per diem earned. Cars are sorted in nu-
merical order and tabulated to show railroads reporting per
diem earned and totals for each car. This list is checked
against the list previously made showing total per diem due.
Discrepancies are checked against the printed record of
junction movements off line punched from daily junction slips.
The passenger car cards are punched from wheel re-
ports issued by conductors to record car initial and number,
kind, loaded or empty, train number, station to station
move, and miles according to class. After wheel reports for
the day are completely punched, cars are sorted by divisions
and train number and a list is tabulated to prepare opera-
tions by divisions. Cars are then released for passenger car
records and are sorted by ownership and filed. At the close
of the month, a permanent record is run and foreign passenger
car cards are tabulated for mileage earnings to report to car
owners
.
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26.0 Use of Tabulatlnp: Machines for Accounting and Statistics
bv the Interstate Life Insurance Company
26.1 Statement of the Problem
The Insurance field represents the most highly
specialized market for tabulating machines for several im-
portant reasons. While the creation of an insurance policy
requires but one Initial transaction through the sale of the
policy to the Insured, the acceptance of the contract creates
a multiplicity of transactions over the life of the policy
which requires exhaustive need for information of varying
sorts. While accounting is purely an Internal problem in
most Industrial businesses, the Insurance business must ob-
tain a vast amount of information for activities beyond the
Internal accounting requirements. The Interstate Insurance
Company, of Cleveland, Ohio has ordinary contracts in force
at present in excess of 000*000 valuation. It has
about 1,300,000 policy holders in its actuarial department
and 4
-, 500,000 policy holders in its industrial divisions.
It must provide the State of Ohio with minute and exacting
details of its existing reserves. For tax purposes, it
must account to each state regarding the amount of insurance
in force within the boundaries of the state. It must se-
cure a vast amount of data to control the operations of its
275 agencies. A tremendous volume of facts about policy
holders must be exchanged with other insurance companies.
In the insurance business an individual policy is a chang-
ing entity. There are innumerable plans of life insurance
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and individual plans are constantly being converted to other
plans. The policy holder pays premiums by optional methods.
Dividends received by policy holders are applied in different
manners. Settlements when policies are terminated are made
in optional fashion. The benefits paid differ according to
tne contract. The degree of Insurance risk is a leading fac-
tor, witn regard to the kind and amount of Insurance offered
tc an accepted applicant and to the complete rejection of a
physically unfit person. Policy loans are a major problem,
and the application of payments upon loans must be recognized
to determine the value of outstanding loans in force. Lapses
of insurance premium constitute another leading branch for
analysis. Actual mortality rates must be verified against
estimated mortality rates to measure the cost of insurance.
Mortgage loan accounting is another important phase of the
problem. In short, no business is subject to such a wide
variation in its basic transactions over so far reaching an
array of interwoven problems as the life Insurance business.
Add to this extreme complexity in the nature and the chang-
ing of the individual contract the enormous number of con-
tracts subject to these varying needs and a composite picture
of the perplexing problem is obtained. It is such problems
as these that emphasize the true worth of punched cards. It
may be seen immediately that the most important element for
Insurance accounting is flexibility. Under the tabulating
plan a single card is punched to represent the individual
varying transaction affecting the policy. Most Insurance

companies, even those of small size, require tabulating ma-
chines as a necessary and indispensable means of providing
vast amounts of vital information. Without tabulating ma-
chines, insurance companies could not function upon so effi-
cient a^d comprehensive a basis as we find today. Insurance
companies were among the leading users of early tabulating
machines. Today when new and improved facilities are being
constantly offered by the machine producers, hardly a device
is created which does not at once Invite a leading use in
the Insurance business. In the following discussion of the
ordinary life Insurance problem in the actuarial division of
the Interstate Life Insurance Company, only a bare indication
of the technique is presented.
26.2 Illustration of Card Forms
The following card forms are employed for ordinary
life Insurance accounting in the Interstate Life Insurance
Company:
Exhibit 42 - Ordinary valuation card
Exhibit 4
^
- Ordinary dividend card
Exhibit 44 - Statistical card
Exhibit 45 “ Ordinary mortality card
Exhibit 46 - Standard mortality card
Exhibit 47 - Ordinary termination card
Exhibit 4S - Ordinary double indemnltv card (a similar
card used for disability)
Exhibit 49 - Annuity valuation card
Exhibit 50 “ Annuity dividend card
Exhibit 51 “ Lapse analysis card
Exhibit 52 - Summary card - six uses
Exhibit 53 “ Loan accounting card
Examination of the card forms indicates that a
separate card form is devoted to each major type of insurance
problem. It may be noted that the common field of policy
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number identifies all the cards, which permits the arrange-
ment of all tabulating card files for respective purposes in
numerical sequence of policy number. Two outstanding require-
ments for individual machine units are presented immediately.
In order to permit flexible transfer of information from one
insurance card to another, the comparing reproducer is demand-
ed. The reproducing feature permits the transfer of punched
data from any column of the setup card to any column of the
reproduced card; the comparing feature causes the machine to
stop whenever the transferred Information in the reproduced
card does not exactly correspond. The automatic and positive-
ly verified reproducing curtails to only a few fields those
columns which must be manually puncned and verified from the
source for punching the reproduced card. The second require-
ment is for the interpreting puncn, by means of which passage
of punched cards through the machine provides a printed
character across the top of the card to decode the correspond-
ing punched hole above the column punched. The printed
characters permit easy reference and identification.
26.3 Origin of Insurance Card Files
Applications for new business are received from the
275 agencies daily. These applications are investigated and
are approved, revised for approval according to plan, amount,
and kind of risk, or rejected. The approved applications are
sent to coding clerks who originate a coding sheet (Appendix
Form 13) which is used as the basis for originating four funda
mental Insurance cards for valuation reserve, dividend, statis

27^
tical, and mortality purposes* Inasmuch as the accurate
recording of information from the source code sheet is in-
finitely important because of the transfer of the punched
data into other cards, especial care is taken to ensure the
correct coding and punching of the original records. The
coding function is performed by parallel check. On the cod-
ing sheet one horizontal line is used to classify eacn insur-
ance policy completely. Each ordinary code sheet, which is
used on botn sides, permits the coding of forty policies.
Two separate code sheets are originated from each group of
applications. The chief clerk assigns a numerical serial
number to each accepted application and passes groups of ap-
plications, representing forty policies each, to original
coders, who complete the manual coding of the specifications
of each contract by pencil notations in the columns provided.
The original coding clerks enter the serial number of the
policy in red. As soon as the code sheet is completed for
original coding, the forty applications are handed to a check
coding clerk who originates a new coding sheet, entering the
serial numbers in black, and Independently originates a com-
plete check coding from the forty applications. The red
series code sheet is read back against the black series code
sheet to eliminate any errors that were made in the independent
coding operation. This check, although positive, is not ac-
cepted as final. Two sets of valuation reserve cards are
punched from the red and black series code sneets, respectively.
In order to obtain perfect accuracy in check of both the coding
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and the punching operations, the cards punched from the red
series are verified with cards from the black series by run-
ning both sets of the cards through the comparing reproducer.
This establishes that the cards must be correct. Tne code
sheet provides the following data: policy number, issue montn
and year, plan, valuation age, policy amount, premium, class
of benefit, risk rating, agency, state, sex, disability (and/or
double indemnity) premium, occupation, girth, height, weight,
race, build, true age, family history, type, class, blood
pressure, reserve rating, impairments, and other Insurance
code. This information is imposing in its positive identifica-
tion of the individual with the terms of the contract. By
using the ordinary code sheet as a punching medium, the four
basic files for valuation, dividends, statistics, and mortality
are set up by a combination of reproduced and manual punching.
When completed, all original cards are interpreted and filed
by policy number.
It is not within the scope of this thesis to trace
the sequence of use of each basic card form in its relation
to tne other cards for satisfying specific requirements; such
a study would be voluminous and would require a special techni-
cal investigation in the insurance business. It is rather the
purpose here to specify broadly that the Information recorded
into subsequent cards for definite transactions is obtained
by pulling a base card providing associated policy data for
use in combination with manually punched facts of the individ-
ual case to record the new card completely. This applies

whether involving loan, lapse, mortality, termination or other
transaction. The purpose here is to mention the determination
of insurance reserve requirement, the establishment of control
in the G-roup Register, and to indicate the type of ultimate
information demanded in reports.
26.4 Maintenance of Control by the Q-roup Register
Every coded life insurance policy which is represent-
ed by a proven valuation card is posted under its proper classi-
fication in any of 6OO insurance ledgers. The ledgers are di-
vided according to plan group, year group, and age group. The
G-roup Register is in the nature of a controlling account over
the ledgers and shows for each plan, year, and age group tne
number of policies in force, their value, the gross premiums,
the net premiums, and the mean reserves. The Group Register
may be maintained both by policy classes and refined under
policy classes to show page totals in the ledgers, policies
are being added and removed from the records daily, and it is
necessary to tabulate an activity sheet daily which shows the
net change in page content.
The State of Ohio requires an exact control over the
page content of each insurance ledger in order to verify con-
stantly that adequate legal reserves are maintained to support
insurance in force. The State Department of Insurance main-
tains a detailed control over the ledgers of the Interstate
Life Insurance Company, and not only makes an annual audit of
the company's ledgers to verify correctness of the two sets
of books as of October 3I, but also requires supplementary

reports of interim changes v;hich are posted to the records of
the State to maintain daily balance. It takes two v;eeks for
the annual Inspection during which each ledger must be brought
to the State and inspected for exactness of each page in each
ledger. A tolersjice of $10.00 in reserve variance will be ac-
cepted by the State for any page total. Larger differences
must be investigated and corrections made.
Mean reserves are determined by the Interstate Com-
pany by running valuation cards through the multiplying punch
as necessary. A fixed multiplier is used to extend eacn class
of policy end extension fields must be planned in relation to
the policy year of expiration. Eacn valuation card has pro-
vision for five extension fields for recording the accumulated
reserve on an annual basis for five years. At the end of the
five year period, the entire file of policies entering the
sixth year must be reproduced into a new file, which is used
for extending the accumulative reserve set up in the next five
years. Thus, if a JO pay life contract endures until maturity,
the original valuation file will have been reproduced at least
six times. Dividend cards are likewise extended by multiplier,
both on a quarterly and on an annual basis. Since the quarter-
ly mode of premium payment is the most frequent, dividend card
files must be reproduced often,
26.5 Monthly Ordinary Life Insurance Reports
The major divisions for v/hich reports must be pre-
pared monthly are the G-roup Register, the States and the

Agencies. The most vital report of all is the Business in
Force tabulation, which is analyzed to show both new business
written, old business continued, lapses, and terminations*
Monthly reports are prepared for analyzing Issues, premium in-
come, dividends, loans, lapses, terminations and for various
statistical and other purposes. The indicating fields are
wired to represent the identifying data of the report prepared
and the adding fields show by plan group the number of policies
the gross valuation, the gross premium, the net premium, or the
mean reserve amount in relation to other specific adding fields
For sake of illustration, the New Business report is
prepared for all new contracts written for the month, both by
State and by Agency* Terminations are likewise tabulated for
the month by State and by Agency; these cards are X-punched
for direct subtraction. The addition and the deduction cards
representing the month’s policy activity are grouped with the
summary cards representing business in force at the end of the
previous month, and a Business in Force report as at the close
of the current month is run by State, by Agency, with simul-
taneous punching of balance forward summary cards. Another
monthly statement of Business in Force is run for the Group
Register, to show total summary of policies by plan group,
year, and age, showing amounts, premium, and reserve* A month-
ly statement of Issues is made by method of payment* A further
monthly statement of Issues is run by benefits, showing amounts
for single indemnity, double indemnity, and disability, or
*1^
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combinations of the three.
A second group of monthly reports is prepared to
analyze Policy Loans, classified according to interest rate
of 5 or 6 por cent. One tabulation is run to show totals by
anniversary month by rate of interest. Another report is
prepared to produce totals by loan month by rate of interest.
Loans by States and agencies are provided by other distribu-
tions. Still another summary is furnished to classify loans
by class. A final report is run to show payments made upon
loans by kind of settlement.
An extensive group of reports is compiled for
analysis of Terminations, A monthly distribution of termina-
tions by agencies is computed, A schedule of terminations
by States is summarized. A statistical classification of
terminations by causes is obtained, whether for death, lapses,
cash surrender, or other reason, A special breakdown of
lapses by agencies is tabulated in an effort to mea^sure the
relationship of the date of lapse to the date of issue.
Similarly, periodic reports are provided for
analysis of dividend records, mortality, and other insurance
activity. A multitude of transactions arise daily which af-
fect reserve. Individual policy holders are continually
revising their insurance plans to suit their current needs.
A subscriber may wish to increase a ^10,000 ordinary life
policy to an amount of ^25 >000 * "the other hand he may
order a reduction of the face amount of a 20 pay life policy
from ^10,000 to Or again, he may wish to convert
.
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an annuity on which he has paid for eight years to an endowment
or an ordinary life contract.
26.6 Summary
-
- Annual reports are tabulated for most Insurance
activities, usually from summary cards obtained simultaneously
v,'ith running of monthly tabulations. Much statistical informa-
tion must be provided, both of regular nature and for special
studies. It is evident that the most importaJit requisite of
a system for fulfilling insurance accounting and statistical
needs is flexibility. Since each individual contract is sub-
ject to so many ramifications of activity or change, and since
tne number of transactions is so voluminous, punched cards
represent the only efficient, economical, and accurate means
of satisfying all purposes on so large a scale. Under the
tabulating plan, an individual punched card is prepared to
represent the policy in its particular variation. Because' of
this flexibility the entire insurance problem may be decen-
tralized into its individual phases, and each phase may be
dealt v;ith separately by use of automatic accounting machinery,
which overcomes the element of complexity. The Interstate
Life Insurance Company uses the following tabulating machines
for actuarial work:
5 Numeric Duplicating Key Punches
3 Alphabetic Printing Punches
4 Numeric Punches
2 Numeric Interpreters
1 Alphabetic Interpreter
2 Reproducers
1 Multiplier
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10 Sorters
5 7 Bank Numeric Tabulators
3 Alphabetic Tabulators
1 High Speed Summary Punch
5 Alphabetic Summary Punches
The foregoing list of equipment is mentioned both
P.3 an implication of the exceptional complexity of the insur-
ance problem and of the specialized nature of the use of
punched cards in the Insurance field. There are 1,300,000
policy holders represented in the actuarial division of the
Interstate Life Insurance Company, but since many insurance
functions require the use of a separate distinctive card to
record the activity, several million tabulating cards are
necessary to store all the important facts affecting the in-
dividual contracts. Without the use of punched cards, much
of the information available on a comprehensive basis today
would be limited or lacking entirely.
27 • 0 Q-overnment Application of Punched Cards by the
Massachusetts Unemployment Insurance Commission
27 • 1 The Need for Tabulating Equipment by the Unemployment
Insurance Commission
By Statute of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, all
employers of more than eight persons, in those businesses in-
cluded under Social Security Law, and all employees who work
for such employers are eligible for unemployment insurance tax
upon wages earned. A deduction of 1 percent is wltnheld from
each employee's wages by the employer, regardless of period of
payment, up to the point when gross earnings of a six months
period exceed II25O.OO. Each employer is liable for a corre-

spending tax upon the total payroll. Every month, each em-
ployer remits to the State a check which represents a tax of
1,9^ upon the gross amount of each monthly payroll and which
includes both the employer’s and the employees* contributions.
As of January 1, 1939, 30,000 employers of more than 4 persons
each will be paying unemployment compensation taxes to the
State monthly to cover contributions made by 1,S00,000 employ-
ees who work in Massachusetts. This is a huge task, for the
tax collections of employers must be posted monthly to an
employers’ ledger and the earnings upon which tax is based
must by punched into employees' ledger cards quarterly. The
real issue Involved in accounting for 30>000 employers and
1,S00,000 employees lies in the repetitive nature of the
posting and the maintenance of the activity of both employers
and employees in respective ledgers over a period of years.
Administration of Social Security is a gigantic problem when
judged in terms of the enormous volume of detail caused by
the recording of all transactions throughout the years. The
Unemployment Compensation Commission of Massachusetts will use
more than 25,000,000 tabulating cards in 1939, which provides
a measure of the vol^ome of transactions encountered.
The most important problem of the United States
G-overnment in Social Security administration, aside from the
procedure of originating adequate records for reporting em-
ployer taxes and employees earnings, was to determine an ade-
quate m.ethod for frequent posting and balance forwarding of

control ledgers on an extremely flexible basis. Manually
operated bookkeeping machines did not suit the requirement
because of the tremendous labor involved in sorting, filing,
pulling, posting, balance forwarding and refiling; this ap-
plication would result in a slow, costly process, difficult
to control. The problem was furthermore complicated by the
knowledge that individual employees would in many instances
Change employers several times over a period of months or
years, causing interchange of accounts between ledgers.
Another main consideration was the establishment of a system
that would interweave the problems of tax collection, ledger
posting, claims, benefit payment, and statistics without caus-
ing extensive duplication of records.
The task was Inherently a job for punched cards
purely from consideration of sheer magnitude, and the entire
problem of both Federal and State Administration was solved
by use of International tabulating machines. It was recog-
nized that use of acknowledged tabulating machine principles
would accomplish the automatic consolidation of the entire
routine, with absolute flexlbity in accounting for exceptions.
Furthermore, the International Company knev/ what to offer to
the United States Government because of its prior installation
of tabulating machines for Social Security use in Italy. The
main obstacle in the entire question was eliminated by the
International Company in the development of the collator, a
special machine for solving the problem of posting to card
ledgers on a completely automatic basis.
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The m^in consideration before the Government had
been the posting of monthly and quarterly figures to control
ledgers vdthout resorting to slow and costly manual methods.
It was desired to post the employer results of each period on
both a current and a cumulative basis, requiring extensive
pulling and filing of cards. The International Collator is
a machine with two card feeds which permits automatic shuffling
in perfect numerical sequence of two sets of cards which are
numerically sorted to a common field. The collator solved the
filing problem in both the employer and the employee ledgers.
Tabulating card ledgers are maintained both for employer and
)
employee activity. The employers card files are arranged by
employer account number and the employees' file is set up by
registration number. Each month and quarter it becomes neces-
sary to punch Cards for employers' contributions and employees'
earnings, respectively. These current proven cards must be
filed by account number into the ledgers, which contain card
records of all amounts reported in prior periods. The auto-
matic filing operation in numerical sequence is accomplished
by combined use of the sorting machine and the collator, which
ensure speedy, economical and accurate results.
27.2 Tabulating: Card Forms
The Unemployment Compensation Commission is concerned
with five major functions as follows:
(a) Accounting for employers' monthly tax contributions.
(b) Maintain records of employee quarterly earnings
(c) Provide for filing of benefit claims through local
offices and payment of benefits by the main office
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for claims accepted.
(d) Rendering employment service,
(e) Statistical analysis of how the plan works*
Because of the nev/ness of the undertaking the
Commission has concerned itself so far mainly with the first
three stages of the work. The following list of card forms
comprises the main electro-types which are being employed at
present:
Exhibit 5^ -• Employer detail and summary contribution card.
Exhibit 55 ” Employer contribution ledger
Exhibit 5° - Employee master card
Exhibit 57 " Employee quarterly wage card
Exhibit 5^ " Employee claim card
Exhibit 59 “ Employee benefit authorization card.
The Individual card forms are used in many striped
colors according to the purpose desired. Especial attention
is directed to the use of many of the tabulating card forms
as dual original records. It may also be noted that the top
line of several of the cards is spaced into fields for auto-
matic decoding of the punched holes by characters printed from
the alphabetic interpreter.
27 « 3 Accounting for Employer Contributions
Employers report monthly on forms provided by the
State the gross amount of the monthly payroll and enclose
checks for 1.9 percent of the payroll as unemployment insurance
tax. The amount of tax remitted represents the combined con-
tributions of employer and employees, and the total contribu-
tions of each are noted separately on the form. The earnings
and tax amounts are broken down by weeks on the form, to per-
mit posting directly from the employer*s records.
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When the employer forms are received by the Unemployment Com-
pensation Commission (U.C.C.)» they are grouped in batches of
100 for proving and punching. The computation of tax amount
is verified in every instance; in case of variance, the check
\
for the tax is accepted and the employer is billed for the
difference by debit or credit memo. The basis of control over
the entire tabulating procedure of the U.C.C. consists of
adopting refinement of methods only in accounting for the ex-
ceptions; accurate control over the large proportion of routine
transactions is established in a carefully devised general plan
which functions automatically by process of elimination. One
employer's card, Exhibit punched for each monthly con-
tribution. The card form is punched for employer serial num-
ber, area and industry code, date received, employee wages sub-
ject to tax, number of employees, remuneration other than cash
at its fair value, total compensation, employer tax, employee
tax. Interest charge for delinquency at s. day, total amount
received, and accounts receivable debit or credit.
The punched cards in each batch are proven in a nu-
meric tabulator against predetermined controls established by
calculator footings from the individual forms. The proven
contribution card of each employer is posted monthly on a cum-
ulative basis to the employer tabulating card ledger. Exhibit
55 • This posting is performed in a bill feed tabulator, and
the printed figures for cumulative contributions to date
register on a predetermined line. Each employer's ledger card
is identified at the top of the card by name, addu'ess, and
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employer number. The employer ledger card may be printed on
both sides and has 12 lines of horizontal registration, or
sufficient capacity for a year’s posting in the representative
case
.
The employer’s detail card for the current month is
grouped with a balance forward summary card when posting cum-
ulative figures to the employer ledger, and a balance forward
summary card through the end of the current month is obtained.
Thus an employer’s ledger card always shows the total amount
contributed to date at the end of any monthly period, which
avoids the necessity of footing postings if the contributions
were entered on a current basis. The current card is sepa-
rated from -che summary cards of the previous period to pre-
pare the cash receipts Journal. The employer ledger cards
are sorted by employer nujnber with the new balance forward
cards, and are refiled in proper numerical sequence in the
employer ledger by use of the collator. The summary cards of
the prior period are filed in a summary card transfer section.
The 30 » 000 em.ployers are divided into I5 ledgers
for subdivisibility of control. A cash receipts Journal is
prepared for each of the I5 ledgers every 10 days. The cards
punched from individual batches are grouped and sorted by
ledger, by sequence of employer number. The cards are listed
and cross referenced by batch number. The total cash posted
to the Journals must agree v/ith the predetermined control
established by footing the individual batches. It should be
noted that this balance is established on the exception basis.
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because in case of variation it is always easy to resort cards
back to batch identity and locate any group which fails to
agree with control. The detail cards prior to filing are re-
produced into another set of detail cards to be used for sta-
tistics as experience is gained.
27 .^ Maintenance of the Employee Earnings Ledger
All employers who are eligible for Social Security
payments are given one of three choices in the method of re-
porting earnings of individual employees quarterly. If the
employer uses tabulating machines, usually the quarterly earn-
ings of each individual are furnished by punching the proper
amount into the prepunched and interpreted quarterly wage
cards which are provided by the State. The quarterly wage
cards are prepunched and interpreted by employer number, em-
ployee Social Security number, and employee name, in accord-
ance with the card fields noted in Exhibit 57 • is important
to indicate that both the Social Security Board and the Un-
employment Compensation Commission arrange their tabulating
card files of employee earnings by employee registration num-
ber. In fact, the Social Security Board furnished the Com-
mission with a reproduced employee master card. Exhibit 5^;
in early 1937 > i^se purely to check the Social Security
number initially reported by employers with the registration
number standing for the account of the employee in the files
s
! of the Social Security Board. Accordingly, an employer who
does not use tabulating machines has an option of reporting
quarterly earnings of employees on any form which he desires
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so long as the sequence of listing is arranged in perfect
order of registration number. A third choice of reporting is
provided for employers who desire to type the earnings on
tabulated lists provided by the State, in which the order of
names follows the exact preferred order previously established
by the employer; usually this order coincides with the arrange-
ment of employees on the employer’s payroll sheets.
In any event, the cards or lists received by the
U.C.C. are grouped into batches representing 65O employees
and the employee quarterly wage card is completely punched.
A batch may include all employees of several different employ-
ers, or might represent a small fraction of the employees of
one employer. The efficiency of punch operators varies from
the completion of 4 to 6 batches a day. About 1,S00,000 em-
ployees will be reported in each quarter, beginning January
1, 1939.
The cards of employers reporting individual earn-
ings on a punched card basis are manually punched only for
quarter, batch number (ganged), status, serial number, and
quarterly wages as necessary. When employers report on lists,
the original sequence of names is preserved in handling, and
the entire card must be punched manually. The individual
groups of 650 cards seldom balance after the Initial punch-
ing operation, but location of errors is obtained on the ex-
ception basis. The employee cards of individual employers
are pulled and a register is prepared. The register provides
a listed record of all information punched in the card and
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shows the following data: employee name, date of status,
registration number, batch number, employer number, registra-
tion number, quarter, wages, and items or over. Summary
cards are prepared when listing the register. Tabulation of
the summary cards for "0" balance on registration number,
wage, and employer number fields, establishes that the original
cards were punched in the right columns. The register, in
those cases where employers report from lists supplied by the
state, provides a torn stub portion which is sent to these em-
ployers as the reporting medium of the next period.
The cards of each employer are now proven by check-
ing the wage amount shown on the register with the control
total submitted by the employer. If errors originated in the
U.C.C. office because of incorrect punching they are located
and corrected. If made by the employer, a check is made
against the payroll amount shown in the employer ledger, to
determine any amount of total variance. The employer must
account for difference, both Individually and in total.
An important step in the proving operation in 1937
was the verification by the Commission of the employee reg-
istration number reported by the employer with the correspond-
ing number reported by the Social Security Board. In event
of difference in numbers the employer is notified and adjust-
!
ment is made as necessary.
N
1 The proven employee quarterly wage cards are sorted

ledger by use of the collator. The employee wage ledger is
an accumulation of the quarterly earnings cards, so no sum-
mary cards are punched to accumulate period figures. The
ledger is referred to for earnings history only as benefits
are claimed, a further example of regulating work on the ex-
ception basis. Over
,
000 ,000 earnings cards are filed in
the employee's ledger annually, a formidable volume. Post-
ing of ledgers for this work would cost |200,000 a year, but
governing the operation on an exception basis reduces the
95
cost to about |20,000 a year. The employee ledger is di-
vided into 24 areas in Massachusetts, and over 90 percent of
all earnings cards are filed into these area groups. The
balance of the cards is filed by other States by areas. The
area classification is obtained by sorting the cards on the
first three digits of the Social Security Number.
27.5 Benefit Claims and Authorizations
The maximum benefits allowed for accepted claims
at present are figured at a rate of 12i percent for claims
made within the first eight quarters. The rate is increased
to 15i percent if the claimant becomes unemployed in the 9 ‘th
to 16th quarters, but worked continuously in the first S
quarters. Similarly the rate for the 17 th to 24th quarters
is 17 s percent for employees who worked steadily in the first
16 quarters. The wage time is figured from the retroactive
date of January 1, 1937* The law will probably be changed as
the time period lengthens, and a flexible basis will be needed
95 Comment of V. Lears on, I.B.M. Salesman
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for establishing employees' cumulative earnings. When such
a change takes effect, a tabulating card ledger will be
adopted for employees and posting will be accomplished by use
of summary cards.
To secure benefits, applicants must file claims
personally in local benefit offices. Ineligible claims are
rejected on the spot. The claim fornis of tentative eligible
persons are sent to the Commission. The Individual wage cards
of each claimant are pulled and the amount of benefit is com-
puted, based on length of time. The claim card. Exhibit
is punched in the main office to record the transaction, and
the computation is sent to one of the employment branch of-
fices. The duration and amount is based on the highest quarter-
ly wages earned. The amount payable to the claimant is divided
by the benefit rate to determine the duration.
In the local office, the claimant accepts the benefit
by signing an authorization card for the amount of the benefit
and the card is approved by the signature of the local deputy.
The claimant must fulfill a three weeks waiting period and
must register for employment to signify his availability for
work.
Accounting for benefits paid is accomplished by use
of the benefit authorization card. Exhibit 59- Benefits are
begun by mailing checks to approved claimants three weeks
after the authorization is obtained from the local office.
The payments are continued weekly throughout the duration
period provided that an employee remains unemployed and falls
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to earn more than $3.00 per week while out of steady work. A
prepunched and interpreted card is sent to the local office
to regulate continuance of payments. The v/orker must appear
personally in the local office once a week and sign the authori-
zation tabulating card to specify that he is still out of work
and that benefits should be continued; the card is approved by
the signature of the local deputy. The control for payment of
benefits, and to whom they should be paid, rests in the branch
offices. The accual disbursement of cash is controlled by the
main office of the Commission. In the week ended February 12,
96
193 s, benefit checks were mailed to 92,000 persons. With
respect to size of application the Unemployment Compensation
Commission has the largest installation of International tab-
ulating machines in Massachusetts.
25.0 Tabulating Machines in the Banking Field
23. 1 The Limited Need for Punched Cards by Banks
The banking business is unique in representing the
only major field of economic activity in which punched cards
are not generally applied to accounting routine. In the first
place, basic banking transactions are fundamentally grouped
into a few different types in comparison with the complex
problems of general business. There is no vital need for
elaborate classifications of accounting data. The most im-
portant accounting record in banking activity is the customer's
ledger card, and the summary bank balance is the determining
unit of banking operation, rather than exhaustive treatment of
the individual transactions of which the balance is composed.
96 Authority of V, M. Learson, I.B.M. Salesman
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To be sure, large banks have analysis departments for dealing
with the larger accounts, but the statistical requirement is
more of a special than a routine nature. Much of the success
of punched cards in general is due to their replacement of
original records for extensive purposes of system building,
summarization, classification, and analysis. In banks, the
many types of negotiable instruments must be transferred
physically from one function to another and must eventually
be returned in cancelled form to the maker through the daily
reconciliation of account balances. Much of the accounting
of Individual banks is performed through the functioning of
clearing houses. Inasmuch as punched cards cannot replace
the negotiable Instruments themselves, creation of tabulating
cards as a posting medium would be a costly duplication, since
the bank paper must circulate from one department to another
in any event.
In the past few years tabulating cards have been
successfully used for trust accounting by investment banks.
In this branch of banking, the problem is complex because of
the multiplicity of security issues handled. Punched cards
are used for recording buying and selling orders for customer
accounts, and perform a real service, through the use of pre-
punched files of securities held, in the frequent preparation
of customer statements. The machines are also used for sta-
tistical purposes.
97
28.2 The Internablonal Bank Proof Machine
The International Company introduced an ingenious
97 Source: Descriptive I.B.M. Folder

device for automatic sorting and clearing of checks a few
years ago called the bank proof machine. This device is now
used by most large banks because of its labor saving, flexi-
bility, and accuracy. The machine consists of a control add-
ing mechanism operated by ten keys which both lists and ac-
cumulates check totals on a master control tape and provides
for automatic sorting of checks to twenty-four sorting com-
partments which are also equipped with adding mechanisms. In
other words, depression of the keys of one master adding ma-
chine lists and accumulates a grand total of all checks de-
posited and controls the sorting, listing and counting of
checks received in twenty-four Individual receptacles. Every
deposit is separately proved, since items listed on the con-
trol tape are a complete record of all checks passing through
the machine. The checks are listed in the same sequence as
received from depositors, with symbols identifying the banks
on which checks are drawn. Both the adding machine classifi-
cation and check amount are visible on a special indicator
before the release bar is depressed. Lights signal when sort-
ing receptacles become full and when paper supply is almost
depleted. The machine may be used as an ordinary adding ma-
chine without the twenty- four separate adding devices. The
checks are automatically counted as they are sorted. A coun-
ter indicates the total number of checks sorted in each block
and a separate counter shows the grand total of checks sorted
and listed for all blocks.
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In a single operation the bank proof machine ac-
complishes what formerly required three steps. It sorts and
lists checks according to banks, provides totals, and proves
all checks against deposit slips. The machine is leased to
banks on a rental basis, similar to the plan of marketing
tabulating machines.
29*0 Conclusion
29*1 Constructive Inferences of the Cases Studied
The fundamental purpose of this thesis has been to
trace the origin, growth, and breadth of tabulating machine
application to the accounting system, and statistical pro-
blems of business. The many cases described were carefully
chosen from the entire range of business activity. In every
Instance a different type of machine application has been
presented to illustrate tabulating machine utility. The dis-
cussion of available types of tabulating equipment and machine
specifications has indicated that a wide range of devices
exists, from which individual units are chosen to suit the
problems of customers. Tabulating machine salesmen are es-
pecially well trained systems engineers, not order takers.
Most of the salesmen have been trained in factory schools
and serve a junior apprenticeship in sales offices to deter-
mine their eligibility for personal calling upon customers,
as company sales representatives. Many tabulating machine
salesmen are accountants in their own right.
When tabulating machine salesmen and customers
confer to build a punched card system, the course of procedure

is to determine from the wide range of machine utility those
flexible features which must be provided for the specific job
to be done. The actual machine units selected are chosen with
reference to the individual problem, and it is important to
note that regardless of the identity of the units selected, the
group of machines determined and -the method applied represents
in the typical case the best knovm method of doing the work.
In the Burbank Company, the extension of cost of sales by mul-
tiplier represents the most outstanding advantage from use of
pimched cards. Tabulating machines are used by the Halliday
Company for accounts receivable to derive advantages from the
speedy performance of all machines and the particular benefit
of the automatically aged trial balance. In the F. H. Brown-
ing punched cards are used for payroll accounting and shop or-
der control both because the cards are so valuable as sources
of original information which may be woven automatically into
an accounting system, and because the multiplying punch in
particular provides excellent facilities for extending the pay-
roll, computing the ta.x deductions, cross footing the net earn-
ings, and applying the overhead absorbed. Tabulating machines
are required by chain stores because of the extreme volume of
transactions, the balancing of most vital control functions,
and the advantageous use of prepunched, denominated inventory
cards which are made possible by standardization of packing
units. The Eastern Gas and Fuel Company makes use of tabulat-
ing cards for accounts payable and general ledger accounting
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because of the complexity Involved In paying bills for sub-
sidiary companies, because of the speedy closing of entries
permitted, and because tabulating card drafts are automaticsil-
ly prepared by the check writing interpreter. The Merrill
Company utilizes punched cards for finished stock Inventory
control on account of the benefits obtained from centralized
administration and the use of the comparing reproducer. The
Boston and Maine Railroad applies punched cars to car account-
ing in view of the large volume of transactions, the need for
accurate information provided speedily, and the Important re-
quirement for operating statistics. The Interstate Life In-
surance Company employs tabulating machines as the indispensable
means of controlling tremendous transaction volume and innumer-
able distributions caused by especial complexity of the insur-
ance business. Policy activities are subject to such frequent
change that maximum flexlblty must be obtained from comparing
reproducers, Interpreters, and tabulators.
In short, most large businesses possess sufficient
volume of transactions and intricacy of accounting control to
warrant the use of punched cards. The individual punched card
possesses the initial advantage of consolidating in one re-
cording medium all of the fundamental factors of the problem
in question by transfer of data from original records through
the punching of holes. The accuracy and permanence of the
proven punched card records alms for dependable and quickly
obtained results when reports are tabulated in machines.

3o4
The superiority of a tabulating machine system over manual
methods is evident in most stages of work following the punch-
and proving of fundamental card forms. Almost all subsequent
operations, whether the sorting process, extension by the mul-
tiplier, duplication by the reproducer, listing or tabulating
of reports by the accounting machine, or balance forwarding
by summary card punch are performed much more quickly, much
more accurately, and with much less effort than by manual plans.
Many of the chief advantages of the tabulating method
are measured by such Intangible features as flexibility, speed,
accuracy, elimination of peak loads. Intensiveness, and effi-
ciency. The chief advantage of all, however, aside from better
performance, is the saving in cost under the tabulating method.
The size and complexity of the particular accounting problem
determines how great an economy, if any, may be obtained by
substituting a punched card plan for manual procedure. A pre-
liminary survey of a problem determines whether or not the
work can be done at reduced cost under the tabulating plan.
The fundamental problem must be sufficiently great so that the
cost of machine rentals for Installed equipment may be absorb-
ed. The saving in cost is one of degree. Insurance companies
utilize tabulating machines extensively, yet the cost of the
punched card plan is many times more economical than the cost
of a manual method for doing the seme work. Barring the cases
of large machine installations for handling the tremendous
problems, in which enormous saving in cost is realized, most
4
tabulating systems result In a substantial cost reduction.
One of the chief elements of tabulating cost Is the direct
cost of producing proven tabulating cards, of which the main
factor Is labor. If the problem Is sufficiently complex to
absorb the cost of preparing cards, all other tabulating ma-
chines generally pay for themselves with marked attendant
saving. In the normal case, tabulating systems require fewer
clerks than manual plans and result In substantial reduction
In payroll cost. It Is generally advisable to Install tab-
ulating machines whenever the comparative costs of machine
and manual methods for a particular Job are about the same,
for the proving of punched card equipment for one kind of
work Invites expansion of the original undertaking by trans-
fer of other work to machines, thus causing the saving In
expense to become really apparent. For those companies whose
accounting problems are too limited to afford the expense of
Installed equipment, tabulating machine facilities are pro-
vided on a service basis; customers usually lease punches In
such cases for use on their premises and send the punched and
proven cards to service bureaus for sorting, tabulating, and
other machine work.
The use of tabulating machines for banking Illus-
trates one of the limitations of the punched card plan. Work
must not only be voluminous, embodying the problem of size,
but the data must be subject to numerous classifications and
the requisite for extensive analysis of detail. Banking rou-
tine does not generally fall In this class, as few dlstrlbu-
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tions are necessary in accounting for total deposits and with-
drawals. Department store sales audit Is another type of ap-
plication which Is not adapted to the tabulating machine method,
as the analysis does not go beyond the classification of sales
and returns by department and by sales person, cash sales and
credits separately.
While the particular Illustrations of punched card
application described In this thesis are representative of the
type of adaption found In practice, they serve, In total, bare-
ly to sample the variety of uses for which tabulating machines
are put. A complete classification of purposes for which ma-
chines are engaged would be as elaborate as the specific pro-
blems of business. Most governments all over the world make
use of tabulating machines for statistical purposes. Machines
are used by publishing houses to control the circulation of
books. They are employed by textile mills for establishing
production costs and measuring output. They are successfully
adapted for payroll under the Bedeaux point system of wage In-
centive plan. They are utilized by the United States Depart-
ment of Justice to Identify millions of criminals by their
finger prints. This list of actual uses of punched cards
could be expanded over the entire realm of economic activity.
Several Important facts must be stated concerning
the scope of application. First, many Individual users of
tabulating machines use one or more sets of tabulating equip-
ment for many different purposes. Second, while statistics
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are not available regfiu?dlng the number of equipment customers
and the number of Installed machines outstanding, more tabu-
lating machines are used for accounting and statistics today
in most countries of the world than ever before. The size of
installations has Increased greatly in the past seven years
because of the many new and Improved devices which have been
made available. Third, the invention of new machines will
create new usee for machines in the future. The machine ac-
complishments which are actual today would have been considered
Impossible ten years ago. Fourth, the trend of punched card
activity is for continued growth,
29*2 The Financial Success of the International Business
Machines Company.
A most revealing indication of the universal spread
of punched card development may be gained from considering the
financial history of the International Company, The total as-
sets of the company today are estimated to be over |65,000,000,
or more than tnree times as great as in 1912, the first year
9S
of operation under the merger. Net profit before deprecia-
tion, obsolescence and research cost for 1937 will be about
|14, 500,000, Net earnings before Federal taxes will exceed
$10,000,000, The cash dividends paid to over 700,000 share-
holders will exceed $4,600,000. The unappropriated surplus
for 1937 will approach $2,500,000.00, The previous estimates
are based on 193^ actual figures and follow the trend of
prior years.
9^5 Financial references from "Moody’ s“ Industrials

The net profit after depreciation and Federal taxes
has grown from 1912 to nearly $9»000»000 in 193 ^*
The Company has never had an operating deficit, has never
passed a dividend, has always paid current dividends out of
current earnings, has never needed to use earned surplus to
pay dividends, and has always had a substantial balance of
undistributed profits to add to earned surplus each year.
The prior statement is based on actual examination of all in-
come statements from 1912 through 193^ reveals a remark-
able record of continued prosperity* The Company has no
funded debt. Its stock is one of the most stable listed and
is usually found in the portfolios of "blue chips” recommended
highly by Investment banks. During the depression year of
1932 # the financial success of the International Company was
not Impeded. Each of the last five years has produced more
sales revenue and larger net profit than the one preceding
it. Because of the Impetus of Social Security installations,
as well as general growth in other directions 1937 was the
most successful year in the history of the Company.
The International Company establishes a reasonable
annual sales quota base for each of its salesmen and branch
offices all over the world. In case the performance of
branch offices as a unit and the records of individual sales-
men exceed quotas, respectively, by the end of the year, those
who qualify are invited to New York as guests of the Company
for Initiation into ”The 100 Per Osnt Club”. In order to exem-
plify the great success of the selling year 1937 » to

substantiate prior statements regarding the steady growth of
punched card development, salesmen In the United States
99
were Initiated Into the 1937 Club, The highest ranking sales-
man achieved JJl percent of quota; the second, 552 percent; and
100
tne third 479 percent. While this splendid record of 23S
Club members constitutes the largest number of domestic repre-
sentatives ever elected In the history of the Company, It will
be broken In some subsequent year, Just as other Company records
were shattered by the accomplishments of 1937 • It should be
mentioned that a large number of foreign salesmen are also
elected to Club each year. Most significant of all, there are
numerous branch managers and salesmen who have made the Club
on several occasions, and a select few who have never missed the
honor
,
29*3 Do Tabulating Machines Create Technological Unemployment?
It usually results that the adoption of tabulating
systems causes a reduction In personnel when displacing manual
methods. This does not mean that large numbers of people lose
employment because of the use of punched cards. It must be
appreciated that the tabulating machine producers provide em-
ployment directly for over 14,000 company employees, and in-
directly for many employees of other concerns which supply the
manufacturers with materials. Far more Important than the
personnel of the makers Is the vast number of employees all
over the world who operate Installed equipment. Tabulating ma-
chines are efficient tools of management, and their use pro-
vides timely, accurate, and complete Information upon which
99» loo Statement of E. Betz, I.B.M. salesman

executives may Judge more accurately. Because of the deter-
mination of Important facts at regular scheduled Intervals,
management exercises more direct action and efficiency Is
enhanced. Wastes are eliminated, costs are lowered, funds
are spent more wisely. The availability of vital business
data has an Indirect effect, however slight. In Improving
the progressiveness of a business, which Is apt to be reflect-
ed In larger profits or smaller losses. When tabulating meth-
od displaces manual method, usually the efficient personnel
Is retained In the tabulating department to operate the new
system. Often the remainder of the clerks not required are
trsinsferred to other work, and only the least efficient peo-
ple are released. This is as It should be, for efficient
methods must supersede Inadequate routines. If a business Is
to be controlled most advantageously. Ordinarily employment
In operation of tabulating machines Is steady work, for the
tabulating department usually has ample volume of work be-
cause of its accounting nature even though producing department
may be slack. Clerks who become skilled In operation of tabu-
lating machines acquire skill and technical knowledge, which Is
often apt to result In tabulating employment during their en-
tire business careers. Instead of creating unemployment
through replacement of human labor by automatic machinery,
therefore, use of punched cards serves to stabilize employment
for all Individuals directly or indirectly associated with the
tabulating machine Industry.
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29 The Future of Punched Card Accounting
Past performance is the usual barometer for antici-
pating the future, but forecasts must always be made qualita-
tively. Sooner or later In all business activity expansion
ceases and retrogression begins. The tabulating machine busi-
ness, Judging from past records, will continue to grow for
many years, perhaps decades, to come. New devices are still
to be Invented or perfected. New uses are yet to be discovered.
The business of today has no appreciable weaknesses. Its suc-
cess appears to be Immune from depression shocks because In bad
times when expenses must be curtailed, punched cards are a lead-
ing means of saving money. The tabulating machine Industry Is
affected directly by the stage of the cycle of general business,
but In the past new business has always greatly exceeded cstn-
cellatlons. One of the main reasons for the predominant suc-
cess of punched card accounting Is the permanence of customer
clientele. Because of the marketing of equipment by lease
agreement, revenue Is stable with an upward trend, with little
sales effort necessary to retain satisfied customers permanent-
ly. Once convinced of the advantages of punched cards by actual
use from Installation, most customers recognize the superiority
of punched cards, not only adhering to, and Improving, original
plans for which machines were ordered, but adapting new uses
to the equipment. Notwithstanding the marked expansion of ap-
plications among present customers of long standing, the chief
source of totally new business for 1937 originated from entire-
ly new users of tabulating equipment who had never employed
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punched cards before.
The future outlook for the tabulating machine Indus-
try is brilliant, far more attractive than most of our excep-
tional American companies. Since the products of the Industry
are highly specialized, and since their use Is diffused through-
out the world, the demand for machines will continue so long as
large scale business flourishes. The rental basis of sales
revenue guarantees constant Income. In most Industries competi-
tion usually results In overproduction and depresses the market
for all producers. The two manufacturers of tabulating equip-
ment have no competition In the consequential tabulating systems.
Not only would a new manufacturer be confronted with huge capi-
tal Investment and be severely handicapped by lack of manufac-
turing freedom because of patent Infringement, but also the
Inferior products of the new company would probably be obsolete
when placed In the market, because of the intervening changes
made by the existing Industry. Because the Inherent nature of
the business Is monopolistic, manufacturers may control obso-
lescence of equipment and regulate the substitution of new im-
proved models for Inferior devices. The distribution of ma-
chines In large, comparatively undeveloped foreign markets Is
another reason for suspecting that the future for punched cards
will be bright. The most striking cause for the remarkable
achievement already made Is the widened differential between
the merits of punched card equipment and manual processes which
have been made possible by each new device Introduced. The
multiplier, the summary punch, the reproducer, the check writ-

Ing Interpreter, the alphabetic machines, and the collator, -
all have added materially to the advantage existing when they
were invented. The new devices of the future will solidify
use of punched cards even further.
Thomas J. Watson, President of the International
Business Machines Corporation, has stated recently that there
is not one machine out of a line of 600 whose potential market
is even approaching saturation. He believes that about 5 per
cent of the world market for punched cards is being serviced
101
today. The Company’s market is growing in three ways;
(a) The formation of new business, and the growth and
merging of existing businesses all over the world are creating
new situations requiring the facilities of the Company.
(b) New fields of application are constantly developing
new uses for present machines, new and better ways of applying
them to some specific task, which open wholly new fields of
opportunity which previously were not known or considered out
of reach.
(c) Needs for speedy, economical, and accurate organization
of business facts along different lines from those previously
experienced are constantly being discovered. Often, highly
specialized requirements of great proportion, common to whole
industries are discovered, and a completely new machine, or an
attachment to, or modification in, some existing machine is
devised to solve the problem.
Mr. Watson has often said; “I B M is not merely an
organization of men; it is an institution which will go on
forever .
"
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Custo-
mer
E*i. feeardsley Co,T17c.
17 9Q021
Scott &
0024
0041
0047
0047
oo47
bo4g
oo4g
oo4g
oo4g
“oo4I"
004S
004S
Clevelan fUCLfl ardaoiL
Fiacal Y
Town St GO
Ann^a3^_Cufltomer _Eeport
ear Ending 1937
Bean Inc*
145 17 4
l4g 17 2
146 17 7
14-6 17
1937 Sales by Cus-i
tomer by Gar Classi
BaTTa^la. ygW YorlL =
35,0.
1937 Sales by
'
Customer
^
0024
00^
J.N.Adalm Co. Inc.
bb47
Buffalo
312 17 5
3l2_l7_i-
312 17 3
312 1L6_
312 17 0
Ad^ Me Idrum & Anderson C< >*Inc*
312 17
^312_17_4
312 17 2
312 1-7 -
1
312 17 1
312 17 9
204235m
5^25 X
550CR
Ti59W
2450
16174
36OO
34125
DC 350
1937 Cost of
Sales by Class
*
312 17 6
_312_17 3
312 17 6
312 170
L.L* Bdrger Inc*
0QtS4
i 312 17 2
5054
I
312 17 7
292692
170266
19351
_
60450 X
2500
63362
™jP
_^46
0046
0046
IS
J>9663_
6366
312_17 1
0654 312 17 b
David's Spec. Shops Inc.Store__#10
0713 312 17 7
E.W.Edwards & Son Ino.
235117
612
236I3
3^167 X
0066
0066
00^6
0066'
0066
0066
102516
41645
15000 X
I623
_
12350
3700
3576_._._
334cr
293055
__1I47
10254
- 23P3_
26951
177726
101709
TM
I 15
I 52144
16943
312 17
312 17
312 17
312 17
312 17 6
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REPORT #7
HALLIDAY COMPANY
daily
i
SA LES R E 0,1 S T E R
Dlv
Left ai
Date
Mo Day Yr
.
Accounts
Re.ce.lvable
7
Freight
13 14 ^3240 3101 12 21
7
22495 1 1096
_ 13 11 __ ^3240 3102 12 21 7 14S95
•j
703
1-5 1«5 33260 3137 12 21 7 54709
r
*
2354
n 12 533O8 3196 12 21 7 6i42 . 15s
13_12 5330s 3197 12 21 7 7938 - 216
13 Ilf 33336 3218 12 21 7 2612 _ 137
13 14 53350 -32te- 12 21 7 5424 42R
13 17 '5337s 3276 12 21 7 7102 1 321
n 16 53392 3305 12 21 7 12615
1
542
_ 13 16
-
53393 3306 12 21 30967_
;
1SS6
13 16 53392 3307 12 21 7 2^552 J 157
1-5 !•? R^4o6 1142 12 21 10456 457
13-13 53406 3343 13 21 7 _ 9963 396
-13 13 534o6_3344 12 21 7 42650
:
1854
13 13 53406 3345 12 21 7 6486 225
13_13 53406 3346 12 21 7 321s 116
Total S69825
1
' ^1652
TtM
Bundftra
U»rtftpr
cV.
Da;
•
Ohl««
U.
t.
'
-AA-IN-Erorra
934
s .
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REPORT fS
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THE HALLIDAY COMPANY
D A I L Y CASH RECEIPT S
Division 2 Ledeer 2 Dec 21 . 1937
Other Deductions Accounts
Customer Bank Numter Net Cash Discount >
- Freleht Account Amoiiwt Receivable Or
12475
“ 822052 136929 2351 ' 139280
.
- 1314« 81651 53447 932 i 612 ?46 cii/;pc
13292 _ , 8S4i 77511 1333 * 7500
.
L 14251 12 5357 109 Stt 5466
ierBSilt14317 1108 14026 9IW 1 ih-pvU.
a*®*
^ 14426 6142 36120 poxou
_
14453 8845 220742 3242 612 4l6 225000
14582 6474 32216 792 39602
14780 84137 5426 5426
15402 8S0522 2921 123 r; 9164
15S16 632 66240 ll40 4961 72341
16146 352 29170 512 29622
16323 1114 43220 749 :: .. 612 96 44o65
16662 84l 30294 k - ! 30294
17187 6184 22579 523 29162
17742 8621 49433 279 612 122 5o44o
18312 ^ 391 12967 12967
• 25731s • 13653 12461 226 824312
Summarv for Postlnpc
Dr. Cash 257312
Dt. Sales Discount 13653
T)t- Preieht Allos ed 12461
Dt» Anct. 612 226
Or. Accounts Receivable 824312
Note: A stubbed flap Is used with carbon insert xor
of coltunns 1 ,2 , and 3 * The detached flap is the bank or aeposit sxip.
'
.
.
—
_ .

T --
REPORT #9
TH]E HALLIDAY COMPANY
DIVISION 3 LEDGER 4 TRIAL BALANCE AS OF JUNE 1 . 1937
Customer Date 1-30 Days 31-60 Days 6I-9O Days
65432
65432
65432
65432
65432
65432
65432
65432
65432
6§435
65435
65435
65435
65435
65435
65442
65442
65442
§5442
65442
65442
65442
65447
65447
65R
65447
65447
65547
00
11 236S4 236S4
11 6201 6201
11 1696 1696
11 207s 2072
11 2493 2493
11 533 533
11 15296 15296
51721
25s
3963
6420R
7659W
3000OR
3%o4
2350
14036
Sol
20200 31521
3963
642CR
7659
2531?
123U
3000CR
26566 * 7659 * 579
4415
1261
5676
6049
7325
13434 16326
25237
Ml
121565
24917
246706
Note; A four inch margin at the left, not shonn In the
above form, is reserved for decoding customer
identity by typewriter.

. _
I
REPORT #10
THE HALLIDAT COMPANY
-
NAME The J.M. Titus Co.
,
Inc.
105^88 Roanoke, Virginia HISTORY rlivision 33
Customer Date Credit Iletail
J642
396|V2
39642
39642
39642
39642
39642
39642
39642
39642
39642
39642
39642
39642
39642
mi
30742
39642
39642
39642
39642
1 24 7 11
1 23 7 11
2 04 7 11
2 Ig 7 11
2 2S 7 11
15
15
21
22
22
01
03
10
10
17
17
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
5 02 7 11
5 06 7 11
5 02 Z
5 15 7 11
25229
46
"2?
32916
4oocr
2g062
9000
32526
34gCR
206g2
43229
2165s
1091S
62436
5926
17535
3597OR
66693
(Proof of Parallel Balance)
532
16925
549511
12
12
12
12
22
12
13
13
13
13
12
11
11
11
11
11
12
12
12
12
12
12
26
12
10
10
10
nr
7 31
7 31
7 33
7 31
7 31
7 31
36
31
31
31
31
21
3I
31
31
31
31
31
21
31
136929
61360
66440
220742
29170
534661
Hote: Pro Nxain'ber, although not indicated on the form,
appears in the list hank at right of custoner
number
.
Account Mo.
3
9642
of Remittance
Discoxmt Others Freight
2351
l4ll 217
Il40 4961
3642 4l6
512
9256 633 4961
I
r1
Hvislon 33 Account No. 39642
J
^tall Of Remittance
lash Discount Others Freipjht
1
136929 2351
1
S13S0 l4ll 217
1
66440 ll4o 4961
220742 3842 4l6
-
29170 512
534661 9256 633 4961
the form,
iustome r
JEHE- ..HALLXPAZ COUFANt
, i
a T A T E M E M T _L.
DEBITS
TRANSACTION
CRiDITS
1 12-DISC. DEDUCTION
.
21'?4 Hennenln Avenue 17-MDSE .DEDUCTION
32
-
DISCi
33
-
MDSE 3
34-
fght3
35- J
.ALLOWED
CREDIT
ALLOWED
Minneapolis
i4-FGHT. DEDUCTION
%3-
Minnesota
16-
PROTESTED CHECK
17-
36-ovERi
37-PARTJ
AYMENT
PAYMENT
Terms: 2% e.o.m.nel ; 60
18-
|L9-MISC. DEBIT
38- :
39
-
MISCJ CREDIT
1
1
Customer
Humber
Date
Mo Day Tran Debits Credits Balance
1J482 3 15 11 2567
31^ 12 228
i
l?4g2 3 24 11 246721
13482 4 10_36 352CR
134-S2 4 12 11 1964s
.___J34S2.1 4 IB 11 2964
_l'}kS2
13482
13482
4_19_J3.
4 21 11
j4_22_ll
205SCR
-1P526
3987
134sa|_
13482
'
4 22_11
4 22 27
_15.67
4 22 11 9628
75857
-I-
Note: The first column proves correctness of customer
Identity. This column is scored on the state-
ment. sheet and Is detached before statements
are mailed.
r
32410CR
1

REPORT flZ
F
SHOP PAY
H. BROWNING OOlJPAHY , -
ROLL 1077
-
P w D W D W Gross Deductions —
Amt Ere Amt Add Ded Earnines OAB 0 Ins NAt War'n'lTiiyo
~wie 3^26 30 3W3 W 3340 37 301
400 00 4500 45 45 4410 37 302
llgO 230 2520 3700 37 37 3626 37 303
4334 99760 4l44 4i 4l 4062 37 305
1562 307 0HVOCM 4192 42 42 4150 37 306
4oo 2460 200 2660 27 27 2606 37 307
3665 3665 ::n' 39 39 3767 37 303
2946 99650 2796 1t3: : 1^23 23 2750 37 309
4312 4312 43 43 4716 37 311
364 2304 2304 23 23 2253 37 312
3159 3159 32 32 3095 37 315
1622 320 3046 4666 *^7 ^7 4574 37 316
2352 30 600 3452 35 35 3432 37 317
3000 3000 30 30 2940 37 316
415 2905 2905 29 29 2343 37 320
2376 l4l 1156 4032 4o 4o 3952 37 321
4200 456 4650 ^7 47 4556 37 322
4oo 2300 2300 23 26 2744 37 323
Hote: Piece Work Hours are not shown in the report hut appear
in the first list bank at left of Piece work Amoxint.
l!'
—
Dec. Ig. 1937
Tsductions
?? OAB U Ins Net Earninps Clock No
3^ 34 33^ 37 301
C 1.
A ^ 45 4410 37 302
A 57 37 3626 37 303
P ,
^ Ifl 41 4062 37 305
42 42 4150 37 306
27 27 2606 37 307
- 39 39 37S7 37 3085
h 28 28 2750 37 309
•
48 48 4716 37 311
- 23 23 2258 37 312
32 32 3095 37 315
47 47 4574 37 316
35 35 34«2 37 317
30 30 2940 37 313
29 29 2843 37 320
- 4o 4o 3952 37 321
^7 *•7 4556 37 322
;
,
28 28 2744 37 323
’
—
w
INTERSTATE LIFE INSURANCE CO ORDINARY CODE SHEET Exhibit IS
Issue Val. 'd4) Agen-
cy
<D Sex
CUuse
No.
Premium
Dis.
Prem.
Cse. Occupa-
tion
Girth Height Weight Race
03
Blood
Pressure
it-
g Impairments
ithe
Ins.
MemorandiPlan
Age
Amount Premium
cd
Dis. DIS.
Build True
Age
Family
History
d
Sys. Diaa % First Second Chg.
'fftr Mo. M
t-t
CO Pay D. I, D. I. D. I. Type 5 y
1
1
1 I-. 1
1
1
]
1
!
*
I
1
!
1
;
1
1 1
1
;
1
;
i 1 Li- Li.
!
1
1
:
Li- 1
:
I 1
l_^
1 1 1
!
1 1 1
: lj_
1 1
1
; 1
;
, 1
1
;
1 [ 1 |_i_
1 1
1
;
1 1
1
:
1
•
1
;
•
1 , LL,
1 1 1
;
1
;
1 1 1
:
1 j
1 7 j ;
1
1 7
Actuarial O
ORDINARY CODE SHEET
Issue
No. Plan
Tear Mo.
Val.
Age
Amount Premium Agen-
cy
Sex
Slause
No.
Ofs.
Premium
Dis.
Prem.
Cse.
Dis.
Occupa-
tion
Girth Height Weight Race
1Class
1
Blood
Pressure
Rat-
ing: Impairments
Hhai
Ins.
I
Build True
Age
Family
History Fype
Sys. Dias.
Yru
First Second thg.
Pay D. I. D. I. D. I. $
%
X,L 1 : 1
I 1
1
:
,
1
1 1 l_2_ Li.
|_2_
1
;
1 1
, |_i
J,
,
,1 1
;
1
;
1 1
1
; l_^
1 1
1 i_[_
1
1 1
1
1 1 1
i 1
:
1 1
1
;
1 1 1
;
!.i.
1 1 1
:
1.1.
1 1
1 1
i
1
1
1 1
1
:
II
I
1 1 1
;
1
;
1
j
1 1
:
1 !
,
1
1 1 1 1
i
1
I 1 1
:
Acta
Mb
l4
Mechanical Key Punch
T
he Mechanical Key Punch is used to record data on tabulating cards by
means of punched holes, thereby preparing accurate, permanent and unal-
terable records.
No electrical energy is required to operate this machine. Simplicity of de-
sign and ruggedness of construction have made it an efficient and economical
factor in many installations of the Electric Accounting Method. Two other ad-
vantages are its portability and the small amount of space it occupies.
The mechanical key punch has fourteen punching keys, twelve of them cor-
responding to the twelve positions which can be punched in any one column of
the card. The other two are a space key and a release key.
Each individual card is placed by the operator in the carriage of the machine
prior to punching. As the punching operation proceeds the machine automatically
spaces to the left, thus bringing each column of numerals on the card into the
punching position. When the proper information has been recorded in this
manner, the operator removes the card, inserts another, and repeats the process.
The punch is so designed that the card column being punched becomes visible
immediately following the depression of the key, thus permitting the operator
to see what she has punched.
The Tabulating Machine Company Division

Type 51 Mechanical Verifier
HE Type 51 Mechanical Verifier is used as a mechanical means of proving
the accuracy with w'hich the punching operation was performed.
The theory of mechanical verification is identical with that of any check-
ing procedure, viz., that repetition of the work by a different person reveals the
errors made by the one who originally performed the task.
The manual operation of the verifier is identical with that of the key punch.
The punched card is placed in the verifier and the operator, reading data from
the punching source, proceeds as though actually punching. If a key is struck
which does not correspond to the hole punched in the card, the carriage of the
verifier does not advance, thus calling attention to an error. Comparison of the
original data and the punched card is then made to determine whether the error
w’as made in punching or verifying. The verifier is so constructed that the
operator cannot see the punched holes to be verified. This, of course, eliminates
sight suggestion of correctness.
Mechanical verification greatly reduces the human element hazard in the
checking procedure and give definite assurance that the punched hole records
are dependably correct.
TABULATING MACHINE DIVISION

Type 11 Electric Key Punch
T
he Type 11 Electric Key Punch is used to record data on tabulating cards
by means of perforations, thereby preparing accurate, permanent and un-
alterable records for the electric accounting method.
Simplicity of design and ruggedness of construction make this machine a
highly efficient device. Its small size enables it to be carried easily from place to
place.
The keyboard has fourteen keys, twelve of them corresponding to the twelve
positions which can be punched in any one column of the card, the other two
being a space key and a release key.
Each individual card is placed by the operator in the carriage of the ma-
chine prior to punching. As the punching operation proceeds, the machine auto-
matically spaces to the left, thus bringing each column of numerals on the card
in the punching position. When the proper information has been recorded in this
manner, the operator removes the card and, after inserting another, repeats
the process.
The punch is so designed that the card column being punched becomes visible
immediately following the depression of the key, thus permitting the operator to
see what has been punched. The limited number of keys and their e.xtremely
light touch assure the rapid acquirement of operating skill.
TABULATING MACHINE DIVISION
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DuplicatiiiK Key I’unch
T
he Duplicating Key Punch is used to record data on tabulating cards by
means of punched holes. Information common to more than one card can
be recorded automatically; information pertaining to an individual card is
recorded by the operator. All the information contained on a tabulating card or
any portion of it can be automatically reproduced on other tabulating cards by
this device.
The key board has fourteen keys, twelve of them corresponding to the
twelve positions which can be punched in any one column of the card, the other
two being a space key and a relea.se key. The duplicating device, which permits
the recording of predetermined data, is actuated by a punched card placed in the
duplicating card rack. The speed of the duplicating operation is approximately
ten columns per second.
This duplicating feature is extremely useful as an automatic coding device.
Master cards are pre-punched with all of the codes which pertain to any given
set of transactions. Placing the proper master card in the duplicating rack then
results in the automatic transfer of these codes in punched form to the detail
cards. This not only eliminates individual coding but expedites punching and
makes verilkation of these codes unnecessary.
A stack of unpunched cards is placed in the magazine from which the cards
are fed one at a time into the punching mechanism by a hand operated slide.
The operation of this slide adjusts the machine for punching. Cards also may
be fed into the punch by hand from the left without removing or in any way
disturbing those in the magazine.
As each perforation is made, the carriage automatically moves one space to
the left until all desired columns on the card have been punched. When the
last column has been perforated, the operator removes the card and automatically
.sets the punching mechanism to repeat the process.
The punch is so designed that the card column being punched becomes visible
immediately following the depre.ssion of the key, thus permitting the operatoi’
to see what she has pur.ched. The small number of keys and their extremely light
touch assure the rapid acquirement of skilled operation.
The Tabulating Machine Company Division
I

Type 15 Motor Drive Key Punch
T
he Type 15 Motor Drive Key Punch is used to record data on tabulating
cards by means of punched holes, thus preparing permanent and unalter-
able records for the electric accounting method.
The keyboard has fourteen keys, twelve of them corresponding to the twelve
positions which can be punched in any one column of the card, the other two
being a space key and a release key. The sloping keyboard is placed at the
proper height for convenient operation.
This punch is equipped with automatic card-feeding and card-ejecting devices
which are so arranged that after a punched card has been ejected, a card from the
magazine is automatically fed into the punching position. Cards may be fed
into the punch by hand from the left without removing or in any way disturbing
those in the magazine rack.
The operation of this machine is very simple. The only requirement on the
operator’s part is to press the proper keys ; all other movements are automatically
performed.
The punch is so designed that the card column being punched becomes visible
immediately following the depression of the key, thus permitting the operator
to see what has been punched.
The machine is mounted on an attractive, sturdy, steel table. A reading
board at the left of the punch provides a convenient place for holding the original
written records from which the data are transferred.
TABULATING MACHINE DIVISION
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Type 52 Motor Drive Verifier
T
he Type 52 Motor Drive Verifier is used to prove mechanically the accuracy
of data punched in tabulating cards.
The theory of mechanical verification is identical with that of any check-
ing procedure, viz., that repetition of the work by a different person reveals
errois made by the person who originally performed the task.
The manual operation of the verifier is the same as that of the key punch.
The punched card is automatically fed into the machine and the operator, reading
data from the punching source, proceeds as though actually punching. If a key
is struck which does not correspond to the hole punched in the card, the carriage
of the verifier does not advance, thus calling attention to an error. Compari.son
of the original data and the punched card is then made to determine whether the
error w’as made in punching or in verifying.
If there are no errors in the punched card it is automatically ejected and the
next card is automatically fed into the machine. This automatic feed and eject
feature is a great aid in making mechanical verification a highly efficient pro-
cedure.
The verifier is so constructed that the operator cannot see the punched holes
to be verified. This, of cour.se, eliminates sight sugge.stion of cori'ectness.
Mechanical verification reduces the human element hazard in the checking
procedure and gives definite assurance that the punched hole records are depend-
ably correct.
TABULATING MACHINE DIVISION
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Type 16 Motor Drive Duplicating Key Punch
HE Type 16 Motor Drive Duplicating Key Punch is used to record data on
tabulating cards, by means of perforations, for electric accounting pur-
poses. Information common to more than one card can be recorded auto-
matically; information pertaining to an individual card or any portion of it can
be automatically reproduced on other tabulating cards by this device.
The keyboard has fourteen keys, twelve of them corresponding to the twelve
positions which can be punched in any one column of the card, the other two
being a space key and a release key. The duplicating device, which permits the
recording of pre-determined data, is actuated by a punched card placed in the
duplicating card rack. The speed of the duplicating operation is approximately
ten columns per second.
This duplicating feature is extremely useful as an automatic coding device.
Master cards are pre-punched with all of the codes which pertain to any given set
of transactions. Placing the proper master card in the duplicating rack then
results in the automatic transfer of these codes in punched form to the detail
cards. This not only eliminates individual coding but expedites punching and
makes verification of these codes unnecessary.
The punch is equipped with automatic card feeding and automatic card eject-
ing devices which are so arranged that after a punched card has been ejected a
blank card is automatically fed into the punching position. Cards also may be
fed into the punch by hand from the left without removing or in any way disturb-
ing those in the magazine.
The punch is so designed that the card column being punched becomes visible
immediately following the depression of the key, thus permitting the operator to
see what has been punched.
The operation of this device is very simple inasmuch as all the operator
need do is press the keys to make the desired perforations. All other operations
are automatically performed. The automatic features and the limited number of
keys assure a rapid acquii'ement of skilled operation.
The machine is mounted on an attractive, sturdy steel table. A reading
board at the left of the i)unch provides a convenient place for the original rec-
ords from which the information is l)eing tran.scribed.
TABULATING MACHINE DIVISION
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Type 31 Alphabetic Duplicatins: Key I’unch
T
he Type 31 Alphabetic Duplicating Key Punch is used to record alphabetic
and numerical information in tabulating cards in such a manner that com-
plete words and names, together with numerical data can subsequently
be printed by the Alphabetic Accounting Machine.
Information common to more than one card can be recorded automatically; :
information pertaining to an individual card or any portion of it can be auto-
matically duplicated to other tabulating cards. This duplicating feature is ex-
j
tremely useful as an automatic coding device. Master cards are pre-punched with i
all of the codes which pertain to any given set of transactions. Placing the proper
^
master card in the duplicating I’ack then results in the automatic transfer of these 1
codes in punched form to the detail cards. This not only eliminates individual
coding but expedites punching and makes verification of these codes unnecessary. ’
The punching mechanism is controlled by two keyboards, one of which has
both alphabetic and numerical keys, arranged to correspond with those of a
typewriter. The other is the same as the keyboard of a numerical key punch
and is provided for convenience of operation and to attain maximum production.
The Alphabetic Duplicating Key Punch is equipped with automatic feed
and eject, and is mounted on an attractive steel table. A reading board at the
left provides a convenient place for holding the original records from which
the information is being transferred.
TABULATING MACHINE DIVISION J
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Type 33 Alphabetic Duplicating Printiiis I’linch
HE Type 33 Alphabetic Duplicating Printing Punch is used to record both
alphabetic and numerical data on tabulating cards by means of punched
holes, at the same time printing this information along the top of the card.
Thus the machine provides a means of interpreting the holes punched for tabu-
lating purposes into legible characters, aiding greatly the checking, filing, or
reference operations.
A duplicating device is provided on this machine which permits the re-
cording of predetermined data from master cards. The device is actuated by
a punched card placed in the duplicating rack. The speed of the duplicating
operation is approximately ten columns per second. This feature is extremely
useful as an automatic coding device. Master or code cards are prepunched
with all of the codes which j)ertain to any given set of transactions. Placing the
proper master card in the duplicating rack then results in the automatic trans-
fer of these codes in punched form to the detail cards. This not only eliminates
individual coding but expedites punching and makes verification of these codes
unnecessary.
The operation of this machine is controlled by a standard typewriter key-
board, the feeding and ejecting of the cards being entirely automatic. Tabular
inserts are used to automatically control skipping, spacing, duplicating and
ejecting of cards.
The machine is mounted on an attractive steel base of a convenient height
for operation from a seated position. The large waste receptacle mounted be-
neath the machine does not limit the ample leg room provided, and the reading
board at the left provides a convenient place for the original records from
which the information is transcribed.
The Type 33 Alphabetic Duplicating Printing Punch has an extremely light
action, every movement being power driven, the keys merely engaging the
operating mechanisms.
TABULATING MACHINE DIVISION

Type 501 Automatic Numbering (iang runch
T
he Type 501 Automatic Numbering Gang Punch provides an automatic
means of recording on tabulating cards all data which is common to a
number of cards.
The columns to be punched may be set up in the machine in two ways,
by using a prepunched master card, which performs the set-up automatically—oi
by hand setting each column individually. A combination of both methods may
also be used when required.
The operation of this machine is very simple. The operator is required only
to place the group of cards in the feed box, set up the punching bars on the col-
umns to be punched by one of the methods described above, and to press the
starting button. The machine then punches automatically at the rate of 125
cards per minute.
One important feature of this machine is the card counting device. A dial
is set to register the number of cards to be punched; when that quantity has
been punched the machine automatically stops. Another feature is the card num-
bering attachment which is available at a slight additional cost for automatically
printing serial numbers or identification numbers on the cards as they are gang
punched.
Throughout the entire design of this machine careful consideration has been
given to speed, automatic features, and simplicity of operation.
TABULATING MACHINE DIVISION
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Type 511 Aulomalic Reprocluciii!' I’liiieh
T
he Type 511 Automatic Reproducing Punch provides a means for reproduc-
ing all or any portion of the information, either numerical or alphabetic,
which has been punched in one group of cards into another group of cards.
It is also possible to gang punch information from one master card into a de-
sired number of detail cards. All operations are effected automatically, as the
master cards pass through the machine.
Both reproducing and gang punching may be accomplished simultaneously;
that is, while information is being reproduced into a group of cards, additional
data may be gang punched into the same cards from a prepunched master set-up
card.
The Automatic Reproducing Punch operates at a constant speed of 100
cards per minute for all types of work, regardless of the number of holes which
are punched.
This machine is ecpiipped with an automatic ])lugboard, similar in principle
to a telephone switchboard, by means of which any desired arrangement of
data can be obtained from the punched cards. Two types of slides, or set-up
panels, may be used with this plugboard: the manual set-up type, with which
the set-up of the machine can be changed at any time by the manual rearrange-
ment of the plugboard wires; and the fixed set-up type, which provides a
standard set-up at any time, merely by the insertion of a slide with fixed
wiring.
TABULATING MACHINE DIVISION
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Type 600 Automatic Multiplyina' I’lmch
T
he Type 600 Automatic Multiplying Punch is used in the electric accounting
method for automatically multiplying amounts punched in tabulating cards
and punching the products in the cards in any desired position. As the prod-
ucts are recorded on the cards, they may be accumulated by the machine and
totaled in a summary counter.
One multiplying factor is always derived from the individual cards but the
multipliers may be set up either from each detail card or from master cards in-
serted or sorted in ahead of classified groups of detail cards, which method pro-
vides group multipliers.
Accuracy of punching and e.xtensions may be checked by several diffei’ent
methods, all of which are automatic.
This machine has the capacity for multiplying as many as 8 digits in the
multiplicand by 8 digits in the multiplier. Products of 16 digits may be punched,
and a 10 digit summary of products accumulated in the summary counter. Each
product may be adjusted to any desired number of decimal positions before it is
punched in the card or accumulated.
The machine does not multiply by adding; it performs the actual multiplica-
tion process, and for that reason is extremely rapid. The speed of the machine,
for any multiplicand, is dependent upon the number of digits (other than zeros)
in the multiplier, a minimum of 1,000 extensions per hour being made where
multiplier factors average 4 digits each.
n
I
TABULATING MACHINE DIVISION

Type 551 Automatic Check WritiuK Interpreter
T
his machine is particularly designed for the purpose of ti'anslating the
holes punched in tabulating cards and printing the resultant numerals in
any desired arrangement, in legible form, on the face of regular tabulating
cards or on tabulating card checks.
The printing can be accomplished in any one of five positions. The first is
at the extreme top of the card, where it is visible in filing and general work,
and the lowest position is on a line 1 3/16" from the top of the card, which is
the check-writing position. Between these two are three other equally spaced
positions registering exactly between the lines of punching.
Special large pin-point type is used for check writing, giving a clear im-
pression and affording extra protection to the check. Asterisks are automatic-
ally printed to cancel any unused positions in the space reserved for dollars,
and the amount may be printed in two or more places if desired.
The machine is equipped wdth a flexible plugboard and will interpret forty-five
card columns in one run. A full eighty column card may be interpreted by
using tw'o lines of printing.
The Type 551 Automatic Check-Writing Interpreter can be equipped with
either the normal or the large type. The speed of this machine is 60 cards
per minute.
TABULATING MACHINE DIVISION
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Type 552 Alphabetic Interpreter
T
he Type 552 Alphabetic Interpreter translates the holes punched in a tabu-
lating card by printing on the face of the same card the alphabetic and
numerical information which the holes represent.
The printing mechanism of this machine consists of sixty type bars. Each
type bar contains ten numerical (0 to 0) characters and a full complement of
alphabetic characters.
The sixty characters may be printed in a single row positioned along the top
of the card above the 12’s or between the 12’s and It’s as desired. Should sixty
columns of interpreted information be insufficient, the cards may be run through
the machine twice so that the additional information is printed in the second posi-
tion, under the first row.
The speed of this machine is 60 cards per minute.
ELECTRIC BOOKKEEPING AND ACCOUNTING MACHINE DIVISION
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T
he Counting Sorter is designed for the purpose of simultaneously counting
and classifying punched tabulating cards. It is also capable of operating
as a regular sorter, without counting, or as a counting mechanism, without
sorting.
The sorting mechanism has thirteen pockets into which the cards fall during
the sorting operation. One is for rejected cards (those having no holes in the
column being sorted) ; the other twelve are for the twelve punching positions in
a card column. Each pocket has an 800 card capacity. When this limit is
reached in any one pocket, the machine automatically stops to enable the operator
to remove the cards.
The adjustable counting mechanism, which will count as many holes as are
punched in any one card column, is equipped with fifteen adding counters, one for
each of the twelve conditions that can be recorded in a column, one for unpunched
cards, one for sub-totals, and one for grand totals. All counters can be cleared
in a single operation, or the grand total counter may be allowed to accumulate.
Each counter has a 5 digit capacity.
A selecting device enables all cards punched with any particular hole or holes
in a single column to be sorted out; the remaining cards pass into the reject pocket
without any change in their sequence.
The counting mechanism is located directly behind and above the top of the
machine. This makes the figures in the counters readily visible to the operator
and a reading board on top of the machine provides a convenient place for
transcribing the data.
Throughout the entire design of the Counting Sorter careful consideration
has been given to accuracy, speed, quietness, and convenience of operation.
The Tabulating Machine Company Division

Type 92 Five Counter Tabulator
T
he Type 92 Five Counter Tabulator is a multiple adding machine by means
of which punched cards are made to yield totals. It determines sub-totals
and grand totals and also indicates proper classifications. These accumu-
lations and classifications are shown on reading dials and may be used either
for balancing large groups of cards or transferred by the operator to report
forms. A reading board, for use as a table in transcribing, may be specified
for the machine.
From one to five groups of eight digit figures may be simultaneously added
from each card by this machine at the rate of 150 cards per minute; in other
words, 45,000 additions an hour can be obtained.
A plugboard, similiar in principle to a telephone switchboard, renders the
machine entirely flexible for all tabulating needs. Specially designed stop
cards cause the machine to stop at the end of each classification or group so
that the operator may record the totals pertaining to that group.
All control keys are so placed that the operator can operate the machine
with great convenience.
TABULATING MACHINE DIVISION

Type 285 Electric Accounting Machine
HE Type 285 Electric Accounting Machine is a multiple adding, subtract-
ing, classifying and printing machine, which, actuated by punched tabu-
lating cards, produces printed tabulations. It will list details from indi-
vidual cards or w'ill print designations and totals, net totals and accumulated
net totals.
All data recorded on tabulating cards can be compiled to show net totals
for each group or classification together with accumulated net totals for all
groups. All such compilations can be automatically printed as finished reports.
Group totals from as many as five counters can be taken simultaneously,
or seven banks of information may be listed at one time, accompanied by five
totals. The machine capacities for listing and accumulating vary with the indi-
vidual models. The machine can be instantly transformed into a Lister which
prints in itemized detail the information recorded on the cards and at the same
time accumulates the desired quantities, which totals are then printed in their
respective positions.
The Type 285 Electric Accounting Machine is equipped with major and
minor automatic control which causes the machine to stop momentarily, when
classifications change, while the respective totals for the groups are printed
on the report. Thus, succeeding groups are automatically tabulated without
assistance from the operator.
This machine is equipped with an automatic plugboard, similar in princi-
ple to a telephone switchboard, by means of which any desired arrangement of
data can be obtained from the punched cards. Tw'o types of slides, or set-up
panels, may be used with this plugboard: the manual set-up type, with which the
set-up of the machine can be changed at any time by the manual rearrangement
of the plugboard wires; and the fixed set-up type, which jirovides a standard
set-up at any time, merely by the insertion of a slide with fixed wiring.
This machine is available in Three, Four, Five, Six, or Seven Bank models,
each of which may be equipped with from two to five counters. Counters in any
position may be of either adding or balance (direct subtraction) type. These
models are supplied with speeds from 75 cards per minute for both listing and
tabulating to a listing speed of 120 cards per minute and a tabulating speed of
150 cards per minute.
The simplicity of plugging and the arrangement of all switches and controls
in an accessible position along the front of the machine make them particularly
convenient to operate.
TABULATING MACHINE DIVISION
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HP] Type 375 Invoicing Tabulator is especially designed for handling billing
on a fully automatic basis. It will prepare completely itemized printed
invoices and selection lists, including the totals of quantity, selling price,
cost, and weight. Commodity descriptions are printed in a legible and condensed
alphabetic form, based on a predetermined analysis of the occurrence of letters.
The machine is equipped with a fle.xible plugboard which facilitates the
changing of the machine from the billing arrangement to other required set-ups.
The invoice which this machine is capable of preparing is extremely neat in
appearance and compact in size. An office copy in the form of a stub can be
prepared in the same operation, thus avoiding the use of carbons.
The machine can be equipped with from three to five counters and a printing
unit with from sixty to eighty type bars including those bars reserved for print-
ing commodity descriptions.
This machine is available in four models with ,speeds of from 75 cards per
minute for both listing and tabulating to a listing speed of 120 cards per minute
and a tabulating speed of 150 cards })er minute. A group selecting device is
provided so that maximum machine si)eed can be obtained foi- single-card items
as well as for multiple-card items.
JTABULATING MACHINE DIVISION
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Direct Subtraction Accounting Machine
T
he Direct Subtraction Accounting Machine is a combined multiple adding,
subtracting and printing machine by means of which punched cards are made
to yield printed tabulations. It is used to list details from individual tab-
ulating cards or to print classifications and accumulate and print totals, net
totals and accumulated net totals.
All data recorded on tabulating cards can be compiled to show net totals
for each group or classification together with accumulated net totals for all
groups. All such comi)ilations can be automatically printed as finished reports.
The Accounting Machine can be instantly transformed into a Lister which
prints in itemized detail the information recorded on the cards and at the same
time accumulates the desired net (juantities, which totals are then printed in their
]|
respective positions.
[
Although direct subtraction is the outstanding feature of this machine,
t
many other features make it a highly efficient instrument in accounting proced-
ures. Group totals of from one to six classes of data from each card are secured
I at a speed of 150 cards per minute. When an itemized list is required, from one
1 to seven classes of data, together with the totals of six, are supplied at the
rate of 100 cards per minute.
I
'ITie machine is e(iuipped with three automatic controls,—major, intermediate.
,
and minor, which can.'-e the machine to stop at the end of each group of cards,
print the totals or sub-totals for the group on the report, and automatically tabu-
I
late the succeeding groups without assistance from the operator. Control switches,
||
levers, card feed, .stacker, and carriage are all centralized to permit convenient
ij
operation of the machine from one point.
ij A plugboard, similar in principle to a telephone switchboard, renders this
machine entirely flexible for all tabulating needs in the preparation of printed
' reports. Class selection and balance selection features are other advantages that
>1 contribute s])eed, accuracy and economy to the preparation of finished reports by
the electric accounting method.
The entire seven banks of this machine print in a space only thirteen inches
I
wide, thus enabling final reports to be tabulated in a neat, compact mannei suit-
I able for any accounting records.
The Tabulating Machine Company Division
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he Type 405 Alphabetic Accounting Machine is a combined multiple
adding, subtracting, and printing machine by means of which complete
printed reports, consisting of both alphabetic and numerical information,
' may be prepai’ed from punched tabulating cards. It may be used to list both
' alphabetic and numerical details from individual tabulating cards or to print
classifications and accumulate and print totals, net totals, and accumulated net
totals.
All data recorded on tabulating cards can be compiled to show net totals for
each group or classification, together with accumulated net totals for all groups.
All such compilations can be automatically printed as finished reports with com-
plete descriptive information.
The machine can be changed instantly into a lister for printing in itemized
detail the information recorded on the cards. The data may be printed on printed
forms, continuous rolls, or on individual records such as checks, etc. Simulta-
neously with the printing, the machine accumulates and prints the desired totals.
Listing is accomplished at 80 cards per minute, tabulating at either 80 or
150 cards per minute depending on the model. The machine is equipped with
major, intermediate and minor controls, which cause it to stop at the end of
each group of cards ^whether listing or tabulating), print the total for the
group, and automatically proceed with the next classification.
This machine is equipped with an automatic plugboard, similar in principle
to a telephone switchboard, by means of which any desired arrangement of
r data can be obtained from the punched cards. Two types of slides, or set-up
panels, may be used with this plugboard: the manual set-up type, with which
' the set-up of the machine can be changed at any time by the manual rearrange-
"
,
ment of the plugboard wires; and the fixed set-up type, which provides a
^
‘ standard set-up at any time, merely by the insertion of a slide with fixed wiring.
H
' The alphabetic feature eliminates typew^riter operations and the use of codes
in preparing finished reports. Numerals can be interspersed with alphabetic
characters. The arrangement of all of the 88 type bars in two continuous banks
;
enables reports to be printed in a very compact form.
TABULATING MACHINE DIVISION J

Type 516 Automatic Summary Punch
T
he Type 516 Automatic Summary Punch is used to punch summary cards
from indications and totals appearing in the counters of an accounting
machine during the process of tabulation.
The operation of the punch is similar to that of the Motor Drive Duplicating
Key Punch except that in addition to receiving impulses from a card in the master
card rack and from manual depression of keys, it also receives the impulses from
the accounting machine. The two machines can be disconnected by throwing a
switch so that they may be operated independently. A plugboard, mounted on the
right hand end, renders the summary punch entirely flexible in the transfer of
information from the accounting machine.
During the process of tabulation, every control change at which summary
cards are to be punched causes the accounting machine to come to a stop, at
which time the information contained in the counters of the accounting machine
is electrically transmitted to the summary punch and by it, recorded in a tabu-
lating card. Ui)on completion of the summary punching, the card is auto-
matically ejected and a new one fed into punching position from the magazine.
The ejecting and feeding of the cards in the punch occurs simultaneously with
the resetting and printing operation of the accounting machine. If the punch
runs out of cards an automatic stopping device prevents the accounting ma-
chine from starting on the next group.
Information other than that carried in the counters may be recorded on sum-
mary cards by either the automatic duplicating or key punching process, ordi-
narily while the accounting machine is running so that no extra time is required.
The machine is mounted on an attractive, sturdy steel table. All the features
incorporated in the motor drive punches are included in this machine.
TABULATING MACHINE DIVISION
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Type 522 Duplicator Summary Punch
T
he Type 522 Duplicator Summary Punch is designed for use with the Type
405 Alphabetic Accounting Machine for punching into summary cards the
numerical indications and totals appearing in the counters of the accounting
machine.
Control changes for which summary cards are desired cause the accounting
machine to come to a stop, at which time the information contained in the count-
ers of the accounting machine is electrically read out and transmitted to the sum-
mary punch, and by it recorded in a tabulating card. Besides the data taken from
the accounting machine counters, the punch will read information common to all
cards from a master card in the duplicating rack of the punch and place it in the
summary card. This duplicated information may be numerical or alphabetic,
while the summary-punched information may be numerical only. Summary punch-
ing is accomplished at a speed of 10 card columns per second. Duplicated infor-
mation is also punched at this rate, but the total time required for summary-
punching is generally governed by the number of card columns total-punched,
because the punching of duplicated and indicated information is usually com-
pleted before a control change.
Although this machine is intended primarily as a summary punch for the
alphabetic accounting machine, it can also be operated independently as an alpha-
betic duplicating key punch; or on units supplied without the alphabetic keyboard,
it can be used as a numerical duplicating key punch. In either case its operating
principles and functions are similar to those of standard duplicating key punches.
ELECTRIC BOOKKEEPING AND ACCOUNTING MACHINE DIVISION J

Type 517 Gang Summary Punch
(for use with Type 405 Alphabetic Accounting Machine)
HE Type 517 Gang Summary Punch is a dual function machine, designed
primarily to be used as a summary punch for attachment to a Type 405
Alphabetic Accounting Machine, but capable of performing both summary
and gang-punching operations.
It is used to punch numerical information into summary cards from indica-
tions and totals appearing in the counters of an alphabetic accounting machine
during the process of tabulation, and will also punch common information into
the cards. It can be operated as a gang punch, performing functions similar to
tho.se of the punch unit of the Automatic Reproducing Punch.
In summary punching, control changes at which summary cards are to be
punched cause the accounting machine to come to a stop, at which time the in-
formation contained in the counters of the accounting machine is electrically read
and ti’ansmitted to the summary punch, and by it recorded in a tabulating card.
Simultaneously with the summary-punching operations, duplicated (gang-
punched) data may be punched into the card from a master card. Gang-punched
information may be numerical or alphabetic or both. Summary punching is per-
formed at the speed of 1.26 seconds per summary card, regardless of the number
of columns punched. A plugboard makes the summary punch entirely flexible in
the transfer of information from the accounting machine.
The machine may be operated as a gang punch. When used in this manner it
is possible to gang-punch information from master cards into any desired number
of detailed cards, with master set-up changes effected automatically. Gang-
punched information may be numerical or alphabetic or a combination of both.
The machine operates at a speed of 100 cards per minute, regardless of the num-
ber of columns punched or the number of punches in a column.
ELECTRIC BOOKKEEPING AND ACCOUNTING MACHINE DIVISION
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Continuous Korin Feed
T
he Continuous Form Feed is a device that is attached to either the Invoic-
ing Tabulator or the Accounting Machine for the purpose of automatically
handling continuous forms fed through the printing mechanism of the
machine.
It provides the advantages arising from the use of single sheets in various
phases of accounting work, and in addition yields all the savings of time and
labor which result when paper is fed from a continuous roll.
It is adajitable to any accounting procedure that requires individual forms
or that is better handled with uniform sheets than with paper torn from a roll,
such, for instance, as the preparation of accounts receivable invoices and state-
ments, accounts payable remittance statements, general accounting ledger
sheets, insurance agency registers, etc.
This attachment will feed single continuous folded forms or multiple continu-
ous folded forms with carbon interleaved.
The Tabulating Machine Company Division J
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Type 921 International Automatic Carriage
T
he Type 921 International Automatic Carriage is a special motor-driven
device which automatically feeds and spaces continuous forms or roll paper
and automatically spaces single sheets. It is designed for attachment to any
numerical or alphabetic Electric Accounting Machine. In addition to its many
automatic features, it is capable of performing the regular functions of the
standard carriage which it replaces.
This carriage may be set to e,ject automatically from a predetermined last
line of a continuous form to a predetermined first line of the next form. Or,
it may be set to eject from form to form as governed by control changes in the
accounting machine.
When this carriage is used on the Alphabetic Accounting Machine, it may
be so set that, where heading cards, such as name and address cards, are used,
automatic spacing occurs between the last heading card and the body of the
form, in addition to the functions noted above.
Single sheets may be handled in the same manner as continuous forms with
the exception that they must be hand fed. The sheets may be positioned easily
to the first printing line and automatically ejected.
The carriage is equipped with a set of adjustable form guides and feeding
and stacking racks for continuous forms. The platen is i)rovided with a special
feature which ])ermils adjustment of form j)osition while the carriage is in
.motion.
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International Business Machines Corporation
Tabulating Machine Division
270 Broadway, New York
«>>
Agreement for
ELECTRIC BOOKKEEPING AND ACCOUNTING
MACHINE SERVICE
In the United States
:^ame - - No.
Street and No ,
Date
42
Service
Offered
City and State
The International Business Machines Corporation offers to furnish its Electric Book-
keeping and Accounting Machine Service, comprising the use of its machines, devices and
equipment listed below, and Cards for use in connection therewith, together with the advice
and counsel of its staff in applying the Electric Bookkeeping and Accounting Machine
Method to your work, upon the following terms and conditions:
TYPE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY
MONTHLY
RENTAL EACH
00—12-30-36—MAE
FOR BANKS
Taxes
Period of
Contract
Rentals
Additional
or Replace
Machines
License
to Use
Taxes now in effect, or if and when levied on the rentals or sales covered in this agree-
ment, are to be added to the rentals and prices.
This agreement for the aforementioned equipment shall remain in force for One Year
from the date the machines, devices and equipment are installed ready for your use, and may
be terminated by you or this Corporation then, provided written notice is received three
months prior, otherwise this agreement shall remain in full force and effect. Thereafter it
may be terminated by you or this Corporation at the end of any calendar month provided
three months prior written notice is received or unless terminated by us in accordance with
the stipulations of this contract.
The rental is to commence in each case on the day following that on which each machine
or device is installed ready for your use. Monthly rentals will be invoiced on the first of each
month in advance.
The rentals herein provided for are for the use of the machines and for the services ren-
dered to you hereunder.
Machines, devices and equipment, in addition to the above, or to replace any you may have
in use, will be furnished you in accordance with the conditions of this contract at the rates
prevailing at the time your order for same is received.
In consideration of the rental paid for the machines, devices and equipment, this Corpo-
ration hereby gives you a non-assignable license to use the above machines, devices and equip-
ment, at the place aforesaid for business purposes, and not for experimentation, but such license
and any contract based upon the acceptance of this proposition may, at this Corporation’s
option, be terminated in case of any failure to pay when due the aforesaid rentals of the
machines, devices and equipment, or in case any cards are used in the operation of said ma-
chines not conforming to the necessary card specifications as follows:
Curd Specifications
1 . Paper Stock to be as follows
:
Coniferous chemical pulp free from ground wood
;
paper to be substantially
free from clay and not to show more than five per cent (5%) ash. Paper to be
free from defects due to residual chemicals, slime, carbon or other electrically
conducting spots which would cause incorrect operation
;
and to be manufactured,
treated and cured in such a manner as will not necessitate increased servicing
of the machines through the accumulation of deleterious matter from cards,
will not cause incorrect operation of machines through improper electrical con-
tacts or otherwise, nor interfere with the usual length of life of cards. Paper or
cards are to be electrically tested for defects, and defective material rejected.
Paper, when cut, to lie flat without curl or wrinkle
;
and to have smooth even
finish and good snap or rattle and a good hard smooth surface on both sides.
Paper stock uniform in thickness, viz. 0.0065 of an inch with a limit of plus or
minus 0.0005 of an inch.
2. Card Dimensions to be as follows
:
Width of all cards to be 3.250 inches with a tolerance of plus 0.007 of an
inch or minus 0.003 of an inch.
There are two lengths of cards, i.e. 5.625 inches and 7.375 inches with a
tolerance of plus or minus 0.005 of an inch in each case.
The above dimensions apply to cards measured at 50% relative humidity
and a temperature of 70° to 75° Fahrenheit.
Edges to be cut square and true and at true right angles. All edges to
be free from creases. Corners to be cut as specified % or oi an inch along
top and side. Cards when cut to have the grain of the paper running with the
length of the card.
3. Printing to be as follows
:
(a) Impression to be legible without excess ink but under no circum-
stances to indent the card sufficiently to push any part of the surface on either
side of the card out of its plane. Such indentations vary the thickness.
(b) Registration. Printed matter to be accurately placed so that the col-
umnar figures will appear properly when tested through appropriate gauges.
In the event of such termination you agree to pay, in addition to the rental already ac-
crued, rental for the machines, devices and equipment at the full rate for the remainder of
the contract period covered by tliis agreement.
Title to
Machine*
Restriction
as to Use
Maintenance
Traveling
Expenses
All Previous
Agreements
Cards and
Supplies
Transportation
Charges
Packing and
Packing Cases
Terms
All leased machines, devices and equipment are to remain the exclusive property of this
Corporation and may be removed by this Corporation at any time after the termination of
said license and contract.
It is agreed that these machines, devices and equipment, will be used only by one shift
of clerks, and this Corporation reserves the right to immediately charge, and you agree to
pay, double the rental for any machine, device or equipment used by more than one shift
of clerks, for the period that the machine, device or equipment is so used; the minimum
additional amount to be billed in any such case being one month’s rental.
No alterations in, or attachments to, these machines, devices and equipment are to be
made by you without the consent, in writing, of an officer of this Corporation, nor are the ma-
chines to be used for experimental work or for any purpose not previously disclosed to this
Corporation and this Corporation reserves the right in case of any such use to terminate
this agreement without notice.
This Corporation will furnish the above machines complete, ready for attachment by you
to suitable electric current supply and, except as hereinafter stated, will make at its own ex-
pense all necessary repairs to keep the machines in working order, but you agree to bear the
expense of making all repairs and replacements and service charges necessitated by your negli-
gence or by the use of cards not conforming to the necessary card specifications set forth
herein.
All traveling expenses of our representatives are to be paid by you whether for install-
ing, connecting, repairing or replacing the machines, devices and equipment, unless the ma-
chines, devices and equipment, are located at a place where we have a regular representative.
The acceptance of this proposition merges all previous agreements between you and this
Corporation for the use of all leased machines, devices and equipment, and the use thereof
hereafter is to be subject to this contract, without, however, changing the present monthly
rates of payment for their use.
Cards and supplies for use in connection with Electric Bookkeeping and Accounting Ma-
chines, will be sold you in accordance with the prices prevailing at the time orders for the
same are received.
You are to pay all transportation and drayage charges upon all cards, and machines, de-
vices and equipment and parts for repairs or replacements, both to and from our factories.
This Corporation will furnish the necessary crates or boxes for the return of all leased
machines, devices and equipment or parts of same, without cost, except for transportation
charges on same. If desired, this Corporation will furnish a representative to su])erintend
tlie packing, without charge, except for traveling expenses, the labor for packing to be fur-
nished by you.
You agree to pay the expense of repairing damages done to any machines, devices or
equipment returned to us that may have been caused by faulty packing, in cases where our
representative does not supervise the packing.
Thirty days net from date of invoice. No cash discount for prepayment. All orders
are subject to acceptance by this Corporation.
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION,
(TABULATING MACHINE DIVISION),
Authorized Signature
The above proposition is accepted:
Dated —
Company
By
Officer’s Title
FOR BANKS
^ONTROL isfhekeyn ote of the IBM Proof Machine
for Banks. It brings to the check divisions a
speedier and more comprehensive command of all the
phases of their work, reducing the cost of the proving
and distributing operations.
Its operation is simplicity itself. It is only necessary
for the operator to depress a selection key and to
operate an adding machine consisting of only ten keys.
The operator depresses the selection key correspond-
ing to the bank on which the check is drawn, lists the
amount on the adding machine keyboard, and de-
presses the release bar with the following results:
1 . Check is automatically sorted into proper re-
ceptacle.
2. Amount is listed on individual adding machine
on single or duplicate tapes, (thus preparing lists
for clearing house member banks and other
classifications.)
3. Amount is also listed on control tape, together
with symbol identifying bank.
When the last check of the deposit has been listed,
the operator depresses a total key. The total which
appears on the control tape is compared with the
deposit slip total. All items, therefore, are under
control. Any differences that may have occurred,
due to errors by depositors or clerk, are localized for
checks are always listed on the control tape in the
same sequence as received from depositor.
mTcIhTnes c
General Offices Offices and Service Stations
270 BROADWAY in Principal Cities of the
NEW YORK, N. Y. World
Printed in U. S. A.
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NEW PRODUCTS
and
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT SERIES
This series of bulletins of which the present
is a part has for its objective the furnishing
of authoritative information with respect to
the mechanical specifications and operating
advantages of all new products and the
further development of present products.
POWERS
AUTOMATIC PUNCH
BULLETIN
P-1
POWERS ACCOUNTING MACHINES
DIVISION OF REMINGTON RAND INC
Buffalo, N. Y.
POWERS AUTOMATIC PUNCH
'
J.HK above illiisirales ihe Powers Automatic Punch. I bis macliine
prepares Powers cards by perforating into the latter, information —
numerical and alphabetical—essential for accounting details and controls.
Through an exclusive Powers mechanical feature, the information to
be punched into the card is first “set up’’ for the entire card: then, by a
simple key depression, the card is automatically punched and ejected.
During the punching operation of one card, the succeeding card is me-
chanically moved into position for punching purposes. No perforation
is made until this final operation. Therefore wastage due to spoiled
cards is reduced to a minimum—an exclusive Powers feature. The sensi-
tive key action together with locating the keyboard for the operator’s
convenience results in exceedingly high punching production.
POWERS AUTOMATIC PUNCH
OPERATING FEATURES AND ADVANTAGES
1 . Operating of Punching
As in ihe instance of all Powers Punches, in-
dividual holes are not punched as the keys arc
depressed. Instead, the key action automatically
sets-up " the information in the machine
(similar to the setting of keys on an adding
machine) and upon the depression of the trip
key all holes are perforated at one and the
same time. This exclusive Powers feature
thus allows any correction to be made before
a card is punched. A “set-up ’ for an entire
card, or any portion thereof, may be thus re-
stored to normal position by the operator who
senses that she has struck the wrong key or
keys. This feature thus eliminates the necessity
for removing a card incorrectly punched, and
inserting and repunching a new one as re-
quired in other makes of punches.
The present punch, as with all other types of
Powers Punches, minimizes “card spoilage.’’ a
term expressing the destruction and loss of
cards through incorrect punching.
2. Range of Punching
Not only may numerical information be
punched by this machine but also alphabetical.
Through the use of special combination key
tops, this is made possible, and in many in
stances where the amount of numerical data
exceeds alphabetical. Preference is given by
users to this type of punch rather than to the
Alphabetical Punch.
?>. Repeat Punching
Repeat Punching, a feature which materially
helps to increase punching production, is also
available in this type of punch. The repeat
information may be “set” not only in those
columns at the left of the card but in fact in
any column or columns of the Powers 45
column card.
4 Keyboard
The keyboard has been constructed with a
view toward ease of operation, and the assur-
ance of correct manipulation of the keys. The
wide spaced keyboard reduces to a minimum
the possibility of unintentional double punch-
ing in any column through accidentally strik-
ing two keys simultaneously.
5. Double Punching
Where more than one hole in a card column is
needed, it is possible to deliberately double-
punch by depressing two keys simultaneously.
6. Duplicate Punching
As with other Powers Punches, the Auto-
matic Punch has been designed so that after a
particular set-up is made in the machine, any
quantity of cards, no matter how great, may
be fed through the punch automatically at a
speed of 100 cards per minute—and each card
punched identical with all others. Duplicate
punching may be made with respect to the com-
plete or partial set-up of any card as desired.
7. Variable Skip Stops
Variable skip stops are provided to allow the
carriage to skip one or more card columns as
desired, upon the depression of the skip key.
These skip stops may be placed at any column
to allow the skipping of any card field. They
arc so designed that a .set-up for one card form
may be changed to a set-up for another card
form in less than a minute. Each machine
comes equipped with ten stops, but more may
be obtained if required.
8. Alphabetical Punching
By the substitution of special key tops for
the standard numerical key tops, alphabetical
punching may be obtained through single and
combination key selection.
9. Numbering Device
A mechanical numbering device can be attached
to the punch for use in stamping numbers on
punched cards in serial number order, together
with continuous designations. The range of
this combination covers eight columns or dials.
Usually four are used for serial numbering of
cards and the remaining four set to record
identical information throughout a given class
of punching work.
SPECIFICATIONS
HEIGHT 37".
WEIGHT 177 lbs.
MOTOR SIZE 1/6 H. 1>.
CURRENT Either A. C. or D. C.
SPACE OCCUPIED 2'x2' 0".
WORKING AREA—4'x6'.
FEEDING MAGAZINE CAPACITY 600 cards.
FEEDING- Automatic.
TRIP KEY Mechanical.
('ARD NUMBERING DEVICE Numbering device may
be attached as reciuired.
KEYBOARD Twelve (12) numerical keys, in addition
to skip, space and trip key.
KEY ACTION— Mechanical.
COLUMN INDICATOR SCALE (One) to indicate at all
times column position of carriage.
SKIP STOPS—Variable; quick-set.
EJECTION AND STACKING- Automatic.
REPEAT PUNCHING—In any position, column, or field
of card.
DUPLICATE PUNCHING—In any or all columns or
fields of the card, a speed of 100 cards per minute.
SPECIAL KEY TOPS—Special key tops provided when
desired, for alphabetical punching.
SIZE OF READING BOARD- -Two sizes
— (a) 10"xl2"
(b) 2U'x21".
('OLOR- Black with gold striping.
r0 0 6
0 6 6
0 0 6
0 0 6
The above is the Powers Standard Numerical Keyboard
presented in full size and illustrating the positions of
each of the fifteen keys. The wide spacing between
keys prevents unintentional double-punching.
The Powers Standard Numerical Keyboard equipped
with special key tops which permits in addition to
numerical punching, alphabetical punching through
single and combination key selection.
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This senes of bulletins of which the present
is a part has for its objective the furnishing
of authoritative information with respect to
the mechanical specifications and operating
advantages of all new products and the
further development of present products.
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POWERS 90-COLUMN PUNCH
The above illustrates the Powers 90-Column Punch. This
machine is fully automatic in every way—card-feeding, back-
spacing, punching, carriage-returning, and card-receiving. With
this machine, both the upper and lower card fields of a 90-
column card are punched simultaneously. It is equipped with
an electrical keyboard. The sensitive key action of the latter
results in high punching production. Further, this punch may
be said to be universal by reason of the fact that either a com-
plete 45 or 90 column card or a combination card (i. e., a com-
bination of both 45 and 90) also may be punched.
POWERS 90-COLUMN PUNCH
OPERATING FEATURES AND ADVANTAGES
Operation of Punching
As in the instance of all Powers Punches,
individual holes are not punched as the keys
are depressed. Instead, the key action auto-
matically “sets-up” the information in the
machine (similar to the setting of keys on an
adding machine ) and upon the depression of
the trip key all holes arc perforated at one
and the same time. This exclusive Powers
feature thus allows any correction to he made
before a card is punched. A "set-up” for an
entire card, or any portion thereof, may be
thus restored to normal position by the oper-
ator who senses that she has struck the wrong
key or keys. This feature thus eliminates the
necessity for removing a card incorrectly
punched, and inserting and repunching a new
one as required in other makes of punches.
The present punch, as with all other types of
Powers Punches, eliminates entirely “card
spoilage.” a term expressing the destruction
and loss of cards because of incorrect punching.
Range of Punching
The keyboard of the Powers 90-Column
Punch has been so designed that in addition
to Powers 90-Column Cards. Powers 45-
Column Cards also may be punched by this
machine. Through the use of special com-
bination key tops on the 45-column group
of keys (which is the first division of the
Powers keyboard on this machine) it is also
possible to punch “alphabetically.” Thus the
Powers 90-Column Punch may be said to be
a universal punch in that it may be used to
punch a full 90 or 45 column card, or a
combination 45/90 column card — in com-
bination one with the other, and both in
combination with alphabetical designations.
Repeat-Punching
Repeat-punching, a feature which materially
helps to increase punching production, is also
available in this new type of punch. Repeat-
punching is possible both in the upper and
lower columns of the 90-column card.
Back Spacing
Each division of the keyboard is equipped
with an electric back spacing key connected to
an electrically operated back spacer. The latter
because of its rapid and positive action is of
decided advantage to the operator in making
corrections in a punching set-up when the
occasion demands. As the back spacing takes
place the “set-up” is restored to normal and
the information in the columns through
which the back space has traveled is cancelled.
Therefore, the correction is made without
loss of card and the time required to re-
punch a new card.
Duplicate Punching
As with all other Powers Punches, the Powers
90-Column Punch has been designed so that
after a particular set-up has been made in the
machine, any quantity of cards may be fed
through the punch automatically at a speed
of 100 cards per minute, and each card will
he punched identical with all others. Dupli-
cate punching can be made with respect to a
complete or partial set-up of any card.
SPECIFICATIONS
HEIGHT—37".
WEIGHT—200 lbs.
MOTOR SIZE—1/6 H. P.
CURRENT—Either A. C. or D. C.
SPACE OCCUPIED—2 x2’ 9".
WORKING ARE.\—4 x6’.
FEEDING MAGAZINE CAPACITY—
600 cards.
FEEDING—Automatic.
’FRIP KEY—Electric.
CARD NUMBERING DEVICE — Numbering
device can be attached as required.
KEYBOARD—Designed for both 90 and 45
column cards.
KEY ACTION—Fully electric.
TOUCH—Feather light; ii" key depression
for contact.
BACK SP.4CER—Electric; separate key for
each division of keyboard.
SKIP KEY—Electric separate key for each
division of keyboard.
COLUMN INDICATOR SCALES—Two; one
for upper columns and one for lower
columns.
CARD FORM HOLDERS—Two; one for upper
columns and one for lower columns.
INTERMEDIATE CARRIAGE RETURN STOP
—Variable. Can be set for any one of
lower columns.
REPE.VT PUNCHING—In any position, column
or field of the card.
DUPLICATE PUNCHING — In any or all
columns or fields of the card, at a speed
of 100 cards per minute.
COLOR—Black with gold striping.
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This series of bulletins of which the present
IS a part has for its objective the furnishing
of authoritative information with respect to
the mechanical specifications and operating
advantages of all new products and the
further development of present products.
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POWERS REPRODUCING PUNCH
'
i-'l IF. purpose of this punch is to reproduce a new set or file of tabu-
lating cards from a present or original set of tabulating cards. This
reproduction may be an exact reproduction or it may be modified accord-
ing to the reciuirements. Hence, in the process of reproducing, certain
card columns and card fields may be eliminated or transposed as required.
I bis machine may also be used as a Duplicating Punch
—
punching from
one card, any number of cards containing identical information.
Not only numerical infcarmation but alphabetical information also may
be reproduced in either the 45 column or 90 column card. The Powers
Reproducing Punch is fully automatic in operation and control.
POWERS REPRODUCING PUNCH
OPERATING FEATURES AND ADVANTAGES
1. Variable Automatic Stopping Device
This machine is equipped with an indicator
which when properly set will automatically
stop the machine when any desired number of
cards has been duplicated or reproduced. The
maximum range of the indicator— 1000 cards.
2. Feeding Magazines Control
Feeding magazines are so controlled that the
punch will stop automatically when either
magazine is empty.
3. Numbering Device
This machine may be obtained equipped with
a numbering device which automatically num-
bers each card as it is reproduced. The num-
ber may be printed in one of two positions.
4. Duplicate Reproduction
Duplicate reproduction is one of the several
types of reproducing that this particular ma-
chine accomplishes. In this operation, one
reproduced card is obtained from each original
card.
5. Repeat Reproduction
Not only will this punch reproduce card-for-
card. but it will also reproduce any desired
number of cards from but one original card
—
an operation known as repeat reproduction.
6. Converted Reproduction
Another type of reproduction accomplished by
this machine is transferring data from an
original Powers 45 -column card to a Powers
‘)0-column card.
7. Complete Reproduction
All information from an original card may be
transferred automatically to a reproduced card.
Not only may all information, whether nu-
merical or alphabetical be reproduced, but also
all control hole punching may also be re-
produced.
8. Partial Reproduction
This machine is also designed so that less than
all information in an original card may be
transferred to a reproduced card. i. e. desig-
nated card fields and card columns may be
omitted when and as desired.
9. Transposed Reproduction
In the operation of reproducing, not only
may the information from the original card
be transferred to identical fields in the repro-
duced card, but the information may be re-
produced in other fields of the reproduced card.
10. Fully Automatic
This machine is fully automatic in every re-
spect — feeding, punching, numbering and
ejecting.
11. Operating Machine
In the design of the machine everything has
been arranged for the operator's convenience.
The height is ideal, and the feeding magazines
for both original and unpunched cards are on
the front of the machine.—as are also all con-
trols. The result—no lost time or motion.
12. Universality
Through the use of reproducing translators
(an exclusive Powers feature) information in
original cards may be transferred and repro-
duced in card columns different than those in
the original card from which the reproduction
has been made. Thus it is not required that
the arrangement of the card columns of the
reproduced card be identical with the columns
of the original card.
SPECIFICATIONS
SPEED— 150 cards per minute.
HEIGHT—4' V'.
WEIGHT—566 lbs.
MOTOR SIZE— 1/6 H. P.
CURRENT—Either A. C. or D. C.
SPACE OCCUPIED— 2 x2' 4".
WORKING AREA—4'x6'.
FEEDING—Automatic.
OPERATION—Automatic.
FEEDING MAGAZINES CAPACITY—
Upper magazine 450 cards.
Lower magazine 600 cards.
RECEIVING MAGAZINES CAPACITY—
Upper magazine 500 cards.
Lower magazine 1000 cards (with numbering
attachment) 500 cards (without numbering
attachment
)
.
UNIVERSALITY—Reproduces numerical, alpha
betical, and combination of these on either
45 or 90 column cards.
COLOR—Black with gold striping.
CONTROLS—Automatic.
ILLUSTRATIONS
PREPARED
OF VARIOUS TYPES OF REPRODUCED CARDS
BY THE POWERS REPRODUCING PUNCH
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and
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT SERIES
This Bulletin is one of a series which when
bound makes a complete, handy, and authori-
tative Reference Volume covering the current
scope of Powers Accounting Machines and
Methocfs. The solution to your problem is un-
doubtedly in one of these Bulletins, if not out
representative is ready to help you work it out.
REMINGTON RAND
POWERS
PRINTING MULTIPLYING PUNCH
BULLETIN
P-10
Remington Rand Inc.
Powers Accounting Machine Division
BUFFALO, N. Y.
PRINTING MULTIPLYING PUNCH
POWERS
POWERS
PRINTING MULTIPLYING PUNCH
Multiplication ! Division ! Addition ! Subtractio'n
!
The POWERS PRINTING MULTIPLYING PUNCH has revolutionized the making and
entering of extensions into punched cards. Its simplicity and ease of operation; its positive
mechanical accuracy: its high, constant speed; its inherent flexibility: and its many exclusive
features bring a new meaning to punched card extension.
Multiplication, Division, Addition, and Subtraction may all be performed on the POWERS
PRINTING MULTIPLYING PUNCH. The machine senses either one or both factors from
the punched card, instantaneously computes the extension, and punches that extension back into
the same card which contains the factor or factors. A printed record, or control tape, carrying
full details of all calculations is also produced automatically and instantaneously.
This most versatile machine ojfers the users of tabulating equipment the
advantages of four distinct machines:
1. An Automatic, Card Operated Printing Multiplying Punch.
2. A Combination Automatic, Card Set-up and Manually
Set-up Printing Multiplying Punch.
3. A Manually Set-up Printing Multiplying Punch—which
punches the multiplier and the multiplicand into the card
—
as well as their product.
4. A Manual Calculating Machine—which may he used inde-
pendently of tabulating cards.
A Printed Record Flexibility
In connection with all operations, a running
record of all calculations is made on a recording
tape. The printed tape serves as an invaluable
control for checking all factors of the calculations
peiformcd.
The Powers Multiple Translators used in the
machine provide extreme flexibility and speed in
changing machine set-ups—along with the assur-
ance of positive mechanical accuracy of making
such set-ups.
Automatic and Manual Control Totals
The KEYBOARD allows the operator to manu-
ally set up either one or both factors involved,
which arc automatically multiplied, punched into
the cards with their product and printed with
their product on the Recording Tape.
It is possible to print, and punch into a Sum-
mary Card, Progressive Totals and final Net
Totals; to interject amounts to be subtracted
from these totals or to add amounts to them,
showing a printed record of such computations.
High Speed
The machine operates at a HIGH, CONSTANT
SPEED, regardless of the number of digits in-
volved in the computations.
POWERS
PRINTING MULTIPLYING PUNCH
SPECIFICATIONS
SIZK 46" hi^rh, 24" wide, 31" deep.
WORKING AREA -6' 0" wide by 7' 0" deep.
WEIGHT 670 pounds (unpacked).
MOTOR Alternatinpr or Direct Current. 1/6 H. P.
FINISH—Crackled Black. Chrome Trimming.
CAPACITY- 45 or 90 Columns, interchangeably.
Factors -0 digits x 6 digits.
Product 12 digits.
Totals 14 digits.
HALF CARRY -From 2nd, 3rd, 4th, or 5th places in the
product.
SPEED 1200 Calculations per hour.
KEYBOARD Two. Factor Keybanks 6 Keyrows each.
Clear Keys for each row, also Master Clear Keys for
each Factor Keybank.
Decimal Indicator Strips.
Automatic Ribbon Reverse.
Keyboard Cover with writing surface and pencil rack.
Motor Bar for "Calculating Head Only" operation.
COLUMN LOCKOUTS— Full 90 column punching Lockouts.
OPERATING FEATURES
Progressive Totals; l-'inal Net Totals; Non- Add Control; Subtract Control; Automatic. Group Calculation Control
;
Automatic, Clear and Stop Control; Recording Tape with Complete or Partial Non-print Control: Interconnected
“Start and Stop Button” and “Foot Control”: Illuminated. Translator Chamber: Progressive Total, Net Total,
Non-add and Subtract characters print and punch: Operation is Automatic, Manual or Combined.
(
{
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NEW PRODUCTS
and
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT SERIES
This series of bulletins of which the present
is a part has for its objective the furnishing
of authoritative information with respect to
the mechanical specifications and operating
advantages of all new products and the
further development of present products.
POWERS
STANDARD SORTER
BULLETIN
S-1
POWERS ACCOUNTING MACHINES
DIVISION OF REMINGTON RAND INC.
Buffalo, N. Y.
POWERS STANDARD SORTER
The Powers Standard Sorter mechanically selects and arranges Powers cards in
any desired order at the rate of 420 cards per minute. The task of sorting with
this machine as with other types of Powers sorters is mechanical. The oper-
ator’s task is merely that of indexing the column to be sorted and placing the
punched cards in the feeding magazine. By simply depressing a button, this
sorter accomplishes in minutes what would ordinarily require hours by any
other method.
Every refinement of design in mechanical action as well as perfection in con-
struction has been embodied in the Powers Standard Sorter. Its height is ideal
from the standpoint of the operator’s convenience—no fatiguing postures such
as bending or stooping forward are necessary in operating the machine.
This sorter is equipped with a heavy plate glass top which extends hori-
zontally almost the full length of the machine, just above the card receiving
magazines. Thus is afforded a convenient surface upon which to place tabu-
lating cards during the sorting operation.
An auxiliary to this machine is the Powers Sorting Rack mounted on a roll-
ing truck. This rack, of twelve compartments, is made entirely of steel and is
so designed that it may be placed in position under the receiving magazines of
the sorter, and at the completion of the sorting operation, then easily rolled to
that point where the next operation is to be performed.
POWERS STANDARD SORTER
OPERATING FEATURES AND ADVANTAGES
1. General Design
This machine, like all other types of Powers
sorters, has been designed with a view toward
case of operation, a minimum of clerical at-
tention, and high sorting production.
2. Controls
The Powers Standard Sorter is equipped with
those positive controls required to make the
machine fully automatic. When any one re-
ceiving magazine reaches capacity, the feeding
of cards automatically ceases. Should a card
jam occur through faulty operation on the
part of the operator, the machine stops in-
stantly. When the last card leaves the feeding
magazine, the machine automatically comes to
a stop.
3. Capacity of Receiving Magazines
Each receiving magazine has been designed
for a capacity of 450 cards. Careful studies
have shown this number of cards to be the
greatest number that an operator can con-
veniently handle and efficiently remove from
a receiving magazine while the sorter is in
operation.
4. Operating Machine
Because of the number of positive controls
with which this sorter is equipped, the un-
divided time and attention of the person oper-
ating it is not required. Thus one person
may at one and the same time efficiently
operate more than one Powers Sorter.
5. Selector
Sensing, or selecting, card positions so that
cards will fall into their proper receiving
magazines is accomplished in this machine by
what is termed a selector. This selector is
equipped with twelve selecting pins—one each
for the twelve positions of a column.
6. Indexing
Indexing, the name given to the operation of
setting the machine to sort on the column
desired, is accomplished easily and quickly.
By simply depressing a releasing latch, the
selector may be moved into position for sort-
ing on any one of the 45 columns of the
card. The position of the selector at all
times is known to the operator through
means of the column indicating scale with
which each machine is equipped.
7. Split or Selective Sorting
At times it is necessary or advisable to select
or sort certain card positions of a column,
and reject others. This operation is known
as split or selective sorting. Through a very
simple movement, it is possible to make any
or all pins in the selector inoperative. Pins
in normal position will select the proper card
positions and cards will fall in their respective
receiving magazines. When one or more pins
are made inoperative, however, then the cor-
responding card positions are not selected or
sensed, and cards punched in those particular
positions pass into the reject magazine with-
out disturbing the original arrangement or
order of those cards so rejected.
SPECIFICATIONS
SPFIEI)—420 cards per minute.
HEIGHT 39V{.".
WEIGHT 318 lbs.
MOTOR SIZE 1 /G H. P.
CURRENT Either A. C. or D. C.
SPACE OCCUPIED 2'x.')' 4".
WORKING AREA 4'.x8'.
FEEDING MAGAZINE CAPACITY- COO cards.
RECEIVING MAGAZINE CAPACITY—450 cards each.
ARRANGEMENT OF RECEIVING MAGAZINES —
Horizontal.
NUMBER OF RECEIVING MAGAZINES 13.
CARD COUNTERS This type of sorter may be equipped
with a card counter for each magazine and also
group and grand total counters.
AUTOMATIC STOPPING DEVICE For each of the 13
magazines.
SORTING ACTION — Regular and split (or selective)
sorting.
CARD JAM SHUT-OFF Automatic.
COLOR Black with gold striping.
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and
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This series of bulletins of which the present
is a part has for its objective the furnishing
of authoritative information with respect to
the mechanical specifications and operating
advantages of all new products and the
further development of present products.
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POWERS 90'COLUMN SORTER
The above illustrates the Powers 90-Column Sorter which
mechanically selects and arranges Powers cards in any desired
order at the rate of 400 or more cards a minute. This particular
machine is so designed that not only may Powers 90-column
cards be sorted thereby but also (through a simple movement of
a lever) any 45-column card. The task of sorting with this
machine, as with all other types of Powers Sorters, is mechani-
cal. The operator’s task is merely that of indexing the column
to be sorted, and placing the punched cards in the feeding maga-
zine. When the starting button is depressed, the Powers Sorter
accomplishes in minutes what would ordinarily require hours by
any other method.
POWERS 90-COLUMN SORTER
OPERATING FEATURES AND ADVANTAGES
General Design
This machine, like all other types of Powers
Sorters, has been designed with a view toward
ease of operation, a minimum of clerical at-
tention, and high sorting production.
Controls
The Powers 90-Column Sorter is equipped
with those positive controls required to make
the machine fully automatic. When any one
receiving magazine reaches capacity, the feed-
ing of cards automatically ceases. Should a
card jam occur through faulty operation on
the part of the operator, the machine stops
instantly. When the last card leaves the feed-
ing magazine, the machine automatically comes
to a stop.
Capacity of Receiving Magazines
Each receiving magazine has been designed for
a capacity of 450 cards. Careful studies have
shown this number of cards to be the greatest
number that an operator can conveniently
handle and efficiently remove from receiving
magazines while the sorter is in operation.
Operating Machine
Because of the number of positive controls
with which this sorter is equipped, the un-
divided time and attention of the person oper-
ating it is not required. Thus one person
can at the same time efficiently operate more
than one Powers Sorter.
SPECIFICATIONS
SPEED—400 cards per minute.
HEIGHT—391/2 ".
WEIGHT—318 lbs.
MOTOR SIZE— 1 6 H. P.
CURRENT—Either A. C. or D. C.
SPACE OCCUPIED—2 x5' 4".
WORKING AREA—4 x8'.
FEEDING MAGAZINE CAPACITY-
600 cards.
RECEIVING MAGAZINES CAPACITY-
450 cards each.
ARRANGEMENT OF RECEIVING MAGA-
ZINES—Horizontal.
NUMBER OF RECEIVING MAGAZINES—13.
CARD COUNTERS—This type of sorter may
be equipped with a card counter for each
magazine and also group and grand total
counters.
AUTOMATIC STOPPING DEVICE—For each
of the 13 magazines.
SORTING ACTION— Regular and split (or
selective) sorting.
CARD JAM SHUT-OFF—Automatic.
UNIVERSALITY—Will sort both 90 and 45
column cards.
COLOR—Black with gold striping.
P26 PRINTED IN U- S. A.-2H 4 34
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This series of bulletins of which the present
is a part has for its objective the furnishing
of authoritative information with respect to
the mechanical specifications and operating
advantages of all new products and the
further development of present products.
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POWERS COUNTING SORTER
The Powers Counting Sorter, illustrated above, mechanically selects and ar-
ranges Powers cards in any desired order. Card counting is obtained auto-
matically either at the same time the selection is being made or without selection
if desired, through individual counters for each receiving magazine. In addition
to the individual magazine counters, this machine is also equipped with sub-
total and grand total counters. This machine is so designed that it will accom-
modate either 45 column cards, 90 column cards, or both.
The task of sorting and counting with this machine is mechanical. When
the starting button is depressed, the Powers Counting Sorter accomplishes in
minutes what would ordinarily require hours by any other method. The
operator’s task is merely that of indexing the column to be sorted and/or
counted, placing the punched cards in the feeding magazine and transcribing
the totals accumulated in the counters at the end of the sort.
An auxiliary to this machine is the Powers Sorting Rack mounted on a roll-
ing truck. This rack, of twelve compartments, is made entirely of steel and is
so designed that it may be placed in position under the receiving magazines of
the sorter.
POWERS COUNTING SORTER
OPERATING FEATURES AND ADVANTAGES
1. General Design
This machine, like all other types of Powers
sorters, has been designed with a view toward
ease of operation, a minimum of clerical at-
tention, and high sorting production.
2. Controls
The Powers Counting Sorter is equipped with
those positive controls required to make the
machine fully automatic. When any one re-
ceiving magazine reaches capacity, the feeding
of the cards automatically ceases. Should a
card jam occur through faulty operation on
the part of the operator, the machine stops
instantly. When the last card leaves the feed-
ing magazine, the machine automatically comes
to a stop.
3. Capacity of Receiving Magazine
Each receiving magazine has been designed
for a capacity of 450 cards. Careful studies
have shown this number of cards to be the
greatest number that an operator can con-
veniently handle and efficiently remove from
a receiving magazine while the sorter is in
operation.
4. Selector
Sensing, or selecting, card positions so that
cards will fall into their proper receiving
magazines is accomplished in this machine by
what is termed a selector. This selector is
equipped with twelve selecting pins—one each
for the twelve positions of a column.
5. Card Counters
Each receiving magazine from 0 to 1 2 inclu-
sive is equipped with an individual counter,
each counter havng a capacity of 9999. Sub
and Grand Total Counters are also provided
and have a counting capacity of 99999 for
each. The individual counters register the
number of cards going into a particular receiv-
ing magazine. The Sub Total counter registers
the number of cards going into a group of
receiving magazines while the Grand Total
Counter, registers the total number of cards
passing through the machine in one or more
selections.
6. Card Counting
This machine is equipped with a latch to
hold open the gate of the 1 2th position re-
ceiving magazine so that all punched card
positions within a column can be counted
without disturbing the sequence or arrange-
ment of the cards.
7. Indexing
Indexing, the name given to the operation of
setting the machine to sort on the column
desired, is accomplished easily and quickly.
By simply depressing a releasing latch, the
selector may be moved into position for sort-
ing on any one of the 45 or 90 columns of
the card. The position of the selector at all
times is known to the operator through
means of the column indicating scale with
which each machine is equipped.
SPECIFICATIONS
SPEED 420 cards per minute.
HEIGHT 3914".
WEIGHT 318 lbs.
MOTOR SIZE-1/6 H. P.
CURRENT—Either A. C. or D. C.
SPACE OCCUPIED
-2'x5' 4".
WORKING AREA—4'x8'.
FEEDING MAGAZINE CAPACITY 600 cards.
RECEIVING MAGAZINE CAPACITY^450 cards each.
ARRANGEMENT OF RECEIVING MAGAZINES —
Horizontal.
NUMBER OF RECEIVING MAGAZINES -13.
NUMBER OF CARD COUNTERS -14 As follows: one
for each receiving magazine from 0 to 12 inc.
One (1) for sub totals and one (1) for grand
totals.
AUTOMATIC STOPPING DEVICE For each of the 13
magazines.
CARD JAM SHUT-OFF Automatic.
UNIVERSALITY—Will sort and count either 45 column
cards- 90 column cards or both.
COLOR Black with gold striping.
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This series of bulletins of which the present
is a part has for its objective the furnishing
of authoritative information with respect to
the mechanical specifications and operating
advantages of all new products and the
further development of present products.
REMINGTON RAND
POWERS
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Remington Rand Inc.
Powers Accounting TvLachine Division
BUFFALO, N. Y.
POWERS NUMERICAL TABULATOR
(45 COLUMN )
The Powers Numerical Tabulator pictured above has been designed to tabulate
from Powers cards of 45 column capacity.
Information of a numerical character punched into Powers cards is translated
and printed by this machine in any statement form desired. The tabulator will
not only perform automatically the operations of adding and subtracting, but
will produce sub and/or grand totals, whenever desired. Grand totals accu-
mulated in the same unit or units with sub totals are printed directly under
the latter.
This tabulator like other Powers tabulators is fully automatic. I'he only
clerical attention necessary is the insertion of cards and forms—-operations that
may be performed easily and quickly even while the machine is running. Con-
tinuous form sheets such as fanfold or flat-pack paper may be used for tabu-
lations just as well as cut forms.
ii
ii
II
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POWERS NUMERICAL TABULATOR
(45 COLUMN)
OPERATING FEATURES AND ADVANTAGES
1. Proper Design
This tabulator (and all other types of Powers
tabulators) is designed for the operator’s con-
venience in every respect—card feeding, form
feeding, starting, and stopping. All controls
necessary to the operation of the machine—at
the front.
2. Proper Printing Height
Printing is performed at an ideal height. No
fatiguing posture required to observe the
tabulated results. The height from the floor
to the printing line is 50J^
3. Multiple Translators
This type of tabulator (like all other types
of Powers tabulators.) is equipped with mul-
tiple translators. Therefore, one set-up
whether simple or intricate, may be changed
to another in less than half a minute. There
is no need to wire each column individually;
no wiring for control purposes; no wiring
nor the setting of dials and special switches
for adding or subtracting. The insertion of
the multiple translator accomplishes all in a
small fraction of a minute.
4. Compact
The machine itself occupies less than six
square feet of floor space.
5. Constant Speed
Whether listing each item, running for totals
only, subtracting, obtaining grand totals—
the speed is constant and the same speed
maintains even though this type of tabulator
is used in conjunction with the Powers Sum-
mary Punch.
6. Direct Subtraction
Direct subtraction may be obtained up to a
maximum of five units. The results of sub-
traction. in positive figures, is obtainable in
the same column or unit in which the details
appear—or in other units if and as desired.
(See Bulletin T-3 ) .
7. Grand Totals
Grand totals mav be obtained up to a maxi-
mum of six units. A grand total usually
appears in the same unit or column as sub
totals. But grand totals may also be obtained
in other units than those in which sub
totals appear by the use of Y wires. (See
Bulletin T-4).
SPECIFICATIONS
SPACE OCCUPIED—28"x30".
HEIGHT 64".
WEIGHT
-630 lbs.
WORKING AREA -6' 4"x7' 6".
SPEED- -100 cards per minute.
MOTOR SIZEL-^4 H. P.
CURRENT—Either A. C. or 1). C.
OPERATION—Automatic.
CARRIAGE — Standard 20". with inject mechanism.
Maximum throw 8". Special 28" carriage also
available.
TYPE OF TABULATING CARD EMPLOYED — 45
column.
ARRANGEMENT OF UNITS—7 units of 10 sectors each.
GRAND TOTALS- ObUiinable in 1, Z. 3, 4, 5 or 6 units.
HEIGHT FROM FLOOR TO PRINTING LINE SO'/y".
DIRECT SUBTRACTION Obtainable in I, 2, 3. 4, or 5
units.
FEEDING MAGAZINE CAPACITY' -600 cards.
RECEIVING MAGAZINE CAPACITY -1000 card.s.
CARRIAGE SPACING — Single. 6 lines to the inch;
double. 3 lines to the inch.
TY'PE OF PAPER— -Cut, flat-pack or other types of con-
tinuous forms.
CARBON COPIES—Up to 6 legible copies.
FRACTIONAL SECTORS—For printing and accumulat-
ing eighths and twelfths.
SPECIAL ATTACHMENTS — Following special attach-
ments obtainable
:
split unit device, card counter,
variable automatic stopping device, special type,
compensating or constant spacing carriages.
COLOR Black with gold striping.
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT
ACTUAL EXPENSES WITH BUDGET
ACTUAL
cm TMAI
CVTATtl 1
•uMrr—> 4
AM •WOCfT— <V
TERRtTORY_
CURRENT MONTH
BUDGET ACTUAL EXPENSE OVER OR UNDER
YEAR TO DATE
BUDGET ACTUAL EXPENSE
Sa Ia r ir«--Cteheat
Ocrupancy Eipfoae
3201
K202
3203
i 2 0 1
iZQ 2
iZOi
9 0 0 0 0
2 350 00
8 7 5 0 0
9 5 0 3 3
2 102 13
9 10 2 0
5 0 3 3 OV
2 4 7 8 7 *
3 5 2 0 OV
4 500 00
11 750 00
4 575 00
4 534 33
11 32583
4 405 76
3 4 3 3 OV
424 37*
3 0 7 e OV
Tra«fllif>c Ei^iuw
Slalloorr) and Suppli^
3 2 0 4
3 2 0 5
3 2 0 6
6 0 0 0 0
3 7 0 0
17 0 0
7 5 5 1 6
4 6 2 3
16 5 4
13 5 1 6 OV
1 1 2 3 OV
4 6 «
3 000 00
1 6 5 0 0
6 5 0 0
5 145 42
1 7 0 2 1
6 14 1
1 4 5 4 2 CM
1 4 7 9 *
3 5 9 *
T«l«phen«
TrWmph
3207
3208
5 2 0 7
3 2 0 8
5 2 0 9
2 5 0 0
5 0 0 0
16 4 0 0
3 16 6
4 7 16
17 2 12
6 6 6 OV
2 e 2 «
6 1 2 OV
1 2 5 0 0
2 5 0 0 0
6 2 0 0 0
12 6 15
2 3 5 6 6
8 16 7 1
3 1 5 OV
1 4 3 4 *
3 2 9 «
ln«uran(p—Furniture
Office Equipment
Maintenance—Furniture &
Office Equipment
Enlertaininr
3210
32U
3212
3 2 10
3 2 11
3 2 12
6 5 0 0
10 0 0
5 0 0 0
7 6 6 1
7 11
9 6 13
6 1 9
2 6 9 'r
4 6 1 3 OV
4 2 5 0 0
5 0 0 0
2 5 0 0 0
3 9 5 1 4
3 2 10
2 6 7 2 6
2 9 8 6 *
1 7 9 0 «
1 7 2 6 OV
Nen Buslnt>>s Eipenoe 3213
Memberahip Duet^Aasorialinna 3214
Surety Rond Expense 321S
3 2 13
3 2 14
3 2 15
1 2 3 0 0
3 6 0 0
110 0
2 13 2 2
2 9 6 6
13 4 5
6 6 2 2 OV
6 3 2 *
2 4 5 OV
6 2 5 0 0
1 6 0 0 0
5 5 0 o'
ftooatmnx and Su1>s<nplien« 3218
Siample Expense 3217
Sale* School 3218
3 2 16
3 2 17
3 2 18
2 5 0 0
6 5 0 0
1 7 5 0 0
3 6 16
3 5 4 3
2 5 0 0 «
2 6 6 4 *
159 57*
1 2 5 0 0
3 2 5 0 0
8 7 5 0 0
6 7 5 1 3
1 6 0 6 8
6 12 2
7 5 15
2 6 5 6 4
7 4 5 2 2
5 0 1 3 OV
1 9 3 2 A
6 2 2 OV
4 9 6 5 »
3 9 3 6 «
1 2 9 7 6 «
Bonu»e« l*aid
ComniBixions Paid
Prize*
3219
3220
3221
3 2 19
3 2 2 0
3 2 2 1
3 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0
1 3 2 9 6
1 016 54
4 6 10
167 02#
116 5 4 OV
3 9 0 *
1 500 00
4 500 00
2 5 0 0 0
1 206 06
4 963 64
16 9 12
2 9 3 9 2 «
4 6 3 6 4 OV
6 0 6 6 0
General and I'nclaasthed
Proportion of Adminislralivc
Office
Salarie* of Salesmep
3222
3223
3 2 2 2
3 2 2 3
3 2 2 4
3 0 0 0 0
1 100 00
4 600 00
3 14 2 2
1 347 32
4 6 7 5 6 6
1 4 2 2 OV
2 4 7 3 2 OV
124 34 «
1 500 00
5 500 00
24 000 00
1 5 6 4 5 3
S 734 22
21 350 67
6 4 5 3 OV
2 3 4 2 2 OV
2 6 4 9 3 3 *
3 2 2 5
Budget Grand Totals
Expense Grand Totals
3 0 0 0 0
13 350 00
4 2 2 1 (
1 3 4 7 8 5 4 GT
12 2 1 6 OV 1 500 00
) 6 7 5 0 0 0
1 761 69
; 4 3 3 0 6 1 GT
2 6 1 6 9 OV
SAMPLE TABULATION PREPARED ON
POWERS NUMERICAL TABULATOR
T„.HE above Comparative Statement was prepared on the Powers Numerical Tabulator (Model 2)
equipped with two units of direct subtraction. In this particular illustration, the actual expenses
for the current month have been automatically subtracted from the budget figure and the net
difference—Over or Under—shown in its own column position opposite its respective account
number. Also with respect to year-to-date, the actual expenses have at the same time been auto-
matically subtracted from the year-to-date budget and the difference— Over or Under—shown in
the last column. The star following the amount indicates that the actual expenses are less than
budget. When greater than budget, the symbol “OV” in this particular tabulation follows
the number.
It is a particularly interesting fact that in the illustration above, all amounts appearing in the
six columns resulted from information punched in but two fields of the Powers card form.
Among other things, the above illustrates what is known as horizontal direct subtraction—the
minuend in one unit, the subtrahend in a second unit, and the difference in a third unit. As in-
dicated under “Operating Features and Advantages.” vertical subtraction also may be obtained by
the use of Powers direct subtraction units.
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NEW PRODUCTS
and
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT SERIES
This series of bulletins of which the present
is a part has for its objective the furnishing
of authoritative information with resf>ect to
the mechanical specifications and operating
advantages of all new products and the
further development of present products.
POWERS
90-COLUMN TABULATOR
NUMERICAL— 10 SECTOR UNITS
BULLETIN
T-2
POWERS ACCOUNTING MACHINES
DIVISION OF REMINGTON RAND INC.
Buffalo, N. Y.
POWERS 90 COLUMN TABULATOR
NUMERICAL— 10 SECTOR UNITS
TXhe Powers 90 Column Tabulator has been designed to tabulate from Powers cards of
not only 90 column but also of 4 5 column capacity. It is because of the former feature
that this machine is called the Powers 90 Column Tabulator.
Information punched into Powers cards is translated and printed by this machine in
any statement form desired. This type of tabulator will perform automatically the opera-
tions of adding and direct subtracting and will produce sub or grand totals, or both,
whenever desired. The printing capacity of the machine is in no way affected when grand
totals, in addition to sub totals, are obtained. Grand totals are printed directly under the
sub totals.
This tabulator, like all other Powers tabulators, is fully automatic. The only clerical
attention necessary is the insertion of cards and forms—operations that may be performed
easily and quickly even while the machine is running. Continuous form sheets may be
used for tabulations just as well as cut or flat-pack paper.
Powers 90 Column Tabulator
OPERATING FEATURES AND ADVANTAGES
1. Proper Design
This tabulator (and all other types of Powers
tabulators) is designed for the operator's con-
venience in every respect—card feeding, form
feeding, starting, and stopping. All controls
necessary to the operation of the machine—at
the front.
2. Proper Printing Height
Printing is performed at an ideal height,
from floor to the printing line is 50J/2”.
3. Universality of Machine
Not only is this tabulator designed to accom-
modate 90 column cards but also 45 column
cards.
4. Multiple Translators
This type of tabulator (and all other types of
Powers tabulators) is equipped with multiple
translators. Therefore, a series of “set-ups”
whether simple or intricate may be completely
made in a few seconds. One translator will
of itself serve a plurality of applications—
enough in most instances to satisfy the most
exacting requirements of the average installa-
tion. This is possible because the Powers
Multiple Translator is built with such a large
factor of capacity. There is no need of wir-
ing each column individually; no wiring for
control purposes: no wiring for adding or
subtracting. The insertion of a multiple
translator accomplishes all in a small fraction
of a minute.
5. Compact
The machine itself occupies less than 6 stjuare
feet of floor space.
6. Constant Speed
Whether listing each item, running for totals
only, subtracting, or obtaining grand totals
—
the speed is constant. The same speed main-
tains even though this type of tabulator is
used in conjunction with the Powers Sum-
mary Punch.
7. Direct Subtraction
Up to four units of direct subtraction is ob-
tainable. The result of subtraction is obtain-
able in the same column or unit in which the
details appear—or in another unit if desired.
(See bulletin T-3).
8. Grand Totals
Grand totals are obtainable in any four units.
Grand totals usually appear in the same units
or columns as sub totals. If desired, how-
ever grand totals may be obtained in units
other than those in which sub totals appear.
This is accomplished by the use of Y wires.
(Sec bulletin T-4)
.
SPECIFICATIONS
SPACE OCCUIMEU 28"x30".
HEIGHT 64".
WEIGHT 530 lbs.
WORKING AREA -6' 4"x7' 6".
SPEED 100 cards per mimiCe.
MOTOR SIZE ^ H. P.
CURRENT—
-Either A. C. or D. C.
OPERATION—Automatic.
CARRIAGE— Standard 20", with inject mechanism.
Maximum throw of 8". Special 28" carriage also
available.
TYPE OF TABULATING CARD EMPLOYED — 45
column. 90 column, and combination.
KIND
-Numerical.
ARRANGEMENT OF UNITS—7 units of 10 sectors each.
(iRAND TOTALS
—Obtainable in 1, 2, 3. or 4 units.
HEIGHT FROM FLOOR TO PRINTING LINE—SOy^"-
DIRECT SUBTRACTION Obtainable in 1, 2, 3. or 4
units.
FEEDING MAGAZINE CAPACITY GOO cards.
RECEIVING MAGAZINE CAPACITY- 1,000 card.s.
CARRIA(;E spacing — single,- G lines to the inch,
<iouble—3 lines to the inch.
TYPE OF PAPER Flat-pack, cut or continuous form.
fractional sectors For printing and accumulat-
ing eighths and twelfths.
SPECIAL attachments - F'ollowing special attach-
ments obtainable: Split unit device, card counters,
variable automatic stopping device, special type.
CARBON COPIES
-Up to 6 legible copies.
COLOR - Black with gold striping.
EXAMPLES OF POWERS CARDS USED WITH THE
POWERS 90 COLUMN TABULATOR
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FIG. III. 90 COLUMN CARD IN “TIP OVER” ARRANGEMENT
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NEW PRODUCrrS
and
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT SERIES
This scries of bulletins of which the present
is a part has for its objective the furnishing
of authoritative information with respect to
the mechanical specifications and operating
advantages of all new products and the
further development of present products.
POWERS
SUMMARY CARD PUNCH
BULLETIN
P-4
POWERS ACCOUNTING MACHINES
DIVISION OF REMINGTON RAND INC.
Buffalo, N. Y.
POWERS SUMMARY CARD PUNCH
The Summary Card Punch “hooked-up” to the Tabulator performs
the function of punching automatically summary cards, or group total
cards, for those designated classifications summarized on the tabulator.
It operates to produce automatically a punched tabulating card for each
group total printed by the tabulator. Not only are summarized amounts
punched through this means but also all designating data. Thus a
summary card “summarizes” any number of detailed cards automatically
while the tabulator is in operation with the result that month-end peak
loads may be overcome. Due to its design, the punching of a summary
card does in no way slow, retard, or diminish the production of the
Powers Tabulator,—an exclusive Powers feature.
OPERATING FEATURES AND ADVANTAGES
1. Synchronized Control.
Through the means of a small knob on the left side
of the tabulator, the operator may make the sum-
mary card punch operative with the tabulator, or
inoperative, as desired,
2. Production of Tabulator Constant.
One of the outstanding features of this type of
punch is that its use does in no Way retard or slow
up the production of the tabulator. Whether the
data to be summarized requires one or all columns
in the summary card, or whether there are long or
short-run totals, the summarizing of these variable
conditions in no way reduces the normal production
of the tabulator. The summary card is completely
punched (all holes at the same moment rather than
column by column) instantly upon the printing of
a total by the tabulator. Powers Summary Card
Punch is the only punch having this exclusive, im-
portant and time-saving feature,
3. Summary Cards for Group and
Grand Totals.
Not only may summary cards be obtained for group
totals (or sub-totals as they are often called) but
also for grand totals.
4. Transposed Summarization.
The summarized amounts and related designating
data need not appear in fields of the summary card
which correspond, column for column, with the
fields of the detail cards. Nor is it necessary that the
amounts and related designating data as punched in
the summary card be in the same order of arrange-
ment as they appear on the tabulated sheet. Through
the use of removable translators (exclusive with
Powers) in the Summary Card Punch, summary
amounts and designating data may be punched in
any card field as desired and in any arrangement,
irrespective of the design of the detail card or the
arrangement of the printing on the tabulated sheet.
5. Complete Summarization.
The Summary Card Punch permits complete sum-
marization. This means that there is no limit set
upon the number of columns of designating infor-
mation that may be transferred to the summary
card. Whatever mav be printed on a tabulated
sheet or form by the tabulator may be made to
appear in the summary card.
6. Partial Summarization.
It is not necessary that all amounts nor all designat-
ing data appearing on the tabulated sheet be punched
in the summary card. The Summary Card Punch
through its translator and controls permits just so
much of the information to appear in the summary
card as the user desires. This is known as Partial
Summarization.
7. Recurrent Summarization.
Powers summary cards may be used more than once.
Against a certain classification, for example, the accu-
mulated or summarized amount for one month may
be punched in the summary card in one field, for the
following month in another field of the same sum-
mary card, and so on. This is known as recurrent
summarization and is made possible in this machine.
8. Selective Summarization.
Under "Synchronized Control” above, mention was
made of the control which permits the operator to
make operative the summary card punch with the
tabulator, and when inoperative. This feature per-
mits selective summarization. Thus at the election
of the operator, summary cards may be produced,
when and as desired, during different card runs or
during the same card run.
9 . Duplicate Summarization.
In certain instances it may be necessary or desirable
to have the same summarized amount (or group
total) appear in more than one field of the summary
card. This is made possible through the use of the
Summary Punch Translator.
10. Addition and/oi* Subtraction
Summai'ization.
Another feature of the Summary Card Punch per-
mits the punching of an amount in the summary
card representing the sum of a number of debit
amounts of like character in the detail cards, and
also the difference between debit and credit amounts
of unlike character. Thus the summary card punch
may be used when direct subtraction units are in-
corporated in the Powers Tabulator. And further,
during the same tun of cards, the summary of plus
amounts in one field of the detail cards may be
summary punched at the same time and in the same
summary card as the summary (of differences) is
punched in another field of the summary card for
both plus and minus amounts appearing in another
field of the detail cards.
11. Debit and Credit Summarization.
In connection with subtraction summarization, the
excess of debits over credit amounts may be sum-
mary punched together with an indicating control
hole that the amount does represent an excess of
debits. Likewise the excess of credits over debits
may be summary punched with designating control
holes making the amount so punched a credit or
subtracting (or adding if so desired) amount for
subsequent accounting.
12. Repeat Summarization.
It may be desirable at times to punch certain repeat
information into the summary card which informa-
tion does not appear either in the detail cards or on
the printed tabulation. This may be accomplished
by setting up the necessary information in the Sum-
mary Card Punch through the use of repeat slides.
SPECIFICATIONS
WEIGHT -386 lbs.
HEIGHT—60".
MOTOR SIZE 1/6 H. P.
CURRENT—Either A. C. or D. C.
SPACE OCCUPIED*—2' 10%".
WORKING AREA*—6'xlO'.
MAGAZINE CAPACITY—FeediriK—600 Receiving— 600.
*Includes tabulator to which hooked up.
FEED MAGAZINE CONTROL—
Automatic shut-off when mai^azine becomes empty.
COLOR—Black with gold striping.
UNIVERSALITY Numerical or alphabetical cards either 45
or 90 column ; complete, partial, recurring, duplicate,
transposed, subtraction, debit and credit summariza-
tion and repeat summarization available with each
style and type of Powers Tabulator.
EXAMPLES OF POWERS SUMMARY PUNCHING
pjod printed in U A.-3M
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